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PRJECOGNOSCENDA.

1. A Definition is the Explication of such Words or Terms as want to be

IX explained.

2. A Partitions or Distinction is the apt Distribution of Generals into their

Particulars.

3. A Proposition is the pronouncing something true or false.

4. A Demand is a Proposition requiring something to be effected or granted.

5. A Demonstration is the Connexion of Arguments which are brought t«

prove the Truth or Falshood of a Proposition.

6. An Effetlion is the Method of answering or satisfying a Demand •, and

this, as well as Demonstrating is performed by Analysis or Resolution, when

Things are, as it were, unravell'd into their sirst Principles ; by Synthesis or

Composition when the Proceeding is quite contrary. ,

7. An Axiom is a Proposition so easy in it self, that it needs no Demonstration,

8. A Postulate is a Demand so easy in it self, that it needs no Effection.

9. A Theorem is a Proposition, which requires a Demonstration,

10. A Problem is a Demand, which requires an Effection.

it. A Corollary is a Consequent to some preceding Truth.

12. A Lemma is a subsidiary Theorem, the Knowledge of which is necestary

either for the Demonstration of some other Theorem, or the Effection of some

Problem.

13. A Scholium is an acceflary Remark, or an Observation for illustrating

what is gone before, or about to follow.

1 4. An Hypothesis is the arbitrary supposition of such Signs and Terms, as

arc convenient and proper for treating what is in Hand.

15. One Proposition is said to be the Converse of another, when either sup

poses or implies the other.

16. ^j E. D. are the initial Letters of Quad erat Demonstrandum ; i. e. which

was to be demonstrated. ^ E. E. of Quod erat efficiendum ; i. e. which was

to be effected. Ex. gr. denotes Exempli gratia ; i. e. for Example. Vice versa,

on the Contrary. In. Institution. Prt. Precept. Con. Conclusion. : • There

fore. Æ InfirStum, To Infinity.

A R I T H-
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ARITHMETICAL INSTITUTIONS.

PARTI.

Of the first Elements of Arithmetic k.

Chap. I.

General Definitions.

Definition I.

ATHEMATICKS is the Doctrine of Quantity.

Definition II.

2. Quantity is whatever is the Subject of Estimation, or

Computation.

Definition III.

$. Computation is that Action of the Mind whereby Things are referred to

Unity.

Definition IV.

4. Unity is that whereby every thing is considered as One.

B Definition V.
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Definition V.

5. The same Units are such as are apprehended under the fame Notion ; as

the Gallons in a Bushel of Corn, or the Yards in a "Web of Cloth. Different

Units are such as are apprehended under different Notions, as the different

Utensils in a Workman's Shop, or Letters in a Book.

Definition VI.

6. Every Collection of Things taken as Unity, in respect of the Beings collect

ed, is called a Whole, and the things collected are stiled its Paris ; and if any

one Part be assumed, the rest are stiled the Complement of that Part to the

Whole. Ex. gr. If a Bushel of Wheat be considered as a Whole whose Parts

are Eight Gallons, and if Five of those Gallons be assumed, then the remain

ing Three are the Complement of that Part to the Whole.

Partition I.

7. The Doctrine of Mathematicks is distinguished into Abstract, when it has

no regard to Matter -, and Concrete, when it has.

Partition II.

8. Alstratl Mathematicks is two-fold, according as Quantity is the Subject :

First, Of the. Faculty of pure Intellection only, without any regard to the

Images of Things which are impress-d upon the Mind : Secondly, As it is the

Subject of the imaginative Faculty •, or as it respects the sensible Ideas under

which material Brings are apprehended. The former is stiled Arithmetics the

latter Geometry. Hence

Definition VII.

9. Arithmetick may be defined to be the Doctrine of Quantity, as it is the

proper Subject of the pure Intellect. Geometry, the Doctrine of Quantity as it

is represented to the Imagination -, in the former respect, Quantity is the fame

with Multitude, in the latter with Magnitude.

Corollary I.

10. Hence Arithmetick is employed about Beings, both material, and im

material : Geometry, only about Beings that are material.

Definition VIII.

1 r. A Multitude is a Whole whose Parts are actually divided, and is there

fore called Discontinued Quantity.

Definition IX.
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Definition IX.

12. A Magnitude is a "Whole, whose Parts are only divisible in Power j and

is therefore called Continued Quantity.

. .Definition X. .-•

13. The Agreement of Things in Quantity, is called Equality, and their Dis

agreement, Inequality.

Definition XI.

14. Two Things are said to be equal in Multitude, when they are the same

way referred to Unicy in general.

Definition XII.

15. Two Things are slid to be equal in Magnitude, when they are the fame

way referred to the fame Unit.

Definition XIII.

1 6. Of two unequal Multitudes, that is said to be More, a Part of which is

equal in Multitude with the Whole of the other ; that Fewer, the Whole of

which is equal in Multitude with a Part of the other.

Definition XIV.

17. Of two unequal Magnitudes that is said to be Greater, a Part of which is

equal in Magnitude with the Whole of the other ; that Lesser, the Whole of

which is equal in Magnitude with a Part of the other.

Definition XV.

18. A Multitude is said to be Homogeneous, when it is of things of the fame

kind ; Heterogeneous, when it is of things of different kinds.

Axiom I.

1 9. Every thing may be assumed as Unity.

Axiom II.

20. Every Quantity is equal to itself.

Axiom III.

2 1 . Quantities which are equal to one and the fame third, are equal to one ano

ther.

Axiom IV.

22. The Whole is more or greater than its Part,

Axiom V.
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Axiom V.

23. The Whole is equal to all its Parts taken together.

Postulate I.

24. That one Quantity may be increased or diminished by another.

Chap. II.

Of the Expresion of Q.U ANTITY.

Partition IIT.

25. *T*HE Terms by which Quantity is expressed arc Species, and Num-

X her.

Definition XVI.

26. Species is that which expresses Quantity indefinitely and universally.

Definition XVII.

27. Number is that which expresses Quantity definitely and particularly.

Partition IV.

28. Species are distinguished into Given and Known, and Sought or Unknown.

Partition V.

29. Both Species and Number, like the Quantities which they express, are

divided into Homogeneous, and Heterogeneous.

Hypothesis I.

30. The Species of Quantities are signified by the small Letters of the Alpha

bet, and sometimes by the Capital ones ; Unknown Quantities by the Vowels, a, e,

i, u,y ; and Known ones by the Consonants, b, c, d, f, g, &c. according to

Mr. Harriot. But according to others since him, Unknown Quantities are distin

guished by the first Letters of the Alphabet, a, b, c, d, &c. and Known ones

by the last, u, x, y, &c.

Hypothesis II.

31. The Sign of Equality is =s. The Sign ot Majority is T, of Minority ^.

Ex. gr. a=b denotes the Quantity represented under the Species a, to be equal

to that known by the Species b ; so a 7* x, signifies the Term a, to be greater

than the Term x ; and x ^ a, that x is lesser than a.

Scholium I.
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Scholium I.

32. The first Inventer of Species Arithmetick is said to have been Francis

PTieta, a Switzer, who flourished about the Year 1590, but it was perfected

by our Country Men Harriot and Oughtred who were Cotemporaries, Anno

Qhrijii 1600.

Chap. III.

0/NuMBER.w general

Partition VI.

33."UTUMBER is divided into Integers and FraRions.

*^ Definition XVIII..

34. An Integer or Whole Number is that which is referred to Unity, as a

Whole to a Part, as 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. .

Definition XIX.

35. A Frattion or £rofc?« Number is that which is referred to Unity, as a.:

Rut to the Whole ; as 1 Half, 2 Thirds, 1 Third, 3 Fourths.

Postulate II.

36. That no Integer can be assumed so great, but another may be assumed i

greater : Nor any Fraction so little, but another may be assumed less. .

Definition XX.

37. An Aliquot Fart is that which being some Number of Times repeated '

becomes equal to the Whole. An Aliquant Part is that which being repeated :

does either always exceed, or fall short of the Whole. Ex. gr. the Number 4 is

an Aliquot Part of the Number 12, as being just 3 times contained in it: :

But the Number 5 is an Aliquant Part of 12, because if repeated twice it is less i

than 12 ; and if repeated thrice it becomes more.

Axiom VI.

38. Every lesser homogeneous Number is contained in a greater, either as ann

Aliquot, or an Aliquant Part.

Axiom VII.

39. Every Number is contained in it self once.

C Axiom VIII.



Axiom VIII.

40. Every Lesser Number is contained in a Greater more than once.

Axiom IX.

41. The Greater any Number is in comparison to another, the more equal

Parts will it contain of that other.

Axiom X.

42. The nearer any lesser Number approaches to being equal to a greater

Number, the less often will it be contained in that greater Number.

Definition XXI.

43. The Comparison between any two Homogeneous Numbers (the one be

ing taken as a Part or Parts of the other) is stiled the Ratio of those Numbers.

Definition XXII.

44. The Ratio of a greater Number to a lesser (as of 8 to 2) is ca-Hed a

Ratio of greater Inequality, and the Ratio of a lesser Number to a greater

(as of 2 to 8) a Ratio of lejser Inequality. And the former Term in every

•Ratio is called the Antecedent, the latter the Consequent.

Axiom XI.

45. If two Numbers be encreafed or decreased by like Parts of themselves,

their Ratio, both of greater and lejser Inequality, continues still the fame.

Ex. gr. If 2 1 and 1 2 be each encreafed or decreased by their respective Thirds

(viz. 7 and 4) the Sums 28 and 16 in the former Case, and the Remainders 14

and 9 in the latter, have the fame Ratio to each other.

Definition XXIII.

46. A lesser Number is laid to measure a greater, when it is an aliquot

Part of that greater Number.

Definition XXIV.

47. A Common Measure of two or more Numbers is that which measures

each. Ex. gr. 3 is a Common Measure of the Numbers 6, 9, 12, 15, 18,

21, £JV.

Definition ' XXV.

48. Commensurate Numbers are siich as have some one Or more Common

Measure besides Unity, as the Numbers above.

Axiom XII.

49. If a Number measure all the Parts of another Niimber, it" wiH also

rtieasure the Whole of that other Number.

Axiom XIII.
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Axiom XIII.

50. If a Number measure another Number, it will also measore all die

Numbers, which that other Number measures.

Axiom XtV.

51. If a Number measuring any other Number do also measure a Part of

that other Number, it will also measure the remaining Part.

Axiom XV.

52. If two Numbers are commensorate to a Third, or are commensorate

so commensurate Numbers, they are commensurate to one another. And the

same of incommensurate Numbers,

Definition XXVI.

53. An Even Number is that which is measured by 2.

Definition XXVII.

54. An Odd Number is one more than an even Number.

Definition XXVIII.

55. A Prime or Incomposite Number is that which no Number measures but

Unity, as 3, 5, 7, 11, 13,. 17, 19.

Definition XXIX.

56. A Composite Number is that which is measured by some one or more

Numbers besides Unity, as 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15,. fife.

Definition XXX.

'57. A Persett Number is that which is equal to all its aliquot Parts taken

together •, such, ex. gr. is the Number 6, whose aliquot Parts are, 1, 2, ~$f

and such again is 28, whose aliquot Parts are 1, 2, 4, 7, 14.

Chap. IV.

Of the Tour First Ovules of Arithmetical Invention.

Partition VII.

58. TpHE four first Rules of Arithmetical Invention are Addition, Sitb*

X traflion. Multiplication, and Division.

D E F I N I-
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Definition XXXI.

59. Addition is the Invention of a Number or Quantity called the 5am

or Aggregate, by collecting together two or more given Homogeneous Quanti

ties.

Axiom XVI.

60. If equal Quantities be added to equal Quantities their Sums will be

equal.

Hypothesis III.

61. The Sign of Addition is + i. e. Plus or More. Ex. gr. 6+2 denotes

the Sum of 6 and 2, or 6 more 2 ; and indefinitely b -\-d denotes the Sum of the

two given Quantities signified by the Species b and d.

Definition XXXII.

62. Subtraction is the Invention of a Number or Quantity called the Dif

ference, Remainder, or Excess, by taking a lesier given Quantity, called the

Subtrahend, from a greater given Homogeneous Quantity called the Minuend.

Axiom XVII.

63. If equal Quantities be subtracted from equal Quantities, the Re

mainders or Differences will be equal.

Axiom XVIII.

64. If one equal Quantity be subtracted from another, the Remainder will

be Nothing.

Hypothesis IV.

^65. The Sign of Subtraction is — i. e. Minus or Less. Ex. gr. 6—2 de

notes" the difference between 6 and 2, or 6 less 2 •, and indefinitely b—d signifies

the difference between the Species b, and the Species d, or b less d.

Hypothesis V.

66. The Sign co denotes the difference of two Terms, without knowing

which is greater, which lesier, Ex. gr. a c/d e serves indifferently for a—e or

e—a, according as a ox e is greater.

Corollary II.

67. Addition and Subtraction are only of Homogeneous Terms. Ex. gr.

6s. -j- 2 j. = 8 s. i. e. 6 Shillings more 2 Shillings equal 8 Shillings : So 6d. —

id. =: 4^. i. e. 6 Denarii or Pence less 2 Pence make 4 Pence. But 6s. + 2d.

will neither make 8 j. nor 8rf. Nor will 6s. — 7.d. make 4 j. or 4^. but both

must remain as they are, so long as they continue in different Denominations.

Corol
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Corollary III.

68. Addition is the Converse of Subtraction, and Subtraction of Addition.

Ex. gr. if a—b=sd, then because b:sb (In. 20.) :• a^=.d\b (In. 60.) And

if a=sd-\-b, then because b—b (In. 20.) :• a—b=d (In. 63.)

Definition XXXIII.

69. Multiplication is the Invention of a Number or Quantity called the

Product, by taking or adding a given Number called the Multiplicand, as of

ten as diere are Unites, or Parts of an Unite in another given Number called

the Multiplier. Ex. gr. in the Multiplication of 6 by 2, 6 is the Multiplicand,

2 the Multiplier, and 1 2 the Product.

Definition XXXIV.

70. In Multiplication the Multiplicand and Multiplier are also called by the

common name of Factors, or Efficients.

Axiom XIX.

71. If equal Quantities be multiplied by equal Quantities, the Products

will be equal.

Hypothesis VI.

72. The Sign of Multiplication is X i- (■ Into. Ex. gr. 6 x 2 denotes the

Product of 6 multiplied by or into 2. And b %d or rather bd, like Letters in

a Word, denotes the Product of b into d.

Hypothesis VII.

73. If one or both of the Factors do consist of more Terms than one con

nected by the Signs ■+■ and —, a Line is to be drawn over all the Members in

each. Thus the Product of a-\-b—c multiplied into x+z is signified by

*-\-b—cY.x fz.

Definition XXXV.

74. Numbers multiplie.l into, or prtfiVd to Species, are stiled Coefficients,

and denote how often such Species are taken •, thus, 5 a is 5 times a : 14 b

is 14 rimes b, &c. And every Species without a Coefficient has Unity under

stood to be prefix'd to it ; thus, a is 1 a, b is 1 b, &c.

Definition XXXVI.

75. A Product is said to be of as many Dimensions as it consists of literal

Factors. Ex. gr. aa is a Product of two ; yabc of diree i xxzz of four, t£c.

Dimensions.

D -Definition XXXV H.
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Definition XXXVII.

76. Division is the Invention of a Number or Quantity called the Quotient,

which contains as many Units, as a given Quantity called the Dividend con

tains another given Quantity called the Divisor. Ex. gr. in the Division of

12 by 2. Here 12 is the Dividend, 2 the Divisor, and 6 the Quotient.

Axiom XX.

77. If equal Quantities be divided by equal Quantities, the Quotients will

be equal.

Hypothesis VIII.

78. The Sign of Division is -j- 4. e. By. Ex. gr. 6 -7- 3 denotes that 6 is to

be divided by 3. Also here, as in Multiplication, when the Divisor, or the

Dividend, ot both are compound Quantities, a Line is to be drawn over all

the Members in each ; thus, the Division of a-\-b-—c by x+z is denoted by

a fb—c^x-^-z.

Hypothesis- DC.

79. Otherwise Division is signified by drawing a Line under the Dividend,

and placing the Divisor beneath it ; thus, —-j-—

Corollary IV.

80. The Quotient expresies the Ratio of the Dividend to the Divisor

(In. 43-)

Axiom XXI.

81. Unity neither multiplies nor divides. Ex.gr. la = - = a. : • 2 is-

the least Integer that multiplies or divides.

Axiom XXII.

82. To multiply by an Integer encreafes the Value of the Multiplicands

and to divide by an Integer decreases the Value of the Dividend.

Corollary V.

83. Multiplication is the Converse of Division, and Division of Multiplication?

i. e. If in Multiplication the Product be divided by either Factor, the Quo

tient will be the eth.r Factor. And in Division, if the Quotient be mul-

tiplied into the Divisor, the Product will be the Dividend. Ex.gr. If y=» a

then
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then because bs=b (In. 20.) :• assbd (In.. 71.) And if a = W, then because

k=b(ln. 20.) :•-£=<* (In. 77-) " ''

Theorem I. "■U)

84. The Product of two Numbers or Quantities, (Ex. gr. a+b~x7~fz is

equal to the Product of all the Parts of one multiplied (or drawn) into all

the Parts of the other i. e. ^h%e-\-z=a%7^z-\by%e-{-x.

Demonstration.

If equal Quantities are multiplied into equal Quantities, the Products are

equal (In. 71.) But every "Whole is equal to all its Parts taken together

(In 23.) Therefore the Product made by- multiplying two WhcLs one into

another T^fbyCe- z is equal to the Product made by multiplying all the Parts

of one into 11 the Parts of the other ; i. e. a+bXe+z~ aXT^L-^byG^z dr

ey^r+J-tzy.T-+h~==iie+(iz-\-be-tbz. Q^E. D.

 

Corollary VI.

85 There*" - in TWtiplication rtis all one which of the Factors be the

Multiplier rth& the Multiplier.

Theorem II.

86. If a Dividend and Divisor (Ex. gr. — ) be both multiplied into (and

consequently both divided byJ the fame Quantity (Ex. gr. x) the Quotient

will continue still the fame ; i.e. — — — •

* px

Demonstration.

If a Divisor and Dividend be encreased or diminished by like Parts of

themselves, the Divisor will be still the same Way contained in the Dividend ;

i. e. their Ratio will still be the same (In. 45.) But the Quotient is thar

which expresses the Ratio of the Dividend to the Divisor (In. 80.) There

fore the Quctient is still the fame \ '%. e, j ss •=- . Q^ E. D.

COROLLARY VII.

87. Therefore wherever the fame Term is found in both tie Dividend",,

and the Divisor, it is to be struck out. Or in Numbers, whenever the

Dividend and the Divisor can both be divided by the some Number, it is to

be done : Which is called a bringing the Exprejston to its lowest Terms. Ex. gr..

j— =— , - = — — a (In. 81.) — ts — a 1. ( In 39. ) And in Numbers
tza z a 1 v 'a 1 v 3y '

13 ^ 1S^3 -IB< 24~6 -, ± &c

ChaK
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Of Fractions.

'Definition XXXVIII.

88.T F a Divisor be an Aliquant Part of the Dividend, then the Division of

J[ the Remainder by the same Divisor makes a Fraction (In. 35.) As

when 14 is to be divided by 3, the Quotient is 4, with die third Part of 2,

or two third Parts of 1, i. e. -1 = 4 + — . So — or 10 -~ 5 = — 4- -fL

es 3 + — i. e. 3 and the 5th Part of 4, or 4 Fifdis of 1.

Definition XXXIX.

89. The Numerator of a Fraction is the Number above, expressing how

many Parts are taken in the Fraction. The Denominator is the Number be

neath, which shews the Denomination of the Parts, or the Number of Parts

into which the Unit is divided.

Partition VIII.

90. Fractions are divided into Proper and Improper.

Definition XL.

91. A Proper Fraction is that whose Numerator is less than the Denominator ;

as 4-» -f , -J-> &c' An Improper Fraction is that whose Numerator is greater, as

T' T> TT> *~>tm

Partition IX.

92. Fractions are again divided into Pure and Mixed.

Definition XLI.

93. A. Pure Fraction is that which is joined to no Integer, as £, \ &e.

A Mixed Number or Species is that which is made up of an Integer, and a

Pure Fraction, as 3 •+■ 4. •, i. <?. 3 and a half, b + — .

Scholium II.

94. In Mixed Numbers the Sign -f- which connects the Integer and Fraction

is usually omitted. Thus 3 -f- J. is writ 34-, 15 + -i is 15.1, but not so in

Species.

. Partition X.
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Partition X.

95. Pure Fractions are divided into Simple, and Compound.

Definition XLII. •

96. A Simple Fraction is that which is not divided into more, as the Exam*

pies above. A Compound Fraction is the Multiplication of Fractions, or the

breaking a Fraction into more ; as the Expressions ± of f of |, 4. of ■{• of £,

•f of 4f, fcfr.

Partition XI.

97. Simple Fractions are either Homogeneous, or Heterogeneous.

Definition XLIII.

98. Homogeneous Fractions are such as have the fame Denominator, or are

referred to the lame Unit. Heterogeneous Fractions are such as have different

Denominators, or are referred to different Units.

Corollary VIII.

99. In Proper Fractions the Numerator is to the Denominator in a Ratio of

lesser Inequality : In Improper Fractions in a Ratio of greater Inequality.

Corollary IX.

100. Every Integer may be looked upon as a Fraction whose Denominator

is Unity j thus 5 •= 1. 6 = 1, fc=s — , fcfr.

Corollary X. >

101. When the Numerator and Denominator of a Fraction are the fame,

the Fraction is the fame with Unity (In. 39.)

Corollary XI.

102. The greater the Denominator of a Fraction is in respect of its Nume

rator, die lefler is the Fraction ; and vice versa, the lesier the Denominator of

a Fraction is in respect of its Numerator, the greater is the Fraction (In. 41,

and 42.)

Corollary XII.

103. If both the Numerator and Denominator of a Fraction be multiplied

for divided; by the fame Number or Quantity, the Fraction will still^retain the

value (In. 86, and 87.)

E Corollary XIII.
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Corollary XIII.

104. If the Numerator of a Fraction be multiplied by any Number or

Quantity, it is made so many times greater, as there are Units in that Num

ber or Quantity ; and if divided by it, so many times less (In. 102.)

Corollary XIV.

105. If the Denominator of a Fraction be multiplied by any Number or

Quantity, it is made so many times lesser, as there are Units in that Quan

tity j and if divided by it, so many dmes greater (In. 102.J

Corollary XV.

106. Whence, to divide the Numerator of a Fraction by any Quantity,

is all one as to multiply the Denominator of the fame Fraction by that Quan

tity : And vice versd, to multiply the Numerator of a Fraction by any Num

ber or Quantity is all one as to divide the Denominator by that Number or

or Quantity. Ex. Pr. -— = =x —
' aa aa-ra a

Problem I.

107. To reduce Heterogeneous Fractions into Homogeneous ones retaining

the fame Value.

EffeSion.

Pre. 1. Multiply all the given Denominators together for a new and common

Denominator.

2. Multiply each Numerator into all the Denominators, except its own, for

new Numerators.

3. Subscribe the new and common Denominator under each of these new Nu

merators. Then I fay that each Homogeneous Fraction, thus found, is

equal to the respective given Heterogeneous one from whence its Numerator

was formed. Q^E. E.

Example.

bed

Let it be required to reduce the given Heterogeneous Fractions—, — ,—

into Homogeneous ones of the fame Value.

By Pre. 1. p X q X r = pqr the common Denominator.

By Pre. 2. the new Numerators are bqr, cpr, and dpq.

Therefore by Pre. a . the Homogeneous Fractions required are -*~ , — , -±%~1 D ° n pqr pqr pqr

j.,.^=si./ir=^,^ = l(In.86,and87.)
Pqr f ' pqr ? ' pqr r



If b = 2, c = 3, d =: 4, /> = 5, ? = 7, r = 9 j then instead of --, — , - ,

we (hall have — ,—,—, which reduced by the foregoing Precepts become

aX7X? __ 126 . 3X5X9 _ '35 . 4X5X7 _ 140

5X7X9 "" 315 ' 5X7X5? ~" 3»5 ' 5X7X? 3X5 '

Problem II.

108. To reduce a given Integer b into a Fraction of the fame Value, whose

Denominator shall be a given Quantity d.

EffeRion.

Multiply the given Integer b into the given Denominator d, and under the

Product bd subscribe the Denominator d ; then I say -j = b (In. 86, and

87.) QÆ. E.

Problem III.

109. To reduce a mixed Quantity (b -\- — or b — — ) into an Improper.

Fraction of the same Value.

Effeflion.

Multiply the Integer b into the Denominator of the Fraction 2, «nd -under

the Sum bz + x in the former Case, or Difference bz — at in the latter Case,

subscribe the Denominator z 5 then I say —~s b 4- — , and —^- = b —

£ • . Q^E. E.

Demonstration.

The Quantity b = - (In. 86.) Therefore - + ~ = b + - (In. 60.}

But - + - = !f±f or hZ£x-z (In. 88.) Therefore ^±^ =U-

(In. 21.) And after the same manner will it be proved that —— or — — — .

Problem IV.

no. To reduce an Improper Fraction ■ to its equivalent Integer or

mixed Quantity. ,

EffeRion.

Divide the Numerator bz-\-x by the Denominator 2, and under the Re

mainder subscribe the D -nominator. I say b + — =. ~ * • Q^ E. E.

Z SQ

Problem V.



Problem V.

in. To add one given Fraction to another Fraction given.

Effection.

Pre. i. If any of the given Fractions to be added together be a mixed

Quantity, reduce it to an Improper Fraction (In. 109.) And if they are

Heterogeneous reduce them to Homogeneous ones (In. 107.)

2. Add all the Numerators together, and under that Sum subscribe the com

mon Denominator, and it is done.

£*■ £r. 7+ T + T =!=tT^- & t+^=t=i (^ 39) Again 2f

-r-f=T+i (In. 109.) = 'i+< (In. 107.) a «£ = 3£ (In. no.)

Problem VI.

112. To subtract a given Fraction from another Fraction given.

EffeUion.

Pre. 1. If either of the given Fractions be mixed, reduce it to an Improper

Fraction (In. 109.) And if they are Heterogeneous make them Homoge

neous (In. roy.)

Pre. 2. Subtract the lefler Numerator from the greater, and under that Dif

ference subscribe the common Denominator, and it is done.

£*• gr- ^ - 7 =^, W«*=* (!n- «70 So 24.-*= <>-f (In. 109.)

— '.J.-* (In. 107.) s^ssi-J- (In. no.)

Problem VII.

b d

113. To multiply a Fraction — by a Fraction — (In. 96.)

Effeftion.

Multiply all the Numerators together for a new Numerator, and all the

hyeji

Denominators together for a new Denominator, and it is done ; I fay, —-

= — the Product required.

Demonstration.

Put — t= x, — = 2, then will xz s= the required Product (In. 71.) But

h d
if — = #, then b =s ex -, if — = 2, then d=zpz (In. 83.J And if bssex,

and d as pz, then bd =« cpxz (In. 71.) And lastly, if id s= cpxz, because

cp = cp, therefore — = xz ; i. e. — is the Product required. Q^ E. D.

cP H
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ale ate v/ d abed . . a * . r ^ dJfi a

87.; In Numbers4-X|X4X4-=-^ = -f (In 87.) So 2X|»4X| (In. 100.)

= 1 = ^ (In. 87.) =ii. (In 1,0.)

Problem VIII.

114. To divide a Fraction — by a Fraction — •

EffeRion.

Pre. t. "When the Numerator of the Dividend can be divided by the Numera

tor of the Divifbr, and the Denominator of the Dividend by the De

nominator of the Divifbr ; then the refpective Quotients will be

the Numerator and Denominator of the Quotient required •, thus,

- -r---, r^-rl-f, ttT7»t-i- But when this can-
CP ? c

not be done, then

Pre 2. Multiply the Numerator of the Dividend into the Denominator of the

Divifor for a new Numerator, and the other Numerator and Denomi-

nator together for a new Denominator, and it is done. I fay J—

= -^- = 7 (In- 870 Sof-Ksr-r!, 5-ri or *-§■*«•* -7*.

T-r5or-f-r4 = -rr, Cft.

Demonftration.

Since Divifion is the Converfe of Multiplication (In. 83.) then becaufe the

Multiplication of Fractions is performed by Multiplying all the Numera

tors together, and all the Denominators together (In 113.) therefore the Divi

fion of one Fraction by another muft be performed by dividing the Numera

tor of the Dividend by the Numerator of the Divifor, and the Denominator

of the Dividend by the Denominator of the Divifor, according to Pre 1.

above : But becaufe this is all one as to multiply the contrary Numbers to

gether, as in Pre. 2. (In. 106.) therefore, &V. Q^E. D.

Corollary XVI.

115. Therefore to divide the Denominator of a Fraction by any Integer

is the fame as to multiply the Fraction by that Integer •, and to divide the Nu

merator of a Fraction by an Integer is the fame as to divide the Fraction by

that Integer •, thus, — X 2 = — , and j- b ss

F Corollary XVII.
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Corollary XVII.

1 1 6. Also it appears that to divide by a Fraction always encreascs the Va

lue of the Dividend, and to multiply by a Fraction decreases the Value of the

Multiplicand, which is the Converse of Axiom 22, (In. 82.)

Corollary XVIII.

117. The Product made by two Integers will it self be an Integer ; and the

Product made of two proper Fractions will be a Fraction.

Corollary XIX.

1 1 8. That Number which being divided by an Integer makes an Integer in

the Quotient is it self an Integer (In. 83.) And vice versa that Number, which

being divided by a proper Fraction, makes a proper Fraction in the Quotient,

is it self a proper Fraction.

C H A P. VI,

Of the Greatest Common Measure between two or more given

Numbers or Quantities.

Definition LXIV.

no.'TpHE Greatest Common Measure between two given Numbers or

JL Quantities, is that, which dividing both shall bring them to their

least or lowest Terms (In. 87.)

Problem IX.

• 1 20. To find the Greatest Common Measure between two given Numbers,

Ex. gr. b the greater, and c the lesser.

Effection.

Pre 1. Divide the greater Number b by the lefler c, and call the Re

mainder d.

Pre 2. Divide the first Divisor c by the first Remainder d, and call the second

Remainder/.

Pre. 3. Divide the second Divisor d, by the second Remainder /, and call the

third Remainder .£.

Pre. 4. Continue so doing as long as any thing remains, and the last Divisor

will be the greatest Common Measure sought. Q^ E. E.

The
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The Demonstration of this EjseRion is twofold.

First to prove, that the last Divisor, how many soever there be thus found,

does really measure the first given Numbers b ana c.

Suppose Ex.gr. that the second Remainder/ does divide the second Divisor

d without a Remainder, so that the third Remainder g—o.

Con. i. The-Number d measures the Complement of / to c (Pre. 2.) and

the Number / measures d by Supposition : But if a Number measures ano

ther Number, it also measures every Number which that other Number

measures (In. 50.) therefore the Number / measures the Complement of

/ to c.

2. The Number / measures its Complement to c (Con. 1.) and it also mea

sures it self (In. 39.) But if a- Number measure all the Parts of another

Number, it also measures the whole of that Number (In. 49.) therefore /

measures s, the lefler given Number.

3. The Number c measures the Complement of d tab (Pre. 1.) and / mea--

fures c (Con. 2.) But if, &c. (In. 50.) therefore/ measures the Comple

ment of d to.b,

4. The Ndmber / measures the Complement of d to b (Con. 3.) and also mea- •

sores d by Supposition. But is, &c. (In. 49 .j therefore / also measures b

the greater given Number.

It is plain therefore the last Divisor thus found, how many soever there be,

will be a Common Measure to the given Numbers. It follows next to demon

strate that it is the Greatest Common Measure.

Suppose z for the Greatest Common Measure between the given Numbers

b and c.

Con. 1 . If z measures b and c (as by the Suppositions it must also measure what

remains after the Division of b by c, or the Complement of all the c's, that

b will contain, to b (In. 51.) But that Complement is d (Pre. 1.) There

fore z measures d.

2. If z measures c and d (Con. 1.) by like reason it must measure /and so on. .

But if 2 measure/ it cannot possibly be greater than/. Therefore / is the

greatest Common Measure between b and c. Q^E. D."

Corollary XX.

121. If the lesser given Number be an Aliquot Part of the greater, then is-

the lefler Number the greatest Common Measure.

Corollary XXI.

122. If. the last Divisor be Unity, then are the given Numbers ir* their low*

est Terms already.

Corollary XXII.'
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Corollary XXII.

•123. If a Number 2 measure any two Numbers £, and f, it wist also mea-

- the greatest Common Measure between those two Numbers.

Corollary XXIII.

124. If a Number z which is the greatest Common Measure to any two other

Numbers b and c do measure a third d, it will be the greatest Common Mea

sure to all the three, b, ct d. For since 2 is the greatest Common Measure that

can be to b and c, therefore no greater Number measuring d can measure

both b and c.

Problem X.

135. To find the greatest Common Measure to any Number of Terms ;

Ex. gr. b, c, d\ s.

Ejjeclion.

Pre. 1. Find the greatest Common Measure between the first Term by and the

seconds, (In. 120.^ which call/).

2. Find the greatest common Measure between p, and the third Term d, which

call q. >

3. Find the greatest Common Measure between q and the fourth Term /, which

call r, and so on if Occasion require to a fifth, sixth, &c. Term at pleasure •,'

and the last Common Measure thus found is the greatest to all the Terms for

which it is found ; eonfequendy r is the greatest Common Measure to the four

Terms b, c, d,s

Demonstration.

Con. 1. The Number p measures b and c (Pre. 1.) and q measures/ (Pre 2 .)

But, -tSc. (In.. 50.) Therefore q measures b and c.

2. The Number r measures q (Pre. 3.) q measures b and c (Con. 1.) and q

measures d (Pre. 2.) But, &c. (In. 50.) Therefore r measures b, c, d.

And since r measures/ (Pre. 3.) Therefore r measures b, c, d, and/, which

Was the first Thing to be proved.

Secondly, Suppose z for the greatest Common Measure required.

Con. 1. The Number z measures b and c (by Supposition) and p is the greatest

Common Measure between b and c (Pre. 1.) But if, &c. (In. 123.) There

fore 2 measures p.

2. The Number z measures/* (Con. 1.) and d (by Supposition) and q is the

greatest Common Measure between/) and d (Pre. 2,) But, &c. (In. 123.)

Therefore 2 measures q.

And after the fame manner will it be proved that 2 measures r the

Common Measure found, but if 2 measures r it cannot possibly be lesser than r,

there



therefore r is the greatest Common Measure between the given Numbers

h c, d, f. O^E. D.

Corollary XXIV.

126, If a Number z measure over so many Numbers, it will also measure

the greatest Common Measure of those Numbers.

Chap. VII.

Of the Powers of QUANTITIES.

Definition XLV.

I27.TPHE continued Multiplication of a Quantity into it self is termed

1 Involution ; and according to the Number of such Multiplications

of the same Quantity, it is said to be raised to the First, Second, 'Third,

Fourth, &c. Power or Degree ; Ex. gr. If the Number or Quantity a be con

sidered as multiplied into Unity (i. e. as 1 a) it is termed the Root or First

Power of a ; then that first Power multiplied into it self composes the Square

or second Power ( aa ) : That second Power multiplied into the Root a, compo

ses the Cube or third Power (aaa) : That third Power multiplied into the Root

a composes the Biquadrate or fourth Power (aaaa) : That fourth Power multi

plied into the Root a composes the first Sursolid or fifth Power (aaaaa), &c.

ad infinitum.

Definition LXVI.

128. The Converse of Involution, i. e. the Resolution of the Rod from the

given Power, is called Evolution, or Extraction.

Definition LXV1I.

1 29. A Scale of Powers are all those in their Order, which are raised from

the fame Root, as, a, aa, aaa, aaaa, aaaaa, aaaaaa, aaaaaaa, &c.

Partition XII.

130. Powers are divided into Homogeneous and Heterogeneous,

Definition XLVIII.

131. Homogeneous Powers arc such as belong to the fame Scale ; as, a, aa,

aaa, &c. Heterogeneous Powers belong to different Scales ; as, a, bb, ccy

ddd, &c.

G Partition XIII.



Partition XIH;

132. Heterogeneous Powersx as, well as their Roots, are either Homologous, or

Heterohgous.

Dibf-in.it ion XLIX.

133. Homologous Powers are such Heterogeneous Powers as are of the fame

Dimension •,, as, <w and bb^ ccc^ anc]\-_dddj xxxx and zzzz, &c. all others are

Heterohgous.

DEjFJNITjIQ.N L..

134. Homologous Roots are those of the same Name (viz. the Square, Cube,

Biquadrate, &c. Roots) which, arc. extracted from Heterogeneous Quantities.

Defj-n it 1 o n LL

135. Homologous Roots extracted from Commensurate Quantities are fajd to

be Commensurate in Power,

Partition XIV.

136. Powers, as tvip\\ as , their. Roots, are again di^inguifhedintpi?^^.

and Irrational.

Definition LII.

j 37, Rational Powers are such as have their Roots capable of being express

fed in Numbers, as 4 as 2 X, 2, 8 =5 2 X2 X2,. 64 = 4X4 X 4, &c'. And.

ftich Roots are called Rational Roots.

Definition LIU.

138. Irrational Powers are all Numbers, which either in reality have no

Roots at all to be expressed in Numbers (as 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 6?f.) or at

feast no such as are required to be extracted from them : Of winch kind,

Ex. gr. are 4 taken as a Cube •, 8 taken as a Square, or a Biquadrate ; 9 taken

as a Sursolid, or as a _/?#/& Power, &c. And their .&<*?/.* are stiled Irrational.

Roots, or SfcrA.

Definmtion LIV.

139. Every Number, or Species^ whose Rsot is required to be extracted, is

called a Resolvend.

Hypothesis X.

140. The Powers of Quantities are denoted (according to the Example of-

Kepler, and after him Carlesius) by Numbers called Exponents, which are pla

ced, at the Head of the Quantity to bt involved to the right Hand : Thus,

a is



a isa', aa is a4, aaa = a3,.avwa s= a4, &c. so i^pT5 signifies the fifth Power

of 4 -\-b. "Whence

Hypothesis XL

141. The Roots of Quantities are denoted by Fractional Exponents set at the

Head of the Resolvend, whose Numerators are Unity, and whose Denomina

tors, are, the Exponent of the Power, which such Resolvend. is taken for. Thus

Ex. gr. the Square Root of a, or a' is a T, its, Cube Root a * , its Biquadratc

«F, &c; and the Root, of a-\-h. taken as a. seventh Power is a -f- kr.

H'V P O T H E S I S XII.

142. The Species m is put universally to signify the Exponents of all Pvweru

Thus a"1, A"S '*> denote indefinitely the /r/?, second, third, fourth, &c.

' -L JL _L

Powers of the Quantities, a, b, c. And a™, lm, cm denote the Square,

Cube., Biquadrate, &c. Roots •, according as m is put for 2, 3, 4, &V.

Hypothesis XIII.

I43> The Sign ©■* set after any Quantity denotes that such Quantity is to

be involved. to thew Power (j. e. to the Square, Cuh, Biquadrate, &c. accord

ing to what m is put for.) And on the contrary «,"* signifies that the m Root is

to be extracted from it •, Ex. gr. a®-3 signifies that a is to be involved into a

Cube, and am3 that its Cube Root is to be extracted.

Def,ini-Tjon LV.

144. Quantities expressed by Exponents are called Exponential- Quantities..

Definition LVI;

145. All Powers above the third, whose Exponents are prime Numbers,

are stiled Sursolids : Thus a' is the firlt Sursolid Power of a, a1 the secorut

Sursolid, a11 the third Sursolid, &c.

Axiom XXIII.

146. Homologous Powers raised from equal Quantities are equal ; and, vier

versa, Homologous Roots extracted from equal Quantities are.equal.

Corollary XXV.

147. Homogeneous Powers are Heterogeneous Terms, and consequently, as-

such can neither be added nor subtracted.

Corollary XXVI.

*48» Irrational Roots are always expressed by their Exponents.

Corollary XXVH.
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Corollary XXVII.

149. Every Integer may be confidcred as a Power whofe Exponent is

Unity j Ex. gr. a is a', 5 is 5', 8 is 8', ' &V.

Corollary XXVIII.

1 50. Powers whofe Exponents arc Compofit Numbers may have their Roots

extracted, according to the Numbers of which their Exponents are compofed.

Thus the Biquadratc Root is extracted by extracting firft the Square Root,

and then die Square Root of that Square Root. Alfo the Root of the fixth

Power is extracted by extracting firft the Square Root, and then the Cube Root

of that Square Root ; or otherwife, by extracting firft the Cube Root, and then

the Square Root of that Cube Root. But in Practice it is always mod con

venient to extract the lower R.oot firft •, i. e. the Square Root before the Cube,

the Cube before die Root of the fifth Power, &c.

Corollary XXIX.

151. An Exponential Quantity is involved to the fecond Power by doub

ling the Exponent ■, to the third Power by tripling it, to the fourth by qua

drupling it, &?r. Ex.gr. a' ©- * —a%, d,®-1=ai« = fl4, a' ©- * =atxi = a',

a1©.* =aVi=a*\ brQ- 2 =ib^^'ssb' or b, x'*&.i=zx'*=xT =xI^=l^P:

Corollary XXX.

152. An Exponential Quantity is evolved to the Square Root by halfing

the Exponent, to the Cube by thirding it, to the Biquadrate Root by rourthing

it, &c. Ex.gr. a* a»* —a "•" =tf*, fl'nu' = a^~r^ =a, aTut»* s=aT"I" =:

a*, a1w»T = a • * = ^4, csV.

Corollary XXXI.

153. Homogeneous Powers are multiplied together by adding their Expo-

nents, and divided by fubtracting them; Ex.gr. a%a — a~ =s a*,

b* x^' = b 3 = £5, JX^ = cT+T = cT (In. in.) a% -?■ a' = a,-,=<»,

bhh T

Corollary XXXII.

154. Whence the Quotients refulting from the Divifion of a lefler Homo-

genrous Power by a greater may be thus exprefled •, ■ ■ = as a*~7
0 1 or j r aaaanaa aaaaa
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*w ""*4(f~~ """ ' aa * ~~ ' * I ~~ *

Corollary XXXIII.

155. The Product or Quotient of two Homologous Powers is equal to die

Homologous Power raifed from the Product or Quotient of their Roots ; i. e.

—m

, — — r am a _■ a

0* Vb*=.ai7 Q-m sss abn. 10 y- as — ©- = ~- •

Corollary XXXIV.

156. The Product or Quotient made by two Homologous Powers has the

fame Exponent wich thofe Powers ; i. e. am X £" = |a£ .

Corollary XXXV.

157. Fractions are involved to any Power by involving the Numerator and

Denominator feparately. Thus -T©"' = -rX"T-X~r=:7- or \~r (!"•

m

113.) fo ~r Q-m ~ r- or j— . Confcquently

Corollary XXXVI.

158. The Root of a Fractional Power j- is had by extracting the Root

of the Numerator, and Denominator feparately ; i. e. ,- Mm = -r..

Corrollary XXXVII.

159. All Irrational or Surd Roots are incommenfurate, but fuch as are ex

tracted from commenfurate Quantities are faid to be Commenfurate in Power.

Coollary XXXVIII.

160. Irrational Roots, tho' they cannot be had exactly in Numbers (In. 138.)

yet they may be infinitely approached to, as lying betwixt the Roots of the

next greater and next lefier Homologous Powers, Ex. gr. If it be required to

extract the Square Root from the Number 12. Here becaufe the next greater

Square above 12 is 16, and the next lefs is 9, therefore the Square Root of

• m 1 _•

12, i. e. i2* is fome fuppofed Number between 9T and 16*, i. e. between

H 3 and
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3 and 4 : Which will be approached yet nearer by multiplying 12X100; for

the next greater Square above 1200 is 1225 whose Root is 35, and the next

ksler is 1156 whose Root is 34 : Therefore i2r is some supposed Number

between 3^! and 3-i.. And this again will be approached nearer by

multiplying 1200 by 100 ; for the next greater Square above 120000 is

120409 whose Root is 347, and the next lesser is 1 19716 whose Root is

346 : Therefore i2T is some supposed Number between 3Tli-,and 3^4^.

And thus by continuing to multiply the given Resolvend by 100, the Square

Root will be approached nearer and nearer ad infinitum. The fame way

the Roots may be extracted from the other Irrational Powers, observing to

multiply the Cube Resolvend by 1000, the Biquadrate by 10000, the first

Sursolid by 100000, &c. For the easons of which, fee (In. 185, 286, 288,

Part 2.)

Corollary XXXIX.

161. The Difference between every irrational Root, and the next greater

or next less rational one is less than Unity.

Theorem III.

162. If an Integer can have no rational Root in Integers, it can have none

in Fractions.

Demonstration.

Every rational Root is an Aliquot Part of its Power (In. 127.) But that

Part of any Integer which measures not the Whole is no Aliquot Part of the

Whole (In. 37.) Therefore no rational Root to it. Q^E. D.

Theorem IV.

163. If the Quotient made by dividing any Power bm by another Homo

logous to it cm, be an Integer z, then the Root b divided by the Root c wili

ulfo make an Integer in the Quotient.

Demonstration.

fm h —

— = z by Supposition :- —— z™ (lo. 146 and 158.) i. e. the Quotient

made by dividing b by c is the in Root of the Integer z. But if, &c. (Iru

l6z.) : • — must be an- Integer; Q. E D.

C H AB
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Chap. VIII.

Of Arithmetical and Geometrical Proportion.

Partition XV.

104. T) ATIO'S, as well as the Kinds of Proportion depending thereon, are

JtV two-fold, viz. Arithmetical and Geometrical.

Definition LVII.

165. An Arithmetical Ratio is in respect of the Difference between the Ante

cedent and its Consequent, which is denoted with the Sign -\- before it in a

Ratio ofgreater Inequality, and with the Sign — before it in a Ratio of lesser Ine

quality. Ex. gr. the Arithmetical Ratio of 8 to 2 is ~\- 6, of 2 to 8 is — 6.

Hypothesis XIV.

166. The Sign of the Arithmetical Ratio between two Terms is ( .. \ Ex. gr.

the Ratio of 8 to 2, is signified by 8 » 2, of 2 to 8 by 2 • * 8.

Definition LVIII.

167. Arithmetical Proportion is when two Arithmetical Ratio's have the fame

common Difference, as in these 9 .. 6 =» 7 •• 4, i. e. 9 — 6 = 7—4. So 6 •• 9.

= 4-7> *• '• 6 — 9 — 4 — 7- .

Hypothesis XV.

168. Every Arithmetical Proportkn, putting p indefinitely for the Antece

dent of the former Ratio, q for the Antecedent of the latter, and d for the

Common Difference, will, when both the Ratio's, are of greater Inequality be

represented by p ■■ p — d — q ■■ q.— d ; when both are of lesser Inequality, by

t-'Prd-l-i \rd-

Definition XV.

169. In every Proportion the Antecedent of the former Ratio and Conse

quent of the latter are called Extreams, and the other two Terms Means.

Partition XVI.

1 70. Arithmetical Proportion is either Discontinued or Continued'-

• Definition LX.

171. Discontinued Arithmetical Proportion is when the Mean Term? taken as?

Antecedent and Consequent have a different Ratio to one < nx.rher from that of;

the orher Antecedents to their Consequents •, as in the Examples (In. 167.)

Defim;:o.v LXJL
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Definition LXI.

172. Arithmetical Proportion Continued is When the Mean Terms taken as An

tecedent and Consequent have the same Ratio to one another with that of the

other Antecedents to their Consequents ; or when the Ratio of the second

Term to the third is the fame with that of the first to the second, or of the

third to the fourth : As in these 12 •• 9 as 6 •• 3, or 3 •• 6 = 9 •• 12. where

I2--9 =s 9 •• 6 = 6- 3, or 3 "6 s $ "9 sa 9." 12.

Definition LXII.

17$. Exlream and Mean Proportion Arithmetical is when a Number is divi

ded into two such Parts that the Jester Part has the fame Arithmetical Ratio to

the greater that the greater has to the Whole ; as the Number 9 divided into 6

and 3, because 9 •• 6 = 6 •• 3, or 3 •• 6 = 6 •• 9.

Theorem V.

174. In every Arithmetical Proportion the Sum cf the two Extreams is equal

to the Sum of the two Means. : '

Demonstration. "' ' :

Any Arithmetical Proportion, if Ex. gr. the Ratio's be of greater Inequa

lity, will be expressed by p.. p —a1 = a-- q — d (In. 168) But p -+■ q—d ss

p _- d ■+■ j hy Inspection ; Therefore, &c. Q^ E. D.

Corollary XL.

175. If the Sum of any two Terms equals the Sum of any other two, then

are these four Terms in Arithmetical Proportion ; i. e. If Ex.gr. fr+f^

,■ -\~d tliaib --c — d--f.

Corollary XLI.

176. If the Sum of any two Terms be double a third Term, then are

those three Terms in Arithmetical Propot uon ; i. e. if i + i sa zc, then

b --c — c •• d.

Problem XI.

177. From any three Terms b, c, d given, to find a Fourth Term in Arith

metical Proportion.

EffeUion. x"

Add the second and third Terms together, and from their Sum c + d sub

tract the first Term b, the Rem under c -\- d— b will be the fourth Proportio

nal sought-, i.e. b-'C = d-- c+ d — b. Q^E. E.

Problem XII.
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Problem XII.

178. Between any two Terms b and d given to find a Mean Arithmetical

Proportional.

Effeclion.

Add the two given Terms together, and take the half of their Sum and the

Quotient — will be the Mean Proportional required ; i.e. b» =

Problem XIII.

179. To divide any given Number b into Extream and Mean Proportion

Arithmetical.

Effeclion.

Divide the given Number b into three equal Parts j then %b -$b s= \b ■• K

Q^E. E.

Definition LXIII.

180. A Geometrical Ratio, or Ratio properly so called, is in respect of the

Quotient arising from the Division of the Antecedent by its Consequent.

Definition LXIV.

181. And that Quotient is stiled the Nominator of the Ratio, because the

Ratio is denominated by it.

Definition LXV.

182. If the lesser Term be an Aliquot Part of the greater, the Ratio of

greater Inequality is stiled Multiple, and the Ratio of lesser Inequality Submultiple.

In particular, if the Nominator of the Ratio be 2, it is called Double, if 4.,

Subduple ; if 3, it is called Triple, if 4, Subtriple ; if 4, Quadruple, if •£,

Subquadruple, &c.

Definition LXVI.

183. If the greater Term contain the lesser Term once, and an Aliquot

Part of it self over -, the Ratio ofgreater Inequality is called Superparticular, and

the Ratio of lesser Inequality Subfuperparticular. Particularly if the Nomina

tor of the Ratio be 14. or 1 it is stiled Sefquialter, if 4. Subfefquialter ; if i-i-

or -f Sefquiterlian ; and if \ Subfefquitertian ; if 1 ■$•, or ■$ Sefquiquartan, and if

y Subfefquiquartan, &c.

Hypothesis XVI.

1 84. The Sign of the Geometrical Ratio between two Terms is ( :) Thus, Ex.

gr. the Quadruple Ratio of 8 to 2 is signified by 8 : 2 or I ; the Subquadruple

Ratio of 8 to 2 is denoted by 2 : 8 or |. = 4 (In 87.)

I - Partition XVII.
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Partition XVII.

1 85. Geometrical Proportion is divided into Simple, Multiplicait, Harmonical,

and Contrabarmonical.

Definition LXVII.

186. Simple Geometrical Proportion is when two Geometrical Ratio's have the

lame Common Nominator of the Ratio •> as in these 12 16 = 8:4, an<i 6:12

s 4 : 8, which are thus read : As 12 is to 6, so is 8 to 4 •, and as 6 is to

32, so is 4 to 8.

Partition XVIII.

187. Simple Geometrical Proportion is either Discontinued, at Continued, after

the fame manner with Arithmetical Proportion (In. 171 and 172.)

Hypothesis XVII.

188. Every Simple Geometrical Proportion putting p indefinitely for the An

tecedent of the former Ratio, ? for the Antecedent of the latter, and r for the

Nominator of the Ratio, will, when the Ratio's are of greater Inequality, be

represented l>y p : — = q : — , when of lejfer Inequality, by p :pr ssq : qr.

't r
Or putting 2 = — in the former Case, and z = — —r in the latter, then

every Geometrical Proportion will be expressed universally ; thus, p : zp = q :

P 1
zq, or -£- = -*- «
1 zp zq

Theorem VI.

189. In every Simple Geometrical Proportion the Product of the two Extreams

■is equal to the Product of the two Means.

Demonstration.

Every Geometrical Proportion may be expressed by p : zp = ip zq (In.

188.) But/> %zq = zp X q (In. 85.) Therefore, 'fcfr. Q^E. D.

Corollary XL-II.

190. If the Product of any two Terms equals the Product of other two,

then are those Terms in Geometrical Proportion ; i.e. if Ex, gr. bf' = ed,

17 1 r * d c f
then £ :c =d:f, or —sa ^r, or — = -j ■

Corollary XLIII.
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Corollary XLILT.

191. If the Product of any two Terms equals the Square of a third Term,

then are those three Terms in Geometrical Proportion ; i. e. if bd = cc> then

, , J> c c d

a : c ss c : a, or — = -7, or -,- ;= —
f a be

Corollary XLIV.

192. If any four Terms are in Geometrical Proportion, viz. p : pz := q : qz,

then by (In. 188.) they will appear to be so.

1 Directly p : zp = q

2 Invertedly zp : p = zq

3 Alternately p : q = zp

4 Compoundedly /> -|- zp : zp = q •+■ 2^

5 Conversely p -\- zp: p = j + z?

6 Dividedly p — zp:zp -=z q — zq

7 p — zp:p=q — zq

8 By a Syllepsis /> : zp = /» + <?

9 By a Dialepfis p :zp sz p —- q

■ ■

Corollary XLV.

193. If one Rank or Series of Terms in Geometrical Proportion be orderly

multiplied or divided by another, the respective Products or Quotients will be

also in Geometrical Proportion •, i. e.

 

1

zq

zq

1

zq ■

1

zp+zq

■

zp — zq

If p

And a

Then pa

And-£

zp =s q

ea =r y

zpea = qy

zP _. n

ea ' y

zq ■

ey

zqey

^ (In. 188.)

 

(>
Corollary XLVI.

194. Whence, if Quantities are in Geometrical Proportion to one another,

their Homologous Powers, and Homologous Roots are so also j i. e. if a : b

= c : d, then an : b™ = cm : d"

o

and am

■
Corollary

: bm ~ cm

XLVII.

dm.

195. In Multiplication the Ratio of Unity to one Factor is the fame with

the Ratio of the other Factor to the Product : Or, as Unity is to the Multi

plier, so is the Multiplicand to the Product ; a!nd conscquendy in Division,

As the Divisor is to the Dividend, so is Unity to the Quotient, &c.

Problem XIV.



Problem XIV.

196. From any three given Terms b, ct d to find a fourth a in Geometrical

Proportion.

EffeElion.

Multiply the second and third Terms together, and divide the Product ed

by the first Term b ; the Quotient -7- will be the fourth Proportional sought •,

i.e. b :e = d : j = a. Q^E. E.

Scholium III.

197. The Effection of this Problem is commonly called the Golden Rule,

by reason of its exceeding Usefulness in practical Arithmetick : Or otherwise,

it is termed the Rule osThree, because here are always three Terms given to

find a fourth : And it is either Direft, when the Terms stand in their natural

Order, as above ; or Inverse, when they stand in an Order inverted ; Ex. gr.

If it be demanded, what will be the Price of 9 Yards of that Piece of Lin-

nen, three Yards of which are fold for 12 Shillings. Here putting a for the

r. r. s. s.

Price of the 9 Yards sought, the Terms will stand thus, 3 : 9 as 12 : a ; i. e.

as 3 Yards are to 9 Yards, so are 12 Shillings to a Shillings ; or alternately

r. s. r. s.

thus, 3 : 1 2 = 9 : a ; i. e. as three Yards are to 12 Shillings, so are 9

c

Yards to a Shillings ; by both which Proportions a = s= — = 36

according to the Effection above.

But if it be demanded what Length of Ground of 9 Perches wide must be

given in Exchange for an Enclosure of 35 Perches long and 21 broad, Quan

tity for Quantity. Here putting a for the Length of Ground demanded of

9 Perches wide, then because the Product of 9 X <* is to be the fame with

the Product of 21 X 35 by die Question : Hence have we this Proportion

P. P. P. P.

9 : 21=35 : a (In. 190.) i. e. As 9 Perches wide is to 21 Perches wide, so

is 35 Perches long to a Perches long ; Whence a =s —m~ sr '-^ = 81 —.

And this is what is called the Rule of Three Inverse, of which take another

Example as follows ;

Let it be required to determine how many Hours 9 Cocks will take up in

emptying a Cistern of Water, which is emptied by 1 2 Cocks of the fame

Wideness in 6 Hours. Here putting a for the Hours required, then because

the Product of 9 X a is to be the fame with the Product of 6 X 12 by the

Question,
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Question ; Hence have we this Proportion 9 : 1 2 se 6 : a. Therefore a sa

ii*i = 21 m 8 Hours.

9 9

Scholium IV.

198. It sometimes happens that five Terms are given in Geometrical Propor

tion to find a sixth, which is called the Double or Compound Rule of Three :

And this again is either Direct, when the Question is resolved by two D\rc3

Proportions •, or Inverse, when it is resolved by one Direct, and another In

verse Proportion. An Example of the former Sort is the following one.

If 100 or b Pounds Sterling in 12 or p Months gain 4 or d Pounds Interest,

how much will 650 or c Pounds gain in 1 8 or q Months ? Here because the

Question lies upon the gain of 650 Pounds in q = 1 8 Months, therefore these

two Terms must be the Consequents of the first Ratio in either Proportion ;

and d = 4 Pounds is the Antecedent of the latter Ratio in the first Proportion.

L. L. L. L.

Thus b : c as d : ~, i.e. 100 : 650 = 4 : -- ■ - = 26, the Interest of

L.

650 for 1 2 Months, to be the Antecedent of the latter Ratio in the second

Proportion.

M. M. L. L.

dc dcq . c 26 X 18 1 » i-
p : q =s —- : —2. 1. c. 12 : 18 = 20 : ■ = 39 the Answer requi-

M. M. L. " L.

red. Otherwise

M. M. L. L.

p : q = d : -*. i. c. 12 : 18=4: —— = 6 the Interest of 100 for

p 12

1 8 Months, to be the Antecedent of the latter Ratio of the second Pro

portion.

L. L.

b : c = -1 : -£- i. e. 100 : 650 sa 6 : x i = 39 as before.

f bp 100 Dy

Whence it is plain that the Question may be performed by Composition at

one Operation ; as follows,

L. M. L. M, L. L.

bp : cq — d : -j^- i. e. 100 X 12 : 65° X 18 -= 4 : 39. Therefore the

Theorem for all Questions of this Kind is -r-i-, as is further illustrated (In.

34i.)

The Compound Rule os Three Inverse is performed as in the following

Example.

— K ' '• It
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It is required to find what Principal = a well gain z = 39 Pounds Sterling

in q = 1 8 Months, at d r= 4 Pounds, />«■ Cent. — 1 00 Pounds = b, per Annum

s= 12 Months =/>. The first Operation is in direct Proportion (In. 196.) thus,

M. M. L. L. L.

p : q = d : —* i. e. 12 : 18 = 4:6, the Interest of b — 100 Principal

for 18 Months. Then since the Product of 100 X 39 must equal the Pro

duct of a x 6, or b Xz = æ X — by the Question ; therefore

L. L.

-~- : z = b : a (In. 190.) i. e. 6:39 = 100 : 650 or a Pounds, the Prin

cipal required ; whence representing things duly as above, the Theorem for all

Qj^stions of this Kind is —£• =a.

Scholium V.

109. When the Antecedent and Consequent of a given Ratio are either,

or each of them, a Compound of more Terms than one, they are to be re

duced (In. 43 and 341.) to single Terms of the fame Denomination, as in this

Question ;

C. Qrs. ».

If 15 i 20 (i. e. 15 Hundred Weight, 1 Quarter, and 20 Pound

L. S. "

Weight of any thing cost 4.0 16 (or 40 Pound 16 Shillings Sterling) what

C. /jr. Ib. L.

will 1 1 4 cost at that rate? Which reduced makes this Proportion ; 1728 :

Ib. S. S. L. S.

144 = 816 : - -— — — 68 = 3 8, the Answer required.

Problem XV.

200. Between two Terms b, c, to find a Mean Geometrical Proportional a.

EfleRion.

Multiply the two given Numbers together, and the Square Root

of the Product TP will be the mean Proportional sought = ct, i. e. b : a —

a : ct or b : TP' —W' : c (In. 1 89.) QÆ. E. Ex. gr. If b = 4 and c aa 9

then a = 4 x 9r = 36* = 6-

Definition LXVIII.

201. Multiplicate Proportion is that of the Ratio of two Homologous Powers

in respect of the Ratio of their Roots. Submultiplicate Proportion is that of

the Ratio of two Roots in respect of their Homologous Powers. In particular,

the



till
the Ratio of two Squares is said to be Duplicate ; of two Cubes, Triplicate y

of two Biquadrates, Quadruplicate, &c. of that of their Roots : and vice versa,

the Ratio of two Square Roots is said to be Subdupiicate, of two Cube Roots,

Subtriplicate ; of two Biquadrate Roots, Subquadruplicate, &c. in respect of the

Ratio of their Powers. And the same Denomination is given to the Ratio be

tween any two Products of the fame Number of Dimensions in respect of.

die Ratio between their Homologous Faclors. Ex. gr. the Ratio of 300 X 10

to 600 X 2°5 or °f 3000 to 12000, is in Duplicate Proportion to the Ratio of

300 to 600, or of 10 to. 20 ; and the contrary Subdupiicate. The Ratio of

2 X 3 X 4 t° 6x9X12 is Triplicate in respect of the Ratio of 2 to 6, of 3

to 9, or of 4 to 12, and contrarily Subtriplicate, &c.

Definition LXIX.

202. Harmonical, or Musical Proportion is when of three Terms, a, b, c,

(Ex. gr. a = 6, £ = 8, s = 12) there is the fame Geometrical Ratio between

the Difference of the first and second, and the Difference of the second and

third, as there is between the first and third *, i. e. b — a : c — b = a :c. Or

when of four Terms a, b, c, d (Ex. gr. a = 6, b = 8, c ~ 12, d = 18)

there is the fame Geometrical Ratio between the Difference of the first and se

cond, and the Difference of the third and fourth, as there is between the first:

and fourth ; i. e. b — a : d — c = a : d.

Definition. LXX.

203. Contraharmonical Proporlton is when of three Terms a, b, c, (Ex gr.

a = 3, b'■= 5, c —. 6) the Difference between the first and the second

(b — a) is to the Difference between the second and the third (c —b) as

the third is to the first ; i. e. b — a : c—b = c: a..

C H A P. IX.

Of Arithmetical and Geometrical progression..

Definition LXXI.

204. A RITHMFTICAL Progression is when a Series or Rank of Ho-

X\ mogeneous Terms do encrease or decrease by the si me Arithme

tical Ratio ; as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, &c. \whose Common Difference is 1,.

9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 J therefore stiled Laterals.

2, 4, 6, 8, IO, 12, 14, 16, »8, &JV. > 1 r /^ tvjt
01 /: » *. a Jz > whose Common Difference is 2.

18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2 ) ■"

And so for any other Rank whose Common Difference is 3, 4, 5, 6, &V.

HVP0T.H£SIS XMII.
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Hypothesis XVIII.

205. The Sign of Arithmetical Progression is -r-

Hvpothesis XIX.

206. If the Species / be put indefinitely for the least Term of any Series in

-r-, g for the greatest, d for the common Difference, n for the Number of

Terms, and s for the Sum of the whole Series ; then every encreasing Series

will be thus represented /, l-\-d, I -\- id, I + 3d, / + 4^, /+ 5^, &c. ac

cording to « the Number of Terms : And every decreasing Series, thus, g,

g — d, g— id, g — %d, j; — ^d, g— $d, &c. till we come to / the least

Term.

Corollary XLVIII.

207. The greatest Term of any Series in ~ is equal to the least Term

added to as many times the common Difference, as there are Terms in the

Series less one, i. e. g ss / 4. d X* — 1 or g = I + nd~ d.

Corollary XLIX.

208. If / = <?, then the encreasing Series in -*?- will be thus, 0, d, id, 3d,

^d, $d, &c. till we come to g = nd — d : The decreasing Series thus, nd — d,

mi— id, nd — ^d, nd — \d, nd— $d, &c. till we come to / = »d—»d = 0.

Corollary L.

209. In any Series of Terms in -=r- the Difference between all such Terms

as are equally distant from one another is equal, as consisting of the Common

Difference the same Number of times repeated ; Ex. gr. the Difference be

tween the first and third Terms is the fame with the Difference between the

second and fourth, and between the seventh and ninth, £jfr. so also the

Difference between the second and sixth Terms, is the fame with the Diffe

rence between the fourth and eighth, and between the fifth and Ninth, &V.

Therefore

Corrollary LI.

210. If any Number of Terms be in -*£-, the least Term the greatest

Term, and any two middle Terms which are equally distant from the least

and greatest, will be feur Terms in Arithmetical Proportion (In. 167.) and

consequently the Sum of the two Extreams will equal the Sum of any two

equidistant Means. (In. 174.)

Corollary LII.

211. If any odd Number of Terms be in ~ then the least Term, the

greatest Term, and the middle Term will be three Terms in Arithme

tical
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rical Proportion (In. 167), and consequently the Sum of the two Extreams will

be double the Mean (In. 176.)

Theorem VII.

212. In any Series of Terms in -r-, if the Sum of the greatest and least

Terms be multiplied into One half the Number of Terms, the Product will be

ft ■

twice the Sum of the whole Series ; i. e. — x » -\-g — *■

Demonstration.

l-\-g is equal to the Sum of every two equidistant Means (In 209.)

and to Double the middle Term of all, if the Number of Terms be odd.

(In 210.) But if every two Terms in the whole Rank be thus fumm'd up, there

S

can be but half so many Sums, or / -\-g, as the Number of Terms », : . the

Sum of all the Terms in the Series must equal — times /-j- g: i. e. s = —

Corollary LIII.

213. Therefore the Sum of every Rank of Laterals beginning with Unity

(i e. when / = d= 1, consequently g = n) will be —2L_.

Corollary LIV.

214. Or if l=o, then. = *x7+<g=^-

22

Definition LXXII.

215. Geometrical Progression is when a Series or Rank of Homogeneous

Terms do encreafe or decrease by the same Geometrical Ratio, as,

I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,64, 128, 256, C5V. "> . r -nt
256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4? 2, 1. i*whose N°™™or is 2.

1, 3, 9, 27, 81, 242, 729, 2187, 6561, &c. "> , r > T .
656r, 2,% 7 4, 243, 81, 727! 9/' 3, x }whose Nom™«* ■ 3-

And so for any other Rank where the Nominator is 4, s, 6, 7, &fr.

Scholium VI.

216. Observe that the Nominator of the Ratio here always belongs to the

Ratio of lesler Inequality.

H-¥ P OT H E S I S XX.

2 1 7. The Sign of Geometrical Progression is *J

L Hypothesis XXI.

 



Hypothesis XXI.

2 1 8. If the Species / be put indefinitely for the least Term of any Series

in -«-, g for the greatest Term, r for the Nominator of the Ratio, n for the

Number of Terms, s for the Sum of the whole Series : Then every encrea-

sing Series will be thus represented, /, /r, lr\ lr*, lr*, lr'y &c. And every

decreasing Series thus, g, -^ , -£. , JL , »-,!, &c. according to n the Num

ber of Terms. "Whence

Corollary LV.

219. The greatest Term of any Series in w is equal to the least Term mul

tiplied into that Power of the Nominator, whose Exponent is the Number of

Terms less one ; i. e. g = Ir*

Corollar.y LVI.

220. If / = 1 then will the encreasing Series in ^ be thus represented,

n—I "

i, r, r1, r', r4, r% r6, &c. till we come tO£ = r . And if g = 1

JL Jl. JL -L .L

the decreasing Series will be 1, r, r1, r\ r*, rs, &c. or which is the fame

thing r', r"', r~J, r" ', r~4, r~', &c. (In. 154.;

Corollary LVII.

221. Therefore every Scale of Powers is a Rank of Terms in Geometrical

Progression, whose first Term is Unity, and Nominator is the Root. And

the Exponents of the Scale 'are a Rank of Terms in Arithmetical Progression

whose first Term is 0, and Common Difference is Unity.

Corollary LVIII.

222. In every Series of Terms in 4r, the Ratio between all such Terms as

are equally distant from one another is the fame.

Corollary LIX.

223. In any Number of Terms in -fr, the two Extreams and any two

Means which are equally distant from those Extreams are four Terms in

Geometrical Proportion (In. 186.) consequently the Product of the two Ex

treams is equal to the Product of any two equidistant Means (In. 189.)

Corollary LX.

224. If any odd Number of Terms be in -fr, the last Term, the greatest

Term, and the middle Term are three Terms in Geometrical Proportion

(In. 186.)
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(In 1 86.) and confequently the Product of the two Extreams is equal to

the Square of the Mean.

Theorem VIII.

225. In any Series of Terms in —, the Sum of all the Terms, except

the greatcft, mulriplied into the Nominator of the Ratio will be equal to

the Sum of all the Terms except the leaft ; i. e. s~^gXr = s — I, or

sr — gr = s— /.

. Demonjlratioti.

Suppofe any Series of Terms in -H- whofe leaft Term is /, Nominator r,

and laft Term g •, Ex. gr. Ir1 , i. e. /r! =g (In. 218.) Then s — g =

1+ Ir -fr Ir1 -{-//•»+ /r4, and s— I = Ir -\- lr> + Ir* + /r4 + /r' =

rxT+'V-l /r*-|-^3 -f" ^4 = r X J—«? (In- 71)- But this will always be, let

the Terms be many or lew (In. 214.) :• s — I = r x s *—g (In. 21.) QJE. D.

Chap. X.

Of Polygonal Numbers.

Definition LXXIII.

P
Firft, Triangulars, or Trigons, when the common Difference is 1.

Arith. Progr. f 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 6fc.

TWfowl 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, fc?f.

zi6X\0 LTG O N4 L Numbers are fuch as arife from the Addition of a-

Series of Numbers in -^ beginning with Unity ; and are ftiled,

Secondly, Quadrangulars or Tetragons, when the common Difference is 2..

Arith.PrOgr.fi, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, i£c.

Tetragons. \ 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, &V.

Thirdly, Pentagons, when the Common Difference is 3.

Arith. Progr. f 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, &V.

P««fo£0«r.|>i, 5, 12,22, 35, 51, 70, 92, 117, &ff.

Fourthly, Hexagons, when the common Difference is 4.

Arith.Progr.fi, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, 33, &V.

Hexagons. \ 1, 6, 15, 28, 45, 66, 91, 120, 153, &V.

&c. tSc. fcff.

Definition LXXIV.

227. The &'<& or #00/ of a Polygon is the Number of Terms in the -^-,

which are fum'd up for forming it.

Definition LXXV.
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Definition LXXV.

228. The Denominator of the Polygon, which otherwise is called the Num

ber os its /Ingles, is the first Polygonal Number of its Kind, next after Unity,

from whence each Kind receives its Name ; as the Number 3 in a Trigon, 4

in a Tetragon, 5 in a Pentagon, 6 in a Hexagon, 7 in a Heptagon, 8 in an,

QHagon, &c.

Hypothesis XXII.

229. In the Arithmetick of Polygons put n for the Side or Root of the Po

lygon, or the Number of Terms in ■— from whence it is formed, d for the

Common Difference of the Arithmetical Series, g or G for the greatest Term in

the said -^-, S or P for the Polygon it self, and D for its Denominator, or

the Number of its Angles.

Corollary LXI.

230. The Common Difference of the -^- is always equal to the Denomi

nator of the Polygon formed from it, less 2 ; i. e. d = D — 2.

Corollary LXII.

231. It appears also that every Scale of Polygons (i. e. the Trigon, Tetragon,

Pentagon, &c.) formed from the fame Root n is a Rank of Terms in -~

whose least Term is n, and whose Common Difference is that Trigon which

has for its Root n~- 1 ; Ex. gr. let « = 4, then because the Trigon is 6

whose Root is n .— 1 = 3 ; therefore the Trigon, whose Root is n = 4, is

» 4- 6 = 10 ; the Tetragon is 10 <+ 6 = 16 •, the Pentagon is 164- 6 = 22 ;

the Hexagon is 22 ■+■ 6 = 28 i the Heptagon is 28 + 6 = 34, &V. And the

fame for any other Root or Side.

Definition LXXVI.

232. Pyramidal Numbers are such as are formed by the Addition of a

Series of Polygons after the fame manner as that Series of Polygons were formed

by the Addition of a Series of Terms in -~- . And the Sums of those first

Pyr■amidols the fame way collected are called Second Pyramidals ; the Sums of

thole Second Pyramidols, third Pyramidals, &c. adinfinitum; which in parti

cular are stiled Triangular, Quadrangular, Pentagonal, &c. according as they

are formed from a Series of Polygons that are Trigons, Tetragons, Pentagons,

&c. Ex. gr. The Genesis of Pyramidals Triangular, are as follows :

Units
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.i

Unites i I i I 1 1 1 1} 1 fae.

Laterals 2 1 3 _4

10

~5 6
7

8 9 &c

Tritons 3 ; 6 '5 2 1 28 36 45 &c.

m 4 | io 20; 35 56 _84

210

120 165 &c

id 5

6

15 35 70

126

iir

126
33° 495 &c

li <Pyramidals.

—

2l| 56 -5-

46

46' 79;
1287. &c

7

8

28j 84

36120

9'- 1

(716

J003

1716

H3

3003: &c

Sib

ft*

i '
702 6435! &c

J
1 9 "45l66 \95

1287 ^43£ I2870I&C

&c.

,i " .'('„

&c. &c.

From whence it will be easy to conceive the Formation of Pyramidal;

Quadrangular, Pentagonal, &c.

Chap. XI.

Of Combinations and Permutations.

233•/,", 0 MB I NAT IO N is the taking together of all the different

Definition LXXVir.

\_^ Two's, or Pain ; the different Three's, or Ternaries ; the different

FoKr'j, or Quaternaries ; Fives, or Quinaries, &c. that any given Number of

Things can admit of.

Partition XIX.

234. Combinations are either Simple or Redundant-.

Definition LXXVIII.

235. A Simple Combination is when the fame thing in each Combination occurs

but once.

Theorem DC.
.•/>

236. The Simple Combinations of things by Pairs proceed in a Rank of

Trigons, whose. Root is the Number of things to be combined less one, or

n — 1 •, by Ternaries in a Rank of first Pyramidals Triangular, whose Root

is n — 2 ■, by Quaternaries in a Rank of second Pyramidals Triangularj whose

l v

M Root
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Root is «•»- 3 ; by QyinarieSi in a Rank of third Pyramidals, whose Root is

n — 4, &c. ct^ infihituhu,

Demonstration.

Con i. If « = 2 = ^, 5, then the Number of Pairs in the Things to be

combined is i (a Trigon, whose Root is n — I = i, In. 226) viz.

y/5 : If » = 3 — A, B, C, then the Number of Pain are 3 (& <TWfe»,

whose Root is « — i 1= 2, In. 226) viz. AB, AC, BC : If »x=4 =,/,

5, C, D, then the Number of Pairs are 6 (a Trigon, whose Root is

» - 1 xs 3) viz. AB. AC, AD, BC, BD, CD : It n = 5 = A, B, C,

D, E, the Number of Pairs ar« 10 (1 Trigon, whose Root is *— 1 =4)

viz. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CD, CE, DE. But this Law

will still hold, if n = 6, n 2= 7, « = 8, Stc. aJ Infinitum. There

fore the Number of Pairs, in any Number of Things », is a Trigon,

whose Root or Side is n — 1 .

Con. 2. It « = 3 = ^, 5, C, the Number of Ternaries is 1 (a firfl Pyramidal

Triangular, whose Root is w — 2=1, In 232) viz. y/SC ; If » = 4

==■ Ay-By -€,-Bi; then the Number of- Ternaries are 4 fa first- Pyramidal

Triangular, whose Root is «— 2 =2, In. 231) viz. ABC, ABD,

ACD, BCD : If n = 5.*= //, fi, £, D, g, the Number ofTernaries are

10 (a. first Pyramidal, whose Root is » — 2 = 3, In. 232) viz. ABC,

ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BDE. But this Law will

still hold, if n = 6, » = 7, » = 8, » = 9, &C : • The Num

ber of Ternaries in any Number of Things », is a Pyranidal Triangu

lar, whose Root or Side is n — 2.

Con. 3. If » = 4 =a yf, 5, C, D, then the Number of Quaternaries is 1 (a. se

cond Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root is ».— 3 at 1, In, 232) viz.

yflSCZ). If in « =* 5 = v#, J?, C, Z>, £, die Number of Quaternaries

are 5 (a _/ft-o«<i Pyramidal, whose Root is » — 3 = 2. In. 232) viz.

ABCD, ABCE, ABDE, ACDE, BCDE : If n=6=A, B, C, D, E, F,

the Number of Quaternaries are 1 5 (a second Pyramidal, whose Root

is « — 3 =3 In. 232) viz. ABCD, ABCE, ABCF, ABDE, ABDF,

ACDE, ACDF, ADEF, BCDE, BCDF, BDEF, BCEF, ABEF,

ACEF, CDEF : But this will stili hold, if n == 7, n = 8, » = 9,

n = 10, &c. :• the Number of Quaternaries, in any Number of

Things n, is a _^<W Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root or Side is

» — 3.

Con. 4. And by the fame Method of Induction, we shall find that the Num

ber of all the Quinarjes, that any Number of Things can admit of,

will, be a third-Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root is » — 4 •, the Num

ber of all. the Senaries, a fourth Pyramidal, whose Root is » — 5 ;

of all the Seplenaries, a fifth Pyramidal, whose Root is » — 6, &c.

Whence we may info: the Certainty of the Theorem. C4E. D.

Definition LXXIX
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Definition LXXIX.

237.. I call that a Redundant Combination, wherein the same thing occurs ofc-

ner than once* as in these, AA, AAB, BBAC, &c.

Theorem X.

238. The Number of all the Peffibk Combinations (Simple and Redundant)

of any given Number of things n, by Pairs is a Tngon, by ternaries a first

Pyramidal Triangular, by Quaternaries a second Pyramidal Triangular, by

Quinaries a third Pyramidal, by Senaries a fourth, 6?s. ad Jnfinitutn whose

Root is n.

Demonstration.

Con. 1. If »= 1 =zA, the Number of all the possible Pairs is 1 (a Trigon

whose Root is » = 1 In. 226) viz. AA : It » =2 2, A, B, the Num

ber of all the possible Pairs are three (a Trigon, whose Root is » = 2)

viz. AA, AB, BB : If n =s 3, yf, 5, C, the Number of all the pojfible

Pairs are 6 (a Trigon, whose Root is »= 3) viz. AB, AA, AC, BB,

BC, CC. But this will still hold, if n m 4, n = 5, n = 6, &c. : ?

the Number of all the Pojfible Pairs, in any given Number of things

to be combined », is a Trigon, whole Root is ».

Con. 2. If « = 1 =: yf, the Number of all thepojfible "Ternaries is 1 (a first

Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root is n == 1 In. 232) viz. AAA :

If « =r 2 = A, B, the Number of all the possible Ternaries are 4 (a

/ryf Pyramidal, whose Root is » = 2) viz. v^/tf, ABB, AAB, BBB :

If n = 3 ss yf, B, C, the Number of all the pojfible Ternaries are 10

(a first Pyramidal, whose Root is » = 3) viz. AAA, AAB, AAC, ABB,

ACC, ABC, BBC, BBB, BCC, CCC : But this will always hold, : • The

Number of all the pojfible Ternaries, in any Number of things, is a

first Pyramidal, whose Root is n.

Con. 3. If n a: 1 = A, the Number of all the possible Quaternaries is 1

(a second Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root is » => 1 In. 232.) viz.

AAAA: If « = 2 = y^ 5, the Number of all the pojfible Quaterna

ries are 5 (a second Pyramidal, whose Root is » = 2) viz. AAAA,

AAAB, AABB, ABBB, BBBB : If » as 3 = A, B, C, the Number of

all the possible Quaternaries are 15 (a second Pyramidal, whose Root is

n = 3) viz. AAAA, AJAB, AAAC, AABB, AACC, AABC, ABBB,

ABBC, ABCC, ACCG BBBB, BBBC, BBCC, bCCC, CCCC : If » = 4

=A, B, C, D, the Number of all the possible Quaternaries arc 35 (^second

Pyramidal Number, whose Root is n = 4) viz, AAAA, AAAS, A 1AC,

AAAD, AABB, AABC, AABD, AACC, AACD, AADD, ABBB,

ABhC, AB8D, ARCD, ACCB-. ACCD, ADDD, ADDB, ADDC, btBR,

BBBC, BBBD, BBCC, BBDD, BBCD, BCCC, BCCD, BCDD,

BDDD„
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BDDD, CCCC, CCCD, CCDD, CDDD, DDDD : But this will

still hold, if « = 5, n = 6, « = 7, &V. : • the Number of all the

.' ' possible Quaternaries, that any given Number of things will admit of,

is & second Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root is «. : ;.,

Con. 4. And by the fame Method it will be found, that the Number of all

the possible Quinaries, that any Number of Things can admit of, will

be a third Pyramidal Triangular ; the Number of all the fqffible Sena-

ries, a font th Pyramidal ; the Number of all the possible Septenariesy

a fifth Pyramidal, &c. whose Root is n ; whence we may infer the

Certainty of this Theorem, ad Infinitum. QÆ. D. •

Corollary LXIII.

. 239. If the Number of Redundant Combinations of any Kind be required

alone, subtract the Number of Simple Combinations from the Number of pos

sible Ones, and the Remainder will be the Combinations required.

Definition LXXX.

240. By Permutation is meant the Changes that any Combination of Things

will admit of, in respect of their Order or Situation.

Partition XX.

241. Permutations are either of such Combinations as are Simple, or such

as are Redundant.

Theorem XL

242. The Number of all the Permutations' that any Simple Combination

admits of, is equal to the Product of all the Natural Numbers, beneath the

Number of things combined, multiplied one into another ; i. e. if the Com

bination be a Pair it is equal to 2 X 1 > if a Ternary it is equal to 3 x 2 X 1 ;

if a Quaternary to 4X3X2X1 » if a Quinary to 5X4X3X2x1* &c.

ad Infinitum. And universally all the Permutations, which the » Number of

things combined will admit of, is equal to n X« —-iXw — 2 X » — 3 X * — 4

£s?s. till the last Factor be equal to Unity.

Demonstration.

If n = 2 sa A, B, the Permutalious are 2X1 =2, viz. AB, BA : If

n = 3 = BAC, the Number of the Permutations are 3X2X1=6, viz.

ABC, ACB, BAC, BCA, CBA, CAB : If « = 4 = A, B, C, D, the Permuta

tions are 4x3 X 2 X 1 = 24, viz. ABCD, ABDC, ACBD, ACDB, ADBC,

ADCR, BCDA, BCAD, BDCA, BDAC, BADC, BACD, CDBA, CDAB,

CBAD, CBDA, CADB, CABD, DABC, BACB, DCBA, DCAB, DBAC,

DBCA. And in-the fame manner, the Number of all the Changes that any

' ■ . * Quinary
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Quinary admits of is found to be 5X4X3X2x1 = 1 20 5 of a Senary<3

6x5X4X3X2X1=720; of a Septenary 720 X 7 = 5040 '< of an Ofto~

nary 5040 X 8 = 40320 ; fcfc. Q^E. D.

Corollary LXIV.

243. Hence we may learn to compute in what Time, at a certain Rate»

all the Changes can be rung upon any proposed Number of different Bells :

Ex. gr. All the Changes that can be rung upon a Peal of 7 Bells are

7X6x5X4X3X2x1 = 5°4° » which by allowing 1 5 Changes to a

Minute, will require 336 Minutes, or 5 Hours 36 Minutes, in ringing out.

All the Changes that can be rung upon a Peal of 10 Bells are 10X9 X 8

X 7 X 5°4° = 3628800, which by allowing 10 Changes to a Minute, will re

quire 362880 Minutes, or 36 Weeks, continual ringing before the Peal be

rung out. And the fame may be easily applied to other Instruments of Mustek.

Corollary LXV.

244. And hence also is easily deduced how to find all the possible Changes

that can be rung upon any single tunable Set of Bells of any given Number ;

i. e. First, by Pairs ; Secondly, by Ternaries ; Thirdly, by Quaternaries, &c.

Ex. gr. Suppose the given Number of Bells be 7 = n.

1. The Number of Ones is 7, whose Permutations are 7 = ».

2. The Number of Pairs in 7 Things is 21 (In. 236) and the Permutations

of every Pair are 2 (In. 242) therefore the Permutations of all the Pairs

in 7 different Things are 2 X 2 1 =42 = n X * 1.

3. The Number of Ternaries in 7 different Things is 35 (In. 236) and the

Permutations of every Ternary are 6 (In. 242) therefore the Permutations

of all the Ternaries are 6 X 35 = 210 = n X« 1 X« — 2.

4. The Number of Quaternaries is 35 (In. 236) and the Permutations of

every Quaternary are 24 (In. 242) therefore the Permutations of all the

Quaternaries are 24 X 35 = 840 = n X « — 1 X « — 2 X « — 3.

5. The Number of Quinaries is 21 (In. 236) and the Permutations of

every Quinary are 120 (In. 242) therefore the Permutations of all the

Quinaries are 120 X 21 = 2520 = ft X » — 1 X * — 2 Xw_ 3 X* — 4.

6. The Number of Senaries is 7 (In. 236) and die Permutations of every Senary

are 720 (In. 242) therefore the Permutations of all the Senaries are 720X7

= 5040 = « X * — 1 X*— 2Y.f1 — 3 X « — 4 X« — 5.

7. The Number of Septenaries is 1 (In. 236) whose Permutations are 504©

= n X n— 1 X»-- 2X n — 3~X n — 4 X n — 5 X n — 6.

Therefore the Number of all the possible Changes, which can be rung upon

a tuneable Peal of 7 Bells, is equal to 7 + 42 -f- 210 + 840 + 2520 + 5040

-^ 5040 = 13699 ; which by allowing 15 Changes to a Minute will take Up

9i3t4 Minutes (or 15 Hours 13 Minutes near) in ringing out.

N The
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The Theorem then for finding all the possible Changes, which a given

Number n of different Things will admit of, is n 4- « X«-i ■+■ n%n^\

X«— 2 + «X»— iX*— 2X« — 5 + «X«— i X« — 2X»— 3X«— 4>

&c. till the last Multiplier be Unity.

Theorem XII.

245. The Number » of all the Permutations, which any Redundant Com

bination admits of, putting p for the Number of Times that the fame Thing

occurs in such Combination, is equal to the Number of Permutations found,

as in the last Theorem, divided by 2 x 1 ifp = 2, by 3 X 2 X 1 if /> = 3,

by 4X3 X 2 X 1 if p ss 4, £sfc. or universally by'/>x/>- 1 X /> 2 X?— ?

X /> — 4 &V. till the last Factor be equal to Unity ; :'. *. the Number of all:

the Permutations is equal to

»X«— iX«— 2X*— ^X«~ 4X«— 5 &c-

P X/> — 1 X"> — 2 X/--3 X/ — 4 fcfo

Demonstration.

If one Thing occur twice, j. f. if / = 2, then the Permutation of two

Things A, 4, will be V^- = 1, of three Things (4 ^, 5; will bs Hill = 3

(viz. AAB, ABA, BAA) ; of four Things (A, A, B, C) will be fx?x2*»

= 12 (viz. <AffiC, y*,*CJ3, yffl^C, v75C/f, Æ^fS, ÆM, BAAC, BACA,

BCAA, CAAB, CABA, CBAA) ; of five Things (A, A, B, C, D) will, be

*«4«?«2«' = 60 (viz. AABCD, AABDC, AACBD, &c.)

2x1 * . '

If one Thing occur thrice, i. e. if p sc 3, then the Permutations of three

Things sytf, y/, y/j will be 3*2*1 = 1 ; of four Things (X ^, ^, 5; will

beUfJJLiil =4 /viz. ^^^5, X^, ABAA, BAAA) ; of five Things

3x2x1

{A, A, A, B, C) will be 1M*?y2,v* = 20 (viz. AAABC,AAACB, AABAC,.

AABCA, AACAR, AACBA, ABAAC, ABACA, ABCAA, ACAAB, ACABA,

ACBAA, BCAAA, BACAA, BAACA, BAAAC, CBAAA, CABAA, CAABA,

CAAAB) ; of six Things (A, A, A, B, C, D) will be .g»W«3«2«i _ , 2Q

(viz. AAABCD, AAABDC, AAACBD, AAACDB, &c.)

But this Law will always hold, whatever n or p be. Therefore, &V.

QÆ. D.

, Corollary LXVf.
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Corollary LXVJ.

246. If one Thing occur p times, another q times, a third r times, &c.

then the Number of Permutations in the » Number of things will be

i> X"f^ 1 yCf^Ti &c. X ? Xj-i X 2~T2 &c. X >" Xr~ 1 X^2 &c. &c.

Theorem XIIL

247. If » be put for any Number of Things, then the Number of all the

Permutations in all the Varieties of Things that fuch a Number can poflibly

admit of is /f' + w'+w' + w4, &c. till the higheft Power be n" .

Demonjlration.

If n = 2 = A, B, then the Permutations of the Simple Pairs are 2 (viz:

AB, BA In. 242J to which if you add the Redundant Pairs AA, BB, the Sum

will be 4 = 2' ; therefore 2' + 2* is the Number of all the pofiible Per

mutations, that can happen to every Variety of Things, whofe Number ex

ceeds not Two.

If « = 3 = A, B, C, then the Permutations by Pairs are 9 = 3 ' (viz. 6 by

In. 242, with AAr BB, CC;) the Permutations by Ternaries are 27 = 3 ' (viz.

6 by In. 242, with AAA, BBB, CCC ; alfo the Permutations arifing from

thefe redundant Ternaries, AAB, AAC, BBA, BBC, CCA, CCB (which by

In. 245 are 6X3 = 18) in all 6+3 + 18)5: Therefore 2%m\'ilw\-'ii or

3+9+27= 39 is the Number of all the pofiible Permutations that can hap

pen to every Variety of Things whofe Number exceeds not Three.

And after the fame manner the Number of all the pofiible Permutations

that four Things can admit of will be found to be 4'+4l+4'+44 = 340 ;

that five Things can admit of to be 5' +52+5J + 54+ 5' =3905, &V..

Whence we may conclude the Truth of the Theorem. Q^E. D.

Corollary LXVII.

243. Hence we may learn to compute the Time, at a given Rate, wherein 1

all the pofiible Changes (or all the pofiible different Noifes) that can be made

upon Bells not exceeding a given Number -, Ex. gr. all the pofiible Changes

that can be rung upon 7 Bdls are 7 + 71+7, + 74+ 7I +74+77 =96079,

which, by allowing 15 Changes to a Minute, will require upwards of 6 Weeks,

2 Days, 11 Hours, 33 Minutes continual ringing, before all the different

Changes can be rung out.

And all the Changes that can be rung upon 10 Bells are io'+io1+ io' +

io4+io*+io<,+-ic7+io, + io'+io,t' = minima, which, by al

lowing 10 Changes to a Minute, would require upwards of 21 13 Years and

51 Weeks continual ringing Night and Day, before all the different Changes

cou'd.
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cou'd be rung out. So great a Difference is there upon the Addition of three

Bells. And if but one Bell more were added (i. e. if the Number of Bells

were 1 1) the Number of Changes wou'd be 313842837671, which, by al

lowing 10 Changes again to a Minute, wou'd take up above 597 n Years,

1 8 Weeks, and 1 2 Hours in ringing out.

Corollary LXVIII.

249. Hence lastly we may learn the exceeding Absurdity of that Notion,

which some wou'd have us believe, that all Things in the Course of Provi

dence do happen by Chance •, i. e. without any Design : For it is plain that

no two Things only, much more an Infinity of Things, can, for any Time,

conspire exactly to the same End : Because the Proportion of miffing to that

of hitting is as Infinity to one ; i. e. there is no Proportion at all ; and there

fore it can never happen at all. (In. 36.)

71>e End of the first Part.
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ARITHMETICAL INSTITUTIONS.

PART II,

Of the Algorism of Numbers.

Chap. I.

General Definitions.

Definition I.

U ME R A L Algcrifm is the Method of handling Num

bers, according to their Notation.

Partition I.

251. And this is either Natural ox Artificial.

Definition II.

252. Natural Algorism is that which proceeds by the Natural Numbers.

Definition III.

253. Artificial Algorism is that which proceeds by Artificial Numbers, sub

stituted in the Room of Natural ones, called Logarithms.

B C H A ft,
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Chap. II.

Of the Notation of Natural NUMBERS.

254. ►THE Notation of Numbers is the Method of expressing them by

L proper Names and Characters, according as they are above or

Definition IV.

E Notation of

_ roper Names a

below Unity

Partition II.

255. Notation is either of Integers, or Fractions.

Hypothesis I.

256. The general received Way of Naming or Denominating Integers pro

ceeds by Tens as follows.

The first Denomination is that of Units, whose particular Names and Cha

racters are,

One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

called Figures, or Digits.

The second Denomination is of Tens, or ten Units, which are signified by

the Character 0, called a Cypher, set to the Right-hand of the foregoing Cha

racters j and are particularly named thus,

Ten, Twenty, Thirty, Forty, Fifty, Sixty, Seventy, Eighty, Ninety.

10, 20, 30, 4°> 50. 6o» 7°> . 8o> 9°-

The third Denomination is of Hundreds, or Ten Tens, which are signified

by the Character 0 set again to the Right-hand of the Denomination of Tens,

thus ; 100, i. e. 1 Hundred •, 200, i. e. 2 Hundred ; 300, i. e. 3 Hund

red ; 400, fc?c .

The fourth Denomination is of Thousands or Ten Hundreds, characterize

^vith three Cyphers ; 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, &V.

The fifth Denomination is of Ten Thousands, with four Cyphers ; 10000,

20000, 30000, &c

The sixth Denomination is of Hundred Thousands ; the seventh, of Millions

or Ten Hundred Thousands ; the eighth, of Ten Millions ; the ninth, of Hundred

Millions, Sec. ad Infinitum, each following Denomination still consisting of one

Cypher or Place more than the foregoing one.

DE F I N I T I O N V.

257. The Character 0, is also stiled Nothing, because it signifies nothing of

it self, but only serves to distinguish the Places of Figures according to their

proper
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proper Denominations : So that if a Number consist of different Denomi

nations, each Figure obtains its proper Place in Order together with the

Rest. Ex.gr.

15 10 + 5 or Fifteen

530 500 + 30

1786 1000 -f 700+ 80 + 6

68054 denotes 60000 ■+- 8000 + 50 + 4

130507 130000 4. 500 + 7

9100753 9000000 -+- 1 00000 + 700 +50+3

321321321 321000000 -\- 321000 -j- 321

Hypothesis II.

258. And for the ready Discovery of the Value of each Figure, in Num

bers which consist of many Figures, every three Places from Units Place,

are distinguished into Periods, the lowest of which to the Right hand in

Integers is stiled the Period of Units ; the second, of 'thousands ; the third, of

Millions ; the fourth, of Billions or ten Hundred Millions ; the fifth, of Trillions

or ten Hundred Billions ; the sixth of Quadrillions, or ten Hundred Trillions,

&c. to any Number assignable ; Ex. gr. the following is a Number of

eighteen Places or six Periods S54 654 654 654 654 65I which is thus read

654 Quadrillions, 654 Trillions, 654 Billions, 654 Millions, 654 Thousands,

654-

Scholium I.

259. This Method of characterizing and distinguishing Numbers, is de

servedly reckoned to be one of the most wonderful Discoveries that ever hu

man Sagacity attain'd to. By this you fee that Numbers, which would take

up even Millions of Ages in being enumerated one by one, are distinctly ex

pressed, and handled with the same Exactness, as the smallest : A Performance

which, if constant Use did not render it familiar and easy, we wou'd hardly be

lieve possible.

The Invention of Numeral Figures is attributed to the Indians, who taught

them to the Arabs, and they to the Moors, with whom it came into Spain ;

as the learned Dr. Wallis thinks, between the 9 th and 10th Centuries.

Hypothesis III. And Partition III.

260. If a Point be set to the Right-hand of Units Place, a Figure set to

the Right-hand of that Point is put for so many tenth Parts ; and a Figure to

the Right-hand of that again, for so many Thousand Parts ; and so on Co Ten

Thousandths, Hundred Thousandths, MiUioneths, &c. And these Parts are called

Decimal Fractions, as those are called Vulgar FratHons (In. 88 above) \ these

having
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having their Denominators always understood, and not expressed, as the others

have ; Ex. gr.

0.5

0.05

0.005 '

0.0005

0.00005

&c.

is «;

10

5

100

5

IOOO

I OOOO

5

1 00000

&c.

5 Tenths.

5 Hundredths.

i. e. \ 5 (Thousandths.

5 Ten Thousandths.

5 Hundred Thousandths.

&c.

Partition IV.

261. Decimal Fractions are either Exact or Approximant. ,

Definition VI.

261. .An Exact Decimal Fraction is that which expresses the Ratio of the

Part to the WS.olc exactly ; as 0.4 = Ti = \, which expresses the Ratio of

the Pirt a. to its Whole 10 ; or, wnich is the fame thing, of the Part 2 to

its Whole 5. An A' proximant Decimal Fraction is that which does not so, but

approaches infinitely near it ; an Example of which fee (In. 318.)

Slholium II.

263. The first Appearance of Decimal Fractions seems tc be in a Work

writ by Johannes Mullerus Regiomontatius, about the Year 1464 (Wallis's Al

gebra, Chap. 9.)

Partition V.

264. Numbers both Integer and Fracted are divided into Monomes, and

Polynomes.

Definition VII.

265. ByMonomes are meant such Numbers as consist but of one significant

Figure ; as, 1, 2, 5, 60, 0.007, 9000, &ff.

Partition VI.

266. Monomes are Homogeneous, when they are of the fame Denomination ;

as 2 and 4, 50 and 60, 700 and 900, 3 and 8, &c. Heterogeneous, when

they are of different Denominations ; as, 2 and 20, 3 and o 3 ; 50 and 400, &V.

Definition VIII.
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Definition VIII.

267. Polynomes are such Numbers as consist of more Figures than one •,

and these are called Binomials, when they consist but of 2 Figures ; 'Trinomi

als, when they consist of 3 Figures ; Quadrinomials, of 4, £?V.

Partition VII.

268. Again a Polynome is said to be Pure, when it expresses the fame Spe

cies of Quantity according to the received way of Notation ; and mixed,

when not : Of the former Kind are the Numbers (In. 257) ; for the latter fee

Chap. III. following.

Definition DC.

p X .Doc jpL < > ■) r *\ 9 • ■ .

I 269. Polynomes are said to be of the same Denomination when they consist

of the same Number of Places, each of the fame Denomination.

Corollary I.

270. Cyphers to the Right-hand of Integral Figures do encreasc them in

a ten-fold Ratio •, and to the Left-hand of Fractional Figures decrease them in

the same Ratio. • ,». .

Corollary II.
Hi ' .' v

271. Cyphers to the Left-hand of Integers, and to the Right-hand of Fracti

ons signify nothing, unless it be to distinguish their Places from Unity in re

spect of other Numbers.

r^ TTT

Corollary III.

272. Only Homogeneous Figures, or diofe of the fame Denomination, can

be added to and subtracted from one another (In. 67.)

Corollary IV.

.

273. All the Figures in a Fractional Polynome may be read with the De

nomination of the lowest ; Ex. gr.

0.25 7 C 25 Hundreds.

0.325 > is read < 325 Thousandths.

0-0307 2 \ l3o72 Hundred Thousandths.

Corollary V.

274. The least Monome of any Place from Unity, is when it is expressed

by the Figure 1, as 1, 10, 100, 1000, i£c. .1 .01 .001 .0001 i£c. the

when it is expressed by 0 j as 9, 00, goo and .0 .00 .000 &fr.

C Corrollary VI.

 

 



CO
ColOLLART VI.

275. The greatest Polynome of any Number of Places is when all its Pla

ces are filled up with ys ; as 99, gggt 9999. &V.

Corollary VII.

276. The least Integral Monome of any Number of Places is greater by

Unity than the greatest Integral Polynome of one Place fewer ; i.e. 10 is

greater by one than 9, 100 than 99, 1000 than 999, 10000 than 9999, &c.

Corollary VIII.

277. If a Figure be removed from its Place.to the Place next higher, it

will be encreafed by as many 95 as it contains Units ; and if to the Place

next lower it will be so many 9J decreased ; Ex. gr. 7000 = 700 X 9

•f 700 : 700 = 70 x 9 + 7° : 7° = 7 X 9 + 7 : 7 = 0.7 X 9 + 0.7 : And

therefore

Corollary IX.

278. If the two lowest Figures in a Polynome be considered as so many

Units, there will be just as many gs omitted, except the first Figure to the

Left-hand : Ex. gr. in 1 2 there is omitted 1X9; i. e. 1 + 2 = 12—1X9:

in 47, there is omitted 4X9 i i.e. 4 + 7 =47 —4X9 : in 239, there is

omitted 23 x 9 ; i. e. 23 -f 9 = 239 — 23 X9 : in 50308, there is omit

ted 5030 X 9 i i- e. 5030 ■+• 8 = 50308 — 5030 X 9> &<•

Corollary X.

279. In Multiplication when the Multiplier is 10, 100, 1000, &c, the

Product is had, by only advancing all the Figures in the Multiplicand as many

Places higher, as there are Places above Units Place in the Multiplier ; and

when the Multiplier is 0.1 ,0.01 , o.ooi, &c. by depressing them as many Pla

ces lower as there are Places below Units Place in the Multiplier. Ex. gr.

36 x 1000 = 36000 ; 36 X 0.00 1 = 0.036. And on the contrary

Corollary XL

280. In Division when the Divisor is 10, 100, 1000, &c. the Quotient is

had, by only depressing all the Figures in the Dividend as many Places lower,

as there are Places above Units Place in the Divisor ; and when the Divi

sor is 0.1 , 0.0 1 , 0.00 1, fcfs. by advancing them as many Places higher as

there are Places below Units Place in the Divisor (In. 82, and 115.)

Corollary XII.

281. If the Product of the two highest Figures alone, or together with the

Increase they receive from the lower Figures* is any two Integral Factors do

consist
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consist of two Places, then the Product made by those entire Factors will cor-

sist of as many Places as are in both Factors ; otherwise of one Place less.

Or, which is the lame thing, if the highest Figure of the Product be lesser

than the highest Figure of either Factor, then will the Product consist of as

many Places as are in both the Factors ; otherwise of one Place less. , Ex. gr.

800 X 70 = 56000 i 20 X 40 = 800.

Corollary XIII.

282. How much soever any Multiplying Figure is above or below Units

Place, so much will it advance or depress the Multiplicand above or below

Units Place. "Whence

Corollary XIV.

283. In Multiplication there will always be as many either Cyphers or Fracti

onal Places in the Product, as there are in both the Factors ; Consequenrly,

Corollary XV.

284. In Division the Quotient together with the Divisor will make up as

many, either Cyphers or Fractional Places between them, as are contained

in the Dividend.

COROLLRARY XVI.

285. How much soever any Divisor is of a lower Denomination than the

Dividend, so much higher will the Quotient b_* advanced above Units

Place : and, vice versd^ how much soever higher the Denomination of a Divisor

is above that of the Dividend, so much the lower will the Quotient Figure be

depressed below Unity, Therefore

Corollary XVII.

286. "Whenever the highest Figures of the Dividend are greater than those

of the Divisor, if the latcer be fct directly tinder the former, as in these,

~ , p_ •, And whenever they are less, if the highest Figure in the Divisor

be set under the second of the Dividend, as in these ~ , -ii ; then it is

88 10

manifest that the highest Figure in the Quotient will always be of the fame

Denomination with that Place in the Dividend, which stands over Jnity in

the Divisor. Ex. gr. = 490.

0.4 fcfr•

12.000

3000

O.1 23 0.12

00.2

"•*" 0.004.
CO? ~~

Corollary. X\
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Corollary XVIII.

287. The least Integral Monomes of their Number of Places has been lhewn

to be 10 = 9 + 1, 100 = 99 + 1, 1000 = 999 -f- x> 10000 = 9999 + 1

&c. (In. 271) whose Powers are as follows (In. 280.)

Roots ) IO 100 IOOO &c.

Squares ( 100 1 0000 I OOOOOO &c.

Cubes \. 1000 1 000000 I OOOOOOOOO &c.

Biquadrates-' 1 0000 1 00000000 I OOOOOOOOOOOO &c.

&c. &c. &c. &c.

Whence it appears by Inspection, that counting from Unit's Place, there

can be but one Place in the Root for every Period of two Places in the

Square, of three Places in the Cube, of four in the Biquadrate, &c. and

one Place for what remains over and above •, which in each Power is also to

be taken as a Period of it self.

Hypothesis IV.

288. The Periods of Powers are distinguished by drawing Lines over the

Head of each •, Ex, gr. the Number 68719476736 if considered as a Square

consists of fix Periods 6 87 T? 47 67 36, if as a Cube of four Periods 68 719

4^6 736, if as a Biquadrate of three 687 1947 0736, if as a ffrst Sursolid of

three 6 S7194 76736, if as a sixth Power of two 68719 476736, &V.

Corollary XIX. .

. 289. For every Cypher, or Fractional Place possessing the Right-hand in

any Number considered as a Root, there must be two in its Square, three in

its Cube, four in its Biquadrate, &?s.

Corollary XX.

290. The Root of the next Homologous Power to the highest Period in

every given Resolvend is the first Figure of the Root required, and of the fame

Place "from Unity that the highest Period is from the Period of Units.

Ex. gr. in the Square Resolvend 6" 87 19 47 67 36 the Periods are six, viz.

60000000000 + 8700000000 -f" 19000000 4- 470000 -f- 6700 -f 36, con

sequently the Root consists of six Places (In. 284) i. e. if the lowest Place in

the lowest Period be Units Place, then the highest Place in the Root is* the

Place of Hundred Thousands (In. 254) and because by the Table (In. 349)

tHe next greatest Square under 6ooooooocoo is 40000000000 whose Root is

200000, therefore 200000 is the first Figure in the Root. Again in the Cube

Resolvend 68 719 476 7^6 the Periods are four, viz. 6800000000 -+■ 719000000

4- 4/6000 +'736 Consequently the Root consists of four Places (In. 284) i. e.

if



if the Jowest Place in the lowest Period be Units Place, then the highest

Place in the Root is the Place of Thousands (In. 254) and because by the

Table (In. 349) the next greatest Cube under 68000000000 is 64000000000

whose Root is 4000, therefore 4000 is the first Figure in the Root. In like

manner in the Biquadrate Resolvend 687 1947 6756 the Periods are three, viz.

68700000000 -f 194,0000+ 6736, consequently the Root consists of three

Places (In.. 284) i. e. if the lowest Place in the lowest Period be Units Place,,

then the highest Place in the Root is the Place of Hundreds (In. 254) and be

cause by the Table (In. 349) the next greatest Biquadrate under 68700000000

is 62500000000 whose Root is 500, therefore 500 is the first Figure in the

Root.

Chap. III.

'Of Infixed <Polynomes, and the Tables of Weight, Coin, and'.

Measures.

Definition X.

291. T Call that a mixed Polynome which expresses different Denominations

1 of Quantity according to the Table of Coin, Weights, Measures,.

csV. to which it belongs.

Definition XI.

292. The Standard of the currant Coin of England is called' Sterling or

Esterling, by which is meant the Weight of an English Silver Penny, which

ought to be equivalent in Weight with 32 Grains of well dried Wheat taken-

out of the middle of the Ear : The fourth Part of this is termed a Farthing

marked qr. for g>uadrans, which is the least Denomination of Engiijh Coin ; as-

in the following

TABLE.

4 qrsz\d Denarius, a Penny

48 qrs=izd — is ScliduSy a Shilling

960 qr=.24od. = zos = il Libra, a Pound Sterling

off. ood} [ACrowtl

» ox. cod' \An Angel..

[At

[An

\\A :06s. 80^ J. is {A N.ble.

13/. OQd I 1 A Mark.

lion. ooVj [a Guinea.

** TRere*
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If 1 1, be the Integer.

Therefore

s.

IO

06

05

04

03

2

0= '.

8=i

°=T

0 = f

6 = ■

j.

02

01

01

01

00

00

00

d. I. I.

O = Tr

8 = rr

4 = TT

3 = TT

0 = T4

10 = T4

o8 = Ti

7

6

5

4

3

3

qr.

»= TV

0 = T4

O =
TT

3 =?T

ess.

If 1 j. be the Integer.

d. qr. s.

6.0=4

4.0=4

3.0= 4,

2.0= 4.

1.2=4.

I . O = -r ' fcfr.

Definition XII.

293. Troy /?«££/ is that whereby Corn, Bread, Liquors, Gold, Silver,

Jewels, Amber, Eleftuaries, &c. are weighed : the least Denomination of this

Weight is an Artificial Grain, Gr. 24 of which are equal in Weight to 32

Grains of Wheat.

The TABLE.

24 Gr. = iP.W. Penny Weight

480 Gr. = 20 P. W. — 1 Oz. Ounce

5760 Gr. = 240 P. W. = 12 Oz. as i

If i#. be the Integer.

02.

6 .

4 •

5 •

£ .

2 .

I .

Ib.p.W.

O :

0 = 4

0 = 4.

8 = 4

o =4

12 = '

OZ. p. IV.

r 24 B/«»b = 1 Pw'rt.

J 20 P«ri»»/ =s t Droite.

1 /*. Pound Troy £ ,♦ M/,„ __ , g^ &&as beforc

Therefore

If 1 oz. be the Integer,

Ib. p. zv. gr. oz. p.w. gr. oz.

1

1

o

o

o

4 — TT

0 = TT

12 = ,i

8 = T4

■ 6 =T4

10

6

i
. .

o

16

o

o

8

12

2

1

o =

6 =

T
1

T

, x . o =

o . 16 =

12 =

_ 1

TT

■ v

TT

*.
*/l

Definition XIII.

294. Apothecaries Weight is a different Table of Jrey Weight, by which

Apothecaries compound their Medicines. , . / f_

STABLE,

I

20 Gr. = 13 Scruple*

€0 Gr. = 33 = 1 3 Drachm.

480 Gr. = 249 = 83 = 13 Okhat

5760 Gr. = 2883 = 965 as 12J = rfe Trov, as above.

Three-



1 " 1

3 5 fe

.o = i

.0=*

.0 = 4.

3

Therefore

If lib. be the Integer.

* 3 gr. ft 3 S 3 gr. fe

3.0.12=4- 1 . 1 . 1 . 16 = 74

0.0. 0 = 4- ' • 0.0. 00 = -;-!■

4.0. 0 = 4. 0.4. 2 . 08 = ~

3 5 3 gr. fe

o6

04

03

02 0. J.O. I2=T4-

02 0 . 2 . 1 . 64 = —•

I

If 1 3 be the Integer.

&c. &c.

3 3 gr.

0.0 =

2.0 =

0.0 =

3 * 3 gr. 3 5 3 gr. 3 5 3 gr. 3

4 •

2 .

2 .

1

" T 1 . 1 . 16 = -f

1 . 1 . 00 = 4-

0 . 2 ; 8 = tv 0 . 0 . 16 = j4

= T 0 . 2 . 0 = T4-
O . O . 12 = TV

■
1 . 0 . 00 3 4 O . I . 4 = TV

•

Definition XIV.

295. Averdupois Weight is that whereby Eejh, Butler, Cheese*, Tallow, Salt,

Flax, Hemp, Wax, Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Copper, Tin, Steel, Iron, Lead, To

bacco, &c. and in general all Kinds of Grocery Wares, and whatsoever is sub

ject to waste, are weighed. The Pound Averdupois Mr. John Ward of Chester,

lays, he found by a very nice Experiment to be equal to 1402. 11 p.iv. 154.

Grains Troy. The least Denomination of this Weight is a Dram, Dr.

The T A B L E.

1 6 Dr. = 1 Oz. Ounce.

256 Dr. = 16 Oz. = 1 Ib. Pound.

28672 Dr. = 1792 Oz. = 112 Ib. = 1 C. Hundred.

573440 Dr. = 35840 Oz. = 2240 Ib. = 20 C. = 1 T««

14 = a £/0»?.

28 = iofC.

56 = I of C.

84 = iofC.

If 1 C, be the Integer.

Therefore

If 1 Ib. be the Integer.

Ib.

56

28

16

—

1

T
1

T

Ib. C.

14 = 4.

7 = TT

&c.

Oz. Ib.

8 =fc

4 *=

2 =

Oz. Ib.

1 = T4-

Definition XV.

296. The Denominations of Wool-Weight are as follows* the least Denomi

nation being 1 Ib. Averdupois.

STABLE.

7 Ib. = iCl.Chrve.

Xxlb. = 2CI. = 1 St.Slotte.

28 Ik ~ 4 Cl. = iSUi r<M. TWrf. '''-''J' ■• -V

jS2 lbs
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i8a /*. — 1.6 a. = 13 y/. = 6± r<w. » 1 /f. /p*y.

364 p. = 52 c/. = 26 5/. = i3 #«. = 2 ^. = 1 5. ft**.

4368/*. = 624 C/. = 312 ft. = 156 Tdd. =24. ff.= i2S.= 1 Last oxWey.

Definition XVI.

297. The least Denomination of Long Measure is an Inch In. which is sup

posed to be equal in Length to three Corns of Barly well dried, and taken

out of the middle of the Ear.

In.

2

STABLE.

4—

9=

1 Nail.

ij= 1 Palm.

ll=s 1}= 1 Band.

4=: 3= 2^33 1 Spaa.

12= 5;= 4— 3= i;= 1 Foot.

18= 8= 6= 41=5 2= 1 1=5 1 Cubit.

36= 16= 12= 9— 4— 3= 2= 1 Kir<A

45= 20= 15=: 114= 5= 34= 2J= i;= 1 K//.

60= 26|= 2C= 15— 6*= 5= 3J— ij= 1; — i Face.

72= 32= 24— 18— 8= 6= 4= 2= i\= i{= 1 Fathom.

198- 88= 66= 491= 22-16',= 11= 5';= 4l=3. 2= 2$ = iPw*.

7920=3520=2640=1980=880=660=440=220=176=132=1 10=40=1 Furl

8 Furlongs -. . _ 1 Mf/p.

3 Af;7« / 1 j 1 League,
0 . > make < * *

23 -£■ Leagues Degree,

Or the -r- Part of the Earth's Circumference.

360

Definition XVII.

298. The Divisions of a Circle are as follows.

(Circle

Sign

Degree

Every «{ Minute } is divided into ^

[Second J

fcc. J

12 S. Signs,

309 Degrees,

60s Minutes,

6ofr Seconds,

60'" Thirds,

do"" Fourths,

&c.

Therefore

// /

60 = 1

3600 = 60 = iS

108000 = 1800

1296000 = 21.600

= 20 = I30 =

360 = 12 = I Circle.

Corollary XXI.
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Corollary XXI.

299. The Circumference of the Earth upon this Supposition equals

69* X 3600 = 25000 Miles nearly •, as was found by the learned Picard, and

after him by the famous Cossini ; which is but 20 Miles less than what was

found by our Country-man Mr. Norwood upon a less advantagious Experiment.

Definition XVIII.

300. The least Denomination of Superficial Measure is a Square Inch In. ;

i. e. an Inch in Length and Breadth.

'The Table of Superficial Measure.

In.

144= 1 Foot Square.

1296= 9 F= . 1 Yard Square.

3600= 25= 2~= 1 Face Square.

39204= 272^= 30-!= io-;44= ! Perch, ox Pole Square.

1568160=10890=1210= 435-^= 40=1 Rood.

6272640=43560=4840=1742^=160=4=1 Statute Acre.

Definition XIX.

301. Because an Acre or 160 Square Perches = 43560 Square Feet is equal

to 40 Perches or 40 X 164. = 660 Feet in Length, and 4 Perches or 4%i6^

=66 Feet in Breadth : Therefore in Land Measure there is commonly used

a Chain of 66 Feet or 22 Thrift Long ■, every 10 of which in Length and 1

in Breadth (i. e. every 1 o Square Chains) makes an Acre. And this Chain is

subdivided into 100 Links of 7.92 Inches each, according to which

Sq. Chains, Sq. Links, Acre, Roods, Perches Square.

10.000 = 1 0000 = 1 = 4 = 160

2.500 = 2500 = .J. = 1 = 40

0.0625 = 62.5 = TT4 = -i. = 1.

De finition " XX.

302. Measures of Capacity are such as are of three Dimensions ; viz. Length,

Breadth, and 'Thickness, Height or Depth : Of which there are especially four

Sorts used in Britain, viz. Corn, Beer, Ale, and Wine Measure : The least

Denomination to all which is called a Cubic Inch, i. e. an Inch in Length,

Breadth, and Thickness.

Definition XXI.

303. In the Table of Com Measure, 1 Gallon = 268.8 Cubic Inches, and

the least Denomination is a Pint, Pt.

E Tl)e
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The TABLE.

Pints.

2= i Quart.

8 = 4= i Gallon.

1 6= 8= 2= i Peck.

64= 32= 8= 4= 1 Bushel Winchester.

128= 64= 16= 8= 2= 1 Strike.

256= 128= 32= 16= 4= 2=1 1 Carnock or Comb.

512= 256= 64= 32= 8= 4= 2= 1 Seam, Raft, or Quarter.

3072 = 1536=384=192=48=24=12= 6= 1 J^y.

5120=2560=640=320=80=40=20=10=1-^=1 Last.

Definition XXII.

304. In Beer Measure 1 Gallon = 282 Cubic Inches.

The TABLE.

Gills.

2= 1 Pint.

4= 2= i Quart.

16= 8= 4= 1 Gallon.

144= 72= 36= 9= 1 Firkin.

288= 144= 72 = 18= 2= 1 Kilderkin.

576=288= 144=36=4=2= 1 Barrel.

864=432=216=54=6=3 = 14=1 Hog/head.

Definition XXIII.

305. In Æ? Measure 1 Gallon =^2^1 Cubic Inches.

The TABLE.

2= 1 Pint.

4= 2= 1 Quart. m

16= 8= 4= 1 Gallon.

128= 64= 32= 8 = 1 Firkin.

256=128= 64=16= 2 = 1 Kilderkin.

512 = 256=128 =32=4=2= 1 Barrel.

768 = 3 84= 192 =48 = 6= 3 = 1.1= 1 Hogshead.

Definition XXIV.

306. In Wine Measure the Gallon equals 231 Cubic Inches, by which are

measured all Wines, Brandies, Sprits, Mead, Perry, Cyder, Vinegar, Oyl,

Honey, &c.

. The
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STABLE,

Gills, Pints, Quarts.

16=8 = 4=1 Gallon as before.

18= 1 Rundlet.

3ii. = i.i= 1 Barrel.

42 = 2i-=i-j-= 1 Tierce.

63 = 3.1.= 2 = i£= 1 Hogshead.

84=4.1=2.-= 2 = i-i-= 1 Puntion.

126= 7= 4= 3= 2 = 14.= 1 Butt.

252 = 14= 8= 6= 4= 3 = 2= 1 2a».

Definition XXV.

307. The least Denomination of any Part of Time is a Second, from whence

is formed the following Table of Time.

// r

60= 1 Minute.

3600= 60= 1 Hour.

86400= 1440= 24= 1 Natural Day.

604800= 10080=168= 7= 1 Week.

' " H. ' " D. H. "

2360587=39343 + 7= 655+43 + 7=27+7+43+7= 1 Pma&tf/;i4&»A&,.

or the Time which the Moon takes up in finishing her Course round the Earth.

D. H. ' "

294-12+ 44+08= 1 Mean Synodical Month or Lunation, i.e. the mean

Time between Conjunction and Conjunction.

The Calendar ox Civil Month consists of sometimes 30 Days sometimes 31 ;

and one Month, viz. February, of 28 or in Leap-Tear 29 Days.

D. H. i'

365 + 5+48+ 57= 1 Solar or Tropical Tear, i. e. the Time which the Sun

takes up in finishing its apparent Course thro' the 12 Signs. of the Zodiack.

D. H. '

365+6+9+14=1 Syderial, JuomaliMcal, or Periodical Tear ; the Space

of Time which the Sun takes up in finiming its apparent Course round the

Earth.

The Civil, Julian, or Calendar Tear, is the Space of 1 2 Calendar Months, or

of 365 Days 6 Hours ; or it is the Space of 365 Days every Common Tear,

and of 366 every Fourth Tear, which is therefore called Bissextile or Leap-Tear,

because of the Day added.

Definition XXVI.

308. The Golden Number, Cycle of the Moon, or Metonic Cycle (so called

from it's Author Meton) is a Period of 19 Julian Tears, which is supposed t->

be
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be equal to 235 Lunations, so that every new and full Moon is computed to

return to the fame Day of the Month it was 19 Years before, but with the

Errour of about ii Hour in Point of Defect. The Beginning of this Cycle was

the Year before Christ.

Definition XXVII.

309. The Cycle of the Sun is the Space of 28 Years, in which Time all the

Days of the Year return to the fame Day of the Week that they were 28

Years before. The Beginning of this Cycle was 9 Years before Christ.

Chap. IV.

Of the Addition and SubtraSiion of Polynomial NUMBERS.

Partition VIII.

310. A D D IT 10 N and Subtraction of Polynomial Numbers is either

LJL Pure or Mixed, according as the Numbers to be added or sub

tracted are such.

Problem I.

311. To add two or more given Homogeneous Polynomes into one Sum.

Effeclion.

Pre. 1. Set all the Homogeneous Figures which belong to each given Num

ber in the fame Column one under another (In. 67.)

Pre. 2. Draw a Line beneath all.

Pre. 3. Begin at the lowest Figure in the first Column to the Right-hand, and

add up all the Figures in that Column marking all the Tens.

Pre. 4. Set down the Remainder arove all the Tens in the first Column.

Pre. 5. Add the Number of Tens in summing up the first Column to the

lowest Figure in the second Column, and proceed to sum up that

Column in the same manner as the first.

Pre. 6. Thus continue doing thro' all the Columns.

Pre. 7. And because in summing up the last Column, there remains no other

Column for the Tens to be added to ; therefore they are to be set

down by themselves : And the Number thus found will be the Sum re

quired (In. 35.) C4E. E.

Ex. gr.
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Ex. gr. Let it be required to find the Sum of the given Numbers 4037.

654-4-7956.5084-684.097+5932.630. First set down the Numbers as in the

Margin, then, beginning at the lowest Fi- 4037.654 = b

gure in the first Column to the Right hand., 7956.508 = c

which is here the Fractional Place of Thou- 0684.097 = d

sandths, fay 7 and 8 is 15, and 4 is 19, or 5932.630 = /

7+8+4=19= 10+9. fet down 9 and car- l86ja88 = b + c + J+Jm

ry i for the 10 •, 1 + 3 + 9 + 5 = 18, fet y * ' rj

down 8 and carry .1 j 1 + 6+5+6=18, set down 8 and carry 1 •, 1 + 2+4

+6+7= 20, set down o and carry 2 ; 2 + 3 + 8+ 5+ 3 = 21, set down 1

and carry 2 ; 2 + 9 + 6+9=26^ set down 6 aod carry 2 ; 2+5+7+4=18,

which set down by Precept 7. Therefore the Sum required is 18610.8^9. *'. e.

18 Thousand, 6 Hundred, and Ten, with 8S9 Thousandth Parts.-

Problem II.

3r2. To subtract a lejflbr given Pure Pdynome from a greater given one.

Effection. -. ;

1. Place all the Homogeneous Figures in the fame Column one beneath ae

ther (In. 67.)

2. Draw a Line beneath all.

3. Begin at the lower Figure in the first Column to the -Right-hand, and sub

tract every lower Figure in each Column from its respective one above.

4. When the upper Figure is lesieradd 10 to it, in such Cafe always obser

ving either to take an Unit from the next upper Figure to the Left-hand,

or which is the fame Thing add an Unit to the next lower Figure (In. 68.)

And the Number thus found will be the Difference required. Qj_E. E.

Ex.gr. Let it be required to take the Number 730.25 from the Number

940.18. First set down the Numbers as in the Subtrahend 940.18 = b

Margin, then, beginning at die lower Figure Minuend 730.25 = c

in the first Column to the Right-hand, fay 5 7; rr 7 ■

from 8 leaves 3 to be set down under the first **™*r 2°9-93 = * - *

Column i 2 from 1 I cannot take, but 2 from. 10+ 1 = 1 1 leaves 9 to be set under

the second Column ; then for the 10 that I added to the upper Figure in the

second Column I add 1 to the lower Figure in the third Column, thus 0+1 = 1,

and proceed saying 1 from o I cannot, but 1 from 10+0=10 leaves 9, which

I set under the third Column ; then 1 that I add to 3 in the fourdi Column

for the 10 added to o in the third makes 4, 4 from 4 leaves o, which I set un

der the fourth Column : Lastly, 7 from 9 leaves 2, which I set down under the

last Column. And the Remainder is found to be 209.93.

Problem III.

313. To add together two or more Mixed Polynomes into one Sum.

F Effeftion.
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Effettion.

The Effection of this Problem is directly the seme with that of Problem i.

of this Part, only, instead of marking (or pointing) all the Tens, as is there

directed, take Notice here how many of each superiour Denomination in the

given Polynomes are contained in the Sum of all the Figures of the next in-

feriour Denomination, and so many Units are to be added to the Figures of

that superiour Denomination.

Ex. gr. Let it be required to add together the several Sums of Money set

down in the Margin.

Here beginning as before at the lowest Figure to the

Right-hand, fay 2-j-3 + i = 6=i^.+2jr. (In. 290) set

down the iqr. under their proper Column, and carry the

id. to the next •, ,1 +3+11 + io-\-y=22d.=2s.+ 8d.

set down 8 and carry 25. ; 2+ 17+9+ 13=41^=2/.

+ u. set down 1 and carry 2 ; 2 + 2+3+9+6=22,

ry 2 j 2+4+6+7+5=24, set down 4 and carry 2 ;

2+2=4. Therefore the Sum required is 442/. 01s. 08 d. 02 qr.

Ex. 2. Sold at several Times to Mr. Thomas Traffics 1732, Jan. 13.

/. s. d.

—— Yards of —— at —•—per Yard

Feb. 4th —— C of Flax at ——per. C.

April 29th —— Ells of Shalloon at —— per Ell

In all

/. s. d. qr.

256 . 13 . 07 . 01

79 • °9 . 10 . 03

63 . 17 . 11 . 00

42 . 00 • 03 . 02

442 . 01 . 08 . 02

set down 2 and car

42 . 13 « 00

79 . 11 . 00

170 • i5 . 06

292 . 19 06

Bought Am

ber at several

times

Examples in Addition of Weights.

Troy Weight. Averdupois Weight.

Bought at

several times

Tobacco

Ib. oz. p.w. &r'

"IS . 05 . 00 . 21

103 • 09 • 15 . OO

'IO . II . 12 • 15

•07 ,
. IO • 19 . 20

c. *,
Ib. Oz,

10 . 02 ,, 20 ., 11

14 . 03 .. 24 . i5

18 . 01 .. 27 . 11

19 . 03 . 14 . 15

Sum 38 . 01 . 08 . 08 Sum 64 . 00 . 04 . 04

Addition
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Addition of Long Measure

Tds. $rs. Nails. Tds. Feet. Inches.

23 . 01 . 02 70 . 02 . 09 Leagues. Miles. Furlongs.

19 . 03 . 01 26 . 01 . 11 24 . 02 . 07

14 . 00 • "3 43 . 01 . 10 23 • 01 . 06

06 . 00 . 02 27 . 00 . 09 20 . 02 . 02

04.. 02 • 03 . 20 . 01 . 04 15 • 02 . 06

. 01 . 00 17 . 02 . 11 09 . 00 . 07

Sum 68 . 01 . 03 Sum 206 . 02 . 06 Sum 94 . 01 . 04

And so for any other Kind of Weight or Measure.

Problem IV.

314. To subtract a lesser given Mixed Polynome from a greater.

Effetlion.

The Effection of this Problem is in all respects the fame with Subtraction

of Pure Polynomes, only when the upper Figure is less, instead of- adding 10

to it, as is there directed, let it be encreased by the Addition of as many of

its own Denomination as make one of the next superiour Denomination.

Ex. gr. Suppose it be required to subtract tl.e lower Sum of Money in the

Margin from the upper one.

Here beginning as before, fay, 2 from 1 cannot, but 2 frcm 44-1= 5qr.

leaves 3 qr. then for the 4 qr. = id. which I added to /. s. d. qt:

the upper Figure in the Farthings Column, I add id. 432 . 11 . 05 . 01

to the lower Figure in the Pence Column, saying, 1+7 252 . 11 . 07 . 02

=8 ; 8 from 5 I cannot but 8 from 124-5=17 leaves "

Sd ; then, for the iid = is. I added to the upper Fi- *79 ' *9 ' °9 " °3

gure in the Pence Column, add 1 s. to the lower Figure in Shillings Column,

saying 14-11 = 12; 12 from 11 I cannot, but 12 from 204-11=31 leaves

19J. then for the 2oj.= i/. added to the upper Figure in Shillings Column I

add 1/. to the first lower Figure in the Pounds Column, saying 14-2= 3, 3

from 104-2 = 12 leaves 9 ; 14-5=6, 6 from 104-3 = 13 leaves 7 ; 14-2=3,

3 from 4 leaves 1 ; therefore the Remainder required is 179/. 19.^ 09^. o%qr.

Ex. 2. Suppose a Writing drawn April 3d, 1680. I demand how long it is-

since, this present 1 8th of August 1734 ?

Observe from your Calendar that from New Tear's

Day 1680 to April 3d is just 13 Weeks 1 Day, it

being Leap-Tear : and from New Tear's Day 1734

to August 18 is 32 Weeks 6 Days. Therefore ac

counting 4 Weeks to the Month, the Age of the $5 . 04 . 03 . 05

Writing will be found to bej as in the Margin.

Examples:,

Trs. M. tr. D.

1734 . 08 . 00 . 06

1679 • 03 . 01 . 01.



Averdupois Weight.

Tun. C. ^ lb. Oz. Dr.

From 5 . 15 . 01 .23 . 12 ■ 03

Take 3 . 16 . 01 . 21 • 15 . 02

Examples in Subtraction of Weights.

Troy Weight.

lb. oz. p.w. gr.

From 13 .07 .03 .05

Take 12 . 07 . 15 . 05

Remains 0.0 . 11 . 08 . 00 J Remains 1 , .19 . 00 . 01 . 13 . 01

Problem V.

315. To prove Addition, i. e. to know whether the Sum found be the

true Sum or no.

EffeBion.

1. Sum up every Column by it felf beginning with the uppermoft Figure

to the Left-hand.

2. Take the Sum of all thefe, and if that equals the Sum found, the Addition

is right, otherwife not (In. 23.)

Ex. gr. Let it be required to prove whether the Sums found in the Exam

ples (In. 311 and 313) be the true Sums or not.

abed efg

4037.654.

7956.508

0684.097

5932-63°

18610.889

a = 16

b = 24

c = 19

d = 19.

e = i-7

/"
= •17

g- '9

Sum of .

/. s. d. qrs.

. 01256 . 13 . 07

. 10

. 11

79 • °9

63 . 17

• 03

. 00

. 0242 . 00 • 03

442 . 01 . 08 . 02

" 2

. Pounds Column= * : 22

\Shillings Column

L 20

= 1 . 19

= . 02 .Pence Column

"Farthings Column

07

01 . 02

Proof — — 442 . 01 . 08 . 02

Problem VI.

Proof 18610.889

316. To prove Subtraction, i. e. to know whether rhe Remainder found be

the true Remainder fought or not.

EffcRion.

Add together the Subtrahend and the Remainder, and if the Sum be the

fame with the Minuend, the Work is right, otherwife not (In. 68.) Q^E. E.

Let
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Lee it be required to prove whether the Remainders found in the Examples

(In. 312 and 314) be the true Remainders required.

Minuend 940 . 1 8 =b

Subtrahend y%o.25=c

The Work is as follows.

/. s. d. qr.

Minuend 432 . 1 1 . 05 . 01 =b

Subtrahend 252 . n .07 . Oi—e

Remainder 209.93 =£—c Remainder 1 79 . 19 . 09 . 03 =b—c

Proof
940.18=^—c + c = b Proof 432 .11 .05.01 =&—f-W=3

Chap. V.

Of Multiplication and Division.

Problem VII.

317. To make the Multiplication Table, or to find the Product to all die

9 Digits.

1. Write down the 9 Digits V 1 I j 6

2. Add 2+ 2, 3 + 3, 4+4, 5+ 5, (Sc.

3. To the last Sums under 3, 4, 5, &c. add 3, 4, 5

4. To the last Sums under 4, 5,6,&c. add 4, 5, 6, &V.

5. To the last Sums under 5, 6, 7, &c. add 5, 6, 7, fefc.'V \z5

6. To the last Sums under 6, 7, 8, &?<:. add 6, 7, 8, &fV.

7. To the last Sums under 7, 8, 9 ; add 7, 8, 9.

8. To the last Sums under 8, 9 ; add 8, 9.

9. To the last Sum under 9 add 9 ; and it's done.

Scholium III.

318. It is necessary that this Table be got perfectly by Heart, before the

Learner proceed to Multiplication and Division. Its first Inventor is said to have

been Pythagoras of Samos, whence it is stiled the Pylhagoric Abacus.

 

Problem

319. To Multiply by a Monome.

VIII.

Effetlion.
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EffeBion.

1. Set the Multiplier under that Figure of the Multiplicand, which is of the

fame Denomination, and draw a Line under both.

2. Begin with the lowest Figure in the Multiplicand, and proceed in such Sort,

that the Tens which are gained by multiplying each lower Figure be added

to the Product of the next higher.

3. Count as many Cyphers or Fractional Places to the Right-hand in the Pro

duct, as are in both Factors, and it is done. C4 E. F.

Ex. gr. Let it be required to multiply 6780.5 by 0.4. Set down the

6780.5 given Factors as in the Margin, then fay 4 X5 = 20, set down

0.4 o and carry 2 ; 4X0 = 0 and 2 that was carried makes 2, set

" "— down 2 and carry 054X8 = 32, set down 2 and carry 3 ;

' ' 4 X 7 = 28, and 3 that was carried makes 31, set down 1 and

carry 3 ; 4 x 6 = 24 and 3 that was carried makes 27 ; Therefore the Pro

duct required is 2712.20 or 2712.2 (In. 268.) Q. E. E.

Ex. 2. Let it be required to multiply 72000 by 900. The Work is in

72000 the Margin.

900

64800000

Problem IX.

320. To Multiply by a Polynome.

Effeftion.

1. Set each Figure in the Multiplier under its Homogeneous one in the Mul

tiplicand, and draw a Line beneath them, as in the last.

2. Multiply by each Figure in the Multiplier singly as in the last.

3. Observe such Order in setting the particular Products beneath one another,

that the lowest Figure in each be still set under its respective multiplying Figure.

4. Add all the particular Products as they stand, into one Sum.

5. Annex the Cyphers to that Sum, which are in both Factors, if any there

be : or cut off from it as many Fractional Places as are in both Factors

(In. 283) and it is done. Q^E. E.

Ex.gr. Let it be required to multiply 5432.01 by 960.32. The Ope

ration follows.

5432.01 Multiplicand.

960.32 Multiplier

X5432-0*

5216467.8432 = 960.32 X 5432.01 the Product.

Problem

1086402 = 000.02

1629603 . = OOO.3O

3259206 . . . = 060.OO

4888809 r= 90O.OO
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Problem X.

321. To multiply large Numbers without the help of a Multiplication Table-

Ex. gr. Suppoic it were required to multiply 507.8420063901 = A by 87.

0600914532 = B,

Effeflion.

1 . Set down the 9 Digits one under another as below.

2. Set down the Multiplicand againft 1, for 1 X A : for 2 X A fet down its

Double : for 3 X A add 1 and 2 A : for 4 X A add 3 A and 1 A : for 5

A add 2 y^and 3 A : for 6 A take twice 3 A: for 7 yf add 3 A and 4 ytf :

for 8 A take twice 4. A: for 9 /f add 4 A and 5 yf ; and thus you will have

a Table or Tariffa of the Multiplicand to every Figure in the Multiplier,

as below.

3- Set down the given Factors A, B, with a Line drawn beneath them, as in

the laft.

4> Infert the particular Products out of the Tariffa one beneath another, as in

the laft. And the Sum of thefe (cutting off as many Decimals as are in both

Factors) will be the Product required.

Tariffa.

1 — 5078420063901 = 1 A

2 = 10156840127802 = 2 A

3 = 15235260191703 = 3 A

4 = 20313680255604 = 4 A

5 %A = 25392100319505 — 5 A

6 =r 30470520383406 ss 6 A

7 = 35548940447307 = 7 ^

8 s= 4062736051 1208 — 8 A

9 = 45705780575109 = 9 A

507.8420063901 = A.

8 7.06009 1453 2 = 5..

10156840127802

I 5235260191703

25 392100319505

203 13680255604

507 8420063901

45705 780575109

30470520 383406

3554894044 7307

4062736051 1 208

44212.771520 09868477509332 = A*.B.

But.
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Bat because it is generally sufficient, if we can only have six or seven Deci

mal Places true in the Product ; therefore the following Problem is of great

Use to contract the Work in large Multiplications.

Problem XI.

322. To abbreviate large Multiplications so as to retain no more than an

asiigned Number of Fractional Places in the Product.

EffeBion.

1. See how many Places of Integers there will be in the Product from the

given Factors (In. 281) and adding to that Number the assigned Number

of Fractional Places, note the Sum.

2. Retain as many Figures in each Factor as that Sum, and one Figure more :

and if either F&ctor want of such Number of Places, supply it with Cyphers

in the Places of Fractions.

5. Make a TarifFa of the Multiplicand to every Figure in the Multiplier.

4. Set down the Multiplicand in its direct Order, and the Multiplier under it

in an inverted Order : *'. e. set the highest Figure of the Multiplier under

the lowest Figure of the Multiplicand, and the next highest Figure of the

Multiplier under the next lowest of the Multiplicand, &V.

5. Set down the particular Products one under another, in such Sort, that each

Product reach to no more Places in the Multiplicand than what stands to

the Left-hand over its Multiplying Figure : observing to place the lowest

Figure of each in a direct Line beneath one another, and withal retaining

the Increases of all the lowest Figures, as in the TarifFa.

■6. Add up the particular Products, as they stand, and the Sum will be the

Product required, true in ail it's Places, except the one or two lowest.

Q^E. E.

Ex.gr. Let it be required to multiply 507.8420063901 by 87.0600914532

so as to retain 6 Fractional Places true in the Product.

The Places of Integers in the Product will be 5 (In. 281) which with the six

Places of Fractions will make up in all eleven Places : Therefore by Pre. 2. the

Factors are to consist of 12 Places of Figures each. The whole Operation will

stand as follows.

The
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The Tariffa.

50784200639

101 568401 27,8

152352601917

202136802556

2539.2 1003 195

304705203834

3554.59404473

4062 731605 11 2

45705780575!

507.842O0639O

2354190060.78 the Multiplier inverted.

40627.36051 120 = 80. X 507.842006390

3554/89404473 = 7. X 507 84200639 -f o

o. 06 x 507842006 + 2

o. 00009 x 507842 -f o

0. 00000 1 x 50784 -j- o

o. 0000004 x 5078 -+• .1

o. 00000005 x 507 -+• 4

o. 000000003 X 50 + 2

o. 0000000002 X 5 + °

30.4705203,8 =

4570578 =

50784 =

20313 ==

2539 =

152 =

IO =

The ProduSt =s 44212.77152007 only too little.in the loweft

Figure by 2.

The Reafon of this Operation wjjl appear plainly to a*iy one who confiders

that all the particular rrodu&s here, are the fame wi.th thofe in the other

Method, only reje&ing a certain Number of inferiour Places, and confe-

quently the whole mull be the fame too (In. 23.)

P&PW.EM xu.

323. To divide by a Monome.

Effetlion. • .

1. Set down the Divifor to the Left-hand of the Dividend with a Curve Line

between them.

2. Make another Curve Line to the Right-hand of the Dividend, for die

Place of the Quotient.

3. Afk how often the Divifor can be contained in the higheft, or (if not) in

the two higheft Figures of the Dividend, which call the Firft Dividual.

4. Set the Anfwer behind the Curve Line to the Right-hand for the firft Quo

tient Figure, and note its Place (In. 286.)

5. Multiply the firft Quotient Figure into the Divifor, and fubtract the Pro

duct from the Firft Dividual.

6. To the Remainder draw down another Figure or Cypher out of the Divi

dend,, for a Second Dividual* making a Point in the Dividend under every

Figure lb drawn down.

f. Ask :how often the Divifor can be contained :in the Second Dividual, and

if it cannot be contained in it, draw down Figures or Cyphers out of the

Dividend, till it can, obferving to make a Cypher in the Quotient for

every Figure or Cypher drawn to the Remainder, befides die firft ; and

H continue



continue to make Points under every Figure in the Dividend, as they are

drawn down.

8. Set the Answer again to the Right4iand of the first Quotient Figure, or

to the Right-hand of the Cypher or Cyphers, if any there be, which were

set in the Quotient by the last Precept.

9. Multiply the second Quotient Figure into the Divisor and subtract the

Product from the Second Dividual, and to the Remainder draw down ano

ther Figure or Cypher out of the Quotient for a Third Dividual.

10. Ask how often the Divisor can be contained in the Third D.vidual, and

if it cannot be contained in it draw down Figures out of the Dividend,

as before, till it can, still observing to make a Cypher in the Quotient for

every Figure or Cypher drawn to the Remainder, besides the first.

11. Thus continue doing as long as any thing remains, or if something always

remain, cai ry on the Operation to what Number of Fractional Places you

please. Q^ E. E.

Ex. 1. Let it be required to divide 2712.26 by 0.4 Here the First Divi

dual is 2700, but —— is 7 6000 (In. 283) or the 45 in 27 are 6, there-
0.4

fore 6 (or 6000) is the first Quotient Figure. The Operation is as follows.

Divisor, Dividend, Quotient.

0.4) 2712.26 (6780.65

• • • •

6000 X 0.4 = 24 . . subtract .

Second Dividual 3 1

700 X 04 = 28 subtract.

Third Dividual 32

80 X 0.4 = 32 subtract.

Fourth Dividual = 026

0.6 x 0.4 =s 24 subtract.

Fifth Dividual = 20

•.05 X 0.4 s= 20 subtract.

Remains (o)

Ex. 2. Let it be required to divide 62.85 by 0.007. Here *c ^ Qy°"

tient Figure must be in the Place of Thousands, i. e. °f *• * ^ 8000

(In. 286.)

.007)



.007) 62.85 (8978.57142857x428571428 &c. ad insimtum.

56

55

49

60

40

35

'1/ i
 

In this Operation you sec

that the fameFigures return at

the sixth Place below Unity.

50

49

10

7

3°
28

20

14

""lo*

56

40 &c

Scholium IV.

524. But the Division by one Figure is more compendiously performed by

Hdfingt fbirding, Fourtbing* &c. the Dividend.

Ex. gr. Suppose it were required to take the seventh Part of 22407, lay

the J. of 22 is 3, and the Remainder is 1, to which annex the 4 \ and fay the

i of 14 is 2 \ the 4.0s o is o 1 the 4. of 7 is 1 : Therefore the Quotient of 22407

divided by 7 is 3201, as in the Margin. Thus again in tak

ing the eighth Part of 4165856, fay the 8th of 41 is 5 and

there remains j, to which annex 6 ; the 8th of 16 is 2 ; the

8th of 5 I cannot, but the 8th of 58 is 7, and the Remainder

is 2 ; the 8th of 25 is 3, and the Remainder is 1 1 the 8th of

16 is 2 : Therefore the Quotient is 520732. | 520732

4. j 22407

+ U165S56

Scholium
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325. The Bfih'mg of any Number is best performed by "doubling it,

-, . and then reducing all the Places in the Pmekict one Place

tJ2°37-5 iower^ or by multiplying it by 0.2. Ex. gr. Oppose it were re-

°"i quired to take -f Part of 2037.5, the double of ■2637.5 is 4075.0 1

w

4&f*5 ' thwefiJre the 4 Part is 407.5, and so for any other.

-•••'■ ' " '. "V,"'* \i, ',: *.;(; J ;'} « •

, Problem XIII. . : ;_

326. To divide by a given Polynome. ! '

Effeftion.

1. Set down the given Divisor and Dividend, as in the last Problem,

2. From the highest Figures in the Dividend assures the fame Number

of Places that are in the Divisor of the First Bhndual ; or if the Fi

gures in the Divisor exceed the same Number of Places in the Dividend,

assume one Place more out of the Dividend, for the First Dividual. Then

proceed directly, as in the last Problem : Only the Quotient Figures

here are determined by comparing the highest: Figures alone of each

Dividual with the highest Figures of the Divisor,- -omitting the rest, as will

be best seen by an Example.

Example 1.

Let it be required to divide 5216467.8432 by 960.32. Here the Numbers

being set down as is directed, the first Dividual will be 521646 (or 5216460)

whence the first Quotient Figure of ' , 4 or which is nearly the fame
^ ° 960.32 > '

£ or - wjH be in Thousands Place-, u e. the os in 52000 are
900. 9 y 3

the fame with the 960.32/ in 5216460, which are 5000 for the first Quotient

Figure i and 5 x 96032 = 480160,52T646 — 480160 = 41486, to which

draw down 7 for a second Dividual 4 1 4867 ;

960.32)5216467.8432 (5431*©* then the 96032* in 4J 48 67, or whichis the

4803 6b .„ » . fame the 9j in 41 ace 4 for the second

' AIA867 Quotient Figure-, 4 X 96032 5=3.84^28,

* * £ 414867 — 384128 = 30739, to Which

6 * draw down 8 for a thied Dividual 3073^8 3

3°739& In*» d*e- 96032* in 307398, ot the 9* in

288096 39-are 3, for the third Quotient Figure,

-——~ 3 % 9*03,2 sb ^88096,307398 — 288096

20g ~ *93P2» to which draw down 4 for a

™ Z fomssh Dividual ; the 96032J in 993024 or

96032 the 9* in 19, are 2 for the fourth Quotient

96032 Figure, 2 x 96032 = 192064,193024 —

" / Q\ x 192064 = 960, to which bring down 3,

*• ' and because the Divisor 960.32 cannot be

COJi-
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contained in the Dividual 9603, therefore the Figure 2 must be also drawn

down, observing to place a Cypher in the Quotient ; lastly the 9603 2 s in

96032, or the gs in 9 are 1 for the fifth Quotient, which finishes the Division

without a Remainder, as in the foregoing Margin.

Example 2.

Let it be required to divide 694943164 by 57.91. Here the first Dividual

is 6949, and the Quotient Figure of ——- 57.91)694943164(12000400

is in the ioooooooj Place (In. 286)then because 5791

the second Figure in the Divisor is greater in JT~

its Place than the first, therefore 6p-*° is near- "1582

57-91 —"j

ly the lame with ^ i. e. the 5V in 60 are 2Jl6S

1 .57 23i64

the fame with the 5jg\s in 6949, which gives ~~,—r~

1 (or 10000000) for the first Quotient Figure, ^ '

1 X 57.91 = 57.91,6949—5791 =1158, to which draw down 4 fora second

Dividual ; then the 57915 in 11584 are 2 for the second Quotient Figure,

2 x 5791 = 11582, 1 1584 — 1 1582 = 2, to which draw down 3 for a third

Dividual 23, but because the given Divisor cannot be contained in this Divi

dual without drawing to it the other three Figures 1 64 out of the Dividend,

and so making it instead of 23 to be 23164, therefore 3 Cyphers are to be

set in the Quotient before the third Quotient Figure, which is 4, or 400 (In.

286) and the Division is finished without a Remainder, as in the Margin.

Scholium VI.

327. When the Divisor is an Integerwith Cyphers to the Right-hand, if those

Cyphers be cut off, and the Dividend depressed so many Places lower, the

Quotient will be still the fame (In. 286) as in the following Examples.

721000)64800(000(900 1210)17218(14.4

648
■

SCHOLI-'M VII.

328. When the Divisor is a Fraction with Cyphers to the Left-hand, those

Cyphers may be cut off; and the Dividend advanced so many Places higtK-r,

and the Quotient will be still the fame, as in the following Examples.

00648 _ 648 _ , 00648 _ 64800 _ 6480003 __

0.0072 ~~ 0.72 ~ 9 ' 0.0^72 "~ 0.7Z" "~ "72 ~ 9°°

I Problem XIV.
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Problem XIV.

329. To abbreviate large Divisions, so as to retain no more than an assigned

Number of Fractional Places in the Quotient.

EffeRion.

r. See the Place of the first Figure in the Quotient, by comparing the Divi

dend and Divisor (In. 286.)

2. Retain as many of the Figures of the highest Places in the Dividend, as

you design there should be in the Quotient, and one Figure or Cypher

more.

3. Retain the same Number of the Figures of the highest Places in the Di

visor, if the highest Figure in the Divisor be less than the highest in the

Dividend, if not, retain one Figure fewer.

4. Make a Table or Tariffa of the Divisor to all the 9 Digits.

5. Set down the Dividend and Divisor in their direct Order as (In. 326.)

6. Subtract the greatest Product you can find in your Tarista beneath the

Dividend, setting down it's multiplying Figure for the first Figure ra the

Quotient j and the Remainder without annexing any other Figures to it

is the second Dividual.

7. Subtract the greatest Product you can from that second Dividual, rejecting

as many of its lowest Figures, as it exceeds the Number of the Places of

it's Dividual, and set down the multiplying Figure for the second Figure in

the Quotient, and the Remainder without annexing any other Figures to it

will be the third Dividual.

8 . Subtract the greatest Product you can from that third Dividual, proceed

ing just as before.

9. Continue so doing as long as any thing remains to divide by, observing

that for every Place above one your Divisor is fhortned for any Dividual,

a Cypher must be inserted in the Quotient. And the Quotient thus found

is in general true in all its Places, except perhaps the lowest.

Ex.gr. Let it be required to divide 44212.771520098684.775 &c. by

507.8420063901 so as to retain seven Places of Fractions true in the Quo

tient.

The Place of the highest Figure is that of Tens (In. 286) which with

the seven Places of Fractions make in all nine. Therefore by Pre. 2.

the Dividend is to consist of ten Places, and the Divisor of nine. The whole

Operation is as follows.

The
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The Tariffa.

507842006

1015684012

1523526019

2031368025

2539210031

3047052038

3554894044

4062736051

4570578057

)442T2.77i5*(87.o6oo9i45 the Quotient..

4062736051 = 80 X 507.842006

358541100

355489404 =5 07 X 507.84200 + 4

3051696

3047052 = 00.06 X 507.842 ■+• o

4644

457° = 00.00009 x 507 + 7

73

50 = 00.000001 X 50 + o

23

20 = 00.0000004 x 5 + 3

2 fcfs.

Problem XV.

330. To prove Multiplication.

EffeEimt.

Divide the Product by either Factor, and if the Quotient be equal to the

other Factor the Work is right, otherwise not (In. 83.) Q^E. E.

Problem XVI.

331. To prove Division.

Effetlion.

Multiply the Quotient into the Divisor, and if the Product bz equal to the

Dividend the Work is right, otherwise not (In. 83.) Q^E. E.

Problem XVII.

332. To find the greatest Common Measure between any two given Num

bers (In. 135.;

Ex.gr. Let h be required to find the greatest Common Measitrt between

4389 and 3927. The Operation is as follows.

3927)4389(1

3927

462)3927(8

3696

231)462(2

Therefore the greatest Common Measure is 23.
Chap.

462
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Of the <%eduttion of Coin, Weights, Meafures, Or.

: D'efinitioV XXVIII.

333. yj Y Reduftion is here meant the bringing Numbers of one Denomi-

Jj 'nation 'into Numbers of~"another Denomiri^rioru

Partition IX.

334. ReduBion is ftiled Defending or Amending, the former is performed

by Multiplication, the latter by Divifion.

Definition- XXIX.

335. That is termed ReduBion Defending, which brings Numbers of a

higher into a lower Denomination by Multiplication, as of Pounds into Shil

lings, of Shillings into Pence, &c. in Coin -, of Pounds into Ounces, of

Ounces into Penny Weights, &<r. in Troy Weight •, fcfr.

Problem XVIII. , - ■' • '

336. To reduce a Number of a higher into a lower Denomination.

Effeflion.

Confider how many Units of that lower Denomination are contained in an

Unit of the given Number (according to the Table of Coin, Weight,

Meafure, fc?f. to which it belongs) and the Product which arifes by. the Mul

tiplication of the given Number into that Tabular Number is the Number

reared. Q,E.E.„„ , ^.. . ... , y , .. .

Let it be required to reduce 369/. Sterling into Shillings, thofe Shillings

into Pence, and thofe Pence into Farthings.

. I- .' .. : - . t

3°9 ' ,

Multiply by. 20 the Shillings in il. Sterling (In/292.)

7380 = the Shillings in 369 /. •

Multiply by 1 2 the Pence in one Shilling.

14760

7380

88560 = the Pence in 369/.

Multiply by 4 the Farthings in one Penny.

354240 = theFarthings in 369/.

Other-
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Otherwise the given Number may be reduced into Pence or Farthings at one

Operation, thus,

/.

369 369

Multiply by 240 the Pence in one Pound. X9&o die Farthings in il.

1476 2214

738 -3321

8856o=sthe Pence in 3 69/. as before. 354240 =s theFarth, in 369/.

Example 2.

/. s. d. qrs.

Reduce 835 . 13 . n .03 into Farthings (In. 292.)

X20 ' •

16700 = Shillings in 835/. '

+ 13 the odd Shillings add

16713

^ * , .' 7; ■ ■ . » 1,.

33426

1 67 1 3

200556 = Pence in 835 1. 13 s.

4- 1 1 the odd Pence add

200567 = the Pence in 835/. 13s. ltd.

X4

802268 = the Farthings in 835/. 13 s. 11 d.

+ 3 the odd Farthings add

802271 « the Farthings in 835/. 13 s. ud. 03 qr. as was required.

Otherwise this Work may be Ihortned by taking in the odd Shillings when

you multiply by 20, the odd Pence when you multiply by 12, the odd Far

things when you multiply by 4 ; and the fame may be understood for other

Kinds of Reduction, as follows.

835/. 1 3 s. ud. 03 qr.

Multiply by 20 and take in the odd 13;.

16713

Multiply by 1 2 and take in the odd 1 1 d.

200567

Mululpy by 4 and take in the odd 3 qrs.

802271 the Farthings in 835/. 13*. nd. o$qrs. as above.

K Reduce
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Example 3. '

Reduce 34/*. 702. i$p.w. 21gr. Troy Weight into Grains (In. 293.)

X12

415 = the 0««<r« in 34$. "/-oz. * *

X20 ; , ,

8313 = the Pfwy fFeigbes in 34/k 702. 13^.0?.

X24 • . •

33253

16628

199533 = the Grains in 34/fr. 702. 13/.W. 2i£r. as required.

The following Examples with their Answers are inserted for the Learner's

Practice.

Ex. 4. In 5C. 01 qr. 23 Ib. 1302. Averdupois how many Ounces ?

Answer, 9789 Ounces.
"Ex. 5. In 360 Degrees (In 297, 298) How many Barleys Corns ?,

Answer, 4752000000 Barley Corns.

Ex. 6. In 1734 Julian Years, How many Seconds (In. 307.^

Answer, 54720878400 Seconds.

Scholium VIII.

337. "Whenever you are to multiply by 12, the Work may for Brevity's

Sake be performed (as in the second and third Examples above) by help of

the following Table. . -.r.

12x^2 = 24> 12 X <5 = 6o> 12x^8 =

Definition XXX.

338. Reduction Ascending is the Converse of Reduction Descending,, or- it i»

the bringing Numbers out of a lower into a higher Denomination by Division v

as of Farthings into Pence, of Pence into Shillings, and Shillings into

Pounds.

PROBLEM XIX.

339. To reduce a given Number out of a lower into a higher Denomi

nation.

Effection.

Consider how many Units of the given Number are contained in an-Unit of

the next higher Denomination, according to the Table of Coin, Weight,

Measure,

= iq8>
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Measure, &c. to which it belongs •, and the Quotient resulting from the

Division of the given Number by that Tabular Number is the Number re

quired. And if any thing remain after the Division is finished, it is of the

fame Denomination with the Dividend. Q^ E. E.

Example i.

Let it be required to determine how many Pence Shillings and Pounds are

contained in 802271 Farthings? ;

12) 2|o)

4)802271(200567(1671(3(835/.

— 80 7

5

3 16 13J.

lid.

Answer* B55I. 13 J. tid. o$qrs.

Ex. zi- lo 199533 Grains, How many Penny Weights; Ounces, and Pounds

&&_?.

a|o) 12)

24)i99533(8"3i|3(4i5(34^

.no — —
I£l_ 3- 55 ■ ■■■■'■'■■ > >.■•

72

33 ,7. - , i

93

-ZL

Answer, 34.1b. 7 oz. 13p.1v. ai#f.-r

£*. 3. In. 9.787 Ounces, How many Pounds, Quarters, and Hundreds Aver-

dupois ?

Answer, 5C. 01 qn 23 /£ 13 oz.

£*.4. In 54720878400 Seconds, How many P^j, #'«•&» and 22jtjn?

Answer, 1734 Julian Tearsf

Scholium IX.

/■
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Scholium IX.

340. When you are to divide by a Monome or by 12, as in die foregoing

Example, where it is required to bring 802271

802271 qrs. Farthings into Pence, Shillings, and Pounds

200567.3. 3 qr. Sterling: The Operation may be abbreviated,

1671j3j.il/. as in the Margin. (In. 319.3zo.321.322.)

835/. 13 J. II d. 3qt.

Scholium X.

34.T. The principal Use Of ReduB'ion is, in Questions of the Rule of Three,

to bring Numbers of different Denominations into the fame Denomination,

and so fit them for Multiplication and Division (In. 199) As in the following

Examples.

Example 1.

Suppose 94 Yards of Cloth cost in alt 87/. 13 j. 4d. for 32 Ells of which

were given after the Rate of it. 6 s. id. per Ell,, it is required to determine

what "was given per Yard for the Remainder. This Question when all the

Terms are brought to th« fame Denomination will be reduced to the follow

ing one. Suppose 376 'Quarters of doth cost 21040 Pence, for 160 Quarters

of which were given after the Rate of 320 Pence per 5 Quarters (or 64 Pence

per Quarter) it is required to determine what was given per Yard (or per

4 Quarters) for the Remainder ?

The Answer to which Question is performed by two Operations of the Rule

of Three Direct, as follows.

First iqr : 6\d. = i6oqr : 10240^ the Price of the 32 Ells or 160 Quar

ters •, then 3j6qrs— i6oqrs = 2i6qrs : and 21040^.— 10240^. as io8ooi.

per Question: Therefore Secondly, 2i6qrs. io8ood. = ^qrs. iood. or 16s.

$ d. for the Price of 1 Yard of the Remainder : The Answer required.

Example 2.

If 16s. lod. be paid for the Carriage of iC. iqrs. 14.IL Averdupois, j$

Miles, What must be paid for the Carriage of 15C. iqr. 22 Ib. for 32 Miles,

at 'the fame Rate ? Or
■Jf20zd.bc paid for the Carriage of 322 Ib. 75 Miles, What must be

paid for the Carriage of 1730/&. 32 Miles ? A Question in the Compound

Rule of Three Direct.

Answer1 3221b. X 75m : 1730$. X S2fn- =» 202^- : ^^7^' or "■ l8/'

127

7 -d. the Sum to be paid (In. 198.)

Example
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Example 3.

If when Wheat is sold at 6 s. %d. per Bushel ; the Penny Loaf ought »

weigh 9 oz. Troy, it is required to determine the Weight a of a Six Penny Loaf,

when the Bushel of Wheat is fold for 10 j. A Question in che Compound Rule

of Three Inverse.

For 6s. Sd. put 8od. and for 10s. put iiod. (In. 292.) then by the sin

gle Rule of Three Direct (In. 196.) fey

id. : 6d. as 9 oz. : 2 oz. the Weight of a Six Penny Loaf when Wheat

is sold for 6s. id. or 8oi. per Bushel. But the Weight aoz. of a Six Penny

Loaf (when Wheat is at 10 s. or 120^. per Bustiel) must be in Proportion fa

much less than the Weight ■ oz. of a Six Penny Loaf (when Wheat is

at 8o<£ per Bushel) as 80^. is less than izod. i. e. 120a must equal 8ox^—■

= 4320 ; or i2o<i : Sod. = -oz : 36 oz. (In. 190.) Therefore ^=3602..

the Answer required.

Scholium XI.

342. By Reduction also is determined the Value of the Coins, Weights,,

Measures, &c. of one Country in Comparison with another.

Example 1.

The Ell Flemish contains -l of our Yard, it is required then to determine

how many Ells Engli/h are contained in 435 Ells Flemish.

Answer, 435 * * = 261 = the English Ells in 435 Ells Flemish

Example 2.

The Florence Crown courrant is equal to 5/. 03 d. English •, I demand how

many Florence Crowns are contained in 635/. 15s. 6d. For $s. 3d. put.

63^. and for 635/. 15/. 6d. tiut 152580^.

Then "' . = 2422 Florence Crowns.

Example 3.

How many Portugal Testoons at is. ^d.per Piece are contained in 75 French

Crowns at 4s. 6d. per Crown ?

1 s. 3d = 15^. and 4.S. 6d = 54^. then 75 X 54 = 4050^. the Number of

Englijh Fence in 75 French Crowns, which divided by igd. gives 270 the

Number of Testoons required.

Example 4.

The Proportion of the London Foot to the Paris Foot is nearly, as 15 to 16 ;

many London Feet then are contained in 240 Paris Feet ?

15:16 = 240 : 256 the Answer required.

L L A
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I. STABLE of Foreign Coins cwpard with English.

Foreign Coins. . , .

fD

Spanijh

^NIER is equal to

Double Denier .—

tLiard .■ . '. -

French «{ Sols Paris . ' —

jLivre, Ace. ——.

I Ecus Crown -■ ■ . -

(.Pistole . «-

'Maravedis old .

Quaru . ■

Octavo — ——

Real, old Plata ——

, Pieces of Eight, or Piasira

IPistole

fKez ,

j Vintain —. .

J Cruzada ■

Portugueses Mi-moeda, or half Pistole -

j Mi-moeda d'Oro, or Pistole

I Doppio Moeda, or Double Pistole

\Ducat of fine Gold ..-.,.

fPenny —— ——

jDuyt

J Gros

Dutch ^Stuyver, or Shilling common

IScalin, or Shilling gross -—

Florin, or Guilder ■

^Dollar, or Ducatoon —

IPatard, or Penny -

j Groat ■

1 Single Stiver . - • *> ■ .

Flemish ^Shilling ——. —

I Gulden

J Rixdollar

^Imperial

English Coins.

/. s. i. qr.

00 00 00 o.S

00 00 00 0 \

00 00 00 0.:

00 00 00

3 I
00 01 06 0

00 04 06 0

00 ,16 00 0

00 00 00 °£
00 00 00 2 44

00 00 01
1 i

00 00 .06
2 T

00 04 .04 2

00 17 06 O

00 00 00 °T^

00 00 °3 on
00 °5 04

3 T
00 13 06 0

01 07 00 0

02
*4 00 0

06 15 00 0

00 00 00
<h*

00 00 00 o.l

00 00 00
2 f

00 00 or
P.T

00 00 07 O

00 02 00 0

00 06 00 O

00 00 00 o,4-

00 00 00
2 T

00 00 01 I

00 00 °7 2

00 02 00 O

00 04 06 O

00 11 °3 O

Germain
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is equal to

Germain \

Italian

Polijh

Danijh

Swedish

Muscovite

Turkish

Foreign Coins.

sFenin

Creux, orKreuxer

Dollar — _

Obolus — __

Izelotte . __

Gulden, or Florin —

|Rixdollar, or Dollar —

{Ducat — —

sPignatelle = ,J.a Bayoco = t± a Julio

j Julio — _

'Carlin . __

^Derlingue ={a Justine ■

Justine ' —

j Monaco = a Croisat —

(Sequin «— _

fRoup ., ■ _

«{Abra —

[Groch .i i —.

jHorse • ;•; _ —

<{Marc Lubs

ISchefdale

sChristine

I Caroline

-{Mark

JRoustic

^Alleuvre - - -

(Muskoske •

Polusk -

,Copec of Silver, or Danaing

(Copec of Gold —

fAspre — -

J Shakee of Æeppo and Scanderoon

^Para Parat, or Parasi

(Sultanin Scherif, or Sequin

s :

—

English.

I.

oo oo

oo oo

oo OI

oo 04

00 04

00 09

00 00

00 01

00 00

00

00

00

OO

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

01

01

°3

00 01

00 01

00 00

00 00

00 00

00

00

00

or

00

00

00

09

d.

00 00 00

00 00 00

00 01

00 02

00 02

00 03 00

00 04 06

00 07 06

03

03

09

06

06

02

09

04

02

01

05

02

02

00

00

00

01

06

00

°3

01

00

qr.

* V

2

O

o

o

o

o

I

o

o

o

04 3

00 o

00 2

01 2

06 O

OO O

2

I 'i

1 f

o.i
■

I

2

O

<?.*.

2

2

O

II. ^
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II. A TABLE of Foreign Weights compar'd with those

of Amsterdam.

An Hundred Pound Weight of Amsterdam is equal to

ft

108 of Alicant.

105 of Antwerp.

120 of Archangels or three Poedes.

105 of Arfchot.

120 of Avignon.

98 of Basil in Switzerland.

100 of Bayonne in France.

166 of Bergammo.

97 of Berg ap Som.

g$% of Bergen in Norway.

in of ifenz.

j 00 of Befanzen.

100 of Bilboa.

105 of Æow /* </»f.

151 of Bologne.

100 of Bourdcaux.

104 of 5o«r^ «j JSr^.

103 of Bremen.

125 of Brestaw.

105 of Bruges. ,

105 of Brussels.

105 of Cct^iz.

105 of Cologne.

125 of Coningsherg.

1074. of Copenhagen.

87 Rottes of Constantinople.

1 134. of Danizic.

100 of Dor/.

97 of Dublin.

97 of Edinburgh.

143 of Florence.

98 of Frankfort, on the Maine.

105 of Gfowf.

89 ot Geneva.

ft

163 of G«hw, Cash Weight.

102 of Hamburg.

106 of Leyden.

105 of Leipsic.

1054. of LrV#».

114 of L?/fc.

1 1 6 of Lyww, City Weight

1064. of Lisbon.

143 of Leghorn.

109 of London, Averdupois.

105 of Lovaine.

105 of Lubec.

1 41 4. of Lara*, Light Weight.

114 of Madrid.

105 of Malines.

1234, of Marseilles.

154. of Messina, Light Weight.

1 68 of Milan.

120 of Montpellier.

125 Bercherocts of Muscovy.

100 of Nantes.

106 of Nancy.

169 of Naples.

98 of Nuremberg.

100 of P<zra.

1 1 24. of /?««/.

109 of Æigtf.

100 of Rochel.

146 of /?««£.

1 00 of Rotterdam.

96 of Rouen, Vicounty Weight.

100 of 5. Ma&.

100 of 5. Sebastian.

1584. of Saragofa.

106 of
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1 06 of Seville. 1 1 8 of Tholoufe and Upper Languedoc.

114 of Smirtia. ■ 151 of Turin.

no of Stetin. 1584. of Valencia.

81 of Stockholm. 182 of Venice., Small Weight.

III. The (Proportions of the Long Mcafures offederal Nations to

the Englifh Foot, by Mr. Greaves.

If the Englifh Standard Foot be divided into 1000 equal Parts, then

Of fetch Parts

1 068 5= the Paris Royal Foot in the Chdtelet.

1033 = the Rhinland Foot in Snellius.

1007744 — the Greek Foot. .

967 = the Roman Foot, on the Monument of Cojutius.

372 = the Roman Foot, on the Monument of Statilius.

986 = the Roman Foot of Vittalpandus, taken from the Congius of VefpafiaH,

1 162 = the Venetian Foot.

2283 = the Ell of Antwerp.

2268 = the Ell of Jmfterdam.

2260 = the Ell ofLeyden, .

687 = the Canna of Naples,.

2760 = the Varra or Vare of Atmeria, and Gilratler.

1 9 1 3 ;= the Braccio of Florence. m

815 ac the Palm of Genoa.

1242 «= the Common Braccio of Sienna,

1974 = the Braccio of Sienna, for Linnen.

732 = the Palm of the Architects at Rome), whereof ten make the Canna of

the fame Architects.

695-i. = the Palm of the Braccio of the Merchants and "Weavers at Rome ;

from a Marble in the Capitol, with this Infcription, CUR. ARTE

LV POETO.

2200 = the large Turkijb Pique at Conftanlinopte.

2i3ii = the fmall Turkijh Pique at Conftantinople,.

3197 = the Arifh of Perfia.

1824 = the Derah or Cubit of the Egyptians.

Problem XX.

343. To reduce a given Vulgar Fraction into a Decimal one.



EffeSion.

Adi one of more Cyphers to the Numerator, and divide by the Denomina

tor (according to the Directions In. 283) and the Quotient will be the Answer.

Ex. gr. — zr. — =z 0.5, — = — = 6.6666 &c. ad infinitum. — = -^— =

22 3 3 ,2 _12. _.

0.083333, esc. l = i£=.75

Corollary XXIL

344. Hence it will be easy to find the decimal Parts equivalent to any

given Part or Parts of Coin, Weight, Measure, &c. by considering them as

vulgar Fractions*

Example 1.

Let it be required to find the Decimals equal to 5/. us. 6d. zqrs. SterUng

{\l. being the Integer.)

Here 1 2 j -J- 6d-\- 2 y« is equal to il + rfr + -rrr of a Pound (In. 292)

But ii = 0.6, T£_ = 0.025, -4-y = 0.0020833, &c. (In. 337.) Therefore

5/ + 12 j -f 6al -|- 2jn as 5/ + 0.6/+ 0.025/ -f 0.0020833 £&. / s=

5.6270833 tiff. " '

Example 2. What are the Decimal Parts equal to 6j. 3 d 3 jr. (1 j. being

the Integer.)

Here 3^ + 3fr as tJ-j + ,4* (In. 292.) But r$s = 0.25J, -^ as

0.06251 (In. 337.) Therefore 6s ■+■ 3 d 4" 3 ?r == 6.31255.

And thus 2 Foot + 5*. Inches =2TJ- + Ti=2fi- (In. 1 1 1) ss 2.41 j^ Feet.

(One Foot being the Integer.)

So also qoz+ i5p.w+ 10 gr. Troy Weight, or T » + _J4. 4. r^T

(In. 293) =0.75 Ib 4- 0.06251b + 0.001736m &c. /£. (In. 337.) =

0.8142361 1 1 &c. Ib. Troy. ( 1 Ib. Troy being the Integer.)

Scholium XII.

345. But for the "more expeditious turning any Part or Parts of Coin,

Weight, Measure, &V. into Decimals are made the following Tables, and

such like.

Decimal TABLES.

1/. Sterling being the Integer.

1 j. = 0.05

\d. =s 0.00416667

iqr. as 0.OOIO41 66

1 C. Averdupois being the Integer.

i-C. as O.25

I /J. SB O.OO892857

I $Z. 5= 0.0O055803

lOz.
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Lettmal TABLES.

i Oz, Troy being the Integer.

I p.W. XB 0.05

I gr. as 0.00208333

t Day or 24 7/o«n being the Integer.

1 Hour = 0.0416667

1' = 0.0006944

1" = 0.0000155

1 /. Averdupois being the Integer.

1 oz. = 0.0625

1 dr. = 0.0090625

The Use of which Tables is as follows.

Ex. gr. Suppose the Decimal Parts were required which are equal to 2

Qitarlers, i^lb .05 oz. Averdupois Weight (1 C being the Integer.)

Here in it's proper Table you have the Decimals of 1 Qr. 1 W. and 1 oz.

whence 2 qrs. — 2 X 0.25=0.5, 13/^. = 13 X 0.00892857 = 0.01160714,,

$oz. = 5 X 0.00055803 s= 0.00279015. Therefore 2 Qrs.-\- 13& + .0502;.

= 0.51439729 C. the Answer required, and so for any other.

Problem XXI.

346. To reduce a given Decimal Fraction into a Vulgar one of a given

Denomination : or which is the fame thing ; To find the Value of a given

Decimal in the known Parts of Coin, "Weight, Measure, &V.

Effefthn.

Multiply the given Decimal Fraction with the given Denominator of the vul

gar Fraction whose Numerator is required, and the Product will be the said

Numerator.

Ex. gr. Let it be required to find the Value of the Fractional Parts in"

5.6270834/. in Shillings, Pence, and Farthings.

Here the Integer is 1 /. Sterling, therefore the 5 in the Place of Integers is

5/. then because 20 is the Number of Shillings in a Pound, therefore

0.6270834'. is the fame with *>*****»h or !£Sfi£5. /. /. ,. with
' •* 20 20

12.5416685.

Again because 12 is the Number of Pence in a Shilling, 5)6270834

therefore 0.541 668 s is the fame with ■ ■ '" ' • s or -^ _J( ^°

(In. 108) i. e. with 6.500016* " ,2 i2f54i668|o

Lastly, because 4 h the Number of Farthings in a Penny, *2

thereforCo.5000i6<f.isthesamewkh^^522i£j.or2-^22l^. 6|5°°°*6

4 4 4

i. e. with 2.000064 qrs. Consequently the value of the Fraction —j 7—
required is 5I. izs. 6d. tor. near. See the Work in the 2loooot>4

Margin. Ex. v
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Ex. 2. What is the Value of 0.8 142361 Ib. Troy ?

The Operation is as follows.

0I8142361/*.

X 12 = the Ounces in lib. Troy.

917708332 Oz.

X 20 = the PW. in 1 Oz.

15)416664 PW.

X 24 sa the Gr. in 1 PW.

1666656

833328

9)999936 Gr. = 10 Grains nearly.

Therefore the Answer is 9 Oz. i$P.W. 10 Gr. And by these two Exam

ples it may be presumed that the Learner will see how to answer any of the

like kind.

Chap. VII.

Of the <%ules of PRACTICE.

Definition XXXI.

347. "u y Practice is generally meant those compendious Rules used among

J3 Merchants and Tradesmen in resolving Questions of the single Rule

of Three Direct, when the first Term in the Proportion is Unity.

Problem XXII.

348. To resolve Questions by the Rules of Practice.

This is only to be learned by Fxamples. The only general Precept, that

can be given, is this, chat the Learner be very expert in what is deJiver'd

concerning the Aliquot Parts of a Pound, Shilling, &c. (In. 292) and with,

the particular Tables of the Commodities he is to deal in.

Example 1. What is the Value of j 8 56 Ib. Weight of any thitjg at a Far

thing per Ib ? i. e. tf ilb. cost f or, What will 7856/k cost at that Rate ?

Here because 1 qr, is the 48th Part of a Shilling, therefore the 48 Part of

7856 qrs. or, which is the fame, die }f of 4. of 7856^5. will be the Answer

.equired in .Shillings, asfojjpws.

: in.
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K

7856 qrs = the Price of 7856$. in Farthings.

1309. 2 qrs = the Price in Three Half-Pences and Farthings.

6J3 j. 8 d = the Price in Shillings and Pence.

/. 3 j. Sd = the Price in Pounds, Shillings, and Pence,,

Example 2. What comes 5963 Ib. to, at 3 qrs. per #.

Here sqrs. is the Tj. Part, or the i of i of a Shilling.

5963 the Price in three Farthings.

1490 .9 qrs = the Price in Three Pences and Farthings.

t|-
37J2J. Sd. iqr = the Price in Shillings, Pence, and Farthings. •

18/. 12 s. %d. \qr — the Price in Pounds, Shillings, &c.

Example 3. "What comes 61543$. to, at 4<£ />*r Ib. ?

Here 4<i is the 4 Part of a Shilling. Therefore

61543 Fourpences = the Price in Fourpences.

2051 14^. 4-d = the Price in Shillings and Pence.

10251b. 14.S. 4-d = the Price in Pounds, Shillings, and Pence.

Example 4. What comes 4793$. to, at gd. 3 qrs. per Ib. ?

Here the Price may be found first at 6d. then at 3d. and lastly at %qrs. and

the Sum of all will make the Price at g±d. as follows.

4793$. at g\d. per Ib.

1

TlT

Tl

2396 s. 6d = the Price at 6d. per ib. J

1 198 j. 3d = the Price at 3^ per /£. C to be added together.

299 j. 6^. 3 {TV. = the Price at 3 qrs. per /£. ^

389I4J. 3d. iqrs. the Price at gdX per /£. as

194 . 145. 3 J. 3^. the fame in Pounds, Shillings, &?<r.

Example 5. What comes 7893 Yards to, at ioi-i. iptxTard?

7893 Yards at io\d per Yard.

2631 j. = the Price at \d. per. Yard- . _

2631^. = the Price at A.d. per Yard. 7 j , ,, , g .
1315,. 6A = the Price at arf. J&r Yard. f t0 be added t0 ethcr'

164*. 5^. ii. the Price at iqr. ^rYard.^

TJ-il674|iJ. 11 d id. the Price at 10 ^d. per Yard in Shillings, Pence, &c.

I 337/. is. 1 id. id. the fame in Pounds, Shillings, £5c.

Example 6. What comes 6578 Yards to, at 2s.per Yard?

N - Tim



This is performed by cutting off the Figure in Unit's Place and doubling k

thus

657I8 Yards at 2 s. per Yard,

657/. 16 s. the Answer required. .

The Reason of this is plain, since the Price of 6578 Yards at is. -per Yard

comes to 328/. i8j. (In. 339) the Double of which makes 657/. 16s. And

so for any other. Whence if the given Price of the Integer be an even Num

ber of Shillings it is but multiplying the Number of Integers by half that even

Number of Shillings, doubling the first Figure in the Product for Shillings,

and the rest of the Product will be Pounds for the Answer required : As in

the three ensuing Examples.

Ex. 7. What comes 2378 Yards to, at 12 j. per Yard ?

v f\ — * * ■

' _____ — v jh: -- -^ 1 . . .... . I

Answer 1426 /. 16 s.

Ex. 8. What comes 543 Ells to at is;.per Ell?

_____ =A ■■ - -,?.V; ...1 -. ...

Answer 217/; 4J. m r^iuilirlg :,i ) .■/_ ..

Ex. 9. What comes 784 Feet to, at 18 s. per Foot?

_ i ."..isic; .

Answer 705/. us.

Ex. 10. What comes 157 C. Weight to, at lys. per C.

157 C. at 1 7 j. perC.

izi \p. } <- ■w-"« { i;:}^c- -'■'■■■'

 

133/. 09 j.

The Price at 17 j. per C. ~"~

Ex. 11. What comes 307 Oz. to, at 5;. per Oz.

I 4.1 207 oz. at §s. per Oz.

Answer 1 | jbl. 15 s.

Ex 12. What comes 755 C. to at 13 j. 4^- per C. ?

755 C. at 13 J. 4^.

503/. 6 s. Sd. the Price at 13 s. 4-d. per Cent.

Ex. 13. What comes 935 C. to, at 5 J. 4^- Fr C- ?

j 935 C. at 5J. 4<i. per C.

j5Sl 16s. U \ prke C 3 j. 4^ I per c add

93/. ioj. od. y (.2 j. 3

"249/. 6 j. 8 a7. the Price at 5J. 4^. per C. Ex. 14,
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Ex. 14. What games 353 Yards to, at 3/. gs. 3 d. 3 qr. per Yard ?

353 Yards at 3/. gs. %d. qqrs

U 1C 88s. 3d. 7 S °S'

< 22s. %<L > the Price at < os. l-d. > ta be added

od. 3<.3iyys.= 353X9 > logs.

^3287s. 3 d. 3qr.

164/. ys. 3/ 3r* I the Priceat f 9J- 3* 3ff- 1 t0 * added..

(059*- = 353X3 J 1 3l- os- od- °ir- S

1223/. 7 i. 3^ 3 jr. the Answer required.

£x. 15. What comes 5624. Yards to, at ys. 6d. per Yard ?

562I Yards at ys. 6d. per Yard.

I^;I5;:}thePriceof562Yardsat{2':6^.

3 j. gd. the Price of the 4. Yard.

}
add

2 to/, i 8 j. 9^. the Answer required.

Ex. 16. What comes 13C. sqrs. -2ilb. to, at lib. 6s. 8d. per C.

13C. 3qrs. 21 Ib. at i#. 6j. 8d.

si3^.

4. 6j. 8d,
JthePriceof i3C.at^^; 6;.

Sd.

Add j

I

. 13 s. \d = ■ ■ = the Price of 2 !%rs.

6s. id = the Price of 1 <$r.

35. \d =» the Price of i. %. or 14ft..

1 j. 8d = the Price of£ ^r. or 7 #..

18/. 1 1 J. 8d. the Answer required.

Chap.
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Of Evolution, or the ExtraSiion of <Rgots.

Problem XXIII.

349. *"■"■» O find the Monome which is nearest equal to the Root of any

X given Resolvend beneath the Tenth Power.

EffeRion.

1 . Make a Table of all the Powers beneath the Tenth for all the Nine Digits

as follows, which may serve once for all.

Hoot, or first Power.

Square or 2d Power

Cube ot 3 d Power.

Fourth Power.

Fifth Power.

Sixth Power.

Seventh Power.

Eighth Powtr.

Ninth P-Mver,

2. Distribute the given Resolvend into Periods (In. 287, 288.)

3. From the Table above seek the nearest Homologous Power to the highest

Period, greater or lesser than just,

4. Among the Digits in the first Line of the Table, feck the Root of that Ho

mologous Power, which is the Figure or Monome required.

Ex. gr. Let it be required to find the Monome which is nearest equal to the

square Root of 43046721. or 43046721 (In. 287, 288.) Here the

highest Period is 43000000 the nearest Square to which is 49000000 greater

than just, whose Root 7000 is the Monome required. Whence the Square

Root ot 4304672 1 is some Number between 7000 and 6000 (In. 160, 290.)

Scholium XIII.

350. If the Resolvend be higher than the iOth Power, the Table may be

enlarged at pleasure.

Problem XXIV.

351. To extract the Root from any given Resolvend.

 

I

1

3 * 4 5j 6
7 8 9

4 9 16

64

25 36 49 64' 81

1

I

I

8

16

27 «5 tit -**3 S12 729

81' 156 625 1296 2401 4O96 6561

J«
143 1024

729 40964

3125 777°" 16807 32768 59049

i[ 64
• 562^ 46656 1 1 7649 262144 5 5I44I

1128 2187 16384s

°5536-!

78115 279936

2679616

823543 IOp7I<)l 4782969

l(256 6561 390625 S764801 16777H6

1 3421/728

4-,O4072<

■I<in 196H3 262144 '9ni2s 16077696403 53607 587420489

Effeftion.
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. . EffeSion.

i. Find the Monome nearest equal to the required Root, and note whether

it be greater or lefler than just (In. 349, 350)

2. Subtract the Homologous Power of that Root from the given Resolvend, if

it be lefler than just ; or the Resolvend from it, if greater •, and call the

Remainder the first Dividend.

$. Divide the Homologous Power by the Square of its Root.

4. Multiply that Quotient into half the Difference- of the Exponent of the

Power subtracted from the Square of the said Exponent.

5. With that Product divide the first Dividend, and call the Quotient the se

cond Dividend.

6. Divide double the Root of the Homologous Power by the Exponent less

one, and note the Quotient.

7. With that Quotient divide the second Dividend, in such manner, that the

Quotient Figure be always twice added to the Divisor, if the Homologous

Power was taken less than just, or subtracted from it, if greater •, viz.

once, before it be multiplied into the Divisor, and once with the next

Quotient Figure following.

8. Observe in this Division that for every Place of Figures annexed to the

Divisor, a Period of two Figures must be drawn from the Dividend -, and

fbr every Period drawn, besides the first, a Cypher must be placed in the

Quotient.
9. ni he Quotient thus found, added to the Root of the Homologous Power,

when taken less than just, or subtracted from it, when greater, will be

the Root required, if it be the Square ; but, if it be the Root of any higher

Power, exact only to the 3d, 4th, 5th, &V. Places of Figures, according

as the Homologous Power is nearer, or farther from being equal to the

given Resolvend. Therefore in extracting the Roots from all Powers above

. the Square ; if the Root be a Surd, or be not exactly found at the first

Operation, then

10. A second Operation must be made with the Homologous Power raised

from so much of the Root as is already found true, or nearly true, pro

ceeding with it, and the given Resolvend as before, according as that

Power is found to be greater or lefler than just : And in this second

Operation the Root will be found true to 9 Places of Figures at least,

with which if need be a third Operation may be made, which will

carry the Root at least to 27 Places of Figures ; a fourth Operation

to 81 Places, &V. every following Operation still tripling the foregoing

one.

I O The
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The Theorem by which this Resolution h made (as it is investigated

(In. 504) is

A

■ V +

. Here £ is put for the Root of the assumed Homologous Power, d for the first

Dividend, m for the Exponent of the Power, t for the remaining Part of the

*t, * "' ~"TO

Root, » = ot x " r = £ + * s= the given Refolvend v and the Signs +

or — are used according as b is lesser or greater than just. In particular

4- j. _l b° d V 1 _l lob3 t 11 *%i*
rT =s b + -1— = tt rr =z b + -, , - rT ss H r—

■' •-*•. -1 ■'■ -.» ■ r • i '•• '.•'{ vi -•'•. ie>i 1' rir i. • v' <• .■: ■"•■ !JO

"Whence it appears that in extracting the Square Root, the third, fourth,

and fifth Precepts of the foregoing Solution, are entirely struck out, the first

and second Dividends being the fame.

Example 1.

Let it be required to extract the Square Root from the given Refolvend

43046721 s= r.

Here the Square next left to the highest Period 43000000 is 36000000 = ib

whose Root is 6000 = b less than just, Therefore Jsr-w = 7046721

the Dividend to be divided by ib = 12000 according- to the Directions Pre. 7,

and 8, as follows.

12000



CVJ
12000=82$

+500SS*

12500 )704672i( 561 =s t

+560==* 625.... as 5. . X 125 . .

13060 79^7 ••

■+-61=* 7836.. =s 6 . x 1306.

13121 13121

13121 = i X 13121

• l~ " ■' "

Whence the Root sought is 60co + 561 = 6561, as may be proved by

multiplying 6561 into it self.

Example 2.

Let it be required to extract the Square Root from 43046721 with the

assumed Square more than just.

49000000 sb ib i = 7000

43046721 =r

140.. =B ll

—4 ..mt

1360 . >5953279 tsbi—rs&d (439 = e.

—43.=* 544.... =4.. X_i36- .

1317-

—39=t

5132..

395i •• = 3 • Xi3*7«

1313' 118179

118179 = 9 X^1

(o)

Whence the Root sought is 7000 — 433 5 65gl ** abov<-

Example



Example 3.

Extract the Square Root from the Surd Resolvend 1728 = r.

80 as ib 1728 (41.5692 &V. = h -^ e the Root required,

+ 1 as * 16 . . s= bb ., .

81 ) 128 = r—M

+ 1 81

825 4700

•+5 4-125

83.06 57500

+6 49836

83.129 766400

4-9 748161

83.1382 18239 &c. *d infinitum*

' • 4*2 &c.

Example 4. ,. (- -

Let it be required to extract the Cube Root . from the Resolvend

426.3287062 1 6447 = r.

Here the nearest Cube to the highest Period 426, by the Table is 343

5= bbb whose Root is 7 = b less than just. Therefore die. Theorem is

r? = b + j?-- : i=sr — bbb ac 83.3287062 16447 r--^ =s 3.968033 fciV.

the second Dividend to be divided by 7 + e. > •

i±?'\ ... 'i;-;
7-5 y 3. 9J6-JOJJ &?f. < .527 » «

+ 52_=<? 375

8.02 \ 4180

27 = * 1604

>

8.047 5763S

fcjV. 56329

Hence the required Root is found at the first Operation to be 7.527 too

much in the last Figure, but exact in the rest.

Where-



Wherefore astume • b s± 7.527 for a second Operauoo, "whofc GAe

>•■ =al 4 1 6 . 447672 183 greater than just.

i. '
.,... Theorem, r* = b — -*—— » .. -

£—^

^sJ'-r= 118965.966553, -? sb 0.00526841 the second Dividend.

7.527 =*

—.0007=S*»

7.5263 / 0.00526841 (0.0007 as <f

- 526841

'■■/ • . '• • = .." • (°)

The true Root required is 7.527 — 0.0007 — 7-52^3« And if the Divi

sions be continued in this last Operation the Root thus found will continue true

to the 1 2th Place of Figures, which is just triple the Figures found at the first

Operation.

Example 5.

"Let it be required to extract the First Sursolid Root, from the Number

32. 9 71589 3 2 76088 3 2=r'

Here the nearest Homologous Power (by the Table) to the highest Period £2

iS 32 = bbbbb, whose Root is 2 = b less than just.

Theorem rr = b + -

d = r — b* ss 0.971589327608832, —— sas 0.012144 &fr. for the se

cond Dividend to be divided by {b + e, or 1 + f.

I*, ss £ *.

■+/O.OL = e

H44 (3c. (O.0 1 2 ss IT

■+/O.OL = ' \"

i.01 I 0,012 r.

4. 12 = «' 101

1.022 • 2044

2044

Co) '

f The



The erre Root Is 2+0.012*2.012, which by&fs Method « fotmd exact to

Six Places of Figures, at at the first Operation : The Reason is", because the as-

fumed Power is equal to the highest Pjriod of the Resolvend.

Scholium - XIV.

352. After the same Manner may the RaoS"' be Txtra<fedvfrtrrn any other

Powers assignable, according to the foregoing general Theorem, from, whence

the Learner will easily fee how to deduce particular ones at Pleasure : as" is al

ready done to his Hand to the 9th Power. And in the Extraction of Roots

from all Powers whose Exponents are Compofit "Numbers (as from the Bi-

quadrale, the Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, twelfth, $it.' Powers) the Di

rections (In. 150) are to be observed; - - . A o: , . ;

Scholium XV.

353. The first Inventor of the Method of' Division used in the Seventh

Freest qf the Efsection of the last Problem was the Ingenious Mr. Jebn

Wara of Chester 5 but in the Extraction of Roots from all Powers above the

Square, he erroneousty adds or subtracts to or from the Divisor, .each Figure

or e but once, instead of doing it twice : And so renders the Work less per

fect than it wouM be.

t. . ..... . Problem XXV.

354. To extract the Root from any Power, in such sort, that 5 Figures,

at least, but generally more, will come out true at the first Operation, 25

at die second, 125 at the third, &V. every following Operation quintupling

the foregoing one.

EffeSlion.

All Things being represented as before, the Efiectioaof this Problem is

performed by this general Theorem.

■ r - -

r£= b±

pi

p* —qm\b

m_2

fm

qd ■

b + ■ ±t

■■ ■ ;•

Where/. = 01 X— , q = m x—X^.

Whence arc formed the following particular theorems.
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4*' '7+ "TF"
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• ^ . ,-., >

r» as * i —^ i±
yb*
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a1

Bi±
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28*' — »
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120b1 15b

r*^b± 1 ; . . , ■ a b ±

10 4^A» 5. 45A*
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Example 1.

Let it be required to extract the Cube Root from the Number

S9728 9. .2 1645 8 09459491 9646777707 =3 r

Here £» the nearest Cube to the highest Period is 1 000000, whose Root is

100 = b more than just.

d

T 2b ' <.£

Theorem, r* jŒ 0 — V' ./
'

* 4

> «

J' «= 1000000.0 -r = 5*3-5539 £&• \ b = X50.0

r as 897289.2 GV. -~ m i.7uSi«fc

2
rszd= 102710.7 &fr. —i-~6fc3 = x48,288 **'

• - -3

-' v - • , ■)

-.. . ' '-'.'.* " u
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148.288

~3-e

1.45.288

—3-5

100.0000 =s b

)5«3-553(

435-864

3.5481 == *

r
f = rT the true Root to96.4519 = b — <

the 6th Place of

don.

141.78

—-54 =«

77 689

7° 894

Figures at the first Opera-

141.2 6 795

5649

141.

14

1 i45

1 129

14

■

14

(o)

Therefore for a second Operation assume b = 96.4519 whose Cube

^3897289.037003810359 lesi dun just,

d

~*~

Theorem* r* = b 4- . ""

* — *■ = d = o.i794542842359I9646777707.

^- = O.0018605572750347027562723699 £fr.

W = O.OO09302786375173513781361849 fcff.

i d
3 or -— = 0.0000096450006429873478 (iff.

TTT =B O.000OO32I500O2f4329H59 ISC.

a = J44-67785

~ + ^j = 144.6778532150002143291159 »'■

Q, 144.
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U4.677853" 5000214329" 5»

-+-64= * 8*8o*7i5529QQ°'285974*954

I 44*778*55 ' 50002 143291 1 5-h42=<

1 44*77865->35oooi 1 43*91 1

•+29=*

«44*778**o64ooo2i43J9«

-4-99= e

' ■ % ——

14467786*073900214329

1446778*607489021432-h99=«

1446778*60749892143

-4-99=:*

144677**6074999' H+»=*

'44*778*607500010

-4-9 = *

144*778**0750001

444*77866075000

144*7786607500

144*778**0750

144*778**27}

144*778**07

144*77866?

 

*22II48a»27)50C92"*'4995

5787lI4624*cooo357lI*4^J

454033598 135000*4298532

4803$ $7 32070000428*5823

14467786606500021432709

1 30 2 1 00794 57*ooi 9289619

1446778**0740002 1 4309o

1302100794**5101928951

1446778**074900214129

I 302 1 007946740 1 19289*

144*778*607499021233

1 302 1 00794*749029289

144*778**0749991944

1302100794*74992028

I446778**0749999i*

1302100794*7500092

144*778**07499824

1302100794*750019

1446778660749805

130*100794075001

144*778**074804

1302100794*7500

144*778**07304

130210079467S0

14467786*0554

x 302 1 00794079

1446778*5879

130110079467

144*778641*

1302100794*

14467784*6

1302100794

144677*72

1 30210079

1446759?

I 3621007

144*587

130*100

144487

130210

14277

13021

12 J*

1156

100

I

e = O.OOOO064299999999999999999998 ^ r

I + e =""96.45 1 9064299999999999999999998 Wft = r7 *J j*j*g



required only too little by i at the 30th Figure, For the exact Root i*

96.45190643 as may be tried by involving it to the third Power.

Example 2.

Let it be required to extract the first Sursolid Root from the Number
MMM> *._!_ 1 I . .1 *■■-■ -

32. 971589327608832 = r.

Here b< the nearest Homologous Power to the highest Period is 32.0, whose

Root is 2 as b lels than just.

d

5*'
Theorems rT = i+ ,

'+£
+ <

2,OI 2 14486 &fr. = b-\- —r

-f 0.0 1 = e 2.00000 fcfr. = £.

■ 5** '

<? *c r — £f = 0.971589327608832,

•~rr = O.O2428973, &V. -jrj = 0.012 1.

2.0221448) 0.024289733 (0.01199999^ Gfc.tae f.

±IL!L5- 2°221448 2.011999998 Gff..= rT the Root:

2.033 144 4068284 only 2 too little at the loth Figure at

-sty 0033144 one Operation. For die exact Root.

"—* ■ is 2.012 as may be proved by u>

2.03504 2035140 volving it t0 ^ 5th Power.
+99 1831540 &

4.0360 203600

2.036 20357

» 8325

2.03

2.0

 

1

Example g.\

Let it be required to extract the Root of the 365th Power from the given

Number 1.05 ss r. °

Here
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Here £•»« the nearest Homologous Power to the highest Period is x, whose

Ropt is i = b, less than just.

fib

Tlieorem, r*" = 365/ ;<^ ,

p=365X & =66430, 5=66430/ « = 8038030
2 3

Z's — 365? = i479o6395o, ^,__^6 = 0.0000449 ^54143 &c. d = r

pi pd
— b **' = 0.05, , 1 i- = r-z ■ 5= 0.00000224567707 oV.

r~^i*==°-or63934426 **' jrq^"2 = 0-0054345385 fifr.

0.016665 1 695 fcfr. = r—P + —■—=^r

-f0.000 1 = * 1.00 &V. = J

0.016765,695) o.oooo2245677o7( 0.0001336804 &c = *

+ I3=g i£Z£5i6_95 ,.0001336804 &?>. = * + <*

0.016895,69 56916012 ^ tbeR<^ ^ (at the g^

"** 33 £. 55° Operation) to the 10th Figure j

0.01692816 6230504 but too little -by 3 at the nth.

-j- 36 * 5078458 And a second Operation per-

<■ ~ '"„ " ' ' formed after the same manner,

0.01693,7 -1*52054 with the above found Root put

±J 1015905 jpor ^ win bring ft to 50 piaceS

0.016932 1 36 149 of Figures at least. For which

135459 it will suffice to have, at most,

~ (■— *' 'g-J~ the 50 highest Figures of these
°'°,693 690 PoweJrs ^o, £,<?*,<,. But

^ZZ the first Operation is abundandy

23 sufficient for Practice.

Scholium XVI.

1 v * .

355. For the Investigation of the Therm whereby this new Method of

Extraction is performed* iee (In. 504.) ■ '

Chap*.
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Chap. IX.

Of Logarithms.

Definition XXXH.

$56. ARTIFICIAL Algorism is the working by Artificial Numbers,

LJL called Logarithms, which are substituted in the Place of Natural

Numbers, by means whereof Multiplication is performed by Addition, Division

by Subtraction, and Extraction of Roots by dividing the given Resolvend by 2,

3,4, &V. according as it is a Square, Cube, Biquadrate, &c.

Definition XXXIII.

357. It has been shewn (In. 220) that any Geometrical Series whose first

Term is Unity may be represented, if increasing above Unity, by

1 = r*, r', r% r», r4, r( , r', r1 , rx, &c.

If decreasing below Unity, by

1 = r't /•-', r~*t /■-», r-4, r"', r-*, r~T, r~', fcfr.

And the Exponents of every such Series are a Rank of Terms in ~^~ whose

first Term is o and common Common Difference is Unity (In. 221.)

If then the Terms in ■¥- be set over their respective Terms in -1^- as in

the two following Serieses (where Ex. gr. r = 2)

Arithmetical Progreffwn 0.1.2.3.4.5.6. 7 . 8 . 9 &V.

Geometrical Progreffwn 1 . 2 . 4 . 8 . 16 . 32 . 64 . 128 . 256 .512 &c.

The Terms in the former Series arc stiled the Logarithms of their re

spective Terms in the latter : And the Terms in the latter are called the

Natural Numbers of those Logarithms. Ex. gr. o is the Logarithm of

the Number 1, 1 is the Logarithm of the Number 2, 2 of 4, 3 of 8, 4 of

16, &c. Where it is apparent

First, That the Sum of the Logarithms of any two or more Natural Num

bers assumed as Factors is equal to the Logarithms of the Product made by those

Factors, and vice versa, that the Difference made by subtracting the Logarithm

of any one given Number from the Logarithm of another, is the Logarithm of

the Quotient which arises from the Division of the latter Number from the

former. (In. 153.J

Secondly, That the Logarithm of a Square is Double the Logarithm of its

Root, of a Cube Triple, of a Biquadrate Quadruple, &c. and vice versa, that

the Logarithm of the Square Root is one half the Logarithm of the Square,

R of
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of the Cube Root one third, of the Biquadtate Root one Fourth, &V. (In. 151,

152.)

Ex. gr. In the two Serieses above : Let the two Factors proposed be 4 and

32, whose Logarithms are 2 and 5 ; then 2^5=7 the Logarithm of j 28 =4X32.

So 5—2 = 3 the Logarithm of 8^=32-1-4.

Again, Suppose it were required to extract the Biquadrate Root from the

fi
dumber 256 whose Logarithm is 8 : The 4th of 8 or.— = 1 the Loga

rithm of -4 ; therefore 4 is the Biquadrate Root required. For if the Number

-8, whose Logarithm is 3., to be involved to the third Power, then 3X3 =9 the

Logarithm of 512 .; therefore 512 is the Cube of 8.

Hypothesis V.

358. If the Scale of Powers 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, &c. have for

their Logarithms 0,1, 2, 3, 4, &c,

and consequently the Fractions 0.1, 0.0 1, 0.00 1, 0.0001, &c.

have for their Logarithms — t. —2. —3. —4. &£■

(In. 154, 220) then the Logarithms for all the intermediate natural Num

bers between 1 and 10 will be some fractional Numbers between o and 1 j

the Logarithms for all the natural Numbers between 10 and 100 will be be-

"tween 1 and 2, 6fc. In like.manner the Logarithms for all the Fractions be

tween 1 and 0.1 will be some Number affected with the Sign —, i. e. with

•some Defective Number between o and — 1 ; the logarithms for all the Fracti

ons between 0.1 and 0.0 1 will be between —1 and —2, &V.

Hypothesis VI.

359. But because thus the Logarithm of no intermediate Natural Number

ran be exactly found, therefore they must in general be carried to such a cer

tain Number of Fractions, as shall be thought sufficient for Use. And such

■a Number of Places is here 9, therefore the enact Logarithms are to be adapted

accordingly, as in the following Seriese*.

Logarithms o.ooooocoo, 1 .oooooooo, 2.00000000^3.00000000, 4.00000000, Be.

Natural Numbers 1. 10 100 1000 10000 &.

Definition XXXIV:

360. The Figures to the Left-hand of the Point in every Logarithm

are called the Characterifticks of those Logarithms. Thus o is the Characte-

rijlick of all the Logarithms to the Numbers between 1 and 10 : 1 is the

Characteriftick Of all the Logarithms to the Numbers between 10 and 100 :

2 between 100 and 1000 : 3 between 1000 and 10000, &c.

In
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In like. manner the CbaraBeriflick of all the Logarithms to all the Fracti

onal Numbers between i and o.i is —o, between o.i and o.oi is —i,

between d.oi and o.ooi is —2, between o.ooi and' o.oooi is —3,

Problem XXVI.

361. To make a Table of Logarithms according to the Hipctbe/es, (In.

358, J 59) for all the Intermediate Numbers between 1 and 10, 10 and

1 oo, 1 00 and 1 000, 1 000 and 1 0000.

And first to find the Logarithms for the Intermediate Numbers between

1 and 10, which Ex. gr. let be done by first finding the Logarithm of

the Number 9. ■

EffeElion.

1. Make A=i, B = 10 whose Logarithms by (In. 358, 359) are 0.00000000

and 1.00000000 as in the Table beneath.

2. Find a Mean Geometrical Proportion C = ^.i&ii'j'jy between A and

B (Tn. 200) : nlso a Mean Arithmetical Proportional = 0.50000000 be

tween their respective Logarithms (In. 178) : which will be the Logarithms

of C.

3. Because C is much lefier than 9, find a Mean Geometrical Proportional

D = 5.6234132 between B and C : Also find a Mean Arithmetical

Praportkufll =0.75000000 between their respective Logarithms, which wiil

be the Logarithm of D.

4. Because D is yet much lefier than 9, find .a Mean Geometrical Propor

tional E = 7.4989421 between B and D : Also find a Mean Arithmeti

cal Proportional = 0.87500000 between their respective Logarithms, which

will be the Logarithm of E.

5. Continue thus finding Mean Geometrical Proportionals, so long as they

either exceed or fall short of 9 by the Value of 0.0000001, according

to the Number-of Fractional Parts which the Logarithms are designed to

consist of: Which will not happen till the twenty and sixth Trial, as in the

following Table.

Mean Pro

portionals.

A 1 .0000000

C 3.1622777

B io.oooeooo

Logarithms.

0.00000000

0.50000000

1 .00000000

Mean Pro

portionals.

B 10.0000000

E 7.4989421

D 5.6234132

logarithms.

1 .00000000

0.87500000

0.75000000

B 10.0000000 1 .00000000 B 10.0000000 1 .00000000

D 5.623413a

C 3.1622-777

0.75000000 F 8.659643a

E 7.4989421

•0.93750000

©.875000000.500000.00

Mum
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Mean Pro

portionals.

B 10.0000000

G 9.3057204

F 8.6596432

G 9.3057204

H 8.9768713

F 8.6596432

G 9.3057204

/ 9.1398170

H 8.9768713

7 9.1398170

* 9-°579777

II 8.9768713

•* 9-°579777

L 9-G173333

H 8.9768713

£ 9-OI73333

M 8.9970796

g 8.9768713

£ 9-OI73333

N 9.0072008

JVf 8.9970796

N 9.0072008

O 9.0021388

jVf 8.9970796

O 9.0021388

P 8.9996088

M 8.9970796

O 9.0021388

^, 9.0008737

P 8.9996088

^ 9.0008737

R 9.0002412

P 8.9996088

Logarithms.

1 .oocooooo

0.96875000

0.93750000

0.96875000

°-953 12500

0.93750000

0.96875000

,0.96093750

0.95312500

0.96093750

0.95703125

0.95312500

0.95703125

0.95507812

0.95312500

0.95507812

0.95410156

o.953t25oo

0.95507812

o-95458984

0.95410156

0.95458984

0-95434570

0.9541 0156

0-9543457°

0;95+22363

0.95410156

0.95434570

0.95428467

0.95422363

0.95428467

0.95425415

0.95422363

P

P

Afw;; Prp-

port'wnals.

9 0002412

8.9999250

8.9996088

Logarithms.

R 9.0002412

jT 9.0000831

5 8.9999250

f 9.0000831

P 9.0000041

5 8.9999250

V 9,0000041

X 8.9999650

S 8.9999250

V 9.0000041

r 8.9999845

JT 8.9999650

V 9.000004 1

Z 8.9999943

/ 8-9999845

P 9.0000041

a 8.9999992

Z 8.9999943

P 9.0000041

b 9.0000016

a 8.9999992

£ 9.0000016

f 9.0000004

a 8.9999992

€ 9,0000004

d 8.9999998

a 8.9999992

c 9.0000004

* 9.0000000

d 8.9999998

o-954254i5

0.95423889

0.95422363

0 95425415

0.95424652

0.95423889

0.95424652

0.95424271

0.95423889

0.95424271

0.95424080

0.95423889

0.95424271

0.95424217

0.95424080

0.9542427 r

0.95424223

0.95424217

0.95424271

0.95424247

0.95424223

0.95424271

0.95424259

0.95424247

0.95424259

0.95424253

0.95424247

0.95424253

0.95424250

0.95424247

0.95424253

0.95424251

0.95424250

Therefore the Logarithm of 9 is 0.95424251 near.

Afar
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6. After the same manner, if Mean Proportionals be found between A and

C with their respective Logarithms, will be found the Logarithm of die

Number 2 : And so for any other Number.

7» The Logarithms of all Composit Numbers, or such as are compounded of

other Numbers, will be had from the Logarithms of those Numbers of

which they are compounded, and vice versa ; Ex. gr. the Logarithm of

9 doubled will give the Logarithm of 81 •, trebled will give the Loga

rithm of 729, &c. and halfed will give the logarithm of 3. Again the

Logarithm of 3 added to the Logarithm of 9 or subtracted from the Lo

garithm of 81 will give the Logarithm of 27 : And if the Logarithm of

3 be added to the Logarithm of 729 it will give the Logarithm of 2187,

if subtracted from it the Logarithm of 243, &V. And so for the Lo

garithms of any other Numbers.

8. When the Logarithm of any Number is got, the Logarithms of all

Numbers on the fame fide of (i. e. either above or below) Unity which

are in a ten-fold Ratio of it, are also had by only changing the Cha-

ratleristick according to the Place of the highest Figure (In. 360). Ex.gr.

the Logarithm of 2187, found as above, is 3.33984878 •, therefore the

Logarithm of 21870 is 4.33984878 = the Logarithm of 2187 •+-• the

Logarithm of 10. The Logarithm of 218700 is 5.33984878 : of 2187000

is 6.33984878: fcfc. . The Logaribm of 218.7 is 2,33984878 = the

Logarithm of 2187 — the Logarithm of to. The Logarithm of 21.87

is 1.33984878 : of 2.187 is 0.33984878.

9. Then for Logarithms of all Numbers in the fame ten-fold Ratio be

low Unity subtract the Logarithm of that Number whose highest Figure

is in Unite's Place from the Legarithm of 10, and the Difference with

the Sign — before it will be the Legarithm of that .Number which is 10

times less. Ex. gr. the Logarithm of 2.187 1S °- 3 3 984I78, therefore

the Logarithm of 0.2187 is —0.66015122: the Logarithm of 0.02187

is — 1.66015122: of 0.002187 is —2.66015122 : of 0.0002187 is

—3.66015122 : &c.

And thus may a Table of Logarithms be formed to all the Integers be

tween 1 and 1 0000, and consequently by Pre. 9 to all the Fractions be

tween 1 and 0.000 1, which is usually stiled the Canon of Logarithms: And

may be encreased at Pleasure. Q. E. E.

Problem XXVII.

362. To find the Logarithm of a Number greater than any contained

jn the Canon, but less than 1 0000000.

EffeRion.

1. Cut off as many Places to the Right-hand of the given Number as may

make it not exceed 10000.

S 2. Find

 



2. Find the Logarithm of the Number so curtailed in the Table.

3. Subtract that Logarithm from the Logarithm of the next greater Number, •

and note the Difference.

4. Say by the Rule of Three, as 10, 100, 1000, or 10000 (according as the

Places cut off from the given Number were 1, 2, 3, or 4) is to that Dif

ference •, so are the 'Figures cut off, to the Difference between the Lo

garithm of the Number curtailed, and the Logarithm of the given Num

ber at Length, nearly

5. Let the Number so found be added to the Logarithm of the curtailed

Number, and the Sum will be the Logarithm required : Observing its due

Cbarafteristick (In. 360.) Q. E. E.

Ex. gr. Let it be required to find the Logarithm of the Number 92375.

Here the given Number needs but have one Figure cut off to bring it be

low 1 0000, the Number therefore curtailed is 9237, whose Logarithm in. the

Table ia 3.9655309. The Logarithm of the next greater Number, viz*

9238, is 3.9655780. The Difference of the two Logarithms is 0.0000471.

Then

10 : 471 = 5 : 235

Therefore 4.9655309 -f 0.0000235 = 4.9655544 is the Logarithm re

quired.

Problem XXVIII.

$6$. To find the Logarithm of a proper Vulgar Fraftion.

Effection.

Subtract the Logarithm of the Numerator from the Logarithm of the De

nominator, and prefix the Sign — to the Remainder, and it is done. Ex. gr~

the Logarithm of 4 is 0.8450980—0.47712 13 = — 0.3679767;

Problem XXIX-

364. To find the Numbef answering to a given Logarithm., which is not

exactly contained in the Tables.

" This Problem admits of two Cases.

Cafe 1.

If the Charafteristick be 3 ; i. e. if the Number to- which the given Lo

garithm agrees be between 1000 and 10000.

Effeftion.

1. Subtract the Logarithm of the next lesser Number from the Logarithm

of the next greater, and also from the given Logarithm.

2. Say by the Rule of Three : As the former Difference is to Unity, so is

the latter Difference, tp the Excess of the Number sought above the next

leiser Number nearly. : - , -j

3. Add!



5. Add that Excess to the lesser Number, and the Sum will be the Number

sought. Q^E. E.

Ex.gr. Let it be required to find the Number answering to the Loga-

rithm 3.7589982.

rt2fST rw^" ||f^} ** *-*- « {J£

The former Difference 0.0000757

The Jgiyen Logarithm 3 .75899 8 2

The next lesser 37589875

The lesser Difference 0.0000107

Then 757 : j = 107 : 0.14 near.

Therefore 5741.14 is the Number required.

Case 2.

If the Cbarafleristick be o, 1, or 2. i. e. if the Number to which the Lo

garithm agrees be between 1 and 1000, then the CharaReristick is to be chan

ged into 3 ; and the Number answering to such Logarithm sought for as above.

And that Number, with one Place cut off, if the given CharaMeriJlick was 2,

two Places if 1, three Places if o, will be the Number required.

Ex. gr. If the above given Logarithm had been 2.7589982, its correspond

ing Number would have been 574.114: if 1.7589982, it would have been

57.41 14 : if 0.7589982, it would have been 5.741 14, &V.

Problem XXX.

365. To find the Number answering to a given Logarithm, which is greater

than any in the Canon.

EffeBion.

1. Subtract the Logarithm of the Number 10, 100, 1000, or 10000, till a

lefler Logarithm be left than the last in the Table.

2. Seek the Number answering to that lesier Logarithm (In. 364.)

3. Multiply that Number by 10, 100, 1000, or 10000, and the Product is

the Number sought. Q^E. E.

Ex. gr. Let the Number be sought which agrees to the Logarithm

7.7589982. Subtract from the given Logarithm 7.7589982 the Logarithm of

10000, which is 4.0000000, and the Remainder is 3.7589982, which by the last

is the Logarithm of 5741.14. Therefore 5741.14X10000 = 5741 1400 is the

Number sought.

Problem XXXI.

366. To find the Number answering to a given defective Logarithm.

EffeRion.

I. Let the Logarithm of 10000 be added to the defective Logarithm, i. e. let

the latter consider'd as Positive, be subtracted from the former (In. 382, 383.)

2. Seek



2. Seek the Number agreeing to the Remainder, and that will be the Nume

rator of a Fraction whose Denominator is ioooo. Q. E. E.

Ex. gr. Let the Fraction be sought agreeing to the defective Logarithm

—0.3679767. Subtract +0.3679767 from 4.0000000, and the Remainder,

will be 3.6320233 the Logarithm of 4285.71. Therefore the Fraction fought

is 4*S7' =0.4,8571.

1 300000 T J/

Problem XXXII.

367. From three Numbers given to find a Fourth in Geometrical Propor

tion (In 196.)

Effetlion.

1 . Add the Logarithm of the second and third Terms into one Sum.

2. From that Sum subtract the Logarithm of the first Term, and the Re

mainder will be the Logarithm of the fourth Term required.

Ex.gr. Let the given Terms be 4, 68, and 3.

Log. of 68 = 1.8325089

Log. of 3 = 0.4771 213

Sum = 2.3096302

Log. of 4 = 0.6020600 Subtract.

Remains Log. of 51 = 1.7075702. Therefore the fourth Term sought is 51.

Scholium XVII.

368. The first Author of this most useful Invention of Logarithms was the

Noble Lord Neper of Scotland at Edinburgh, A. C. 1614. But the Form of

Logarithms which we have was afterwards iuyented by him, and communicated

to the learned Henry Briggs Professor of Geometry at Oxford, by whom a

Canon was published at London, A. C. 1624, for all Numbers from 1 to

20000, and for eleven other Chiliads, viz. from 90000 to 101000 : For all

which Numbers he calculated the Logarithms to 14 Places of Figures.

Scholium XVIII.

369. The foregoing Method of treating upon Logarithms, from Prob. 26,

is chiefly borrowed from the late excellent Edition of Wolfius, entitled Ele*

menta Mathefeos Universæ.
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ARITHMETICAL INSTITUTIONS.

1 A K. 1 111.

Os Species Algorism.

CHAP. I.

General Definitions.

Definition I.

PECIES Algorism is the Method of handling Quanti

ties in Specie according to Assertion.

Definition II.

371. By AffeHion of Quantity is here meant its contrary

Procedure from Nothing, which is denoted by the Signs

-\-Plus or More, and — Minus or Less: Ex gr. If -|- a signifies so much

Forwards, then — a will signify the fame Quantity Backwards. If -\- a

signify so much Upwards, — a will signify the fame Downwards. If -f- æ

denote so much Stock, — a will be the fame in Debt, tiff.

A Partition
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Partition I.

372. Quantities in respect of their Affection, arestiled Positive and Defensive.

Definition III.

373. Positive or Affirmative Quantities are known by the Sign -j- prefixed

to them : as -J- a, -^h -]-. az, -f- 27.

Definition IV.

374. Defective or Negative Quantities are known by the Sign — prefixed

to them : as — a, — by — a z, — 27.

Definition V.

375. Such Quantities as are of the same Affection, (i. e.. are both Positive

or both Defective) are called Co-affected; and such as are of contraryAffectiom,

(i. e. the one Positive and the other Defective) Contra~affectcd.

Definition VI.

376. The Balance of two Contra-affected Quantities is that which remains

after the Subtraction of the lesser from the greater, and is of the fame Af

fection with the greater. Ex gr. If a Man have in Stock yl. and be in

Debt 3 /. then the Balance of his Estate is 4.I. Stock, of 4/. more than no

thing : If he have in Stock 3 /. and be in Debt 7 /. the Balance of his Estate

is 4/. Debt, or 4/. less than nothing. And if he have in Stock 7 /. and be

in Debt 7/. the Balance is nothing.

POSTULATUM.

377. That every Quantity may be considered either ^Positive or Defective.

Axiom I.

378. If a Whole be Positive or Defective; all its Parts are so too.

Corollary I.

379. Therefore no Positive Quantity can be a Part of A Defective one,

nor any Defective Quantity a Part of a. Positive one ; :'. e. Contra-affected

Quantities cannot be a Part one of another.

1

Corollary IF.

380. Therefore only Co-affected Quantities can be added into one Sum or

Whole. Ex gr..

To
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To + 7<?
— « — 7 A -i- d

-3" 4" b

— i a

-S*
Add 4-* 4-3rt

Sum | -\-a-\~a | -\- y a -|~3 ^ rf_,Z | — 7sl — gst| _|_ct _|_^| 2 a 3£

Or | 2 a io 1 a -— 2 a j — i o a \-\-g-\. b | — 2 <j — 3 £

Definition VII. **•

381. The Sum of two Contra-affected Quantities is the, fame with the Ba

lance of those Quantities (/a/r. 376.) £* gr. .

To -\-a
-1-7*

— 3«

— 7* -

-1- o,«

— 'i a'

-1-3*
Add —Æ — b

Sum is | -\-a— a -f- 7 a — 3 a 1 — 7 « -|- 3 « | ■+- * — i — 2 <z -+• 3 J

Or ,|: 0 1
-T-4« 1 1— 4<j >|~|-sl —-Z> 1 2st ■+■ 3 £

as

Corollary III.

382. Hence it is evident, that to subtract a Positive Quantity, is the fame

to add a Defective. Ex. gr.

From 4«

4*

+ ya

-f3 a
+3*

+ 7«

Æ —7ct

4-3*

-\-2a

43*

2sl

Take 4«

Rem -\-a'—a + ya—3œ -h3sl—ya—a—a —ya—3a + 2sl—3^ —2sl—3^

' Or 0 "H* 1 4« | — 2sl —10a + 2sl 3J 2sl—3^

Corollary IV.

383. And to subtract a Defective Quarftity, is the fame as to add" a Po

sitive one. Ex. gr.

From

Take

Rem.

Or

—a

•\-a-\-a

-\-2a

4-7*

—3a

-\-ja+sa

+3«
—7a

-r-3« + 7«

-«

-«

4 1 oa 4 1 ort

—^-1-^

•ya

-3 a

—7"-+3*

•3*

-7<* 4-*

—4«

•3a-r-7<»r|-g-| *

44* i a-\-b

C O R O L L AR Y V.

384. Therefore Species Subtraclion is the fame with.Addition, only chancnn

the Signs of the Subtrahend.

Corollary VI.

385- Hence it appears that Quantity has been treated of hitherto, only as

ro/ittve. J

A x 1 b ii
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Axiom II.

386. If a Positive Quantity be multiplied or divided by a Positive Quan

tity, the Product or Quotient will be Positive.

Axiom III.

387. Any Whole ab, whether it be Positive or Defective, bears the fame

Ratio or Respect to its Co-ajsected Part a, i.e. <-\- ab contains or is con

tain'd in -\-a, the fame Quantity of Times that — ab contains or is con-

. , , . ,. , . .. A-ab —ab -\- a — a
taind in — a : or, which is all one, —'— = and -p-—-, = 7.

■A- a — a -\-ao ~~ao
•

 

■

Corollary VII.

388. Therefore the Quotient, which expresses how often one Defective

Quantity —a is contained in another Defective Quantity — a b, must be a

Positive Quantity. For -37— = rK by the last, and -t— = -\~b (In.

c/:, _, c —ab ,,
386.) Therefore = + b (In. 21.)

Corolla ry VIII.

389. And consequently the Product, which is made by multiplying one

Defective Quantity — a b into another Defective Quantity must be a Po

sitive Quantity. For —— = + b by the last, and = -—ab x —

^- ' — a — a a

(In. 113.) Therefore — æ £ x •— — = .+ £ {In. 21.) Thus also — ax

*--b — -\-ab = -\-ax + b.

Corollary IX.

390. Again, if III— = +b {In. 388.) then — ab = '+bx —<a {In. 8 J.)

_ a,

i. t. a Positive Quantity multiplied into a Defective one, or a Defective Quan

tity into a Positive one (In. 85.) will make a Defective t^uantity in the

Product.

Corollary X.

391. Also a Defective Quantity divided by a Positive one, or a Positive

Quantity by a Defective one, will make a Defective Quantity in the Quotient.

For — a b = — a x + b by the last ; therefore - , , - = — a , or —:—
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s=—* (In. 77.) and-ftfx-f-$=—ax—* (In. 389.) therefore ^ = qrj or

-\*ab —ab

^a : —bs=—a : -{-b (In. 190.) consequently -^-7- =^7=—a.

Corollary XI.

392. Whence we have this general Rule for Species Multiplication and

Division, that Co-affected Quantities give a Positive Product or Quotient,

and Contra-affected Quantities a Defective one j i. e.

5 +X-V land* -T- lglvc+iProduct l^O_T ^+J_ -a*

7-j--S-+-i 1—J—i m the * Quotients gr.^-h*^ jS"- = Z*

and

-1 * ^ 1 1 • rojja^T? C—ab= -\-ax—b——ax-\-b

5 si" land J -?+JP^n
i-H—J i—r+sinthe^Qu

-SProduct 7 Ex. x -^ ^

>uotient^ gr. y—a =

—* "" 4-fr

Corollary XII.

393. Hence every Power, whose Exponent is an even Number, 1. e. every

Square, Biquadrate, Sixth Power, &c. must be Positive, whether the Root be

Positive or Defective (In. 386.)

Corollary XIII.

394. Therefore the Root of every Defective Square, Biquadrate, Sixth

Tower, &c. is impossible ; because it supposes two Co-affected Factors to give

a Defective Product: And the Root of every Defective Power, whose Exponent

is an odd Number, {i.e. of every Defective Cube, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth, &c.

Power) is Defective.

Definition VIII.

395. Quantities designed by one Species are stiled Monomes, and those

designed by more connected with the Signs -f- and —, Polynomes.

Scholium I.

396. Every Quantity is supposed to be affected with one or other of these

Signs (In. 377O and whenever a Quantity has no Sign prefixed to it, as ge

nerally the leading Member in every Polynome has not, then is that Member

understood to be affected with the Sign -j-. Thus a-\-b—c is -\-a-4-b—c3

b is +£, <fc=-K fc?V.

Definition IX.

397. Substitution is the putting of one Expression in the room of another,

and generally the more simple Expression in the room of a less simple one.

B Ex.



m
£*.jr. in the Polyneme a-\4>l+*xz* + z—** + ~ bf substituting p =

7>M-2xz^ -J- 2—#* -f- -, we have this more simple Expression <j-f-/'» which

is equivalent to the former, and therefore may be used in its stead.

Corollary XIV.

398. Whence every Tolymme by substituting a Letoer for all the Members

except the first, may be taken as a Binomtat.

Definition X.

5Qo And the Use of this Species Arithmetic in the Investigation of Theo

rems, and Effection of Problems, is called Ægebra.

C H A P. II.

Of Multiplication and Division.

Problem I.

400. T*0 multiply one Polynome into another.

X. Effetlion.

The Effetlion of this Problem in Species is directly as in Numbers, ob

serving: In. ;Q2. for the Signs. As follows.

6 >—3^4-w *3—*M-*—*

a—d *4"x

 

Jh—mm m

-*-6*'Z-^4Z'

19 j^-j-fitfz

6xz|ct—b
L1

9*- * —42* —£z.2x\a—b'

32



m
nlJt-n

1 2

2

i •■■■■ypiiLui):

3*-f2z v/3*—2z _ . 9^*^=4^* ,T IO%

*x—iab*\4>&/\ a-4 ai-axd—i,a'-b-\-Aabd—bdlK }

Problem II.

401. To divide by a Polynome.

EffeEIion.

1. Let that Term in the Divifor which is contained in moft Terms, and

the oftneft in each Term, of the Dividend be put in the firft Place, that

which is the next often in the fecond Place, and fo on.

2. Let the Terms in the Dividend be ordered accordingly \ viz. Let thofe

Terms which contain the firft Term in the Divifor ftand in the firft Place,

thofe which contain the fecond, in the fecond Place, and fo on ; obferving

in the firft Place to fet thofe Terms, which contain the firft dividing Term

oftneft, before thofe which contain it lefs often. •

3. Set down the Divifor and the Dividend according to the Dircftions

{In. 321) obferving {In. 392) for the Signs. Examples follow.

*—7,axb-\-itabd xj__,*_j-*_-j)*4_i ( . x_^t

—^b^abd a4—*»-}-**—x

* abd—etb * x}—xx-\-x—1

abd—dxb ' ,r»_A*_i-*_i

a v ^ —/zx

3x+2z)9**—4*l(3*—2Z 3*U—b*h*\d—6\-

aV-4-6*z zxU—bi

* —bxz—4z*

■—6xz—421

tT. 2 Jzq—nx—n\ * zj> /zpq—nz-\-n^

* # * * * *

9*
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a>—o*tl--3a%b+4abtlr-W ' a—d az—zab-\-bd

The four next following Examples I have inserted out of Sir Isaac New-

ton's Universal Arithmetics p. 25, 26, 27.

—J+«}d*~3^ H-ct3+2«ls(—cb+iac+aa.

ebb—acb

-tfsl

-—2J£^-j-2sl*£

—alb+a-

* +2sl*4—a4,.

1 .,1

-{-aV '

-f-a4y*—ag —rf4^

aV/—aV—a.V

aVy—-aV—a'c4

* * *

2gy}—4flIy3+2rt33'

—\a*yi-{-aiy—ia\

•*+
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•■•fa*!* *+*■)«* * # +K*1—*»*]» *<+*•

J.

—a^L *—2a*bz—ai*|2

x

i

*'—x*

£T *

*
*

x—I

i *

i

I—X

r

x~ *

i i

x—X1

1

**
*

X1—X'

Here the Quotient is an In

finite Geometrical Series, either

Decreafing or Increafing, ac

cording as x is greater or lefler*

than Unity, whole firft Term is

Xs, and common Divifor =#.

x3 &c. ad infinitum.

a-j-b
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J \a a2 a*- a1 j

d+& -7+b
a

db .

Here the Quotient consists of two Infi

nite Series, the Former" having all its

a d

$ db1 Terms Positive, whose first Term is —or

a a1 • bb

ju* a~*db* ; and common Multiplier —-or a—%
-!-___ * v aa

' a* b1 j the latter having all its Terms De-

, db1 ,db* festive, whose first Term is—o* «-*<#'

st* a and common Mutiplier the fame with the

■ ' ■■ former.

r- t5V. adinfimtum.

A*

A , . fd X dh I ** I <#* r , J

y \« « « « ^—^

,__<#

ct

db
*

a

S <#*

a
cta

*#*

/i*

db* db*
»

a* a*

db

a*

a\

Here the Quotient is an Infi

nite Geometrical Series, whose

first Term is - or a-Jdb°, and

a

common Multiplier is - or

a-'bx

— &c. ad infinitum.

e ee eee

In like Manner a—t— a+ _l-f- —+ " — &c-

a* a\i * aa\a 2 aaa\a*

Scholium II.

402. The Quotients of the four last Examples to the foregoing Problem are

stiled Infinitinomials \ where it may be observed, that if d in the second Ex

ample be put for the Numerator, and a for the Denominator less 1 of any

\/\,i.„,..
Vulgar



Vulgar Fraction, and' 6=1, we will have all Vulgar Fractions, except i» ex

pressed by an Infinite S-eries^ thus :

j.

3 — 2f

I A A_I_A__A_LA A &?/• —A A |,,A_ J. J, A A l^c

. 3 1 A ' A __ A _!_ A __ A fHV T '_[_*■ S._L-A A fe?/-
J= -f,—t »T»7 8«T»-43""r»9 «*'• — * 3T^9 »7T^8i *4JC3'«

ess. gv. ©v. ese. * '

In like manner, if fc=i </=!, and sl= any Number greater than Unity in

the third Example, then —-=r I-4- ' | *4-L^,i fjc. which is a con-

slant Law for expressing any Vulgar Fraction by an Isfinite Series, whoseNu-

merator is Unity, and Denominator a less 1.

And, if in the fame Example, b still equal Unity, and d be put for the

Numerator of a Vulgar Fraction, and a for the Denominator increased by

Unity, then have we another universal Law for expressing Vulgar Fractions,

as follows,

A a_La_L.a_La FJc
2— ■,-.i—i-T9-ri7 1 si t-,f>

3

A— _ * .—AJ_

ft=i=f+ft+A &-

, HVhVKt*^ therefore t=i=*+A+A <*■

Corollary XVI.

403. Whence it appears, that if a be put universally for any Integer,

then

0 1 a2 T a3 ' ~ a* ~ «<5

1—2 . 2a—2 2sl-

* T a* ^ a3 » ct4 ~ "3

&c. &c. &c. &c. &c &c.

Which gives an universal Law for expressing all Integers by an Infinite

Series an infinite Number of Ways.

Otherwise

2ct—2 , 2a—2 . 2a—2 za—2 2a~2&c __2

' a4 I fi' .
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Otherwise any Integer may be put into an infinite Series of the fame Va

lue, according to the last Example of the foregoing Problem, by making

æ—2, and£=i, and d~ the given Integer •, thus,

d d d ,d d -d , dA
= =—-L—_J_—-U U—&C.

a—b 2—i 2 '4 i 8 ' 16 ' j 2 i

CHAP. III.

Os the Composition and Resolution of Powers.

Problem III.

404. TT> ROM the Binomial Root b ± e (i. e. b-\-e or b—e) to raise any

X. Power assignable.

Effefition.

1. Put m for the Exponent of the required Power, by which Means the

m Power of b±e will be expressed by b±e

2. Set down the Geometrical Series bn bm~l bm~% bm~3 bm—+ b*—*

Sec. rill the last Term be b°=i.

3. Multiply each Term of the foregoing Series into each Term of this

following one, viz. into t°=i el e* e3 c* e* &c. and the Series that

results will be bm bm~le **-*** b"—3i3 £"-♦** If-K* &c. till the last

Term be /5V,= ^",

4. Connect all the Terms with the Sign -{-, if b\-e was the Root: And

with the Signs j j \^&c. interchangeably, it' b—e was the Root;

thus bm ±bm-*e-\-bm~*t% ±bm~3e3 {-bm-*t*±bm-hi &c.

5. For the Coefficient of the first Term put 1, of the second Term ix

.1

— «*, of the third Term ixl— x =fl, of the fourth Term ix .x
12s 12

m—2 rn^i 'nu—" m—1 w—2 in— 3 _ , _ , _

*-— ?,or the fifthTerm ix x x x -~r, ofthe sixth Term

3 1234

fn—0 m— 1 W2 — 2 in—? w—4

lx x x x — x =f, &c. then will the required Power of

1 2 3 4 5

»j . , w w— i, . . m m—1 m—2
*^i be as follows \b±cm— bm ±-xbm~te-\—x ^-Vi-x x

1 '12 12
3

4—
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1 2 3 4 l2345 r

m tn— i m—2 m—2 m—4 m—z

P. E. F. i. e.

-a

6±* =b,±3b%e~{-3bei±ei <

4

b±e =i>*±4b3e-{-6ble*±4be3-{-e*

b±e =li±5b*e~\-iobhl±iob'-e*-\-5be*±ei

«
l±.e =b*±6bie-\-isb+e*±20bhi-\-i5b%£*±6bf-\-ea

b ± e =l1±lb6e-\r'i\¥f±i5b*e*-{<i5bic*±%ibl?Jr>ibt6±el

b±e =i'8±8^<54-28^,±56^^3-|-7oiV±56^V+28iV±8^»-|-<.»

b±e =^±9^+36^,±Ms«3+i26^^±I26iV+84^V±36^l^_[-9^»±f,

&C. &C. &C. &C. &C. &C. &C. &c. &c. &C.&C.&C.

Otherwifc the Powers of b±e may be raifed by Multiplication, according

to {In. 400.) as follows j °

H~' £—*

&4"*1 —be+e*

*'+** V—be
» *" " — r '' n

b+e
b—

Hence are deduced the following Corollaries.

COROL-
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Corollary XVI.

405. The Square of the Sum of any two Quantities is equal to the Sum of

the Squares of the said two Quantities, together with twice the Product which

arises by multiplying one into the other. The Cube of the Sum of any two

Quantities is equal to the Sum of their Cubes, together with thrice the

Product which arises by multiplying the lesser into the Square of the great

er, and thrice the Product which arises by multiplying the greater into the

Square of the lesser, &c. as in the Diagrams above.

Corollary XVII.

406. The Square of the Difference between any two Quantities is equal to

the Suril of the Squares of the said Quantities less twice the Product which is

made by multiplying one into the other. The Cube of the Difference be

tween any two Quantities is equal to the Difference of their Cubes made less

by the Difference between thrice the Product of the lesser into the Square of

the greater, and thrice the Product of the greater into the Square of the les

ser. And so for higher Powers, as in the foregoing Diagrams.

*

Corollary XVIII.

407. Every Power raised from a Binomial Root consists of one Term more

than its Exponent. ^

Corollary XIX.

408. In the Scale of Powers whose Root is b±e, the Coefficients of

each (which by the celebrated Mr. Oughtred are stiled their Unciœ) proceed

thus. 1/?, The Uncia of every first Term isUnity. idly, The Uncia of every

second Term is the Exponent of the Power m. ^dly,. The Vncia of every third

Term 'is a Triangular Number, whose Root or Side is m—i. ^tbly, The Uncia

of every fourth Term is a first Pyramidal Triangular, whose Root is m—2.

Sthly, The Uncia of every fifth Term is asecond Pyramidal Triangular, whose

Root is m—3. 6thly, The Uncia of every sixth Term is a third Pyramidal

Triangular, whose Root is m—4, &c. From: whence is grounded the last

Precept in the foregoing Estcction.

Corollary XX.

409. The Uncia of the first and last Terms are the fame, also the Unciœ-

of the second and last but one, of the third and last but two, of the fourth

and last but three, i£c.

Corollary XXI.

410. The Sum of all the Uncia of any Power raised from a Binomial

is equal to the Homologous Power of 2 or i-f-i. Thus, the Sum of

the
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the Unci* of the Square is 14-24-1=2* or 4 : the Sum ofthe Unci* of the

C/<fo is 1—{—3-4-3~7_I^=2* or ^ : tnc Sum of the Unci* of the Biquadrate is

1 -I -44-64-44-i =24 or 16, &?f.

Corollary XXII.

£« ^»» £» m
411. Becaufeira-,= r-,^m—2=-r,^'"-3=-—, &V. (In. 1 54. ) therefore b±e

b t>z b*

- , . . . £*<? , *V *V , &*<* JV .
may be otherwife expreiied by bm±fo—-^p-—±q--j^-\-r—~±s ;-/

-~ &c. If then we put P-b and $=-, fo that £*=£, $!=^» £?=£

&»=f &"=£ and b ± e=P ±i>£we fhall have b±T-P ±P<g=P» ± 2

* ^-f-x P^i-x x PmJ34--x x x —-Pm <f*

12 12 3 ^- ' 1 2 3 4 ^"*

w «— r OT—2 »»—3 m—4__ -.. . m m—1 tn—2 m—2 m—4 ?«—5
±-x- x x -x—?Pm§£4--x x x -x x—-r2-

12 3 4 5 ^ ' 1 2 3 4 5 4,

*■£ &c And if again, we make Pn~Ay -P»^=i,-x—P'^=C

* 1 ^

Tx x P"J3=D, -x x x ?xPm$?=E, -x x
1 2 3 1234 123

* Jx ?P"3*=P,-x x x -x -x-r-5PmQ*=G, fcfc.

4 5 m « 2 3 4 56

' * ftall have to =P±Pj£=A ^j^-'J^lBQjt—C$4-—-3£^±

*^£^4-2Z2/^±—6Gs2&c. Which is called Sir Jfaae Newton's

Tk 6 7^eorem •, this being one of the many Inventions found out by that great

j^an, and is faid to be writ upon his Tomb-ftone in Wefiminfter Abbey.

. °r the better understanding of which Theorem, take the following Example

18 Numbers.

Let
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Let it be required to raise the Binomial 4--J-3 to the fifth Power.

Here 01=5, £=P=4, e—P!$j=2, therefore ,£=£>

lm—pm— 4$ — l02^—yi

^^=5X1024X1= 3840=5

1

?n-

3

m—

4

m—

5<3>3=2X3840x£= 5760 =C

iCQ= 1x5760x1= 4320 =D

lD^== 5x4320x^1= i62o=£

s

VI—

f££>= fxi620x^= 243 —F

5Fg)j= ox 243x^= o=G

Therefore 16807 =^-LB+C-}-D+£-f.F is the Fifth Pow-

of 4-|-3=7- And so for any other. After the fame manner also may the

Root of any Number b±e=P±P^be resolved by putting A form; i. e. by

making \—m for the Square Root, j=w» for the Cube, %—m for the Biqua-

drate, &c.

Problem IV.

412. To raise any Polynome to any Power assigned. Ex. gr. To raise the

Qitadrinomial t-\-x-\-z-\- y to the Fourth Power.

Substitute *+z-l-y=<?, and instead of £-t-x-r-z-r- 31 we will have b-\-e (In. 399.) .

then ^In. 404.)

«*=**-}-2#|z ty~vzJry =*zjrlxz-{'2xy-fazjr2zy~\-yz> <?3=*3-i~3*Il*~B'~i~3*

|z+7+z ry =x3+3*Zz+3xy+3xzt+6xzy+3xy1Jt^1Jr3zly+3zf+j>'

1 2Axzy-f6*y.-f4*zJ-{-i 2xzly-]-i 2*z/4-4*,y4-**+4233'-t-6y*z*4-4*>,+y4 :

Therefore, if these several Values of e,^, e1, and e* be substituted in the Formula,

*.
t*--!-4£3f~j-6/>l<?*-|--4fo,-f-**» we shall have ^-j-*4"2+y =£4-K^*+4i3z+4^

4- 6i***+ 1 zlx*z\\xb*xy-\- 6*lz*+ 12**2 )i 4" 6iV ~T4**J4-i2***z-f- 12

ix1^ -J- 1 ibx%- ~r- z\bxzy -f- I ibxyl-\~ ^bz '-j-i 2#zzy~[~I 2&zyl-f- 4^3 -}-*4-f- 4*2:

-\-4A3_y -4,-6.v ! z *+ 1 2 x * zj-j-^.vy 4/ 4*z54- i zxz'y-^i ixzy1+ 4*}'-}-z v -f■ 42')' -j-

6z j* ■j-4Z}J-|-vv for the Power required.

Problem
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Problem V.

413. To raise an InsinitinomialA+By-\-Cf-\-D?-{-Ef-\-F?-{-Gf-\-Hf &c.

to any Power assigned m.

Put J=b, and By+Cf+Dy*-\-Ef-hF?-hGf-hH? SV. =e.

By-\-Cy*+Dy3-hEy*-hFy*-hGy6 &c. =e

By+Cy1-l-Dyi-i-Ey*-i-Fy<+Gy'5 &c. —e

(Bf

)£>>
SaP'x\E>.

}Fy

\Gy

B'y'+BCf-hBDy^-hBEy'-hBFy6-hBGf &c.

BCy3+CCy*+CDy<-l-CEys-t-CFf &c.

BDy*+-CD?+DDy6-\-DEf fciV.

BEy>+CEy6-hDEf &c.

BFy«-\-CFy> 6?V.

BGf &c.

B'y'+zBCf+^y+lBflf+zCEif+iCF W 2

LLJ 2LD\ DD\^ 2DE\

By-hCy'+Dy3-hEy*-hFf fcJV. =*

ee

11

Step 9x1

'£

Sy+25»CyH-2^
*P + 2BCDP

2B*F )

iBCE).f &c.

BDD )

B*Dy'+2BCDy* -\-2ccS\yl ^c'

B1Eys + 2BCE y> fifr.

B*F y l£c.

.dip \ 2 BXF

°LC) 3CCD

E Step



I ,8 1
 

 

Step 24x^

$ BCCC}

20

lb

-7

£3Z> ;s+ 3^"--D J7 Eft-

4.B>D 7 4^3^

6B*C*)> 4£C3

fiy+^oM-jjic- }>7 ^

By+Cy1 &c.

~=^eeeee

By-Is B*C)i fc?r.

B'Cy1 &c.

Step27X By J 28

—eeeeee

iy &V.
■=^eeeeeee

Then if in xht Formula b»+mbm-'e+pb'»-*e*-\-qb»-W^-rb»-4e*-{-sb'"-St*

^-tbm-6es-\rvbm-Te1 &c. (In.' 404.) for £ be wnc vf, and for*, <•% e\ e , f5,

t«, *7 fcff. be fubftituted their Values found .'as above, we (hall have this

Formula; for the m Power of the given Infinitinomial A+By-hCy^Dy'-^E)*

4-Fy fG>« tff.

*"
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Corollary XXIII.

414. The fame Formula will alfo ferve for railing the m Power from the

Jnfinitinomial Ay~\-By1 -\-Cy3-\-Dy*-\-Ey<-{-Fy6 &c- only inftead of y° there

will be y"t yI=ym+Ii y*=ym+\ y3=ym+ 3. Ex.gr. fuppofe w=2, then the

Square of Ay+By^Cy'+Df+Ey'+Fy'+Gy1 &c. will be

AE 2AF lAG 2/1H

A>y>+2AB y>+*f£ ,«+*#? y^BDy^BE ?+<**? +^,»&c

CC 2CD DD 2DR

&c.

-Again, fuppofe w=j, then Ay-\-By*-{-Cy3-{-Dy+-\-Eys-\-Fy6r\-Gy'' &c.

will be

.i£ iA*F 6ABF b6AAfF

3J*C l^D V\JL biBE 6ACE An?

A' yi±.3A>B y*+ 3AC* ji'+ 6A&C y<+ °**£ yi+ SACD j*+ 3ADE y>+ B"fy6

bBB in*r iBxD iB'E (.pr-p

ZBQ1 6BCCC t$D»

LUL 3CCD

The Biquadrate of Ay-^-Bf+Cy3 +-D>4+ Ey^Fy6-fGf &c. will be

4A3E

4A30 4A3D 1 zAlBD

^*/+"4^J5)54- >6-V izA%BC <*-{- 6A*CZ }8 &c.

6^T£r 4^3 12/^C

' BBBB

&c. &c.

Corollary XXIV.

415. Confequently if A~B^=C=D—E=^F=G &e. then the Square of

Ay-rA? + Ay3±Ay*+A)> Sec, or of Axfff-fo*+f+y'TfT'y1 &rc. will be

yj2x/-[-2y3-j-3y*^-4)M-5yjj-6>7+7y' &c- its Cube will be A3xy3 |-^*-|-6ji»+

.1 o) * -f- 1 S}'7-}-'* i>8-{-2 8>9,6ff. its Biquadrate yf+xj* -p^5 -j-io>g p^oi7 HrJ*

-f-50->»4-«4y'° &c. its fifth Power A*xy^ 5}6-\- is.,1 K?5>'-|-370^9 rI26>'°+

2io;", &c. &c. Whence it appears that the Coefficients or Uncia of

the Powers of y in the Square are a Rank of Laterals, in the Cube a Rank

of Triangular Numbers, in the Biquadrate a. Rank of Pyramidals Trian

gular, in the fifth Power a Rank of fecond Pyramidals Triangular, &Y.

Ex. gr.

If
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If A—\ and j—■£ then the Square of the Infinite Series i-Hn-f-j-n;

&c. will be J-f-J+,xtf+3* &c.its Cube^-j-^-^+tS &c. its Biquadrate

=iVfi*+i4+i*A &c. its fifth Power =A^^+AVM, &c. &c.

«

Problem VI.

416. To extract the ~ Root from any Rcfolvend bm ±mbm—te-\-pbm-xet±

qhm-*ei-\-rbm~\*iisbm-W-\-tbm-6ei &c. and 1" from bm-{-mbm-,t-rp!>m-:te* -j-

EffcElion.

1. Find the Root £ of the fir ft Term^", and fet it down to the Right

Hand of thellefolvend, behind the Mark (.

2. Subtract b'" from the Refolvcnd, and the Remainder will be -\-mbm~te

-\-pbm-2e* -\-qbm-h3-\rbm- 4ff4_|_,£-- se-J+/£"-V &c.

3. Divide the Remainder by mbm~l-\-pbm-'1e-\-^bm-:iex-\-rbm-*ti &c. and

the Quotient will be -f**-

4. Add the Quotient ~\-e to the Root -\-b, and the Sum b-\-e is the Root

required. ^. £. £.

Whence we have the following univerfal Formula for extracting the Roots

of all Powers in Numbers, when the Homologous Power bm is afiumed lefs

than juft.

bm -}-tnbm-teJrpbm-*e* -{-qbm-iei &c. \b-\-r=^rm

Subtract bm

mlm-t-\-pb>"-*e-{-qbm-3e* &Ci) J-mbm-,'e-\-pbm-2e* -\-qbm-iei &c.

-\-mbm-te-\-pbm-*e2 -\-qbm-W &c.

From whence are deduced the following particular Formulas ;

(xft, For the Square Root. J (idly. For the Cube Root )

zb-\-e) -zbe-l-e* 3^+3^+fz) 3^h3*eH*'

zbe-\*e* 3^e~\-sbez-{-c3

(3dly9
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^dly, For the Biquadrate Root.)

Secondly, To extract the w Root from the Resolvend bm —mbm-1e-\-pbm-tf

—qbm-ie3 -\~rbm~*e*—sbm—Se,~\-tb"-6e6 &c. = r.

EffeRion.

i. Find the Root b of the first Term bm, setting it down as above.

2. Subtract the given Resolvend from bm , and the Remainder will be

-\-mbm-Je—pbm-2e*-^qbm-'Se*—rbm-*eAt &c. {In. 384.)

3. Divide that Remainder by —mhm~J-\-pbm~2e—-qb1*—1?-\rbm-*t» &c.

and the Quotient will be —e. Therefore b—e is the Root required.

& E. E.

Whence we have this universal Formula for extracting the Roots of all

Powers in Numbers, when If is assumed greater than just.

If * * * &c.

Al

Subtract bm —mlm-le-\-pba-le'-—qb'»-h* &c. (b—e=rm

—bm-l-\-pbm-lc—qb'*-h'- &c. ) -\-mbm- 'e—pb*- ^-{-qb"-3(* &Cc7

' mbm-'g—pbm-*eL-j-qbm-3ci &c.

From whence are deduced these particular Formula.

(ijl, For the Square Root.) (zdly, For the Cube Root.)

bl * * , hi * *■ *

b—2be-\-ee (b—r=r~ ^3—3^*<?+3^«*—^ ip—r=-r
,i

■ib-\-e.)-\-2be—ee —3^' -\-^be—e2) 7,bxe—^-{-c1

-\-ibe—ee ibie—"ibel-\-i>

{3dly,



(2dly, For the Biquadrate Root.)

** * * * * x

^e-we-^-^e—e*

* "i I *

Scholium III.

417. The following particular Examples are inferted for the Learner's

Practice;

Example 1.

' To extract the Square Root from a++6a3^4-5^1^*—i2ab3-{-4b*.

r=a*-\-6a*b-\- $a%bx— 1 2 ab*-\-j^ (a1+ 3ab—2bb^=*

Subtract a*

2«*4-3«* ) 6aib4-5dlb%

6a3b^-9alb^

%a*-\-6ab—ibb ) —402*1— i2ab3-\-4*
—Aalbl~-izob*+4+

'Example 2.

r=y4-|-4?s * —8^-J-4 (yy-\-iy-~2=r*

2yy-\*2y ) * 4f *

W+W ) * —4JJ—8j4-4

—4^—8^4.4

* *

Example
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Example 3*

Sat-^-iia3—24^+16) * —12a*—4 8a '-{-96,3—64

■—12a4—4.8a3-\-c)6a—64

~~* • * *

Here, according to the foregoing Formula for the Cube Root above,

3&* in the firil Divifor = 3a*, <?=2rtl, and sbe=6a3 :3b2 in the fecond Divifor

=3X02-i~2tf , <r=— 4, and 3^=jxrtiS4_2ax—4.

CHAP. IV.

Of /fa Arithmetic of Surds' or Irrational Quantities.

Problem VII.

418. 'TpO reduce Surd Quantities to their loweft Terms.

* • ; Effeftion.

A Surd Quantity, where the Root of the Whole cannot be extracted,

is performed by extracting the Root of fome Divifor of it. Thus aabc1

1.

by extracting the Root of a1 becomes a\bc%i And 48 by extracting the

—a.

Root of the Divifor 16 becomes a\^. And ^8aabc*, by extracting the

Root of the Divifor i6aa, becomes ^.alsbc1. And a tf~4a—~\r4a" .»» ^

extracting the Root of its Divifor —■ becomes xab*. And

cc

a1Q*m1 , 4.a2m3\ »— |a, by extracting the Root of the Divifor ——~, be-

comes
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am] » 75
comes —\o*-\-^mp . And 6x 1, by extracting the Root of the Di-

visor — becomes —x

49 7

3* 3° I *>*
- or —x — , and by yet extracting the Root of the

2 7 1 4

JC i.

Denominator, it becomes — x6*. And so a

7
r

I

— or a
a

, by extracting the
a a

i

Root of the Denominator, becomes ab*. And %atb-\~i6n*it by extract

ing the Cube Root of its Divisor 8a*, becomes ia\b~\-za 3. And not un-

like this a'x+, by extracting the Biquadrate Root of its Divisor aay becomes

a I

«*\ax+, or by extracting the Biquadrate Root of the Divisor 64, becomes

x + L ; I a 6 *

— . And so a7*' 6 is changed into a\ax* 6, or into ax\~~y or into ax2*

a

i

tax1. Vide Sir Isaac Newton's Algebra, as translated by Mr. Ralpbfin and

Mr. Cunn, pag. 49, 50.

Scholium IV. *

419. This Reduftion is not only of Use for abbreviating Radical

Quantities, but also for their Addition and Subtraction, if they agree in

their Roots, when they are reduced to the most simple Form ; for then

they may be added, which otherwise cannot. Thus the Root 4b*--{—75*

_i _» * i_ I(j »

by Reduction becomes 4l3*+5l3* = 9b5- And 48'— „v by Reduc-
27

f-=t"'
,Ti_ 4»-i_3_l,-:- A . . U^ ■ Sb-^b +Aa» »

tion becomes 4I31— zj3» = i.h». And thus

cc cc

by extracting whatis rational in it, becomes Z-\ab* 4- — \aox — — \ib'.

c I C* ' f I

And tia3&-fiba* J — L+^-iaP 3 becomes ia\>-\-%a i — b\i>-j-za J = %a—bx

b-\-za*. Newton's Ægebra, p. 50. And in Numbers 8*-{-i81=2\i'-

G 3>

t

y
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3|2«=fj2i=)50>. 243H-8i3=2p+3|3'=5[p=|3753. 50'—18*=

Problem VIII.

420. To reduce Surd Quantities of different Denominations to the fame

Denomination.

EffeElion.

Reduce their fractional Exponents to the fame Denomination {In. ioy.)

and involve each given Quantity to the Power, which the Numerator of its

n r

Exponent so reduced, shall direct. Ex. gr. zm andj5 reduced to the fame

71s mr j_ 2m ■ I

Denomination become z"" and )"". am and b* become a2 and b*. ax* and

aaxi become ax6 and aax6, or aaaxxx* and aaaaxx6, a* and at>+ be

come #8 and ab* or aaaa8 and aabb8 ; 8* and

1

~ become 8'° and 1 1- »

or 32708 IO, and

1

8

64

25

—— , 6* and -£- become 68 and K- , or i2Q68and

34. 16 I o

sl and bc\ become ar and \bc * or ««"- and \hc~- ; ia and £-j-Zsls be

come 2sl3 and £-|-2ctl or 8«rf«3 and b-\-iai j 6abb and iSab3.1 become

6*&r and \18ab3 *, £s?r.

Problem IX.

4ti. To multiply or divide one Homogeneous Surd by another.

Effeftion.

1. Reduce the Exponents to the fame Denomination. (/«. 107.)

2. Add or subtract these Exponents so reduced, according as they are to

be multiplied o£ divided {In. 153.)

3. Set the Sum or Difference for the Exponent of the Product or Quoti

ent, and it is done.

Examples
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Examples in Multiplication.

amx a'=-a "" . bmxbi = b * . 3z|#—c*x $a\b—c%—\$az\b—sa=

» I. ± i I r a i
i$azb— i^azc. za\n 3x 3J |« a = 2«|« 6X3^|« «= &?£ (« 6=6abn\n 6. b3 xb3

A * A i j t

—b* ot b. z 4 x z4 =x 4 or z|z 4

Examples in Divi/ion.

AX
-,4 „,4
Z Z .

Problem X.

422. To multiply or divide one Heterogeneous Surd by another.

Effeftion.

1. Reduce them to the fame Denomination (In. 420.)

2. Mutiply or divide the Quantities so reduced by each other, setting the

common Exponent over the Product or Quotient, and it is done.

Examples in Multiplication.

b3 xc3 —bb^%cT^-bbcl^- b* xcr =b* x c* =b* x c* —bbb^x c~c~*=\bbfoc*»

5|Fx2« I c }=5\bb sX2a[ccc *— \oa\bbccc *• ax'x aaxi—ax6xaax6=.

aaaxxx6xttaaaxxb—^x^. 6*x 1^4=6 4x[£ +=6x6*xf* *=\^o*. ax

c—x *z=bb * x c—x * -=boc—bbx ' .

ax\bc'=a1xbc1=:aabc '. 4ax\ibc' =^Saik1 . zaxb-\-xa 3"^= U-b±- 1 6a^ *

8'+a-'+32»

16 + 8 + 32

4+ 2 -f-8

8-1- 4+ 16

8+8+34+164-32=98

Examples

/
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stjdiavxj

ti

8*i[6+»_*|1^—tH**+i±|^+.t_jl'8—&=

t^i^^r-^yc,.+g=£j!=^X£-i!±!=i!l!X

t'«''■|—i—
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Examples in Division.

r ~j Zl • * *
162+8 + 3+2^2*. 8+2I3 *+4l5 x+i5* T 4+3f =2+5*

4+3« y ji6—3 y

x *.

.4-3*
1

—4|3 *—3

—4I3 *—3

r \ 1 r j 1 1 ;

3+2» ' y75+25|2 *—8i|2 3—27I2 6+27|43+9|i286

75-T-25I2* V.25—27J2 3-f~9j4~J

1 *

o o—8iJ2 3 — 27J2 6

—81J2 3 — 27I2 «

o o
+27I4 J"+9l7IF«

L T

27l4 3+9|i28 «'

Scholium V.

423. The Addition and Subtraction of impossible Roots is all one with that or

r<ra/ones (In. 419.) But the Mulplication and Division of the fame is dif

ferent. For every Defective Quantity under its radical Sign is considered as

Positive ; and therefore the Products and Quotients made by such, do al

ways keep the fame Sign •, since otherwise a Positive or real Product would

be raised from impossible Factors, which would be absurd.

" Examples
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To

Add

Sum

*7
i

I— 12 * =

Examples in Addition and SubtraQion.

3h3x |-3i' =

4~

i
" 'm't "■>162 J =

I

2 1—r<-

!-z72+l-3i=5l—3l
-3*4+l—j62+=5|—24+

From I—27 * = 3,-3

Subtract 1—n * = *F3*

Remains I—i7 » .
-ii- = |-3»

Examples in Multiplication:

-6MJ-il -|-5;

+FT

1 r r

3 f^-2f=p

+1_i8»+|-6 '—1—15
1 1 i 1

1 5 |— 15 2+c|-io '—6|—z5 » -{-6FJ7

«9pi5a-te|—101—ioRF—6|-25»—6|—6 a+6|-5 »—4I-3*

Examples in Division.

I—is*

[—6 * .

FT*

—j— 151

-F77-
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CHAP. V.

Of the Invention of Divisors.

424. fTpO find the Divisors of Quantity where it admits of Division.

The following EffeSlion is taken from Sir Isaac Newton's Algebra,

■ . Pag- 38> &c-

If the Quantity be simple, divide it by its least Divisor, and the Quoti

ent by its least Divisor, till there remain an indivisible Quotient, and you

will have all the prime Divisors of [[that] Quantity. Then multiply toge

ther each Pair of these Divisors, each Ternaryj[or three] of them, each Qua

ternary, &c. and you will also have all the compounded Divisors. As, if

all the Divisors of the Number 60 are required, divide it by 2, and the

Quotient 30 by 2, and the Quotient 15 by 3, and there will remain the

indivisible Quotient 5. Therefore the prime Divisors are i, 2, 2, 3, 5 ;

those composed of the Pairs 4, 6, 10, 15; of the Ternaries 12, 20, 30;

and of all of them 60. Again, If all the Divisors of the Quantity 2\abb

are desired, divide it by 3, and the Quotient yabb by 7, and the Quotient

abb by a, and the Quotient bb by b, and there will remain the prime Quo

tient b. Therefore the prime Divisors are 1, 3, 7, a, b, b; and those

composed of the Pairs 21, 35, 3^, ya, yb, ab, bb ; those composed of

the Ternaries 21a, 2\b, 3^, 3W, jab, ybb, abb; and those of the Qua

ternaries 2iab, 2\bb> %abb, yabb; that of the Quinaries 2\abb. After

the fame Way all the Divisors of idhb— 6aac are 1, 2, a, bb— %ac,

2a, ibb—6ac, abb—?,aac, labb—6aac.

If after a Quantity is divided by all its simple Divisors, it remains [still]

compounded, and you suspect it has some compounded Divisor, [order it

or] dispose it according to the Dimensions of any of the Letters in it ; and

in the Room of that Letter substitute successively three or more Terms

of this Arithmetical Progression, viz. 3, 2, 1, o,— 1, —2, and set the

resulting Terms together with all their Divisors, by the corresponding

Terms of the Progression, setting down also the Signs of the Divisors, both

Affirmative and Negative. Then set also down the Arithmetical Progres

sions which run through the Divisors of all the Numbers proceeding from

the greater Terms to the less, in the Order that the Terms of the Progres

sion 3, 2, i} o, —1, —2, proceed, and whose Terms differ either by Unity,

or by some Number which divides the highest Term of the Quantity pro

posed.
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posed. If any Progression of this kind occurs, that Term of it which

stands in the some Line with the Term o of the first Progression, divided by

the Difference of the Terms, will compose the Quantity by which you are

to attempt the Division.

As if the Quantity be *'—xx—'iox~\-6, by substituting, one by one,

the Terms of this Progression i. o. — i, for x, there will arise the Num

bers —4, 6, -j- 14, which, together with all their Divisors, I place right

against the Terms of the Progression 1. o. — 1. after this Manner :

I 4 1. 2. 4. -4

0 6 1. 2. 3. 6.
~3

I H 1. 2. 7. 14. - 2

Then, because the highest Term ** is divisible by no Number but Unity,

I seek among the Divisors a Progression whose Terms differ by Unity, and

(proceeding from the highest to the lowest) decrease as the Terms of the

lateral Progression 1. o. — 1. And I find only one Progression of this Sort,

viz. 4.3. 2. whose Term therefore-]- 3 I chuse, which stands in the some

Line with the Term o of the first Progression 1. o. —1. and I attempt the

Division by x—3, and [find] it succeeds, there coming out aw—4x-\-z.

Again, if the Quantity be 6f—y3—2iyy-\-^y~\-2o, for y I substitute suc

cessively 1.0.—1. and the resulting Numbers 7. 20. 9. with all their Divisors,

I place by them as follows :

I 7

0 20

1 9

1.7.

I. 2. 4.5. 10. 20.

1-3-9

7-

4.

1.

And among the Divisors I perceive there is this decreasing Arithmetical Pro

gression 7. 4. 1. The Difference of the Terms of this Progression, viz. 3

divides the highest Term of the Quantity 6y+. Wherefore I adjoin the

Term -{-4, which stands [in the'Row] opposite to the Term o, divided by

the Difference of the Terms, viz. 3. and I attempt the Division by y-\-f,

or, which is the some Thing, by 3y-|-4, and .the Business succeeds, there

coming out z3y—%yy—331+5.

And so, it the Quantity be 24^—5oaM-49ct3—l^oa^-^S^a-^^i tnc

Operation will be as follows:

2 42 1. 2. 3. 6.7. 14.21.42

1 231.23.

o 30 1.2.3.5.6.10.15.30

-1297,1.3.9.11.27.33.99.297

,Jr3-+3-~Y 7-

-j-i.— 1 .-j- 1.

-1.—5.— 5.

—3-—9-—"•

I Here
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Here are three Progressions, whole Terms —i.—5.—5. divided by the Dif

ferences of the Terms 2, 4, 5, give three Divisors to be try'd a—j, a—£, and

a—£. And the Division by the last Divisor a—£, or 6a—5, succeeds, there

coming out 4a*—^a?-\-\aa—ioa—6.

If no Divisor occur by this Method, or none that divides the Quantity

propos'd, we are to conclude, that that Quantity does not admit a Divisor

of one Dimension. But perhaps it may, if it be a Quantity of more than

three Dimensions, admit a Divisor of two Dimensions. And if so, that Di

visor will be found by this Method. Substitute in that Quantity for the

Letter [or Species] as before, four or more Terms of this Progression 3, 2,

1. o.—1.—2.—3. Add and subtract singly all the Divisors of the Numbers

that result to or from the Squares of the correspondent Terms of that

Progression, multiply'd into some Numeral Divisor of the highest Term of

the Quantity propos'd, and place right against the Progression the Sums and

Differences. Then note all the collateral Progressions which run through

those Sums and Difference. Then suppose t C to be a Term of such a prime

Progression, and t B the Difference which arises by subducting t- C from

the next superior Term which stands against the Term 1 of the first Pro

gression, and A to be the aforesaid Numeral Divisor of the highest Term,

and / [to be] a Letter which is in the propos'd Quantity, then A//±B/±C

will be the Divisor to be try'd.

Thus suppose the propos'd Quantity to be #4—x*—gxx-\~i2x—6, for * I

write successively 3, 2, 1, o,— 1, and the Numbers that come out 39.6.1.—6a

—21.— 26. I dispose [or place] together with their Divisors in another Co

lumn in the fame Line with them, and I add and subtract the Divisors to and

from the Squares of the Terms of the first Progression, multiply'd by the

Numeral Divisor of the Term *4, which is Unity, viz. to and from the

Terms 9. 4.1.0.1.4, and I dispose likewise the Sums and Differences on the

Side. Then f write, as follows, the Progressions which occur among the

fame. Then I make use of the Terms of these Progressions 2 and —3, which

stand opposite eo the Term o in that Progression, which is in the first Co

lumn, successively

39

6

1

6

11

26

i-3-I3-39

1.2. 3. 6

1.

1.2. 3. 6

1.3. 7.21

1.2,13.26

—30.—4.6. 8. 1 0.1 2. 22.48

—2.1. 2.3.5. 6.7.10.

o. 2.

—6.—3.—2.-1.1.2.3.6

—20.— 6.—2.0.2.4.8.22

—22,—9,2.3.5.6.17.30

-4. 6

-*• 3

o. o

4-6

6-9

for T C, and I make use of the Differences that arise by subtracting these

Terms from the superior Terms o and o, viz. —2 and -j-3 respectively for
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qtB. AlsoUnityfor A ; and* for /. And soin theRoom of A//±B/± C,,

I have these two Divisors to try, viz. xx~\-zx—2, and xx—3^—j—3, by both

of which the Business succeeds.

Again, if the Quantity 3J5—6y*-\~y3— Zyy—i4>'-j-t4 be proposed, the

Operation will be as follows. First, I attempt the Business by adding and

subtracting to and from the Squares of the Terms of the Progression 1.0.

—1, making use of 1 first, but the Business does not succeed.

170

38

10

14

10

190

1.2.19.38

1.2. 5. 10

1.2. 7.14

1.2. 5.IO

17

12

3

o

3

12

-16—7. 10. 1 1. 1 3. 14.3 1.50

-7.—2. 1. 2.4.5. 8.13

-14—7-—*•—1 . 1 .2.7. 14

-7.—2.1.2.4.5.8.13

-7-

-7,

"7-

-7-

~7>

■1 1

5

- 1

' 7

Wherefore, in theRoom ofA, I make use of 3, the other Divisor os the highest

Term ; and these Squares being multiply'd by 3, I add and subtract the

Divisors to and from the Products, viz. 12.3.0.3. and I find these two Pro

gressions in the resulting Terms, —7.—7.—7.—7, and ir. 5.-— 1.—7. For

Expedition fake, I had neglected the Divisors of the outermost Terms i7o;

and 1 90. Wherefore, the Progressions being continued upwards and down

wards, I take the next Terms, viz. —7 and 1 7 at the Top, and —7 and

—13 at Bottom, and I try if these being subducted from the Numbers 27

and 12, which stand against them in the 4th Column, [their] Differences di

vide those [Numbers] 170 and 190, which stand against them in the second

Column. And the Difference between 27 and —7, that is, 24, divides 170 ;

and the Difference of 12 and —7, that is, 19, divides 190. Also the Dif

ference between 27 and 17, that is, 10, divides 170, but the Difference be

tween 12 and —13, that is, 25, does not divide 190. Wherefore I reject the

latter Progression. According to the former, t C is —7, and t B is no

thing -, the Terms of the Progression having no Difference. Wherefore the

Divisor to be try'd A//±B/±C will be 3;)'-f"7- And the Division suc

ceeds, there coming out y*—tyy—2y-\^i.

If after this Way, there can be found no Divisor which succeeds, we are

to conclude, that the propos'd Quantity will not admit of a Divisor of

two Dimensions. The fame Method may be extended to the Invention of

Divisors of more Dimensions, by seeking in the aforesaid Terms and Dif

ferences, not Arithmetical Progressions, but some others, the first, second,

and third Differences of whose Terms are in Arithmetical Progression : But

the Learner ought not to be detain'd about them.

Where there are two Letters in the propos'd Quantity, and all its Terms

ascend to equally high Dimensions ; put Unity for one of those Letters,

then
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then, by the "preceding Rules, seek a Divisor, and compleat the deficient

Dimensions of this Divisor, by restoring that Letter for Unity. As if the

Quantity be 6y+—c)3—u ccyy-\~ic3y~-zot*, where al! the Terms are of four

Dimensions, , for c 1 put i, and the Quantity becomes 6y*—y3—n^y-f ^y-\-

20, whose Divisor, as above, is iy-\~± ; and having compleated the deficient

Dimension of the last Term by a [correspondent] Dimension of c, you have

3>-f4^ [for]] the Divisor sought. So, if the Quantity be a4—bx3—$bbxx-\-

I zb3x—61*, putting I for b, and having sound xx~\-zx—z the Divisor of

the resulting Quantity *♦—x3—i$xx~\-izx—6, I compleat its deficient Di

mensions by [respective] Dimensions of b, and so I have xx-\-zbx~\-zbb the

Divisor sought.

Where there are three or more Letters in the Quantity propos'd, and all

its Terms ascend to the same Dimensions, the Divisor may be found by the

precedent Rules ; but more expeditiousty after this Way : Seek all the Di

visors of all the Terms in which some [one] of the Letters is not, and also

of all the Terms in which some other of the Letters is not; as also of all the

Terms in which a third, fourth and fifth Letter is not, if there are so many

Letters; and so run over all the Letters: And in the fame Line with those

Letters place the Divisors respectively. Then fee if in any Series of Divi

sors going through all the Letters, all the Parts involving, only one Letter

can be as often found as there are Letters (excepting only one) in the Quan

tity propos'd ; and [likewise] if the Parts involving two Letters [may be

found] as often as there are Letters (excepting two) in the Quantity pro

pos'd. If so, all those Parts taken together under their [proper] Signs will

be the Divisor sought.

As if there were propos'd the Quantity \zx3—ij.bxx-^ycxx—izbbx—

6bcx~^-Sccx-\-Sb*—vibbc—£tbcc\-6c3 ; the Divisors of one Dimension of the

Terms 8b3—izbbe—^bcr-\-6c3 ; in which x is not sound out (by the preceding

Rules) will be zb—3s, and \b—6c; and of the Terms izx3-\-^cxx-\-Sccx-\-

6c\ in which b is not, there will be only one Divisor 4*^-3^ ; and of

the Terms \zx3— \aJ>xx— 1 zbbx-\-Sb*, in which there is not c, there will be

the Divisors zx—b and 4*—zb. I dispose these Divisors in the fame Lines

with the Letters x, b, ct as you here see ;

zb—3c. \b—6c,

4*-f-3s-

ix—b. 4#—-zb.

Since there are three Letters, and each of the Parts of the Divisors only in

volve one of the Letters, those Parts ought to be found twice in the Series of

Divisors. But the Parts 4b, 6c, zx,b of the Divisors 4b—6c and zx—b, on

ly occur once, and are not sound any where out of those Divisors whereof

they
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they are Parts. "Wherefore I neglect those Divisors. , There remain only

three Divisors ib—$c, ^x-^^c, and 4*—zb. These are in the Series going

through all the Letters x, b, c, and each of the Parts 2b, xc, 4*, are found

in them twice as ought to be, and that with the fame Signs, if only the

Signs of the Divisor zb—3c be changed, and in its place you write —zb-\~

3c For you may change the Signs of any Divisor. I take therefore all

the Parts of these, viz. zb, $c, 4.x once [apiece] under their [proper] Signs,

and the Aggregate —ib-j-^c-^-^x will be the Divisor which was to be found.

For if by this you divide the propos'd Quantity, there will come out %xx—

zbx-\-zcc—46b.

Again, if the Quantity be 12*5—io«a4—gb*.*—l6a'x*-\-i2abxa \-6bbx3-\-

24flJx#—8aabxx—8abbxx—Zjtb%xx-—^.aibx-\-6aabbx—izal3x-\-i8b+x -\- iza*b

-j-%zaab3—izb*, I place the Divisors of the Terms in which x is not, by x ;

and those Terms in which a is not, by a ; and those in which b is not, by b,

as you here fee. Then I perceive that all those that are but of one Dimension are

x

a

b

b. zb. 4b. aa-\~%bb. zaa~\~6bb. \aa-\-\zbb.

bb—xaa. zbb—-6aa. qbb—naa.

4**—$bx-\-zbb. 1 zxx—zbx-\-6bb.

x. ix. xx—Ard. 6x—8a. $xx—^ax. 6xx—8ax.

zxx-\-ax—%aa. 4jcx-\-zax—6aa.

to be rejected, because the Simple ones, b. zb. 4b. x. zx, and the Parts of the

compounded ones, ix—4a. 6x—8a, are sound but once in all the Divisors ;

but there are three Letters in the propos'd Quantity, and those Parts in

volve but one, and so ought to be found twice. In like Manner, the Di

visors of two Dimensions, aa-^-^bb. zaa-\~6bb. 4aa-\-i zbb. bb—7,aa. and ^bb

—naa I reject, because their Parts aa. zaa. 4aa. bb. and ^bb. involving

only one Letters or b, are not found more than once. But the Parts zbb

and 6aa of the Divisor zbb—6aa, which is the only remaining one in the

Line with x, and which likewise involve only one Letter, are found again

[or twice], viz. the Part zbb in the Divisor 4**—\bx-\-zbb, and the Part

6aa in the Divisor 4xx-\-zax—6aa. Moreover, these three Divisors are in

a Series standing in the fame Lines with the three Letters x, a, b ; and all

their Parts zbb, 6aa, 4xx, which involve only one Letter, are found twice

in them, and that under their proper Signs ; but the Parts %bx, zax, which

involve two Letters, occur but once in them. Wherefore, all the divers

Parts of these three Divisors, zbb, 6aa, 4.XX, %bx, zax, connected under

their proper Signs, will make the Divisors sought, viz. zbb—6aa~\~4xx—^bx

-\-zax. I therefore divide the Quantity propos'd by this [Divisor] and there

arises 3a3—^axx—zaab—6b3.

K If
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If all the Terms of any Quantity are not equally high, the deficient Di

mensions must be filled up by the Dimensions of any assumed Letter •, then

having found a Divisor by the precedent Rules, the assumed Letter is to be

blotted out. As if the Quantity be nx3—\\bxx-\^xx—izbbx—6bx-\~8x-\'

8Æ3—12^«—4&-\-6 •, assume any Letter, as s, and fill up the Dimensions! of

the Quantity propos'd by its Dimensions, after this Manner, izx3—14&**

•bycxx—izbbx—6bcx-\-8ccx-\-8b3—'i2.bbc—iJbcc-\-dc3. Then having found

out its Divisor 4*—ib-\sc, blot out c, and you'll have the Divisor required,

viz, 4#—1^-}-3.

Sometimes Divisors may be found more easily than by these Rules. As if

some Letter in the propos'd Quantity be of only one Dimension, you may

seek for the greatest common Divisor of the Terms in which that Letter is

found, and of the remaining Terms in which it is not found •, for that Di

visor will divide the whole. And if there is no such common Divisor, there

will be no Divisor of the whole. For example : If there be propos'd the

Quantity x*—3^*'—8aaxx-\-\8a3x—cx3-\-acxx-\-8aacx—6a3c—- 8a*, let there

be sought the common Divisor of the Terms —cx3-\-acxX'\-8aacx—~6a3c, in

which c is only of one Dimension, and of the remaining Terms x*—gax3—

8a«xx-j-i8a3x—8a4, and that Divisor, viz. xx-\-zax—zaa, will divide the

whole Quantity.

But the greatest common Divisor of two Numbers, if it is not known [or

does not appear] at first Sight, is found by a perpetual Subtraction of the

less from the greater, and of the Remainder from the [last Quantity] sub

tracted ; and that will be the sought Divisor, which leaves nothing. Thus,

to find the greatest common Divisor of the Numbers 103 and 66y, subtract

thrice 203 from 667, and the Remainder 58 thrice from 203, and the Re

mainder 29 twice from 58, and there will remain nothing-, which shews, that

2p is the Divisor sought.

After the same Mannnr the common Divisor in Species, when it is com

pounded, is found, by subtracting either Quantity, or its Multiple, from

the other ; if those Quantities and the Remainder be ordered [or ranged]

according to the Dimensions of any Letter, as is shewn in Division, and be

each Time managed by dividing them by all their Divisors, which are either

Simple, or divide each of its Terms as if it were a Simple one. Thus, to

find the greatest common Divisor of the Numerator and Denominator of

1 ■ c- *■ x*—iax*—8aaxx-\r\8a3x—8a* .
this Fraction xi—axx—8aax-$-6a3 » multiply the Denominator by x,

that its first Term may become the fame with the first Term of the Numerator.

Then subtract it, and there will remain —zax3-\-i za3x—8a*, which, being

rightly ordered by dividing by —za, becomes x3—Saxl-\-^a3. Subtract

this from the Denominator, and there will remain —axx—zaax-\-za3 ; which

again divided by —a becomes xx-\-zax—zaa. Multiply this by x, that its

first
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first Term may become the same with the first Term of the last subtracted

Quantity *'—6aax-\-^a%, from which it is to be [likewise] subtracted, and

there will remain—zaxx-—^aax-^-^a3, which divided by —za, becomes also

xxJL^2.ax—laa. And since this is the fame with the former Remainder, and

consequently being subtracted from it, wil! leave nothing, it will be the

Divisor sought ; by which the propos'd Fraction, by dividing both the Nu

merator and Denominator by it, may be reduced to a more Simple one, viz. tc*

xx—5ax-\-4aa.

And so, if you have the Fraction

6a*-|-i e;a4b~—4a3cc— I oaabcc

ga3b—zjaabc—babce-j-l^bi*

its Terms must be first abbreviated, by dividing the Numerator by aa, and

the Denominator by j,b : Then subtracting twice %a3— paac— zacc-\-6c3

from 6a3-\-i $aab— \acc— iobcc, there will remain t gf aa ,

Which being ordered, by dividing each Term by $k-\-6e after the same

Way as if tjb-h6c was a simple Quantity, it becomes %aa—-zee. This be

ing multiply'd by a, subtract it from $a3—9aac—zacc+6c3, and there

will remain —gaac-\-b~c3: which being again ordered by a Division by —3c,

becomes also %aa—zee, as before. Wherefore ^aa—zee is the Divisor sought.

Which being found, divide by it the Parts of the propos'd Fraction, and

,„ zc?-\-e,aab
you 11 have—; ;—■•

* %ab—ybc

Now, if a common Divisor cannot be found after this Way, it is certain-

there is none at all i unless, perhaps, it be one of the Terms that abbreviate

the Numerator and Denominator of the Fraction : As, if you have the Frac-

aadd—-ccdd—aacc-^- c* ,*.».--. .*, *•

tI0n taad—tacd—zacc+tc" and so d,fP°se ltiTerms> according to the

aa ,,—aacc
Dimensions of the d, that the Numerator may become dd . 4 , and

the Denominator ^aad m~Za'c This must first be abbreviated, by divi-

— qae -f-2c* . '

ding each Term of the Numerator by aa—ee, and each of the Denominator

by za—zc, just as if aa—cc and 20—zc were simple Quantities ; and so, in

Room of the Numerator there will come out dd—cc, and in Room of the

the Denominator zad—cc, from which, thus prepared, no common Divisor

can be obtained. But, out of the Terms aa—cc and 2a—2c, by which both

the Numerator and Denominator are abbreviated, there comes out a Di

visor, viz. a—ct by which the Fraction may be reduced to this, viz.

add-*?
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—"*~J • Now, if neither the Terms aa—cc and ui—zc had
^aa—^zcc

not had a common Divisor, the propos'd Fraction would have been irre

ducible.

And this is a general Method of finding common Divisors ; but most

commonly they are more expeditioufly found by seeking all the prime Di

visors of either of the Quantities ; that is, such as cannot be divided by

Others, and then by trying if any of them will divide the other without a

Remainder. Thus, to reduce
a3—aab-\-abb—b*

to the least Terms, you
aa—ab

must find the Divisors of the Quantity aa—ab-, viz. a and <j—b \ then you

must try whether either a, or a—b> will also divide a3—aab-\-abb—b\ with

out any Remainder.

The End os the Third PART.

•
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ARITHMETICAL INSTITUTIONS.

PART IV,

Of the Doctrine of Equations.

CHAP. I.

Of Equations in General*

Definition I.

4*5
;. A N Equation is the Expression of the Equality between two or more

jCx. Quantities, whereof one or more is unknown.

Definition II.

416. The Regiftring an Equation is the noting down in the Margin how it

is formed from one or more preceding ones ; as in the following Process :

•where note, that if any Number be inserted in the Register which is not the

Number of some foregoing Step, it is distinguished by a Line drawn over

its Head, as the Number 5 in the 9th Step following.

Register. | Steps. Process. | Explanation.

1 a = 24

e — 8

a-i-e—32

a—c = 16

ae~- 192

The first Step.

2 The second Step.

3

4

5

1st Step added to the Second.

I 2 2d Step subtracted from the First.

1X2 1st Step multiplied into the Second.

i-r 2 6
a

1st Step divided by the Second.7= 3

*©-■

7 cV~ 64 2d Step squared.

4 twz
8

9

The Square Root ofthe 4th Step,

2d Step less g
*—~5 '—5=3

6, 9> 10

æ -

6th Step compared with the j?th.

A And



And this Method of Registring Operations was first Introduced by the in

genious Dr. 'John Pell.

Definition III.

427. Reduction of Equations is the bringing an unknown Quantity to

one fide, that its Value may be discovered ; and is performed six several

Ways, viz. by Addition, Subtraclm, Multiplication, Division^ Involutions

and Evolution.

Definition IV.

428. Reduction by Addition is the transposing or removing a Defective

Quantity to the contrary side of the given Equation, with the Sign ■+■ before

ic. Ex. gr.

If

then because

1 I a—x—z

2 I x^=x *

3 1 a=z-{-x (In. 60, 68.)

Definition V.

429. Reduction by Subtraction, is the removing a Positive Quantity to

the contrary side of the Equation, with the Sign — before it. Ex+gr.

If

then because

a-f-x=z

x^=x

<z=z—x (In 63, 68.)

Corollary I.

430. Hence it is plain that any Quantity may be transposed to the con

trary side by only changing its Sign.

Corollary II.

431. And if the fame Quantity be affected with the fame Sign on both

sides an Equation, or with different Signs on the fame side, it destroys it

self. Ex. gr. If b-\-ic=b-+-y, then by subtracting b from both sides of the

Equation, zc=^y. So if y—a=r—a by adding a to both sides, y=r.

Corollary III.

432. If all the Terms in an Equation be transposed to the fame side,

they will equal o. Ex. gr. If a~x—z, then a—x -rz. — 0. If aa—zba-^bb

then aa—iba,—bb—o (In. 64.)

Definition
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Definition VI.

433. ReduBion by Multiplication is the bringing an Equation out of

Fractions, by multiplying their Denominators, into every Term of the

Equation. Ex.gr. ,

ixb

Zxc

z^acd

a dd ad

T "~ be "~* Tb

_ dd ad ,_
a ~ 7 — f (In- 7i.)

ca— dd — — (In. 71.)

b

bca = bdd — aed

5 *bca -j- aed = Wtf. (In. 428.)

Definition VII.

434. ReduBion by Division is performed by dividing the highest Power

of the unknown Quantity by every Factor into which it is multiplied,

and every Term in the Equation by every Factor which can be found

in them all.

i-rb

2+b

Example 1.

£V—bca-bd—b

bax—ca—d—i (In. yy.)

c d— 1 ,T .
a*— _„=___ (In. 77-0

i~b

i-rb—c

Example 2.

1 VLal—bca%—bd—V

2 ba1—caz—d— 1

b—c

Definition VIII.

42$. ReduBion by Involution is the bringing an Equation out of Surds by

transposing the Surd Quantity to one fide, and then involving each fide as the

fractional Exponent shall direct.

Example
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Example i.

Suppose

i—x

2(GHJ

1—yy

3~\-a\ya—yy

6-ry

a x~\-2axx—xl 3-j-*— rt

azx~\-2axx—a3 3~æ—x

(fx-\-iaxx—x3=a3—^x-^^ax1—a3 (In. 146.)

Example 2.

y—\ay-{-yy—a\ya—yy-*1

>>—ay-\~yy—a\ya—yf (In. 146.)

o—ay— a\ya—yy a

i 1

a \ya—yy *=*y\ or ya—y* ' — y (In. 434.)

ya—y* = y- (In. 146.)

ya—2y\

a—2y

Definition. IX.

436. ReclubTion by Evolution is performed by bringing all the Powers of the

Quantity sought to one side of the Equation, and then extracting the Root>

as the highest Exponent of the unknown Quantity lhall direct.

Suppose

i-\-zac

2UU*

3—<

iiu.1

Example 1.

aa-\-cc=bb—lac

aa-\-2ac-\-cc—bb

a-\-c—b (In. 146.)

a—b—c

Examples 2.

ai— X*-\-3*%z-\-3xz*-\*?

Æ=Li^i (in. T46 & 158.)

v3

Example



in

Suppofe

Or

>+i

3—a

4©-"-

Example a.

I [ . *

I \cc—. 3fff2±»£«^ -L_ff=

W

5+3"'.

6—Zfa

8-f-2d—b

4

5

7

8

9

to

^~3«H-*"**~+j=4' (In.

_ ee

l> J

h

418.)

bb—3«H-zm*-+ « = c

££—3fl»'-+-Zf«* =*—a

££—3 a*-{-i«=f*—aw-j-«*

bb-h1ca—f—ica-\-^ax

bb—cc—4fa-j-4fl»

*=*—2a

j—b

z

Partition T.

438. The prime Diftinction of Equations is into Final and Mixed.

CHAP.. II.

Of Final Equations in General.

De fini t ion X.

437- A Final Equation is that which contains it but one unknown Quantity

JC\. of which kind are all the Examples hitherto brought.

Definition XI.

439. In every Equation where ever a known Quantity is multiplied into an'

unknown one, the former is called the Coefficient of the latter: as the Quan

tities /*,/>, in the Equations tf-^na^pa—q.

B jpEFINITION-
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Definition XII.

440. Tirol Equations are said to be of Ore, Two, three, tec. Dimensions^

according as the highest Powers of their unknown Quantities are of Ore,

Two, Three, &c. Dimensions : Thus a-j-lr=c is an Equation of One Dimension;

aa-\-a=b an Equation of Two Dimensions j a3~\-a*=b of Three ; a*—b—c of

Four, &c.

Partition II.

441. And those Equations.which arc only of ox\t Dimension are termed Simple,

the rest Compound.

';; i

Definition XIII.

442. That Compound Equation is said to be Quadratic, where the highest

Dimension of the unknown Quantity is a Square ; that Cubic, where it is a

Cube ; that Biquadratic, where it is a Biquadrate ; &c.

Definition XIV.

443. The Root or first Power of the unknown Quantity is called the Root

of the Equation.

DEFINITION AV.

444. And the Sum of all the known Quantities, which are not multiplied

into the Root or any Power of it under their proper Signs, is called the Absolute

Partition III.

445. Compound Equations are either Inadfecled or Jdfetled.

Definition XVI.

446. A Compound Inadfecled Equation is that which has its unknown

Quantity of the fame Dimension in every Term where it occurs ; as in these

ar—b—c, xa1—%.a3=d or ' a3=d. &c.
—z

Corollary IV.

447. Therefore the Management of Compound Inadfecled Equations is di

rectly as Simple Equations, only extracting the Root besides, at the End of

the Reduction, according as the Exponent shall direct.

Definition
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Definition XVII.

448. An Adse&ed Equation is that which has its unknown Quantity indif

ferent Dimensions.

Partition IV.

449. AdseSfed Equations arc cither Compleat or Incompkal.

Definition XVIII.

450. A Compleat AdseHed Equation has all the inferior Powers to the highest

of the unknown Quantity compleat, as in these zaa—\6—14a, <\a3-\-«L—z 2-4-

3ctct, a4—6al=78—la3-\-at za*—3a4+6«3—al-\-a—62t &V.

Definition XIX.

451. In all AdfeRed Equations let the Terms be disposed to the fame fide of

the Equation, according to the Dimensions of the unknown Quantity, viz.

let the highest Dimensions be placed the first to the Left-hand, the' next

highest the second, and so on, in snch sort that the Absolute Number be always

the last Term, and if the first Term have a Coefficient, divide all by that.

And this 1 cz\\\Preparing an Equation -, Ex. gr. the Equation 4ra3-\-a—i2-\-2a'-

by due Preparation becomes a3—^a*-f-£<3=*/=V> ora3— 4**-{-£ct, V=o

(In. 432.) So la*—3<j*-[-6a3—a*-\-a =62 becomes a5 — f«4-}- 3a3 — jV 4-

$a—31=0. * '

Scholium I.

451. And note (in this Preparation) if the highest Dimension of the un

known Quantity be defective, all the Terms are to be transposed to the contrary-

side i Ex. gr. the Equation, 16—iaa=i4a, becomes a*~hja—8=0. Or if you

please the Absolute Number may be supposed to be multiplied into a°=i

(In. 154.) thus ct*-f"7ctI—8a°—o.

Corollary V.

45-3. Whence every Compleat Adsected Equation is of one Term more

than the Number of its Dimensions (In. 407.)

Definition XX.

454. An Incompleat Adsefted Equation, is that which wants some of the

inferior Powers of its unknown Quantity to render it Compleat ; as the Equa

tions «*—*=10 or a3--«— iosl°=o, where the second Term *• is wanting:

And
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And 3^= 1925—2a* or by Preparation ct4-j-fa'—641s=0, where the se

cond Teim a* and the fourth Term a' are wanting.

Co*OLLAR T VI.

455. Whence an Incompleat Quadratic Equation cannot be Adfebled.

Scholium IT.

456. Every Compound Equation may be considered as a Compleat Adfeclei

one, by supplying the Term or Terms which are wanting with a Cypher

before them, thus, a1—bb=o is azJroa':—bbaa=o ; a3—ct'—iOct*=o is a3-\-oa*

•—a1— io«°=o ; sl44-t«2— ""=0 ha*-{-oa1-\-fat-\-oa'—i-2fi-a0=Oi a1

—I1—o is a3-\-oal-\<>al—£3=o, &V.

Corollary VII.

457. If therefore a be put for the Root, m for the Exponent of its highest Po

wer ; n for the Sum of all the Coefficients of a""1 under their proper Signs \p

for the Sura of all the Coefficients of am~* ; q ofam—* ; r of a*-*, &c. then all

Compound Equations whatever, after due Preparation, will be universally

represented by a" ± na™-~1 ±pa"~:i ± qam~3 ± ram-~4 ± sam~J, 6JV. :=:o i. e. all

Quadratic Equations by a'-±nat±pa"=^o % all Cubics by a^ uax± pal± qa°=o:

all Biquadratics by a*±nai±pdL'£.qaI±ra°—o, &c. according as m is put for

Partition V.

458. Prepared Equations in regard to then-Roots, may be distinguished

into Explicable, and Inexplicable.

CHAP. III.

Of Explicable Equations..

Definition. XXI.

459. A N Explicable Equation, is that which consists of as many Roots as

J^\Dimensions, Ex. gr. Suppose the unknown Quantity a to have

two values, viz. a~±b, and a~£iC, whence a^b—o and «^f=o, then the

Product
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Product of a^b^=oXa?pc~o will compofe an univerfal Quadratic Equation,

a**ba*ca*br=o or <z*t a^bc—6- (In. 457.) whofe Roots are ±b and ± r,

and q=^qv=T» and ?$bc—-zp.

Suppofe a again to have a third Value, viz. a—±dt -whence <rr</i=o, then

this multiplied into the Quadratic Equation will compofe an unjverfal Cubit

b be . ". I

Equation, <j3=f c a** bda^bcd~o (In. 457.) whofe R-opts are ±£|, ±c and

d cd

±d, and Tb^c^d—^n, *bc*bd^cd=^p, and ^bcch=^q^ '.. ]

Again, fuppofe a to have a fourth Value, viq. a^^kf, . whence aff—o.,

then this multiplied into the Cubic Equation will, compofe an univerfal Bi-

quadratic Equation «4* ca'* If «*=? »ir a^kdf=o (In. 457.) whofe

/ «f ' f

Roots are ±£, ±r, ±d, and ±/ •, and *h*cfdrf~^n} j$/&bd^ftzd?cf==q!pt

^bcdztbcfifbdfetdf=^q, and ^bcdf=^r.

And thus by iuppofing « to have a fifth, fixth, feventh, &c. Value may

univerfal Equations be raifed of five, fix, feven, &V. Dimenfiqns. And

all Equations thus compofed are termed Explicabit.-

Corollary- VItL / j

460. Hence in every Explicable Equation the Co- efficient n oF the fecohd

Term is equal to the Sum of the Roots affected with the contrary Signs ;

the Co-efficient of the third Term p is equal co the Sum of the Products of

every two Roots ; the Co-efficient of the fourth Term q to tha Siim of the

Products of every three Roots ; the Co-efficient of the fit th Tcrnji r to the

Sum of the Produ&s of every four Roots, &c. to the laft Term or ab-

folute Number, which is equal to the Product of all the Roots multiplied

one into another.

For the Illuftration of which take the following Examples : ,

Example



Example I.

«= — c

ix4-a

i x4-s

3T4

5*+fl

7 + 8

i ta —b — o

2 \a -j- c — o

ax—ba

-j- ca — be

d*^ a—bc=o (In. 71.)

>—i—o

9 x a.

9*f

9

10

3T^<*t—bea

—<k5

—J —k '.

11

12

Il + i:

S -X-ca* ->rbdabbed—o

Id -ed

«3

—b —be

a* -\<a} 4-bda* +beda

Id -ed

—bf —bef

_L.fai ^cfa* -\-bdfa+bcdf

—ds —eds

* —be

__j J^ki -\-bcd

-*

#

-eds

Example 2..

a-^b 1 1 1 «■—fc=o

a=—b\ 2 I a+&—o

IXrt

ixi

2 I fl* tst

J | ^4a—bb

3+4

$xa

£X 2

7T8"

5 !$=*•—*•

6 a—b^o

a'—b'a
—bal-}-P

ai—ba'—b^o^-bt-o

1 ■.

.■ • » Is

If
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If in the first Example above -^-b — ^-2, —c —— 3, -j-</ = -J-4, •—/=

— 5, then the Quadratic Equation (Step 5.) will be a*-\-a—6=0 : the Cubic

Equation (Step 9.) will be a3—3«a—I0sl-f"24z=0: the Biquadratic Equation

(Step 13.) will be st4-J-i48—25«a—26J-J-120—o. And each of these Roots

or Values of a substituted in the last Equation will make the whole equal

to nothing.

Corollary IX.

461. Hence whenever one Root of any Equation is found, if we divide

by that Root, the Equation will still be reduced" to one Dimension lower.

Ex. yr. in the Equation cs-^-ta*—$a—6=0, if we have one Root fojnd,

viz. a~ —1, or<j+i=o, then dividing by a-\-\ — o, the Quotient will be

a+a—6=0 the Cubic Equation reduced to a Quadratic. And if again

this latter Equation be divided by a~=-z or a—2=0, the Result will be a-j-j

=0, or a=—3 the Quadratic Equation reduced to a Simple one.

Problem I.

462. In any Explicable Equation am±na"^1±pa'"~i±qam—z±ramr* &c.

= ofrom the given Coefficients s, p, qt r, sy &c. to find the Sum of the

Squares, Cubes, Biquadrates, t£c. of their Roots, under their proper

Signs.

Effetl'wn.

For n put A = the Sum of all the Roots under its contrary Sign (In. 461.)

and make .8= the Sum of the Squares of the said Roots, C= the Sum of

all the Cubes, D = the Sum of all the Biquadrates, E= the Sum of all the

Fifth Powers, &V. then I fay that «»—2/>=£, or nA—2p=B, nB—pA-\-7a

=C, nC—fB+fA—4r=zDt nD—pC4-qB—rA~{-$s-E, &c. ' '

You have the Demonstration of this in the annexed Scheme.

Scholium

•



Scholium III.

46 j. But note, that became // the Sum of all the 1 ft Powers is here taken

under the contrary Sign (In. 461.) therefore the Sums of all the odd Powers,

viz. C, E, G, I, &V. (or the 3d, 5th, 7th, 9th, &c. Powers) are by the

foregoing Problem always exhibited under their contrary Signs.

Ex.gr. Suppofe the Equation a*—ia»—i3a*-|-i4«-j-24= °» whofe Roots

are —i-\-i—3+4—^=H""2- confequently 2£=+i~f~4~f-9-f-i 6=4-30, C=—

1-4-8—17-|-64=+44» -Z?=+i+i6-h8i-|-256=-f-354. £=.1.4-32—243+

1024=^812, /r=:-|-'i-|-64--f-729-j-4096=-f-4890, fcfr. But by the Co

efficients A—rr=—2, />==—13, q=-\-\4y r=-|-*4- whence B—nA—ip=-

p^x3J|_|Z^6==_}_4-J-26=-{-30(In. 383, 392.) C=»5—^>^-{-3f=p2

x+3°l"~l—i3x4~2| +42= ~~6° —26-j-42 = —44 : D—nC—pB-\-qA-^^r

= |—2*—44I— I—jjXv^oj — J—I4X—^\ — 96= 4-884- 390— 28—96

=4-354: £=»Z>—pC+qB—r^4-5i=f—3 x-f3 54— |—1 3 K—44 +14*30

—I4-24X=2 4^-5x0=—708—57 1-4-4204- 48=—8 1 2 : F—nE—pD-faC—rB

-\*sA— 6t— pi*—812.I —i=jix-fi54l+ l+I4x~44I—Z4x3o=i6l4+

4602—616—720=4-4890: &e.

Again fuppofe the Equation a*-\-za—5a—6=0 whofe Roots are —i-\-t

and —3, whence A=-—2, JS==4~I4» ^=—zo> 25=:*-J—9 g, &c. But by the

Coefficients, ^=«=4"2» f=z^~'St <p-—*-6, whence 5=4-14- 0=4"*°- -9=

4-98, &ff.

Laftly fuppofe the Equation a-—19^4-30=0, or <j*4-o«*—i<)a-\~3CP=o

whofe Roots are 4"t4"3—5> whence A=o, £=30, C=—90, D=722, &o

Bvit by the Coefficients A=h=o, -6=38, C=90, D—yit, &c.

Corolla ry X.

464. Hence we may learn a Method to find the Roots of Expficable Equa'

thus nearly, as follows. All 2d, 4th, 6th, 8th, &c. Powers are Pofitive

Quantities, whether their Roots be Pofitive or Defective (In. 393.) confequent

ly the Terms B, Z>, F, H,&c. found as above, are everyone greater than the

refpective Homologous Powers raifed from the greateft Root of the given

Equation, whether that Root be Pofitive or Defective : Or, which is the

fame thing B* D* F 6 IP &c. are every one greater than the faid greateft

Root
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Root (In. 22.) But D4 is nearer equal to it than B*, F6 than D*, H* than

x a j. .:

F6,K ''than //*, C5V. ad infinitum : Whence it is easy to conceive, how

the greatest Root of any given Equation may be approached to, nearer and

nearer. Ex. gr. Suppose the Equation a*—ia}— i3ct*-f'i4«-{-P4=o were

given to be resolved. Here £=30, £=354, ^=4890, #=7*354, &c.

therefore £'=5. 4 BV. D*=4-3J fcfV. i? =4-q9 &?*. # ^=4.04 cifr. and

consequetny if the Root bean Integer it cannot exceed ±4. I try therefore

by substituting -j-4 for the Root which does not succeed, but —4 succceeds.

And the Equation being divided by sl-f"4—° IS reduced to this Cubic one

ia3-['Zat—5«—6=0.

Problem II.

405. In a given Explicable Equation, to find how ma.ny of its Roots are

Positive, and how many Defective.

EffeXion.

When the Equation is prepared, as is directed above, begin at the Left-

hand, -and count howCfninges there are in the-Sign« -from -\~ to—and from—

to -[-,-and as many Changes as there are, so many are -the Positive Roots ; and

as many Successions as there are of the fame Sign without Change, so many are

the Defective Reots. Ex. gr. In the Equation a*-^-2a}—25a2—z6a-\~izo—o

theSigns are -J—•{-— ' [-, which mews that thereare two Positive Roots,

■because there are two Changes of the Signs, viz. from -j- to —, and from —

again into -j-; also two -Defective ones, because there are two Successions of

the fame Sign; viz. -{--]- and — —: Again, in the Equation a6—29sl4-f-

244a1—576=0, or a6-\-oa*—29/14—osl3-j-i44slM~°ct—576=0, the Signs

are -j--r'—' f~ -1 » which shews that there are three Positive Roots and

three Defective ones, because there are three Changes of ihe Signs, and three

Successions of the fame Sign. Where note, that in this Cafe the bigns of the

insignificant -Terms, or those which are taken to fill up the Equatipn, as the

Terms oa5, Ca1, oa above, must always be of the fame Affection with the

significant Term immediately foregoing.

Corollary XI.

466. If therefore the Roots of a given Equation be Rational, they may be

discovered by seeking what two Factors, if the Equation be Quadratic ;

what three, if it be Cubic •, what four, if it be Biquadratic, &c. do make a

Product equal to the last Term, and a Sum equal to the Coefficient of the

second Term with its contrary Sign : The Factors thus found are the Roots

fought, and by substituting each in the Equation, will make the Whole equal

to nothing.

D Example



Example I.

Let it be required to find the Roots of the Equation a*-\-6a—i6=(z.

Here the Number of the Roots are two (In. 459.) the one Positive and the

other Defective (In. 465.) then all the Divisors in the Absolute Number 16

are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, among which I am to find two, whose Sum will make—6

the Coefficient of the second Term with its contrary Sign (In. 463.) but

there are no other two among them of contrary Affections whose Sum

will make —6, and Product —16, but +2 and —8, therefore -}-z and —8

are the Roots required: for a—2=oXa-|-8=o=«*4 6a—16=0. And if

-f-z and —8 be each seMituted for a} it. will be,

In the former Case.

a* = +1*' = 4

{-6sl=46xl—"i"*11

—16=—i5=—16

In the latter. Case.

<*'=—8x—8=4 64

464=4 6x—8=—48

—16=—16= —16

i*-\-6a— 16=0= 0 a*-\-6a— 16 =

Example 2.

' Let it be required to find the Roots of the Equation a?—a1-— 1 ya—15=0.

Here the Number of Roots are three (In. 459-) one Positive and two De

fective (In. 465.) then because 15=1x3x5, and —-i—3-f.5=_j-i, the Cor

efficientof the second Terrawith its contrary Sign ; therefore —r, —3, and

-{-5 are the Roots required for a-^-i—o^a^—oy-a—5=0 =ar—a*—ija—

15=0. And if—1, —3* +5 be each substituted for 0, it will be

-j-ct3= —i* = ___ —1

—ct *=—1—1 x.—1= —1

—i7ct=—17X—1 =+17

—15= —15-—15

4-sl'=—35=_ —27

—«'=— I—3*—3~ —9

—i7a-—i7x—3=4-51

—15= —15=— 15

«»—a*—17a—15= o _ <*'—a*—17a—15=

4-a»=-f-53= '+125-

—*'=—5a= —15

—17*=—i7>H-5=—^

—15=—15= —15

, 'k

A*—tfa—17a—15= O

= o

Scholium
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Scholium IV.

467. The main of what is delivered in this and the two following Chapters,

was first invented by that great Improver of Modern Algebra, and Honour

to his Country, the celebrated Mr. Thomas Harriot ; who, as Dr. Wallis in

forms us, died Anno i6zi, aged about 60 Years, and was interr'd in

St. Christophers Church London.

CHAP. III.

Cn Inexplicable Equations.

Definition XXII.

Equa,

mentions,

468. "XNexplicahk Equations are such as have not so many Roots as Di-

Partition VI»

469. And these are either Total or Partial.

Definition XXIII.

470. An Equation Totally Inexplicable is that which has no real or possible

Roots in Nature, either Positive or Defective, but only such as are supposed

to be extracted from a Defective Square, Biquadrate, sixth Power, fcjV.

which is impossible (In. 394.) therefore the Roots of such Equations are

called impossible or imaginary ; whose Composition is as follows. Suppose

a=.b—J—2 * and <?=£-{-[—% *, or which is the fame thing a-\- \—z * — b

=0, and a—{—z *—b-=z c, then the Product of these two simple Equations

will compose the Quadratic Equation a1—zab~* * =0

Again, Suppose a:=|—z 2—b and a— —J—z a~; or a—\—z • -\- b =0

r

and a-\-\—z,-r*=o, the Product of these- will compose the Quadratic

Equation a^-^zabjT, i=o.

471. There-
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Corollary XII.

*

471. Therefore all Quadratic Equations of this Form a-*iab-\-u-=zo.i.e.

all which have the absolute Number Positive, and greater than the Square

of i the Co-efficient of the second Term (or such as have p greater

than \ nn) are inexplicable.

Scholium V.

472. P-ttf &S=#-l-z„ then-all Tnpvplirahlp Quadratic Equations will fall

under one of these Forms, a1 -\-zab-\-BB — o, or a*—iab-\-B£—o, and

from the Multiplication of these together, or the Involution of each sepa

rately, all Inexplicable Biquadratic Equations will be represented by

All Inexplicable Equations of six Dimensions by

±12^ 8*W ±12,^*5 '

Corollary XIII.

473. Hence Equations totally Inexplicable', can only be such as are of an

even Number of Dimensions (In. 394.)

Definition XXIV.

' 474. An Equation Explicable in Part, is that which is composed of an

Explicable Equation, multiplied into an Inexplicable one ; or it is that

which has at least one possible Root.

Corollary XIV.

_475. All Equations which consist of an odd Number of Dimensions have

at least one possible Root.

' Problem III.

476. To know in general how many Roots of any.gtven Equation are

impossible. Newton's Algebra, p. 197.

EffeStion.

1. If the Equation be incompleat, compleat it (In 456.)

2. Make a Series of Fractions whose Denominators are Numbers in this

Progression i, 2, 3, 4, 5, &V. going on to the Number which shall be the

fame
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seme as that <>f th? Dimensions of the Equations and the Numerators the

fame Series of Numbers in a contrary Order.

3. Divide each of the latter Fractions by each of the former.

4. Place the Fractions that come out on the middle Terms of the Equation.

5. Under the first and last Terms place the Sign -j-».

6. Under every one of the middle Terms, if its Square multiplied into the

Fraction standing over its Head be greater than the product of the

Terms on both Sides, place the Sign 4" » ^uc ^ xt De le*"s» c^c Sign —•

7. Count how many Changes there are in the Series of the underwritten

Signs, from + to —, and — to 4- ; and so many will be the Number

of impossible Roots.

Ex. gr. In the Equation a1 \-paaJp2ppa=-r=o, I divide the second of the

Fractions of this Series f, *, 7, viz. -J by the firsts, and the third j by the

second |, and I place the Fractions that come out, viz. j and j upon the

mean Terms of the Equation, as follows :

t f

<*' +paa -|-} ppa —r

4- - + +"°
Then because the Square of the second Term paa multiplied into the Frac-

ppa*

tion over its Head j, viz. —— is less than ippa* , the Product of the first

Term a1 and third 3ppa, I place the Sign — under the Term paa. But

because yp*a* (the Square of the third Term $ppd) multiplied into the Fraction

over its Head f is greater than nothing, and therefore much greater than the

negative Product of ,the second Term paa and the fourth — r, I place the

Sign -f" under that third Term. Then under the first Term a% and the

last — r, I place the Sign -f- » and the two Changes of the underwritten Signs,

which are in this Series -J h~l~' ^ one *rorn ~\~ 'nt0 —> anc* c^e otrier

from — into -f- (hew that there are two impossible Roots.

And thus the Equation aJ—4a*-|~4Æ—°==b has two impossible Roots

a'—4a '-\~4a—6=9

+ 4- — +

Also the Equation sl4—6a2~~$a—2=0 has two

i * *■
Bo a

a*-\-oa3—6al—3a—2—o

+ + +
~ +

For this Series of Fractions f , i , * » * » by dividing the second by the first,

and the third by the second, and the fourth by the third, gives this Series

J , J , » to be placed upon the middle Terms* of the Equation. Then the

E Square
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Square of the second Term -which is here nothing, multiplied into the Frac

tion over head, viz. i produces nothing, which is yet greater than the De

fective Product —6a6 contained under the Terms a* and —6aa. Wherefore

under the Term that is wanting I write -f- 5 in the rest I go on as in the

former Example ; and there comes out this Series of the underwritten Signs

-j—}- -j -[-, where two Changes /hew there are two impossible Roots

J —2a,And after the fame Way in the Equation a>—^cfi-^-^a}—laa—5a—4=0 are

discovered two impossible Roots, as follows :

It if
o>—44* j-4sl3—2a*—5«—4=0

+ +' - + + +
■j ■ '

Scholium VL

477. Where two or more Terms are at once wanting, under the first of

the deficient Terms you must write the Sign —, under the second the Sign.

-j-, under the third the Sign —, and so on, always varying tii= Signs, ex

cept that under the last of the deficient Terms you must always place -f->

■where the Terms next on both Sides the deficient Terms have contrary

Signs. As in the Equations

And

a*~\-ba4 -\-oa3-\-oa*-\-oa~\4,=:Q

a>-\-ba*-\-odt~\oal -f on—rbf=o

+ + - + + +

the first whereof has four, and the latter two impossible Roots.

X i. X X 1 A

79 F 1 9 7

a1—%a6-\-iai—2«4-j-fl'-j-O0'-j-o<j—3—a

+ -> -k — + — + +

has six impossible Roots. Newton's Algebra^ page 198, 199;

Corollary XV.

478. Hence also may be known whether the impossible Roots are among

the Positive or Defective ones. For the Signs of the Terms over head of the

subscribed changing Terms Ihew, that there are as many impossible Positive

Roots, as there are Variations of them, and as many Defective ones, as there

are Successions without Variation. Thus, in the Equation

sl5—4«4-J^4st'—za'—$a—4=0,

rf* "t* — -b H—r
because
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because by the Signs writ underneath that are changeable, viz. -J f--

by which it is shewn there two impossible Roots, the Terms over-head —ah*

-J-4a»—ia* have the Signs }-—, which by two Variations shew there are

two Positive Roots ; therefore there will be two impossible Roots among the

Positive ones. Since therefore the Signs of all the Terms of the Equation

-| L by three Variations (hew that there are three Positive

Roots, and that the other two are Defective, and that among the Positive

ones there are two impossible ones ; it follows that there are, one true

Positive Root, two Defective ones, and two impossible ones. Now if the

Equation had been
a'—4«4—46*—2ctl—$a—4=0,

- + + - -
+ +

then the Terms over-head of the subscribed former Terms+—, viz. —44*—

4a3, by their Signs that don't change — and — shew that one of the De

fective Roots is impossible ; and the Terms over the foregoing underwritten

varying Terms (-, viz. — iaa —$a, by their Terms not varying, — and

—, shew that one of the Defective Roots is impossible. Wherefore, since

the Signs of the Equation -|- by one Variation shew there is

one Positive Root, and that the other four are Defective, it follows there is

one Positive, two Defective, and two impossible ones. And this is so where

there are not more impossible Roots than what are discovered by the RuJe

preceding. For there may be more,, tho' it seldom happens. Newton's

Algebra. Pag. 199, zoo.

CHAP. V.

Of the Transmutation os Equations.

Definition XXV.

479* "O Y Transmutation of Equations is meant the changing them into

\j other Forms, by means whereof their Resolution is oftentimes

facilitated.

Problem IV.

480. To change the Positive Roots of an Equation iato Defective ones,

and the Defective Roots into Positive ones.

Effeclw/t.
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e. of the second, fourth, and

the Equation a5-r-3st4—23a'—

Effeftion.

Change the Sign of every other Term, i

sixth, Qc. Terms, and it is done. Ex. gr.

5iaM-94sl-|-izo— o, by changing the alternate Signs, becomes ai—3a*—

23ct5~r5Ictl'i*94ct—-iio^o -, the former Equation consists of two Positive

and three Defective Roots, and the latter of three Positive, and two De

fective Roots (In. 465.) viz. the Roots of the former are -\-z, -j-4> —1>

—3, —5, of the latter ■+- 1, -f"3> -|~5, —2, —4, (In. 466.) In like Man

ner the Equation sl4-|-2ct,—25a*—z6a~\- 120=0 whose Roots are -\-z, -J-4,

—3, —5, becomes sl4—la*—2.$ai-\-z6a-\-ito—o whose Roots are -4- 3, +5,

—z, —4. Again in the Equation a5—4^*4-4^'—i-a*—5a-\~4=o (In. 478.)

<he three Positive Roots will be changed into Defective ones, and the two

Defective ones into Positive, by changing the given Equation into sl5+444-f-

4ct3-j-2sll—5<3—i~4=o, where the two impossible Roots, which lay hid in the

former Equation among the Positive ones, lie hid in this latter among the

Defective ones j so that there remains but one Root truly Defective.

Problem V .

481. To augment or diminish the Roots of a given Equation by a given

Quantity.

Effeclton.

1. For the Quaintity, by which the Roots are to be augmented or dimi

nished, put z.

2. Substitute 7—z every where in the given Equation for the Root, if it

be augmented ; or y-J-z if it be to be diminished, and it is done.

Exempli 1. •

Let it be required to augment the Root a of the Equation a?—3a*—100

~]-24=o by %—2.

Make a-\-z=y or ct=)'— 2, whence#*=)i*—4y+4» sl*=)3—6y*-\-izy—8,

then

1 —ia3=~\-y%—6y*-\-i2j—8= y—z

i

1 —3«,== —3y%Jrily—12.=—skj^—2

3 —loa— — ioy-j-20=—1 ox;—1

4 +24= -{-24

 

1+2+34-4 3—3sl*—io<«-f24=>3—9.y*-4-i4>'-j-24=:o an Equation

where y—a-\-z

EttampU



.r Example z.

Let it be required to diminish the Root a of the Equation a3 ~34*—ioæ-4-

24—0 by 2=3.

^Make a—3—y or a-^+3, whence sl»=/~f67-f9, a3=?+$y"-- \-ijy+ij.

—3«*= ' . - —3Ja—ify—27

—ioai= —icy—30

+14= +14 '

Then

: . 2 .

3

14*4-3+4

4

&•—3«*—io«+24=)»+6>»—y—6=0 an Equation

where _)'=<*—3.

Corollary 'XVI.

481. While the Positive Roots of an Equation are augmented, the De

fective ones arc diminished, aod vice versa, while the Defective Roots are

augmented, the Positive ones are diminished. Ex.gr. in the Equation a3—

3ct»—100+24=0, whose Roots are +2, +4, —3, if y~_z be substituted

fora, then in the resulting Equation 3, 3—-q/+i 4^+24=0 the Roots wilj be

-J-4, +6, —i; andif^-T-3 be substituted for a in the resulting Equa

tion f+6y—y—6=0, the Roots will be —1, -f-i, —6.

Corollary XVII.

48 J. If the Roots of any Equation be augmented by a Quantity greater than

its greatest Defective Root, the Defective Roots will become Positive ; and on

the contrary, if the Roots be diminished by a Quantity greater than the

greatest Positive Root, the Positive Roots will become Defective.

Corollary XVIII. •

484. From this last Problem we also learn to compleat an Equation,

wherein any of the Terms are wanting, by augmenting or diminishing the

Root by a given Quantity. Ex. gr. suppose the Equation a3-\-$a—20=0

were to be compleated. Make a~y—1, then

rU'= j3_3;*-|-3_y._i

4-5*= 4-57—5

—20= —20

<»*+5«—so~j3—3/-f-8v—a6=0 a compleat Equation

wherein y—a\i.

F Corollary
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Corollary XIX.

4.85. Hence again we learn to transform any gi*en Equation wherein the

absolute Number admits of many Divisors, into another Equation, whose

absolute Number has fewer Divisors ; which is done by substituting «=-H

or — 1, sl=-{-2 or'—2, tf=-{-3 or —3, <a=-f-4 or —4, &c. successively;

and observing which of these substituted Values produces a Number that has

fewer Divisors than the absolute Number of the given Equation : And if the

Root of the given Equation be augmented or diminished by that Number,,

the Equation resulting will be one which has an absolute Number of fewer

Divisors than the foregoing one. Ex. gr. in the Equation a1—3a1—jo<*-|"

24=0, make a—-\-it tnen w^

 

«'=+ 1

—3a*=— 3

—ioa=— 10

4*4.— -Hi*

whose Sum is -r*2-

Since therefore 11 has fewer Divisors than 24, make a=y-f-i whence

-3«x= ~p*rfr~j

—iosl= —icy—10

H~24 — - 1 z4

a3—3a1—ioa-Y-2.4.—}1—i3}-j-i2=o> an Equation wherein

y—a 1.

Problem VI.

4S6. To multiply or divide the Root a of any given Equation am±nam~t

■k.pam~z±qam—i fcfr. =0, by a given Quantity 2.

EfftB'ton.

1. Multiply or divide the Coefficient of the first Term of the given Equa

tion viz. 1 by 1 ; of the Second, viz. n by the given Quantity 2 ; of the

third Term, viz. p by 22 ; of the Fourth, viz. q by 222, of the Fifth, viz.

r by 2222, &V.

2. For a substitute y. Then I say thaty, the Root of the new Equation, will

be equal to za or — according as the Coefficients of the given Equation
2,

are multiplied or divided by z. Ex. gr. suppose the Root a be to be mul

tiplied by 5 — 2 in the given Equation *•—ax—174—15=0 : Here if 3tf=:y»

we
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we shall have this new Equations—3X/—9x177—27x15=0, or f—as—»

153^-—405=0, consequently if the Root a be to divided by 3=2 in the Equa

tion a3—3a1—153a—405=0, by putting — =y we shall have the Equation

f>3-iy— lyV— *" >°=° or JJ—>2— I /)'— 1 5=0-

Demonstration.

In the Equation am ±Mar""l±pam-*±qam-"*±ram-* &c. =0 j if

172

And

4x2"

Again if

1x2

"Whence

And

4tz"

az—y

2_
a— z

ar =—, ar—
za Zm~

ytt-

&c. =0
2"-* * 2"~3 . 2""-*

Whence

ym±znf—T±z'pf—2±z3qym—i±z*rym-4- &c. =so

an universal Equation wherein j=az.

a

-—y
z

a-=Lyz

a" —f 2" , ct*-T=Jm-,2','-,, am-z=)'*-tzm-z, am~i—y*-izm-i &c.

zmym ±nz"—' ym—i±pzm—1ym—2±qzm—i ym~'i±rzm—+yaz:* &c. =0

n . p

)*± — y—*± —
v z J 22

Consequently,

222 2222'

an Equation wherein r=—

Corollary XX.

487. Hence is learned to free an Equation out of Fractions, by multi

plying the Root either by the Product of all the Denominators, or by sbme

Number which measures or is measured by all the Denominators, as follows.

■'
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Examples.

y=-6a

y=4*

a'.^Hi"-4=°

i, 6, 36, 216,

>3—3?*+24>—864=0

«»—i*— h-o

y=v

«4-j-°«3— f 4*-J- jsl—1=0

t, 3» 9» *7»8i,

y'4-o;3— 5>*+i8>-—81=o

cv t-

16,

f—y—5-0
yzzisa

.A—
= o

1, is. 5. 4875»

a a ...

j^-f-O)1 :— 1 3oy—1 350=0

Corollary XXI.

4S8. Also hence we may learn the manner of freeing an Equation out of

Surds. V ~~. •'

Examples.

jr=3«X2 *

!_a»X22— ?ct — 5*2

' A __i

2» 1 iXl *

=0

si

j_|_2ji* — 6y— zo = o

a'—5^x3 3-l-6ctX3 J—7=0

3

^3 27^

or

A X

3.J. 33

>3~ 5y*+6?x3 3—3=0, or

ji |>b__5?»4-i8>— z=t>

*4-



a ,

2*

—1 —L —X'

or

^-{-Oct'—sl'xi7"— axz6 — 5 x2s=a

x
6

I, 2 ,

1 X

>4+oj* — f — / — 5=0

Corollary XXII.

489. And hence lastly is learned to distribute a given Equation into Pe

riods, by looking upon the Co-efficient of the second Term as a Lateral, of

the third Term as a Square, of the fourth as a Cube, of the fifth as a Bi-

quadrate, &c. and the absolute Number as a Power of the fame Denomi

nation with the given Equation Ex.gr. the Equation. «♦—72a'-4-"i 268<*'—<

i4593«4~IOOOOOO=::os *s tstUS distributed into Periods,

a*—j2ai-\-i26&al—I4593<i-{~i 000000=0

And if any Co-efficient have not so many Periods as the absolute Number,

it may be supplied with Cyphers to the left Hand for Integers and the right

for Fractions, as in these,

a'+oia1—072^—30753=0

a*—3 . oaa7,—o. 8125=0

Problem VII.

490. To take away the second Term tiam~l in any given Equation.

EffeBion.

1. Divide the Co-efficient of the second Term n by the Number of the

Dimensions of the Equation «.

ft '

z. Augment or diminish the Root a by the Quotient — according as the

second Term nam~* is Positive or Defective, and the Equation resulting will

want its second Term. Q^_ E. E.

Demonstration.

Suppose, Ex. gr. the second Term were to be taken away from the Cubic

G Equation



Equation sls—6^+17«—38=o» or ctS~*»*-f«7«—38=». Make a=?-4.

"Whence

—»sll = —»72 -\-2tuy—tie*

+i7«= ijy—ije

-38 = -38

If then in summing up the above-written Values of «, the Terms —3*/

—»,*, or —3e—«=o. Whence —3?= +»» or +3'=—»• Therefore

^ 'i = = — 2j consequently ss=y-4-2.

3 3

slJ — j»4-6j*+ i2y-{-8

_-6<j* = —6>a—24.y—24

+17* = +I7J4-34

-38 = -38

a'—6sl*+i 7^—38 s= >3 +5? —20=0, an Equation

wanting the second Term, wherein y=a—z.

And if the second Term of the given Equation had been -{-wa*, t would

have been equal to -r- — or -\-tt and consequently for a in such Case might

3

be substituted y—2.

Thus also in a Quadratic Equation e will be found = ±—, in a Biquadratic

f=±—. in an Equation of five Dimensions r=± —, in an Equation of six

4 5

Dimensions *=±-|-> &?'• & £- -0-

Corollary XXIII.

491. Hence it is plain that if the second Term p be taken away from any

Quadratic Equation, it will be reduced to an Inadfected one, and may be

resolved as such. Ex. gr. suppose az-\~a—6—o, a given Quadratic Equation,

consisting of a Positive and a Defective .Root* make a~y— j, whence



^ — yy—y+i

25 = '-I
*

jry — 6j=o, or yy — 6.15, consequently y = i-5

(In. 146.) and a—y— f= 2 the Positive Value of a. Then - ~ ■ —— =

<j-J-j=o, therefore <»=—3 the Defective Value of 0.

Corollary XXIV.

492. Also by taking away the second Term, all Adfected Cubic Equations

may be reduced to three Forms, viz.

a*—pa—j=o^> Ka*—pa= 5

a*-{-pa—po^ or <a3-j-pa= 5

a3—jpa-]-q-=oJ [a3—pa——q

or

 

Problem VIII.

49 j. To take away the third Term qam~* in a given Equation Ex.gr.

Suppose the Equation a4—^a3-\~2aa—5a—i=°, and make a -y—e, then

<j*= y*—^ey3-{-6exf—4e3y-\-e*

—3«3= —3>'4-90*—9^>'-\-3e3
-\-3«1= 4- 3)'—6^'-|-3<?x

— 5«= —5^+ 5<f

■4-ww

__ . -j-6« -\-%eee

a*—2a3-\-2a*—5a—2=f *~ y3 -fte y* _J" y +$« =0

3 +3 * +5'

5 —2

Because the third Term in this Equation is -\-6ee-\-ge-\-^, therefore mrtke

6«-l"9'4~3:=0» which divided by 6 becomes ce-^\t~>s\—o. Maker=«— £

then

A — A

a — 16

And »*—,^=0, or »«=/«, whenca-«=$ and consequently



4=—\, and a—y+-%. And if for a in the given Equation be wrote y-f-J,

there will arise this Equation wanting the third Term j*—y\—*fy—f|=o

Problem IX.

494. To take away the last Term but one out of an Equation, where tqc

second Term is wanting. ' '

This is performed by only substituting the last Term divided by y for the

Root sought.

Ex. gr. Let it be required to take away the last Term but one from the

Equation ct3-f-£«—2.0=0. Make a= —, thenctJ+5«—zo— i-i2?—

y yyy y

20=0; which last Equation multiplied by yyy becomes 8oo.3-j-ioo.yjr—

20yyy=o, and that again divided by 20 becomes 40O-j~5j y—yyy=ot or yyy

—Syy—400=0 ; an Equation wherein y—— : ^ E. E.

CHAP. VI.

Of the Limits of Equations.

^ _. Definition XXVL

495. rTP' H E Limits of an Adfected Equation are two Quantities, between

X which all its Roots are contained : or. according to others, they

are two Quantities, between which the greatest Positive Root is contained.

Problem X.

496. To find the Limits of an Equation.

EffeElion from Sir Isaac Newton.

Multiply every Term of the Equation by the Number of its Dimensions,

and divide the Product by the Root of the Equation ; then again multiply

every one of the Terms that comes out, by a Number less by Unity than

before, and divide the Product by the Root of the Equation ; aud so

go on, always multiplying by Numbers less by Unity than before, and

dividing the Product by the Root, till at length all the Terms are

destroyed,
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destroyed, whose Signs are different from the Sign of the first or highest Term,

except the last, and that Number will be greater than any Affirmative Root -,

which being writ in the Terms that come out in the Room of r.he Root,

makes the Aggregate (or Sum) of those which were each Time produced by

Multiplication to have always the Sign with the first or highest Term of

the Equation. As if there was proposed the Equation a'—2a4~- io«}-p3aM-

i 4 i a i o

63a— 120=0. I first multiply it thus, a5—ia4— ioa3-\-2a%i-\^6$a—120=0.

Then I again multiply the Terms that come out divided by a, thus,

5a*—8a3—3O0+6oct-{-63. And dividing theTerms which come'out again by a,

there comes out, 20a'—244*—6oa-f-6o, which, to lessen them, I divide by

the greatest common Divisor 4, and you have sa%—6a*—15^-^-15. These

being again multiplied by the Progression 3, 2, 1, o, and divided by a, become

$ax—4a—5. And these multiplied by the Progression 2, 1, o, and divided

by 2a become $a—2. Now since the highest Term of the Equation a' is

Positive, I try what Number wrote in these Products, for a will cause them

all to be Positive. And by trying 1, you have fa—2,—+3 Positive ; but

5a*—4a—5=—4 Defective. Wherefore the Limit will be greater than 1.

I therefore try some greater Number, as 2, and substituting 2 in each for a,

they become

5a—z =4-o8

5«»—4a—5 =--07

5a3—6ax—I5a-f 15 =--01

5«4—8a*—ioa*-\~6oa-\-6% =z-t79

a'—ict4— ioaS-|~303*4-63a—1 20=4-46

Wherefore since the Numbers that come out 8. 7. 1. 70. 46. are all

Positive, the Number 2 will be greater than the greatest Positive Root.

In like manner, if I would find the Limit of the Defective Roots, I try

Defective Numbers. Or which is all one, I change the Signs of every other

Term, and ny Positive one?. But having changed the Signs of every

other Term, the Quantities in which the Numbers are to b« substituted,

will become

5*4-2

5a*-f-4a—5

5aJ4-6a»—15a— 15

5a4-f-8a3—30a*—6oa-U6^

a5-J-2«4—10a3—30a1-j-63a-|"120

Out of these I chuse some Quantity wherein the Defective Terms seem

most prevalent j suppose 5a4-J-8«*—30a*—6a-{-6^, and here substituting for

H a the
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a the Numbers i and z, there come out the Negative Numbers —14, and

—35- Whence the Limit will be greater tlun —2. But substituting the

Number 3, there comes out the Affirmative Number 134,. And in like man

ner in the other Quantities, by substituting the Number 3 there comes out al

ways an Affirmative Number, which may be seen by bare Inspection. Where

fore the Number —3 is greater than all the Negative Roots. And so you have

the Limits -|~2 a"d —3 > between which are all the Roots. Newt. Alg.

p. 208, 209.

Scholium VII.

497. The Invention of Limits is of Use both in the Reduction of

Equations by Rational Roots, and in the Extraction of Surd Roots out of

them ; lest we might sometimes go about to look for the Root beyond

these Limits. Thus, in the last Equation, if I would find the Rational

Roots, if perhaps it has any -, from what we have said it is certain

they can be no other than the Divisors of the last Term of the Equa

tion which here is 12.0. Then trying all its Divisors, if none of them wrote

in the Equation for a will make all the Terms vanish, it is certain, that

the Equation will admit ofno Root but what is Surd. But there are many

Divisors of the last Term 120, viz. -f-i, —1, -f*1* —z, -f-3, —3, -{-4,

—4» +5» —5» +6> —6". +8, —8, +IO» —IO> +IZ» —12> +*5»

—15, -fi0> —10, --j-24, —24, -4-30, —30, -f-40, —4°> +60, —60,

-j-120, —110. To try all these Divisors would be too tedious: But it being

known that the Roots are between -j-i and —3, we are freed from that

Labour. For now there will be no need to try the Divisors, unless those

only that are within these Limits, viz. the Divisors -{-1, —1, and —2.

For if none of these be the Root, it is certain that the Equation has no Root

but what is Surd. Newt. Alg. ibid. Otherwise the Limis of Equations may

be found, as follows.

Problem XI.

498. To determine the Place of the highest Figure of the Positive Root

which first results in the Resolution of a given Adfected Equation.

Effeftion.

1. Make the Absolute Number a Defective Quantity, if it be not so already

(In 480.)

2. Distribute the given Coefficients, (viz. », p, q, r, &?<:.) into Periods

(In. 48p.)

.A A A

3. See which of these Numbers («, p*t q\ r4, &V.) consists of the highest

Places of Figures j or (which is aH onej fee which of the Coefficients con

sists



fists of the highest Period above or below Unity. And if no Coefficient

consists of higher Periods than the Absolute Number, we are to conclude

that the highest Figure of the Positive Root required (if the Equation ad

mit of a Positive Root) is the fame Number of Places above or below

Unity with that of the Homologous Root of the Absolute Number. But

if any of the Coefficients consist of higher Periods than the highest of

the Absolute Number.

4. Substitute for the Root of the Equation some one of the Numbers 1, 10,

100, 1000. &c. o.r, 0.01, 0.001, &c. viz. such as shall be one Place

higher than the proper Root of the intermediate Coefficient, or Coeffi

cients, of the the highest Periods, which in this Cafe (if the Equation have a

Positive Root) will always make a Positive Result, the first Term being

Positive ; and a Defective Result the first Term being Defective.

5. Substitute successively every next lower of the above mentioned Num

bers r, 10, 100, 1000, &V. 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, &c. 'till the Result be

equal to or less than nothing, if the first Term.be Positive ; and equal to or

more than nothing, if the first Term be Defective : Or if in the former Cafe

the Result be always Positive, and in the latter always Defective, then mark

that Number which makes the Result nearest equal to nothing. And I say,

in the former Case, the Number which makes the Result nearest equal to

or less than nothing ; and in the latter Cafe, the Number which makes

the Result nearest equal to or greater than nothing, will be of the same

Place with the highest Figure os the Root required. J^ E. E.

Thus in the Equation a3—zya1— 063a—33615=0; and —a*— ia*-\-

zija'--\-z6a —■ 110=0, because the Coefficients of the former are each of two

Periods from Unity, and the latter of one, therefore by Prtc. 3. the first Posi

tive Root of the former Equation will consist of two integral Places ; and

the first Root of the latter of one ; *'. e. the Root of the former is some Num

ber bejween 10 and 100, and the Root of the latter between 1 and 10.

In the Equation

subst. by Pre. 4>a= 1

ct=0.I

Example 3.

a*—0.03 al-|~°-075a—J=0

1—0.03-J-0.075—1 =-|-o.045^0

0.0001—0.00034-0-0075— j =—o-9927<^o

Whence a is some Number between 1 and 0.1

Example
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IntheEquation.

or

Sub.Pre.4,«—ioo

ct=lO

IntheEquation
Substit.a=iooo

a=iooa—10a=-i<J=O.I

IntheEquation

Substit.«=io

a—i

«=o.i

Example4.

-J+ila^w**-^^*-5000=0thefirstTermbeingDefective.

near

—ct4+8ows—2000a*-}-15000Æ—5000—o—100000000+80000000—200000004-1500000—5000=—38505000^0

—IOOOO-f-80000—200000+15OOOO—5OOO=+I500O^>O

ThereforeaissomeNumberbetween100and10

Example5.

slj-f-347ct*—6pa—0.088=0,thefirstTermbeingPositive:iooooooooo+H?000000""^000""o.o88=-J-44693°P99-9I1^>c>

1000000-4-3470000—6poo—0.088=+4463099.91i^>o
1000+34700—6po—0.088=+35009.9123>o

,_L347—69—0.088=+278.912>°

0.001+3.47—6.9-0.088=—1-5*7<o

Thereforeaisbetween1and0.1.

Example6.

«J—i8a+24=0

1000—i8o+24=+844^>o
1—i8+Z4=+7>°

0.0OI-I.8+24=+22.20I>0

ThereforeaissomeNumberbetween10and0.1(Pre.5.)

Example
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In the Equation

Substit. a=io

a— o.i

Example 7.

— a* 4-1 8sl—24=0

—1 000- -1 80—24=—844 <To

— 1 - - 1 8—14=— 7 <o

—o.ooi-|- 1.8—14=—2z.ioi<;o

'Therefore a is some Number between 10 and 1.

Scholium Vllf.

499. The Reason of these Operations will appear plainly to the Learner

from a little Practice. And he will readily discern when several of the first

Substitutions may be omitted, as in the first Example.

Scholium IX.

500. If the Equation have no Positive Roots, then all the Defective Roots

may be changed into Positive ones (In. 480.) After which proceed as above.

Problem XII.

501. To find the first Figure of the first Positive Root in a given Adfected

Equation.

EffeEtion.

1. Find the Limits of the Root by the last Problem.

2. Reject if you please all the Figures of the inferior Periods in every Term

beneath the highest of the Absolute Number.

3. Substitute 5 for the Root between the Limits already found, which will

discover whether the Root sought be between that and the lesser Limit? or

that and the greater.

4. If the former be the Case, substitute successively 4, 3, and 2*; if the lat

ter, substitute 6, 7, 8, 9, and that Number which makes the Result next

lesser than nothing, if the first Term of the Equation be Positive ; or

next greater, if the first Term be Defective, will be the first Figure re

quired.

Example 1.

1 a?—28.25a1—91.75a—62.5=0 ox a?—z%a"—91*—60=0

(Pre. 2,.) whose Limits are 10, 100 (In. 498.)

2 125000—70000—4600—60—-}~5o34o;>o">

3 64000—44800—3680—60^-j-"1 5460^0 > near

4 27000—25100—2760—60=— 1020<[0J

Therefore 3 is the first Figure of the Root required, or it is some Num

ber between 30 and 40.

I Exa mp

In the Equation

make sl=5o

sl=40

a—30
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In the Equation

make a=5

a-6

Example z.

d,4-2fl1—23a—70—0, whofe Limits are i,

1 25-4-50—1 1 5—jo——1 o<:o

1 1 6-4-72— 1 3 8—7o=-|-8op>'o

10

Therefore the Root is between 5 and 6.

In the

Equa

tion, 01

a-5

■104

Example 3

—*4^-8oa'—iggSaz-\-\4.g^ya—5000=0, or

 

-a* +-Soa3—2oooa*-j-i5oooa—-5000=0 near, whofe Limits are

10, 100

—6250000-4-1000000—5000000-4-750000—5000=—P505ooo<o

— 160000 \- 640000 —800000- 1-300000—5000=— 25O0OCCO

- 10000-f- 80000 —100000- j-i 50000—5ooo~-{- 15000^0

Therefore the Root required is fome Number between 10 and 10.

Problem XIII.

502- To determine the firft two Figures of the greateft Pofitive Root in

a given Adfefted Equation.

Effeaion.

Find the firft Figure of the Root by the laft, and call it b.

Put e for the remaining Part of the Root.

Subftitute b\e for the Root of the given Equation.

RejecT: all the Powers of e above the firft.

Find e to the firft or fecond Figure in the new Equation (Tn. 476.)

6. Add e- fo found to bt and the Sum will be nearly the firft two or three

Figures required.

Example r.

Let it be required to find the firft two Figures of the Root ofthe Equa,-

tion aii-\-2dt—23a—70=0.

Here i=f (In. 501.) or ^-\^=a, therefore

1 ~f- fl3= i254-75<f-l-if<?»4-£5

2 +2 a*= 50-f-io<f-f- 2el

■ 1 —13a——115—23*

4 —70 =— 7°

1.

2.

3-

4-

5-

i-f-i-I-3f4

Pre._4

6-r72

7-+-5

■—10 -1^71^—{-1 7£*-J-tf2=o

—io-f-72^=o, or io=yze

it=e=o.i3, &c.

5-4-0.13, &V. =5. 13, the three firft Figures of the

Root required.

Example
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Examsle z.

It is required to find the first two Figures of the greatest Positive Root m

the Equation —ct*-J-8oÆ*—1998^-4-14937—5000=0. Here b =no, i.e.

\tr\-c=za\ therefore

: l —** = . —j0000 —4000* &c.

z ~}-Soa3 = -j-80000 -}"a4000* &Ct

3 — 1998a* = —199800 —3^960? &c.

4 +14937* = -i-**937° +r4937*

5 — 5000 = — 5000

6 -4-14570 —5013* &c. *=o

7 *457° =5023^

8 £457? =,=2.8^

5025

9 £-(-<?= io-f-2.8=12.8 the three first Figures of the

required Root, nearly*

1+1+3+4+5

or

7-^5^3

8+*

Scholium X.

503. And this is the fame with Mr. Ralpbson's Method of Approximation

in his Universal Analysts. •

CHAP. VII.

Of the Resolution of Inadfefted Cornsotmi Equations.

Problem XTV.

504. *Ti O resolve any Inadfccted Comp und Equation a" =r ; or, which is

JL the fame thing, to extract the m Root from any given Refolvend r.

Effeftion.

1. Distribute the given Refolvend into Periods (In. 28, 289.)

2. Seek the nearest homologous Power to the highest Period, which call

^"(In. 349, 350.) and note whether it be greater or lesser than just, whose

Root b is the first Part of r" the Root required.

*• Pot
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3. Put e= the remaining Part of the Root unknown, i. *. make i+^=r",

i

if J be assumed lesser than just, and b—?=r* if greater. So that instead

of am-=r we have bm±mbm—le-\-pbm~V±^5*-3<•, &c. =r (In. 404.) ac

cording as b is taken greater or lesser than just.

4. Reject all the Powers of e above the Square by reason of their Small

ness (In. 160, 161.) then

If b be taken lesser than just,

b" -h mb™—1 e-j-pb"-1 egr=r=am

mir-1 e-\-pbm-z f—r—Jr —d

m, . d

p ' ~ pb*-%

I

i—b" 2

2-rpb"-* 3

3-r-*+< 4

4-H
5

d

pbm—z

er~

?b+e

P

d

b\e- b-\-

pbm~z ~

m
= r™ —a

Whence

It b be taken greater than just,

1 I b" —mb™-1 e-\-pbm-* ex—r=am

mb"-*1 e—pbm-% e*=bm—r=d (In. 430.)

d

b—e=b

pbr>-* L '
—*—c r=r" = sl

—b—e

Therefore the Root a of any given Power a" = r will be found nearly

equal (in the Square a* exactly equal) to

d

b±

pb™-

~b±e

■, the Theorem (In. 351.)

But
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But a yet more exact Method may be invented for extracting the

Roots from all Powers above the Square by retaining the Cube of e in the

Keiolvend, as follows.

Case i. with b less than just,

r — b*

Substit.

3—mbPr^e

sxqbMEie

i. 6.

7xpb

r—bm -\mbm-x e-\-pbm-* ?~\-qbm-i e*

d—r—bm =mbm~1 e-{-pbm-2 e1~\-qbm-Z e*

d=mb»~' H-pb»-* ex from the last.

d—mb™—* F=pbm—* e*

d—mbm—J e *

pbm—*

qde—qrnbm—*e*
——1~ -. =qbm~3 e3

J-T p*—qm\bn-il

pb

■=mb»->e-l-pb-*S+ 1de-Vnhm-r t

pbd=pmbm e-\-p*- b"~x e7-hqde—qmbm-Ie*

=pmbm e-\-qde-\-\ p* — qtn\b"~l ee

pd pm fd

' '" ~~ be-\-z=z

i2L_*+ qd

9'T\ptT-qm p3-qmbm~ ' -fr

io-fc^

10

ii

p%— qm\bn-* p'—qm ' p'—q^x-i

pd

e+ee

p1—qmb™—*

Pm b[ <Ld

P*—-qm*~p1—qmb"—1

pd

'=■ e

b-\-

pt—qmbn-z

~pm , b+ f£_

p2—qm p'—qtnbm~l-^-e

=$4*=r'

•K

Case
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**—-I

Substitute

mb"-1 e—3

fxqbm—ie

2. 6.

jxpb

Case 1. with b .assumed greater than just.

r=b»'—mb—i- e-{<pbm--t e*—qb"-i e»

b" —r=d—mbm-1 e—pbm~% **-fa&*-» «•

d—mb"—le—pb"-*ex from the last *•

mb"-1 e—d^pbmr**ez

mbm—xe—d

=*"
pb—z

fWj—»,»—gde__ ^t(t

pb

, - . 1 tf^*""' e*—qde
d—mbm- » e—fhr*r* e% -f3 rj *—•

pmbme — ji* — \p%—1m\ ^™t=' '*

Whence proceeding as above we have

pd

b—

p%—qm\ b"—z

pm qd
--b—>

x

p3<~qm p*—qm\ b™—1

Scholium XI. - •

fof. The former of these Theorems is the fame with the Irrational

Formula of M. de Lagney (who follow'd the ingenious Joseph Ralpbson, F.R.S.)

and is applied by the celebrated Dr. Edmund Halley to the Resolution of all

sorts of Adfected Equations, as shall be shewn (tn. fop.,)

CHAP. VIII.

Of the Resolution os Adsetted Equations.

Problem XV.

506. np O resolve an Adfected Quadratic Equation by compleating the

JL Square.

EjsefiUn
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EffeEliou.

i. Bring the Absolute Number to one side of the Equation (In. 431.)

2. Add £ the Square of the Coefficient of the second Term to both fides of

the Equation.

3. Extract the Square Root from both sides.

4. Add or subtract one half the said Coefficient to or from both sides, and

it is done.

Example 1.

Resolve the Equation a*-\-4,a—77=0, or al~\-j.az=yy into its constituent

Roots, which are one Positive, and the other Defective.

1+2 »

300*

4—2

+4=-f-4

«*-j-4sl-f4=8i (In. 406.)

«-J-2= 81 » =9

0=9—2=7 the Positive Root.

st1+4ct—77=o
1 ■" T~ ' =sl-f-n=o, 1. e. a=—11 the Dc-

sl—7=0 '

festive Root (In. 511.)

Example 2.

Resolve a%—23a—374=0, or fll--23<J=374.

.+$

2.0U*

a»—230=374

4 4

, 519 2025

5 4 4

£ 2

ct= — =34 the Positive Root.

a —'zla—?74—° 1 . • .

—— —a-jrii=Oy 1, e. a——11, the Defective
a—34=0 —

Root.

Example
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Example 3.

Resolve —a'+ 32a—2f5=o, or ax—$ia-\-7.5$—o.

Here the Roots are both Positive

1+ 2.

3UU1

4+16

a*—32*=— 255

-J-256=-f- 256

a1—32«-]-256=i

a ■— 1 6= 1

a = -J- 1 7 the one Root.

a*-\~2ia—25 s=0
a*=

a—17=0

other Positive Root.

Example 4.

Resolve a"—a-4- -r a— -p=o
a a

-a-flf:=o, i.e. arris the

«+
«/— 2/

2tw2

2**

2/ ,

z a— 1 a-\-

2/

4

2j _ 8jJ

dd--4M+4ll _ 8sd+dd—4m-4H

ifdd qdd

2a1 f 4<&i 23

_ %ds-\-dd—Adl- ■4II » -M---2/

2^

Problem XVI.

707. To extract the Root from an Adfected Cubic Equation by Approxi

mation, according to In. 3 s4.

Example 1.

Let it be required to extract the Root from the Adfected Cubic Equation

a3—18.25a1—gi.yfa—6z.j"=o ; which consists of one Positive and two

Defective Roots (In. 46) .) And the Positive Root is some Number be

tween 30 and 40 (In. f01.) therefore make £=30 less than just, i. e. 30-^

or b-\e =0

_|_ct3=~|-27ooo -j-i7°°H-9*1~W'

—2 8.2 5al=—25425 —1695*—28.25**

—91.75a =—2752.J-— 91.7^

— 62.5 =— 62.5

— 1140 -{-91 3.15e-\-6i.j5e*-\-e*=o

Then
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Then putting ^=1240, ^=913. 25, *=tfl75» we have the Equation —d

-f-sc~t-tee-\-eee=o, or,

Or

2—se

4xe

2+5=1

6xt

6xt

S-r 77=7

9-r //—i 4* ro

se-\~tee-\-eee^=d

se-\~tee=d rejecting e1

tee=d—se

d—se

ee—

de—see

eer=- -

/ l

. . de—see

si-\-teeA =J

t

tse-\-ttee-{-de—see=td, or

ts , d\eArlt—s\ee=td

idd 4. - td

<?= tl—s — 264051

77=T +f

Whence b4-e=3i.z500-;—a true to the seventh Figure at the first Oper

;~, „ „-„. „ ;.,«. . .u_ *3—* 8. 25^—91.75*—62.5 = 0 . . .'
ation, or a=3 1.2s just ; then

.5 = 0

Therefore ail the

a—31.25=0

And the two Roots of ct*4-3«-j-2=o are —1 and —z

Roots of the given Equation are +31. 2 5> — * and —2.

Example 2.

Resolve the Equation aJ—6al-\~24a—20039=0.

The greatest Positive Root in this Equation is between 20 and 30 (In, roi.)

but nearer the latter, therefore assume ^o—b mote than just, i. e. b )4zA

4/ ct3=-J-27ooo—Z'jooe-A^^oee—eee

— 6a*=— 5400-J- 3601;— 6ee

+Msl =-f- 720— 24* *

—20039=:—20029

2281—23 64e-\-8^ee—*'=o-

i. e. d — se -f- tee —ece—o

X t 1 re
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2-\-tte—d

if*

4x<?

se—/<?*+*'=<*

se—tee=d rejecting ett

se—d^tee

se—d
-=ee

t

see—de
—eee

t

se—te1-

see—de
-d

1st—d

9-r \tt— s

b—10

10

ste—ttte-\tee—de—td ot

j/—d\e—«—j| ee—td

st—d Id

n=i 40.836317 &V- =,.000006 tf*.

*- j,_^ — 41.836104 ttV. —*

^=78'.999994=« truc t0 thue rdghth ferc at thc

'« / 1 - est- Dnnt Pnsinve. \l hen*_I0 j 1 1 ^-"-^£7; first Root Positive. Then
first Operation, or 0= 19 exact for lhe n

^^6d14-24^—2-0O39:=o—t.pr4-6Qi=o, whence

a—29=0

2ltu*

which is impoflib

a1—{—Z3Æ—-"""69 I

sl413a+I3i.25-+i3^^-69i=-558.75

0+11.5=+ 1-55875*' which is imP°sslbIc-

sl=_i_ I—558.75' —1 1-5 the sccond Root

e (In?47o.) And the Reason you see is, because the Square

•To^WTOe Coefficient of the second Term, i. <. the Square of % is less

than the Absolute Number 691.

Lastly,

^4-1^4.691 =sl_j_ £?f: _{-! . Whence a=— |—5 "-*

a—J—55875+1 1. fi

the third Root impossible.

Scholium XII.

,08 In the foregoing Examples I have purposely omitted assuming any

^rc than the first FiguVe of the Root ; but if more can be assumed,^
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first Operation will seldom or never miss of bringing forth quintuple the

Figures at least, but generally more, as may be seen. But this Method fails

in^ll Adsected Equations of above three Dimensions : And therefore for

the Resolution of these, we must have Recourse to the following Method of

Dr. Hatty, which, I believe, by far exceeds all the Methods that ever have

been hitherto invented for the like Purpose.

Problem XVII.

509. To extract the Roots from all kind of Equations by Approximation.

Example 1.

Let it be required to resolve the Equation—a}-\-$$oal—i6oo«—8125=0-

The greatest Positive Root of this Equation is some Number between 320 and

330 (In. 501.) therefore assume £=310 less than just, i. e. %%Q-\*=^a

—a* — —32.768000—3072001?—9&W—eee

-{*l2oaa~-\-32Js>iooo~\-iiiiooe-{-2}otg

—-1 6ooa=— 5 1 2000— i6oœ

—8125 =— 8125

-{-503875— 97600*—630^—eee=o

i.e. d — s e — tee ■*>-« =0

i-r/

se -f- tee = d — tee

s , d eee

d eee

T

Then rejecting eee upon account of its Smallness

e=

t _ 799.80158

s ,

tee

= -"'—~-r- = 5.001 19, from which if we subtracti54.pio6j-|-ff ° v *•

—1_ — 2d|£5— =: o.ooizo (Step. 3.) we stall have r=
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4.99999 or rather r=f exact •, whence b-\-ez=a=$ 25 just,which is found by this

Method true to the eighth Figure at the first Operation, by means of the

eee

Correction o. The other Roots are -[-8.09017, &V. and —3.09017.

•* 1 ■

Example 2.

Let it be required to extract the Root from the Equation,

sl4-_8osl3+I998ctl—149370+5000=0 or

—a4-|-80sl3—19984*+ 14937Æ—5000=0

The first three Figures of this Equation are 12.7 (In. 502.)

—sl4——26014.4641— 8193.532*?—967.74*?* —50.8***—***<?

4-8oct3=4-163870.64-1-3 8709. 600tf-7-3048.ooflf-f-80.ott*

—19980*=— 322257.42—50749.200*—i9p8.oo<?<?

-f 14937a =4- 18P699.9+ 1 493 7.000*

—5000 =— 5000. . ...

-j- *9%-6559 —-5296.132* -j-82.26<?*+29.2*#*—****
d — se -\- /<•<?+ veee—eeee

j-^-ve3—*4

2-rt

se—te*—ve3-\-e*—d

se—/**=d-\-ve3—e4

j d ve3—**

Tfl-** = T =

*=

d_

t

+
t

s

t *~~

d-fae3—e*

t

Then rejecting all the Powers of * above **

d

, *— = 1^PM35764_ 6440g &K

s 64.382834913—*

7~e

which
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which being corrected by the Addition of ————* (Step $.) =

1

— }' ,—=0.000000991 17 becomes 0.05644179448 &c. Whence a=

.64.2699

b -}-*= 12.75-644 1 79448 &c. true to the fourteenth Figure at the first Oper-

veee-—eeee

ation, by help of the Correction ■■ ' And the Work will be yet

farther corrected, if the last Value of e be substituted in the Equation e=

d-\~veee—eeee

■ (Step. 4. ) = 0.05*644179448074402, which gives a =

"7

12^644179448074402 &V. exact to the twentieth Figure. And if more Fi

gures be yet desired, let the last Value of e be again substituted in the fame

Equation, and that again in the fame, by which Means the Root may be car

ried to any assigned Exactness, without varying the Coefficients of e.

Scholium XIII.

510. In the Effection of the last Problem, note,

1. That every Repetition of the Calculus, at least, triples the Figures as

sumed (In. 551.)

z. That the Corrections are of no Use, but when the first two Figures, of

the Root, or a Number nearly equal to the first two Figures, is assumed ;

and the nearer the assumed Number is to just, still the more just will be

the Corrections.

3. That the Divisor — ±e in the first Correction must always be the fame

with the latter Divisor, which is used in finding the first Value of e

Problem XVIII.

511. To resolve an Equation with the first Term multiplied into a known

Quantity.

Ex. gr. Suppose the Biquadratic Equation — 201 Saaaa-h- 12,5409^ —

Z46423O.i5aa-i-35468307«—i74i 83911.25=0. Ward's Introd. p. 336.

M The
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The Root of this Equation is fome Number between 10 and 20 : For ifthe

Equation be divided by 2018, the Refult will be —a+-\-6i. 1 &V a1—1221.1 &fc

a*-\-\ 7575.9 &c a—1 35869. 1 &c =0. Whence are found the Limits 10,

100. Make£=io i. e. io-\-e=a.

Then —2018a4 =— 20180000— 80720005—121080055 &c.

-|-i 25409a* =-j-ii54090oo-j-376i2.7oo£-{-$ 76227055 &V.

—2464230.2$"*' =—246423015—492846055—2464230.2555

+35468307 a =-{-354683070+354683075

—274183922.25 =—274183922.25

Whofe Sum—60694877.15-4- i57?440i<,+87i39-7r^ &V- =0

— d -j- s e -|- / « =0

— = — (?-4-5(?

Or 1

i-r> 2

3

lJ 1

2-rl t '

*-f* 4

_£
f

= *= 3-7 &V-

io-f-r=«=i3.7 &c. the firft three Figures of the Root

Whence, and from the Principles already delivered, I prefume the Learner

required

When

will eafily perceive how to carry the Root to any affigned Place.

Problem XIX.

512. To extract the Root from a Compound Irrational Quantity.

Example
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Let it be

Example i

required to extract the Square Root from the Equation aa—b-\-

qbec—\cccc ' or to find the Value of a~ \)-\-\bc*—4c4 *

Put

make

make

4©.»

6~5

7iu>*

8+y

3—y

9. 10

*

iz-r 2

P. 13.

i6-J-i4

2.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

11

l3

14

15

16

i7

iS

«= p-j- 4^—\cccc % =^-j-^i

2<f|> » = 4^<TZ 4.CCCC *

4<f<7 =4^c*—4.cccc

e*+iely-{-f—bb

e*—xe-y-\-^-=-b't—'irbLx~\-\cccc

e1—y =b—u\

e*^=b—tcx-\-y

e^—b—y

b—rtcc-{-y=b—y, or —2cc-\-y=~~y

2y=2ec

y— a

i.

1 »•

>*= c

e2=b—zcl+t*—b—cl, becaufe cl=y

b—cc

e-\-y ' = b—cc * -|-r=« (Step. 1 .)

a or b-\- tfccT-qcccc * = b—cc * -\-c

Example
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Example 2.

Let be required to extract the Square Root from the Equation a*z=.b—

Ajbcc—vccc *, or which is the fame, from a*=b-*-2c\b>—cc »

Put

make

make

3©*"

4©"*

700*

8+ y

3 — 1

9. 10

13UU*

9» l3

16+14

2

J

4

r

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

:*—yia ■=. b—2c \b—cc '

i 1,

a*-b—xc\b—cc *=-*'—ie\yl +jr

e*-\-y=b

ze \y *—2C \b—cc %

\e1y=^ccb—^cccc

e*T-2e1 y-j-J * =**—^cb—\cetc

e1—~y=b—ice

e%—b—2cc-\-y

e*—b—y

b—2cc-\-y~b—yi or —t«+y=—y

2J=2ff

y-=z CC

A*
ei=b—ic2-\-c*=b—ct

e — b—cc

e—y* ■=■ fa—cc * -—C=zd

Example 3. .''

Let it be required to extract the Cube Root from the Equation a»=2o-f

I

L L 3
3^7r> or bring a = zo+392 l to a more fimple Expreflion.

Fuc
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>

Put

I^J

Make

Make

5-6

JtID*

3»9>

I0-T4

Subft.

JZUt,'

12, 13.

9» H

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 of

II

12

13

«4

*5

——
a ■--■. ;

\Vi _*« \f • x

<r=io4-392* = <f-f->"

» f x

3'alyz-f->1= 392.*

e*-\-6e*j-{-() e %y 2=10 *=400

«*—3«*/-f*3'* ? *—?J=400"—3 91=8

e*—}~l ?r\

**—1=7

f»-j-3«*—6*=4<?J—6<r=io

4

* 4

20

«=4

= 2J

A*. 4

yt .\ --v -

Ad -f-

iV-A ,> - i
1 3

^-16317 J*-f?f=2 -f- »' = ao+ 392"* the R°ot required (Step 1.)

Scholium XIV.

513. To which may be referred what Sir Ifaac Newton teaches concerning

the Reduction of Radical Quantities to more fimple Radicals. Page 5 1 of

his Book of Univerfal Arithmetic.

.-..< :»;, Problem XX.

5»4- To extraft the Root j from the Infinitinomial Ay-\-Bf-\-Cf +JD>«

-\-Ef-\-Fy* &c. =r.

Effetlion.

1. For> fubftitute Hr-^Jr >•)■&'+Lt^Mr^Nr* &c. then by In. 413.

N
,•=
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zHK ., tHL
zHM

,.-j5Pr.+*fflH4- ■**£ *+ i* 'H^g r'^-'

..3 —

>♦=

J$=

fcff.

#« r'tfc.
* i

z. Subftitute thefe Values of y in the Equation Ay+Bf+Cf^Df-^Etf

+^=+V+^ +M ^AL +JM %tjj$M

/ i , our 3 -\-iBHK . -f-zfltfl 4-i£/L

+CHJ 4-3OT»J 5,%V \6CHIK f

3. Divide the laft Equation by r (In. 486.) and make each of the Coefficients

of r r% r3, r4 fcfr. equal to nothing, (becaufe the Whole is ib) as follows.
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i ft Coefficient

whence

id Coefficient

whence

3d Coefficient

whence

4th Coefficient

whence

5th Coefficient

whence

6ht Coefficient

whence

1

z

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

AH—1—0 or AH—\

H=A /.-'I . i A U 0

AI-^BH1=o or AI=—BHH

B 1 'j "> • • *

«=r- -53, fubftituting — for i/(Step. 2.)

£.== ^ , fubftituting -z for tf, and — -^ for .£

AL±2BHK-i-BI*-h3CH*I-{-DH*=o

5A£C—A*D—5B3 ,.,„, . <lB*~A& „
L— ' ■ ' fubftituting — =JT.

M_ i4.B4—2iAB>C-{-6A>BD+iH>C*—A*E

-}-6Z># ' / * -±4.DhiK-\-rEH*I-{-FH6=^o

„_-*2Bi+24jtB<C-zZA'B*D-28ABCl+7j3BE+7AiDC-J>F

I\ ' A.. - ' .1 ■■ ■ 1

4. Suftitute thefe Values of //, /, #, £, M, N, 13c. in the Equation

Hr^lr*+Kri-\-Lr*-\-Mr'-\-Nr6 &c. —y and you will have the Root fought,

^ A 'A* ^ A> ^ yf» ^^

14B*—2i^fi»C-f6^»52)+3^'C»—^3£ CJ ' ■

' ' y ' ' ■ r c?V. ad infinitum.

A* ;J

.• ■ «»: Scholium XV. "■.'..

51 f. The ingenious Mr. /#r. De Moivre, h the Author of the Effeftion

of the laft Problem.

t— ■ • i' 1.

CHAP.

■ 1



CHAP. IX, i"

0/ ffo ReduBion of Equations of four, fix, tight, ten, &c.

Dimensions, by Surd Divisors : Or the Method of dividing

Equations of this Sort into two such equal Parts that the

Root may be extraBcd out of each. From Sir Isitac Nc\rcon,

■ - -r - • Problem XXI.

fitf. HT^O reduce an Equation of four Dimensions.

. Effeclion. . j

Suppose x*-t-px*-l-qxx-\-rx-)-f=:o, where/, q,r, and s denote the known

Quanties ofthe Terms of the Equation affected with their proper Signs. Make

— - - f-^Sg^K. u&-frpgft . . ..:

s—£**=£• ' i

Then put for » some common Integral Divisor of the Terms fa and 2£,

that is not a Square, and which ought to be odd, and divided by 4 to

Jeave Unity, if either of the Terms p and r be odd. Put also for Jt some

fa •' -r

Divisor of the Quantity —*■ ifp breven \ or half of the odd Divisor, ifpbt

odd -, or nothing, if the Dividual fa be nothing. Take the Quotient from ipk,

and call the half of the Remander /. Then for ^,put —*-—, and try if *

divides ^^-^, and the Root of the Quotient be rational and equal to/;

which if Unappen, add to each Part of the Equation a kk xx -f- ink lx-\-

nllt and extract the Root on both Sides, there coming out ##-£-»^x4-

£>j=zn~* into kx-\-l.

Ex.gr. Suppose the Equation x*—*sl*3 _**"**— ia*x-^-a*==o. By

substituting -la, zaa —cc, — la? and -j- a4 for p, q, r, and s, re

spectively, you obtain aa— ss = «, — ace — «' = P>, and \a*-\-\aatc

— * c* = £. The common Divisor of the Quantities fa and 2^ is aa-\-cc,

fa
which then will be n j and ~ or—a, has the Divisors 1 and a. But be

cause
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r

cause n is of two Dimensions, and *]•*"* ought to be of no more than one

therefore k will be of none, and consequently cannot be a . Let therefore k

= I, and —being divided by K take the Quotient—a from \pk or —ay and

there' will remain nothing for/. Moreover —^-—,or aa is ^, and j£.^-J, or
mm

a*—a4, is o ; and thence again there comes out nothing for/. Which (hews thc

Quantities », k, /, and !>. to be rightly found ; and adding to each Part

of the Equation propos'd the Terms nkkxx-Linklx+nll, that is

aaxx-\-ccxx> that the Root may be extracted on both Sides ; and by that Ex

traction there will come out xx-\-$fx-\-<$j=. n*xkx+l, that is, xx—ax-{~

aa=Tx \aa-\-cc *. And the Root being again extracted, you'l! have x=±a

i^aa-fee * or± %cc—\aa±\a*aa-\-cc' * . See Newton's Algebra p. 214.

Problem XXII.

517. To reduce an Equation of fix Dimensions.

1

EffeRion.

Suppose the Equation x6Jrpx^-\-qxA-\-rxi-{-sxx-\-tx-\-vz=L01 and make

q-r- ipp—*- r— ipx =£. s— }pp=*y.

y— i*A=^. / — * *£>= "• v— tp>p»=8.

£8— im—X.

Then take for » out of the Terms t{, w, 26, some common Integer Divisor,

that is not a Square, and that likewise is not divisible by a Square Number,

and which also divided by the Number 4 shall leave Unity ; if but any one

of the Terms p, r, t be odd. For k take some Integer Divisor of the Quan

tity — ifp be even j or the halfofan odd Divisor if* be odd ; or o if \ be o.

For ^ stake] the Quantity fa-}- \nkk. For / some Divisor of the Quantity

Qr—Q&p—/
——-=£— if ^be an Integer; or the half of an odd Divisor, if ^ be

a Fraction that has for its Denominator the Number 2 ; or o, if the Divi-

dual [or the Quantity] r» ■ be nothing. And for R the Quantity

\r— \Qjp -f- * kl. Then try if RR—v can be divided by », and the Root of

the Quotient extracted ; and besides, if that Root be equal as well to the

O Quantity
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. . QR— it . x . 9§-\-pR—nll—s \c „ , , ,
Quantity ^ as to the Quantity -^^— 7 • If all these hap-

ft i 2. /* K

pen, call the Root m ; and in room of the Equation propos'd, write thus,

j. _______^__

x3 -\- \ p * x •3rQ,x r^-R—ltn1*- k x x~j~ I x -^-?n . For tin's Equation, by

squaring its Parts, and taking from both Sides the Terms on the Right-

Hand, will produce the Equation propos'd. But if all these Things do

not happen in the Cafe propos'd, the Reduction will be impossible, if it ap

pears beforehand that the Equation cannot be reduc'd by a rational Divisor.

For Example, let there be propos'd the Equation

—laabb _L,ffstj4

a6—zax^zbbx^zalbx3 ~{-za3b xx _j4^ =0.

—4.ab3

and by writing —-2<z, -j-zbb, -\-zabb, —zaabb-\-za3b —\ab3, o, and ^aab*

—a*bb for p, q, r, s, t, and v respectively, there will come out zbb—aa—x.

4.abb—sl3=p>. 2a3b-\-2aabb—^ab3—a*=-y. —b*-\-za3b-\-$aabb—44b3— %a*

—{. — *a<-\-3a3bb—\ab =zv, and —aab*-\-a*bb— £aS=0. And the common

Divisor of the Terms 2^, h, and 26, is aa—ibb, or ibb—aa, according as

aa or ibb is the greater. But let aa be greater than zbb, and aa—ibb will be k.

?

For » must alv/ays be Affirmative. Moreover,— is — \aa-\-iab-\-\b,

14 A P (\ MM

— is iaHzab1, and— is— ia*-\- \aabb, and consequently — x — or

, is \a6— \a%b— %a4bb-h\a3l3— \aub*, the Divisors whereof are 1, a,

i i

aa ; but because »* x k cannot be of more than one Dimension, and « * is

of one, therefore k will be of none •, and consequently can only be a Number.

Wherefore, rejecting a and aa, there remains only 1 for k. Besides, f «-j~

\ nkk gives o for £>,, and ——"^ — is also nothing ; and consequently /,

which ought to be its Divisor, will be nothing. Lastly, fr—ip^-\-nkl

gives abb for R. And RR— v is — z a ab4-{-a4bb, which may be

divided by n, or a a — zbb, and the Root of the Quotient a a b b be

extracted, and that Root taken negatively, viz. —aby is not unequal to

£>Æ— xt o

the indefinite Quantity j-^—, or —, but equal to the definite Quantity

g <5>-f-« R —»//'—-*

—— ; . Wherefore that Root —ab will be m, and in the

2 nk x

room of the Equation propos'd, there may be writ xJ-J- \ pxx-\-Qx-{-R= n*

xkxx-\-Ix-\-m, that is, *3—axx-\-abb= aa—zbb*Xxx—ab The Truth of

which
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which Conclufion you may prove by squaring the Parts of the Equation found,

and taking away the Terms on the Right Hand from both Sides. For from

that Operation will be produc'd the Equation x6—zaxi-^2bb.\*-\-iabb.\t—

zaabbxx-\-ia}bxx—^a^xx-^^aah*—a*bb—o, which was to be reduc'd.

Problem XXIII.

fi8. To reduce an Equation of eight, ten, twelve, &Y. Dimensions.

EffeElion*

If the Equation is of eight Dimensions, let it be xi-\-px1-\-qxe-\-rx*-\-sxi

■\-txi-k-vxx-\-wx-\-x'=-oi and make q— 4//>==«• r— £_pa=p>. s— $pfc—

\«.u.—y. t— \py— ^xfi—fl. v— {any— £££=€. iv— *[by—{, and ?—

±yy=H, And seek a common Divisor of the Terms. 2*/1, 2f, 2£, 8», that

shall be an Integer, and neither a Square Number ; nor divisible by a Square

Number; and which also divided by 4 shall leave Unity, if any of the alter

nate Terms/), r, /, w be odd, if there be no such common Divisor, it is cer

tain, that the Equation cannot be reduc'd by the Extraction of a Quadratic

Surd Root, and if it cannot be so reduc'd, there will scarce be found a common

Divisor of all those four Quantities. The Operation therefore hitherto is a

Sort of an Examination, whether the Equation be reducible or not ; and con

sequently, since that Sort of Reductions are seldom possible, it will moll

commonly end the Work.

And, by a like Reason, if the Equation be of ten, twelve, or more Di

mensions, the Impossibility of its Reduction may be known. As if it be x'°~\~

px9+qxt^rx1^sx6-\-txi-J[-vx*-\-ax3-\-bx'--\-cx-\-tl—o, you mull make q—\pp

=«, r—*/*=£, s— i#*—4**=y, t—Ipy—£•£=/, v—ipf—ixy—

ifp=i, a—i«/— ij*y=?, *-^-Jw=h, c— ty=e, d—y/=n.

And seek such a common Divisor to the five Terms, 11, z(, 8h, 46, 8k, as

is an Integer, and not a Square, but which shall leave 1 when divided by 4,

if any one of the Terms/), r, /, «, c be odd. See Newton's Alg. p. 218.

Problem XXIV.

519. To resolve a Cubic Equation, where the second Term is wanting.

EJsefliori.

Let there be propos'd the Cubic Equation xi1t-\-qx-^-r-=o ; the second

Term whereof is wanting : For that every Cubic Equation may be reduc'd

to this Form, is evident from what we have said above. Let x be suppos'd

=a-hb. Then will a>-\-$aab-\r%abb-\-bi (that is a3) =jr-l-r=o. Let -$aab

-\-^abb (that is, $abx) -\-qx=o, and then will st3-{-£3-}-> —o. By the for

mer
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a «• ■

mer Equation b is = —, and cubically 6* =— -*—■;. Therefore by the

q> fl?
latter, <iJ —7 4-r=o, or sl«4-ra,= -2-, and by the Extraction of the

zyu* ' ' tj '

adfected Quadratic Root, «}=— J r± J rr-j-^ \ Extract the Cubic Row

—q
and you'll have <?. And above, you had —1=Æ, and a-\-b-=x. Therefore

a — is the Root of the Equation propos'd.

For Example, let there be propos'd the Equation j»—6yy-\-6yj-i2—o.

To take away the second Term of this Equation, make x-\-f=^y, and there

will arise *'*—6x-j-8=o. Where q is =—6, r=8, Jrr=i6, -^—=—8,

r

«»=—4±8\ a— -*-=*, and#4-2==y, that is, *-f —4±8 » ~t~

3

Z

-4*8* J

Scholium XVI.

510. And after this Way the Roots of all Cubical Equations may be ex

tracted wherein f is Affirmative ; or also wherein q is Negative, and
«»•

— not greater than \rr, that is, where two of the Roots of the Equation are

27 f

q i

impossible. But where q is Negative, and — at the fame time greater than %rr>
27

.1 rr f_ becomes an impossible Quantity, and so the Root of the Equa-

4 27 , . *.

tion * or y will in this Cafe be impossible, viz. in this Cafe there are

three possible Roots, which all of them are alike with respect to the

Terms of the Equation q and r, and are indifferently denoted by

the Letter x and y, and consequently all them may be extracted by the same

Method, and express'd the fame Way as any one is extracted or expressed; but

it is impossible to express all three by the Law aforesaid. The Quantity a—

q
— whereby x is denoted, cannot be manyfold, and for that Reason the Sup

position
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position that *, m this Cafe where it is triple, may be equal to the Binomial

a — Ta °r *~^*» the Cubes of whose Terms a3-\-b> are together =r, and

the triple Rectangle 34ft is =j, is plainly impossible ; and it is no Wonder

that from an impossible Hypothesis, an impossible Conclusion lhould follow.

Scholium XVII.

c 52l',T^er,e is' moreover» another Way of expressing these Roots, viz.

rrom a^b'-^r, that is, from nothing take

a3-\-r, or-£r± ±rr-4-l- ', and there will remain I*

27

— J r t i rr+s— ■ Therefore

z7

I=_xr+?rr+li
3 »,

» * ' 27

* 1 27

*/

3 a and consequently the Sum

,i >

of these— fr+irr-f-|i-—f will be x.

*7

Problem XXV.

512. To reduce a Biquadratic Equation *«+f**^j-r*-{-.j=:o, wanting the

P EffeStion.

second Term to a Cubic one.
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EffeBioH.

Suppofe this Equation to be generated by the Multiplication of thefe two

xx-hexty—Ch, and xx—ex~\%^o> that is, to be the fame with this x*m -fg xx

_f *+fg=°> and comparing the Terms you'il havef-\%—ee=qy et—ef=r,

eJ '

and/s=x. Wherefore fT*=/-fft T-X-/»L_Lf—. i -f

— (=/jj) =j, and by the Reduction **+»*#♦ —4*

For ee write y, and you'll have ?'+z^ +^-rr=o, a Cubic Equation,

whofe fecond Term may be taken away, and therrthtr Root extracted either

by the precedent Rule or otherwife. Then that Root, being had, you mult

go back again, by putttogj*='» z ~f-> 2 . =*» and ^

two Equations xx-HH-/=° i and xx-f^=o, their Roots being extrac

ted, will give the four Roots of the BtqtwdftrtH- \*pawn^-\*ixx-\r*\i

=0 w-z *=— iftfcjTP1/*, and*=i*bil7~£»- Where- note, that

if the four Roots of the Biquadratic Equation- are poffible, the three Roots

of the Cubic Equation f^qyy ~™ y—*r=© will be. poffible alfo, and con-

fequently cannot be extracted by the precedentRule. And" thus", ifthe affected

Roots of an Equation of five or more Dimenfions are converted into Roots

that are not affected, the middle Terms of the Equation being taken away,

that Expreffion of the Roots will be always lmpoffible, where more than

one Root in an Equation of odd Dimenfions are poffible, or more than two

in an Equation of even Dimenfions, which cannot be redue'd by the Ex

traction of the Surd Quadratic Root, by the MrrhnH lairfdbwn above.

Scholium XVIIL

«» Monfieur Des Cartes taught how to reduce a Biquadratic Equation by

the Rules laft deliver'd. E. g. Let there be propos'd the Equation redue'd

above x— x+Sxx+M—B-ii. Talfce away ch*ftco*cbXcHn«by wnung
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v-f"J sor *, and there will arise v*— *g-vv+-2£-v—h\z—°- To takeaway

the Fractions, write \z for v, and there will arise z4—86zz-j-6ooz—851=0.

Heie —86=s£, 6oo=r, and —851=*, and consequently y'-j-z^J1 _ J—^

=0, and substituting what is equivalent, you'll have v*— i72)'^-f-io8°o£—

360000=0. Where trying all the Divisors of the last Term 1, —1, z—

z, 3, —3, 4, —4, 5, —f, and /o onwards, 50 100, you'll find at length 31=

100- Which ye£ may be found far more expeditioufly by our Method above

q~\-ee—~ ■—

dcliver'd. Then having got y, its Root 10 will be e, and ^ . .

z '

! or —23, will be/, and ? ' " '' e

2 " , or 37 will be gt and

consequently the Equations xx-\-ex-\-f=o7 and xx—ex-\-g=Q, writing

z for x, and substituting equivalent Quantities, will become zz-\-ioz

—23=0, and zz—iox+37=o. Restore v in the room of £3, and there

will arise vv-)-2ftN— -*^=o, and w—afiy-f- f%—o. Restore,, moreover,

■ * for v and there will come out *#-j-2.#—2=0, and #*—3#-{-3=:o> two

Equations ; the four Roots whereof *=—1± 31, and x=i* 3= —-£ " , are

the fame with the four Roots of the Biquadratic Equation propos'd at the

Beginning, #4—x3—pw-f-iz*—6=0. But these might have befen more

easily sound by the Method of finding Divisors, explajiv'd before*

CHAP. X.

Of Mixed Equations.

Definition XXVII.

524. ^ Mixed Equation is that which contains in it more unknown Quan

tities than one : as the Equation 2 aa-\-ar=b—a, or ^-y=.&.
A

Definition XXVIII.

f25. The Extermination of an unknown Quantity out of an Equation, is

the bringing it to one Side in two or more given Equations, so that one or

more new Equations may be had without that unknown Quantity.

Corolla ry
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Corolla ry.

526. Whence it follows, that there muft be at leaft as many given Equa

tions as unknown Quantities, before the Value of all the unknown Quanti

ties can be found or exterminated.

• Problem XXVI. '

527. To exterminate an unknown Quantity by an Equality of its Values.

Example 1.

y

From the

Equations

1—e__

2x2

3—a

4>_5

8— a~\-i

T>A

io-{-»*

II-T4

9, II

I3X4_

14+4.

15—3"

5?-

4-

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

0—*=—. find 0, e, y.

a-\-y~2e

""r"1 r"y From whence we have two new Equations with

20 ze=y „ exterminated.

ie—0=y

a_|_i—e—za—ze (In. 21.) the firft Equation with y extermi-

0-j-i-f*=*0 .•.-. (nated.

, e=a—1

2e—0=20—26 (In. 21.) the fecond Equation with y exter-

itez= 2,a (minated.

4

a_1— 3f (In. tl.) the laft Equation with y and e extermi-

4 (nated from the 9th and 12th Steps.

40—4=30

40=304-4

0=4 -v- \.

e—a—1=3

Example



From the

given Equa

tions.

ixb

2-\-bcy- bay

4-T cc—by

2xd

6—by)

Trdc

, s, 8

qxdcxcc—by

or

cca—bcy__

Example i.

■=bc-\-ay ,

ca-\- — —zbb

} cca—bc)—bbc-\-bay

4 \cca—bay=bbc-Lbcy

,L = bbc±hfy
T | a—h

6 dca-\-byy—idbb

y\dca=2dbb—byy

s\a_ zdbb-bTy

I ac

to find a and j?

Qbbc-)-bcy_ 2</W—byy - . . , .

I* c-La "~ dc an Equation with a exterminated.
-by

\o'bxckd-^bcxd-f=^zbxcxd--bcxy%—ib%dy-\-b%yi

1 1 btyi—bc%y%—2b3dy—bctdjr+'b%itd=o

1 2 }•— r- >x ?—— y-^cd—Oy a Cubic Equation whose

Rootjy maybe found as is taught (In. J74 or 556.) and thence from Step the

5th or 8th will be had the Value of a.

Problem XXVII.

fz8. To exterminate an unknown Quantity by substituting its Value

for ic.

Example 1.

From

Sub. Step 2.

a

4x0

f-hbb—cc

3«a>"

ae*—bb—c% >

:—ee=ic \
to find a and e

aa-

<•*= -■""■■ which substitute for ee Step %,
a r

bb—cc ,
aa— ■ ■=J>c

a

a1—bb-\<c-=.bca

a'—bca—bb—cc which resolved will give the Value ofa.

-f
b—cc *

Example
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From

2-7- e-—b

3©*

be

e—b

Sub. t—r Step i

5X «*—2fo

or

From

s;

Example 2.

, , p to find a and <j

a*—ba— be S

a=

bbee

ibe^ib

1 e—b

which fubftitute for a and a*, Step

the firft.

]■

1

1X23

3-r* 4

4110* f

Step a. 6

<*4

*fl=

to find a and *

71—ibe-f-b1

b3e * +*'<f *—£V=<r*—2&?*-f-& • <r»

i£V_b*=e*—zbe*-\-b*e*

e*—ike*-t-bte*—2b>e-\-b*=:o

Example 3.

cca-\-c%

e

be_

a-\-c

bax= p —bc

ae-\-ce

C:

tec

Problem XXIX.

C2Q. To exterminate an unknown Quantity of feveral Dimenfions in each

given Equation.

S to find a and e
From

1—6e>

z—6ae

3> 4*

8©-'-

whence,[0

iox44-4ff-r-^|"

12

a1 = ilrt—6(?*

a* — iS—6ae

11a—6ee=i8—6ae

iia-\-6ae-=i$-\r-6et

za-\-ae=^-\-ee

Z7l6 I *^ to be ^u^tute^ m Step r.

"" 4-r4*-H*

9i±£±f! 1 &*= 36+'*"
4-4-4^-f-f * "• z-r-<r

9--f-6«+^4^-24-f,-f24-f'-^-6^4=7l^-24<f'+36';-^I2tf,

7* —f-i a^'-^-d^1—%6e—63=0. Whence e may be

found by (In. 509.) Example
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From

).,_**''

Example 2.

1 « =

find a and *.

2a

400*

1—2<J£

7+**

8uo'

6, 10,

I2x£

From

1—r

1 1 »

tf =2tf£-4-> —

/^

2flfl

IC

II

12

*3

1

2

*- T *+ JT =*+ F

,-^-U+jJ (In. 506.)

«=k+>- +7-

«*—2fl*=

4*
e1—zae-\-a1=al!-\- jr

e—a-
aM-— * (In. 506.)

«= d1-

aaaa +*

n* _L a" * J_ *' =1*1 *+ *4*

Example 3.

<*4-*-4--— =20

«*+«*+ ~ = HO-

—=20—e

a

find 4 and >
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30*

4—ee

2,_5

6-r 10

8-T4

4 ax-\-lex-\- •—■ =400—40^-f^'

*1~h*M" ~t =4°o—40*

140=400—40*

7 14=40—4-?

8 4^=40—14=2.6

26

9 \e— — —6\ to be substituted in the first Step, SV.

From

z—ae

400*

Sub. the Value off 7

into the first Step.

7x2

9^r b-h2a*

11x4

i2XÆ*-j-6«a-|-9

I4-T4

Substitute

Thea

8

10

11

iz

13

'4

15

16

l7

18

Example 4.

3—a1e=ie j . , .

,t 1 ... 1 , J. find « and <r

£l—^=sl1-|-3

an aa

«-«+7=--+^+3=5r+j

*~i«=F~+*

ia>
1 4 ^3

-6 |faa

f3
\+J»

3ai_3,=^F^I^fffi4_3 *

3**—3g
4 1 J64-2<»J

2f!ii£f!i££l = iff j „
4^4-14^4-3* ~~ 4 ' 3

9a*—i8sl4-j-9«-* __

5*'+" (In. 115.;d44-6cta+9

9««—1 8«*4-9* *=5*tf+4i«H* 1 7* * -f 1 08

4^—6oct*— ro8sl * = 1 08

a6—15a*—ija*=2.j

a*—y

a—y *
Exam$lf
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From

2-rt.

4+.V'

5Ut>%

Make

then

9©-»

Sub. ford in the

lftStepdivi-

dlngbyz^6eete

i4-{-6)V+

Caff.

Sub. for y

18©-*

Example %.

2a,*—5flJ<;-j-3fl*tf*—7.ae*-\-e*—37—0

za*ex—ae*—lie—15=0

 

to find a and t

a%el— *ae,— 6e-+-j.5

6e+7-5

ee

a*—±ae=

8

9

to

1 1

l3

14

15

16

iS

19

• r 1 eeee-\-q6e4-uo

\e-a— i«f==

♦_[-96^-U
120

iCee

•

e4-\<)6e -\-iio * -\-e%
ar=L

4'

£*-\.$>6e-\-uo—y*, or |<?4-|-96^-|-i20 *==)»

y-\-ee 6\eeey-\-()\^

4^ 2561?4

i6e*y* + 3ie*y+i6es

a*— t-t
256^

j 4Q|34~I 2g,3iI-r-i2<r<y4-4f4

y*-\-4.y3tz-\-6y*e*-\-4yea-{-e'

"4~ . 256^

2j4—1 231V—84^(?<5-|-1 5^«*—9472^=0

>4—6?V—42>'<r*+79£8—473 6*4-=o

)*+79<8—4736<*=6.AH--4*K,

>4-|-79f8—47 3 7'4

2 ^'3'-_ —y

: .

6yyee-\~4.ie6
ot»_jLI9I^—4496g4-|-92i6gt+2qo4on-U400 =J

4.8^+^76^4-72-0^48's+576<J+7

gf'+ 1 2f'—*8 if*-j-576ex^-jA4^T922 —y

3gg+36^+45g

JV«4-i 2Qg''—28 iog'^5904^'°rr765^1I96Ji!li3i,M^

-i89if2^--78768oc'^7^Mgl^588j^3iJ£4O0£l:

2j-920oo^bioooo -r 9<?,1+2i6e»4-270f,,4-ii96fH3i40^

*f9

4-2025t4=y/=*-f~96<f4+1 10

R

»

»9
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lyxge^-jr&c.

Whence

21-7-16

io| if<r'* + itoeu —* 2810^' 2-\-s^04e'0 4: 76s6«» -f-

8796 1 e*+ x J 814*'—189 1 f ze*—737<S8oe''*-i74024«4

-f" i<5f888o«J -f"3 1 IO4oo*'-his9i°o0('-f810000=

9*"'^- loScV-j-iJs0''* +220i2e'*-f ffo8o£9 -f-

544Zf«* -}- * 14416** -j- 4.66f6oe* -f> f83200s?4 -j-

143 OOOf*.

i6«,<s — 9<Joif,» — 4160*?" — i6i28<f'° —47424£"-{-

f 3f g<Se* — nof92f7 —• 7f57t2e« — j 1 3 7^88^»

—4i7024**-f-i6j'888o*J-f-3iio400tf*-jt-2j'92ooo*

-J-8 1 0000=0. <
e"—6oe"—z6oetx — 1 oo8<?'°— 2964** -J- 32461s* —

6912.^—47232s6—8c68o«s—26064/*+ io368o«'+

iP440o^-j-l 62000^^062^=0.

11

12

An Equation oF sixteen Dimensions, whose Root e will be found to be f

=3 (Step. 7th.).

(In. 5*09.) whence az=e*^-<)6e-\-iio'J[-e2.

4! —

Scholium XIX.

f30. Hither may be referred Sit Isaac Newton's Rules for the Extermina

tion of unknown Quantities in adfected Equations. Vid. Newton's Algebra,

p. 6f, or in the best Latin Edition, p. 73.

CHAP. XI.-

Of bringing Quejlions into Equations.

» Partition VII.

531. \ Lgebraical Questions are of two Sorts, Determinateand Indeterminate,

X\, according to the Number (of Equations and unknown Terms

whereof they consist.

Definition XXIX.

532. A Determinate Question is that which consists of as many independent

Equations, as unknown Quantities : As if it were required to find what

two Numbers those are, a and e. whereof ae =14 and — t= 6. Or

to find what three Numbers those are, whereof Æ-f-"(?=25, <*-f:*— 28, e-^y—

31. Which kind of Questions are ailed Determinate, because they admit

of no more Answers than the Number of the Dimensions of the last Quantity

sought. • Definition
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5 $3. An indeterminate Question-is that which consists of more unknown

Quantities than Equations : As if it were required to find what two Numbers

those are, a and e, whereof ae=24. : Or to find what three Numbers those

are, whereof a-^—25, and a+y—zS : Which Sort of Questions are called

indeterminate, because they admit each of innumerable Answers. Ex.gr.

Any two Numbers whose Product is 24 will answer the former, and in answer

ing the latter, any Number less than 25 may be assumed for one of the un

known Quantities.

Scholium XX.

534. If in any Question the Number ot Equations be greater than the

Number of unknown Quantities ; it is odds but some of the Equations are

contradictory, and Consequently the Solution of suck Question is impossible.

Partition VIII.

535- Ag«un> Algebraical Questions may be divided into General and

Particular.

Definition XXXI...

536. A General Question is one expressed in general Terms, the Solution of

which affords Theorems for particular Cafes ; as when it is required to investi-

gate a Theorem for Determining any three Numbers or Quantities a, e, yfrom

the Sums of every two of them given, viz. a-\-e—b, a-\-ymc, e-hy^;d, where

for b, f, and d, may be assumed any three Numbers at Pleasure.

Definition XXXII. _'

f37. A Particular Qjftjlion is expressed in particular Terms ; as when it is

required to find three Numbers a, e, y, on these Conditions that a-\-e^=.i$t

«-f*=28, and^+>=3i.

Problem XXX.

538. To bring a Question to an Equation.

EffeftioH.

The whole Art of bringing Questions into Equations consists in a due Ex

pression of all their Quantities by proper Species, (the known Quantities by

Consonants (or Numbers) and the unknown ones by Vowels (In. 5*30.) which is

to be learned by Example rather than Precept.

Example 1. A Lady feeing divers poor Persons at her Door was willing to

distribute some Money among them, but when she Number'd them, she

found that she wanted Six-pence to give Four-pence" a piece to them ; she

therefore gave to each Three-pence, and had Two-pence remaining: What was

the Number of poor People, and what Money had me in her Pocket ?

A Lay
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?2* Questions in Words. Thefame in Species.

A Lady seeing divers poor Persons

at her Door for whose Numbers put a

was willing to distribute some Money

among them, for the Quantity of

which put e

But when sheNumber'd them she wan

ted Six-pence to give them Four-pence

a-piece, i. e. 4^=^4*6. '

She therefore gave to each Three

pence, and had Two-pence remain- '

ing, i. e. }a=*-

The Question then consists of two Equations, and two unknown Quantities

a, e. Whence by (In fiy.) a will be found = 8 Pence and ^=26 Pence or

IS. 2d.

Example 2. One bought a Horse, and Sold it again for eleven Pounds, in

the selling it gained as much'per. Cent, as the Horse cost him. What did he

give for the Horse ?

The Questions in Words. ■ . Tlxfame in Species.

One bought a Horse whose Price

was * , .

And fold it again for 1 1 /. or b

So that his Gain was b—a

In the selling of which he gain'd as

much by the 100/. or c

As the Horse cost him, i. e. ,a:b—ar^c:a

Whence we have this Equation aa—bc—ac (In. 1 89.) which by due Reduc

tions gives a=&+cc%~c= 10/. (In. 506.)

Example 3. A Father and his Son went to the Wood for each a Burthen of

Sticks, and in their return Home the Son complained that he was over-loaded ;

to whom the Father replied, if I take ten of your Sticks, then shall I have

twice the Number of Sticks that you have, and if you take ten of mine we

shall have an equal Number. It is required to find the Number of Sticks that

each had.

Here if a be put to represent the Number of Sticks which the Father had,

and e the Number of Sticks which the Son had ; and if for 10 be put Æ, then

will the Question be expressed by these two Equations :

1 a-\-b—ixe—b—2e—ib

z a—b-=e-\~b

Whence by due Reduction, it will be found that r=5*=50 and a—e-\-ih

—jb—yo. (In. 527.) Example
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Example 4. A Man had three Horses whose Values were as follows. If ele

ven Guineas were added to the Value of the worst, it would equal the Value

of both the others j if eleven Guineas were added to the second, it would

equal twice the Value of the two others ; and if eleven Guineas were added

to the Value of the best, it would equal thrice the Value of the other two.

What was the Value of each ?

Put a for the Value of the worst, e for the Value of the second, and y for

the Value of the best, then make k=ls„ and the Question will be expressed

by three Equations as follows.

e-\-b=2a-\~zy

y-f-b=3a-j-^y
:■-.: ,

Therefore by due Reduction y=-L =7 Guineas, e=s&—4>—— —f Gui

neas* anda=e-\-y—te=—=1 Guinea.

Example 5. A Shepherd being asked the Price of his hundred Sheep, made

Answer •, I have not a hundred, but if I had as many, half as many, two and

a half, then Ihou'd I have just a hundred. What was the Number of his

Sheep ?

Here putting a for the Number of Sheep the Question is expressed by this

one Equation a-f-ct-f---^ J=ioo. Whence a—^.

Example 6. One being asked whata-Clock it was, made Answer, that the

Time then past from Noon was equal to two fifths of the Time remaining to

Midnight. What was the Hour after Noon ?

Put £=1 2, and let a represent the Hours from Noon, and consequently

b—a the Time to Midnight. Then

1 1 1 2b-—2.a

«= ■—.—by the Question.

Whenct'2 l«=—=3- Hours afterNoon.

7 7

Example 7. 'Tis required to divide ^=100 twice into two Parts, so that the

Major Part ot the first Division is double the Minor Part of the second

Division ; and the Major Part of the second Division wanting one, is to the

Minor Part of the first Division as 9 to 4.

Put a~ theMajor Part of the first Division, then will b—a equal »he Minor

Part of the fame Division ; and bythe Question the Minor Part of tht se

cond Division will be ia, and consequently the Major Part of the same Divi

sion £—•i a

S Then
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Then

Or (by In)

Whence

b—\a—1: b—a—q\ 4 by the Question.

ijb—za—4=9#—ga

a— J* —72 the Major/

b—a=i8 the Minor

— =36 the Minor

b =64 the Major

Zr

Part of the first Division.

}Part of the second Division.

Example 8. A Gentleman hired a Servant for a Year for 120 Shillings to

gether with a Riding Coat at a certain Price j but when seven Months were

expired, the Master falling at variance with the Servant puts him away, and

gives him the Riding Coat with 50 Shillings, which was full Satisfaction for

the Time. What was the Value of the Riding Coat?

Put £=120, ^=7, and<i=50, and for the Price of the Riding Coat put a

Then

i-rii

2XC

Whence

b-\-a— his Wages for the Year

1 — u:<.w„~«.r. f~- a Month

12

: hisWages for

■ **—= his Wages for seven Months

12

■- -=a-{-d by the Question

ii

cb—lid

a=.-

12-

=48 Shillings, the Price of the Coat.

Example 9. A General having set his Soldiers in a Square Battalion had

=50 o Soldiers to spare jbut to encrease theSquare, se that its Side might

Consist off=i Soldier more than it did before, he wanted ^—2.9 Soldiers. How

many Soldiers were in the whole Army.

For the Number of Soldiers in the Side of the first Square put a

Then 1 a-\-c— the Soldiers in the Side of the second Square

2 aa-\-b^= the whole Army

3 aa-\-b-\-d—aI-\-2ca~\-c3 by the Question

3—aa 4 b-\-&~ 2ca-\~cc

Whence * b-\-d—cc
* sl=_i =264.

ic

aa~\-b=yc>2()6, the Number of Soldiers in the Army.

Example 10. A Man playing ar Hazard won the first Throw, just so much

Money as he had in his Pocket, the second Throw he won the Square Root of

what he then had, and b=5s. more ; the third Throw he won the Square of

all he then had } after which his whole Sum was (-=22.565. It is required to

find
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duction

Make

ix'z

find what Money he had in his Pocket, when he began to play. Ward's Intro-

" p. 225. • - .

zaa~ the first Sum he had in his Pocket

4sld= the Sum after the first Throw

isl-j-5= the winning at the second Throw

4ct«-j-2«4-5= the Sum after the second Throw.

\aa-\-zaA-5—e

er= the winning of the third Throw

ee+r=zzf6 Shillings by the Question

ee-\-e-\-o.zf—zif6.zf (In. fo6Y)

<r-fo. f=Izf6\zr* =47.f

4slÆ-j-2sl-f-f=47

4«a-j-2«=4l

aa-\-$tt= 10. f

**3

Subst.

5©-i

5+6

7*t

8ltu»

9-t

5> »°_>

11—5

Il-J-4

'3+16

14U0 *

is-i

16®^

17x4"

1

i

+

f

6

7

8

9

10

11

iz

»3

14

if

16

i7

18

aa+iaJrlrxoi+^ (In. so6.)

4

__i3—J_£f__

"4 4

slct=9 Shillings

ia«= 1 8 Shillings, the Sum he had first in his Pocket.

Scholium XXI.

f2g From the last Example belonging to the foregoing Problem it appears

of how much Consequence a convenient Hypothesis is for answering any

Question : For if the first Sum had been represented by a or aa, .thejtqua-

twh, which expresses the Question, wou'd have been encumber d with Surds >

because the Sum after the first Throw could not have its Root expressed in

rational Terms, as the Question requires j but this is remedied by putting zaa

for that Sum as above.

Definition XXXIII.

s4o. The Equations by which Indeterminate Questions °r Problems are

expressed, maybe distinguished by the Name of Equals those which are

expressed by one Equation by the Name otsingle Equals those which are

expressed by two Equations by double Equalities; by three Equations, Trifle

Equalities, &c.

Partition IX.

s4i. And those again may be divided into Homologous, znd Het^6ff^Tlw
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Definition XXXIV.

54.1. By Homologous Equalities are meant such as have all their unknown

Quantities of the fame Dimensions ; as ba^\-:e—da—de, aa—et=dt «,-}-e*:=x,

fciV.

Definition XXXV.

f4$. By Heterologous Equalities are meant suchas have their unknown Quan-

ies of different Dimensions: as a1—e—x, a*-\-et=e*, &c
titles

Partition X.

f44. Lastly, Homologous Equalities mzy bedivided into Lateral, Quadratic,

Cubic, Sec. according as their unknown Quantities are of one, two, three,

&V. Dimensions.

 

the End of the fourthPart.

ARITHME-
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ARITHMETICAL INSTITUTIONS.

PART V.

The Application os SPECIES ALGORISM to

the Investigation of THEOREMS.

CHAP. I.

Containing certain promiscuous PROBLEMS.

545-

 

Problem I.

O raise Theorems for finding any two Quantities a, <?, from

their Sum s and Difference d given.

1-^-2

I — 2

EffeRion.

aa~tee"lS^ the Question.

ia = s -\-d

s+d
a = The Theorem for the greater Number.

ze — s— d

s—d
ez=~~^~ Toe Theorem for the lesser Number.

B Ex.



c o
s-\-d m , s—d

= —i— 2= 28, and «• = —-—■=£ 7.
£*. gr. If s ±= 35, and i= 21, then * : 2

Pra?/, 19-I- 12 = 31 =i, and 19 — 12 = y = d.

C'O ROLLAftY I.

546. If 2 s be put to represent the Sum of any two Numbers, and id

for the lesser, then will s-\-d%ivz the greater Number iought, and s — d

the lesser.

Problem II.

547. To raise Theorems for finding any two Numbers a, e, from their

Sum s, and Products given.

1 Q-

24T4

3 — 4

14-6

7^

1-6

9-r2

at

Effeftion.

^s I By the Question.

a* -\-iae -\-ee — ss

4,ae = 4i>

a1— 2sl£-j-"==-M— 4-P

a — * 5ss j j — 4^

2sl = j -J- J J — 4/>a

1

—i— ~ p The Theorem for the greater Number.

ze=z s— is —4^*

s— ss — 4.p% qhe Theorem for the lesser.

t =

j-f-jj— 4/>x 0 J—Ji—4/>*

Ex.gr. If J =35, and/>= 196, thena= =28,*= ~

= 7-

Problem. III.

548. To raise Theorems for finding any two Numbers a, e, from their

Sum s and Quotient q given.

Effec-
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2xe

2x6

Effttlien,

a -J- e = j ^

_2 = >5? <& ^to*

a — qe

e=zs—qe

qe-^-e — r

s

' ~ q~^rirhe Theorem for finding the lesser Number.

._ Is

Ex

~ A7 7be Theore'n>r the greater Number.

gr. If s = 35, q -= 4, tfaen 0 =-2i. ~ 2g , _ _1_

Problem IV.

s49 To raise Theorems for finding any two Numbers <*, e, from their Sum

*, and Sum of their Squares z given.

2 — 4

14*0"

7-r~

1 — 6

Effeliion.

10

zae = jj — 2.

ct £ = 22- •ss'

2a=S-]~2Z— ss'-

t _ J~r22—££. For the greater Numberfought.

2e = s —22— ss'

s — 22— ss1 „

e — 2 ^ ^r Numberfought.

T

£*.gr. Ifj = 35, and 2 = 833, then a -Jjf»s—"'_ ag f—^^=^77

= 7-

2

Prob-



C + 3

Problem V.

S5o. To raise Theorems for finding any two Numbers a, e, from their Sum

s, and Difference of their Squares * given.

EffeRion.

a^~eTS \By the Question.

» + 3

4-r2

i — 3

6 4-"

~ s

x_ss-\-x

a — SS~^~X The Theorem for the greater Number.

is

x .ss—x

5 S

e— . The Theorem for the lesser Number.ss—x

2;

"+*_
ss-

Ex. gr. If s = 35, and x = 735» then tf =-^7— 28» ' - 2 , - r

Problem. VI.

551. To raise Theorems for finding any two Numbers a, e, from their Sum

j, "and Sum of their Cubes m given.

EffeSlion.

2-J-I

I— sl

4X0

3 + 5

4©-*

6-7

«-{-* = j \By the Question.

m

a*—ae+e*—-

e— 5— a

ae— sa— aa

tn , ,

**=**—2sa-\-az

8-j-2fla— 3f«



[ 5]

8-J-2tf*—^sa

9~3

I0.|7

IIUK1

12 -f--

i — 13

, m m— s%

9 3" — isa — ssz=

s s

10

I I

1 2

'3

H

a ■ — s a :
m — s*

3t

a —sa-±-\ss— —=-

I 12 J _ 3J [2

tf =r

4 m — s s s

IZS

-j- i s For the greater Number.

4 m— sss
'■' ~ " s — I • For the lejfer Number.

izs

Ex.gr. Ifs = 35, and m = 22295, then a —
4« — i is

US

-f- 1- J = 28, and

* = ^.f

4w—JJi

12J
= 7.

Problem VII.

532. To raise Theorem for finding any two Numbers a, e, from their

bum j, and Difference of their Cubes « given.

Effeffion.

[ IZlJrjL^fy the Question.

1 — a

3 Q-3

2 + 4

6—1

1 — e

8©-3

9— 2

*

3

4

5

6

7

8

Q

IC

I I

12

e = s— a

1
e1 =s* — 3s*a-{.3sa*—a'

«3 = «-j-.f3 —is* a-\-3sal—ai

2a3— 3sax-{. 3j*sl = a_|-ji (In 430.)

w -4- j3
a3— -J^-f-f .f-ct__-2l_ —o The Theorem/or the greater

2 Number. (In 508.)

« = j— <?

= j3 — 3.i1i?-|-3.f,f2_1.3

(?3 = J3 — «— 3sze-\-3sel— e*

ie*— 3sez-\-3s1e = si—n (In 430.1!

j3—a

£'—4m*-J-»*2*— =° The Theorem for the lejfer

2 Number. (In 508.)

C Ex.



[6]

Ex. gr. If i=35 and »=2i6o9, then 0=28, and^r=7=J—a Step. 3.

Problem VIII.

553. To find any two Numbers a> e, from their Difference d, and Pro

duct p given.

Effeftion.

I©-2

2x4

34-4

6-j-i

6—1

9-r" to

ct—e=d

ae
zfJsBy the Question.

at—2ae-\-e't =dd

4sl<? =4p

a2-f-2ct(?4-fi —dd—4p

a-\-ez=dd~{-4pl

1

2ct=5^f4J>r-f-<i

1

^4-4/>x-f-(i Theorem I.

2*= ^4r4^)a—i

£=:

dd-lrAp*'—d Theorem II.

. . dd+^-\-d _

Ex.gr. If Asii, and^>=rip6, then <*= - =28, and

.Jd^f-d_^

Problem IX.

554..T0 find any two Numbers a, e, from their Difference d, and Quo

tient q given.

Effection.

2xe

3' 4

5—e

<z—e=d?

a _ £*£)• f£* Question.
a >j

a—qe

a=d-\-e

qe—d-\-e

qe—e=d

6-rj-i



[7]

2x7

e-=z- Theorem I.

a—— Theorem II.

Ex. gr. If d-zzii, and a—fa then a=-i—=28, e= =7.

f—1 j—1 '

Problem X.

555. To find any two Numbers a e, from their Difference d, and Sum

of their Squares z given.

Effeftion.

1&1

2—3

2+4

7-T2"

6—1

afT^Lzf5? *** guejlion.

a1—2ae-[-e*=dd

2ae =z—dd

aa-\.2ae-\-ee—2z—dd

a-f^=2z—dd*

2a=2z—ddz-{d

I

2z—dd*4-d

Theorem I.

2e= 2z—dd*—d

iz—dF—d _L

<?= Theorem II.

Ex. gr. If <2=zi, and 2=833, then a=1Z~dd%+d=z2it

and

2z—dd1—d
e= r- =*=;.

Problem XI.

556. To find two Numbers 0, e, from their Difference d, and Difference

of their Squares x given.

EffeSlion



EffeRiort.

2-r1

3—5

a=—'r— Theorem I.

20

e-'tlM: Theorem 11

20*

<W4-* x—dd

Ex.gr. If J=2i, and ^=735, then *=—^- = 28, and*=_^_:=7.

Problem XII.

557. To find two Numbers a, e, from their Difference d, and Sum of their

Cubes m given.

Effetiion.

1—d-\-e

3®-'

2—4

*

6—1

8©-3

2—9

II~2

a7f=/ \Bs the Queftion.

e—a—d

gi =ai sa*d-\-iad*—d*

a% =m—at~\-idxd—$ad*-\-d't

2a3—3azd±3ad*=m-\-d:s

mA~d% » ,, r
a'—±a%d-\4ad% —-=o Theorem I.

a=d-j-e

io[?3 =m—d3— -}d'-e—3d**—<?5

11

12

2*3 -\-%de* -\-2<i* e^zm—'d1

tf » 44A»-j-4J«* =0 Theorem II.

£*. gr. If d=«i» and w,s=22295, then «:= 2 8, ez=y—a^d Step. 3.

Pro
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Problem. XIII.

558. To find two Numbers a, e, from their Difference d, and the Diffe

rence of their Cubes n given.

EffeSiion.

1—d-^e

3—5

6-7

a—e=d
tJ_*x— n^By the Queftion.

—a—d

aez=aa—da

9-7-2

io-\-\dd

x^■\^\d

4. 13

10

11

12

13

M

^^—-^■da—aa

e*s=taa~2da-\-dd

n
=-j—-dd-^^da—2a't

3«»—3<k=—dd——j-

a*—da=
n—d1

.wH-i^+^e^.

a—id=
4«—222* n dd*

izd 3d 12

I 4„—ddd1

= 1—~^j~ -{-id Theorem I.

?=

4»—rfrfrf1

\ld

-id Theorem II.

Ex.gr. If d=zi, and »=2i6o9, then 5=28, e^za—d=j Step. 4.

Problem XIV.

f59- To find any two Numbers a, e, from their Producl p, and Quotient

q given.

D Effeffion



Effeftioih

1X2

1-4-2
5

5W*! 6

aempy

_£_„>■#> the Queftion,

a*=fq
I

a=pif Theorem I.

«JL

e— t Theorem II.

i

Ex.gr. If jf>=iQ6, and g=4, then «=pf*=28, f=

, Problem XV.

56a To find any two Numbers a, et from their Produft p, and Sum of

their Squares z given.

EffeEHon.

1x2

2+3

4uua

2—3

6iw *

5+7

5—7

IO-S-2

?5t«=i}^*'**'*

a *—2ae-\-e* ==z—2p

a—e = z—ip

2tf=Z-J-2/)1_{_Z 2p*

IO

I I

,_ . X f ~ L Theorem I.

2f— z-|-2^>*—z 2/)*

=Z+^-^=2p ThcoKffl H<

J*



£x. gr. If /»=T96, and 2=833, ^cn 4=28 (by Theorem I.) and ^=7

$>y Theorem II.) ' '

Phoubm. XVI.

561. To find any two Numbers a, e, from their Product/), and Difference

of their Squares x given.

Effeftion.

2-4-4

6—a*x

744**

9-H*

IOiw

12m/1

l_^_x}^/^^»<?y?w».

a

ee=

aa

aa

a*—a*x-\-pp

aA-—a*x=pp

10

1 1

12

13

a<—a*x-\-±xx=pp+ixx=z
4pp+xx

a*—±x—
4pp-\-xx » __ 4/y>-)-yjc »

f 4 ~~ 2

»_4/P4***+*

z

a' =

az= ~——■ Theorem I.

4rPp-\-XX*~~X

e—

» a

4.pp-\-xxx X 1

■ Theorem If.

Ex.gr. If £=196, andx=735, then a=28 (by Theorem I. } and e=7
(by Theorem II.) A '

Pro--



£ .2]

Problem. XVII.

562. To find two Numbers a, *, from their Products tndSum of their

QObcs m given.

EffeEtion.

ar=.

a1

2—4

6—ma3

8tu>

9-t"3-w

IOlUT

2—10

1 luu

aaa

i _ pJ ana1—/>*

"" ? a1

as=?na*—/>'

10

11

12

—Pm XBs the Question.

a*—wsl'-Lifl""^"**—".P3 ~
»»*—4j>*

r»»:

OT»—4p
3 a

4

a3_.

»»*—4pppz-±m

a=

|wm—mAPPP* -\rm

I 2
1

»2 WOT 4ppp *

2

Theorem I.

13*=

1 1

ot—mm—\ppp x

2

Theorem II.

Ex.gr. If p— 196, and w=22295, then <:=28 (by Theorem I.) and ;=7

(by Theorem II.)

Problem XVIII.

563. To find any two Numbers a, e, from their Product/, and Difference

of their Cubes » given.

EffeR'wn.



EffeRion.

3©-

2+4

6—»a3

944-

10UH3

2,

I2ou3

IC

I I

12

rS

a

'• aaa

t6=»a,-\-pi

a6—na%-=zpf

4

2

a—

• 3

WPV+nn1- -\-n

Theorem I.

f3=a3—«=

4ppp-+-nn%—-n

,4PPP-Yf-» Theorem II.

1 1

Ex. gr. If p=i96, and »=2i6o9, then 4=28 (by Theorem I.) and e—y

fby Theorem II.)

Problem XIX,

564. To find any two Numbers a, e, from their Quotient q, and the Sum

of their Squares z given.

Effsftion



Effeftion.

3©-

2—a

4+5

s-Hf+i

z—7

a

al~\-ez=z.

'By the Question.

eq=za

z

fl*=Z-

w-fl

ct=JX

»
'--I

qqz Theorem I.

lOtfrz

qq-\-l

JJ-J-I

Theorem II.

£*. gr. If <i=4, and 2=333, then assz8 (by Theorem I.) #id<rr=7

(by Theorem II.)

Proble-m XX.

565. To find any two Numbers a, e, from their Quotient q, and the

Difference of their Squares x given.

EffcRion.

IX.'

3x2

4> 5

"Whence

2-J-8

#y /&<? Qgestwn*

'6a=qe

^aa—qqce

6 qqee=x-\-ee

x ■

x qqx

• qq— 1 ffff— 1

«-

Siw



C**3

iuu

JlW 10

*=J
qq—l

e=.

Theorem I.

Theorem II.

M—i

£#. gr. If j=4, and *=735, then 4=28 (by Theorem I.) and ^=7 (by

Theorem II.)

Problem XXI.

566. To find any two Numbers a, e, from their Quotient q, and the Sum

of their Cubes m given.

EffeEIion.

ixe

4©.'

2—3

6xqqq

7+*

a

•ify /& Question.

__ a

"~7

2—9

llw3

q' a} —mqJ—a*

qi ay -i-a* =mq%

a'=z

10

11

12

q'm

a=q

m »

**=:»»

Theorem I.

m

r=
fw-f-I

w?4-i ^?-fi

Theorem II.

Ex.gr. If ^=4, and ^=22295, then a—z$ (by Theorem I.) and ^=7

(by Theorem II.)

Pro-



C.6]

Problem XXII.

567. To Hnd any two Numbers a, e, from their Quotient f, and the Dif

ference of their Cubes » given.

Efetlioft. ".. ■ I

IXc

3-r*

4®"'

2+5

Whence

And

:-i

aaa—eeemti

'By the Quejiion.

tq~4

a

•aaa

m

aaa

, aaa tiqqq-\-aaa

m m

a=qx

\qqq—l

t—

\m-

, Theorem I.

Theorem II.

Ex. gr. If 2=4, and »=11609, then «=2fr (Theorem h) and e-i

(Theorem II )

Problem XXIII.

568. To find any two Numbers a, e, from the Sum of their Squares a,

and the Difference of their Squares x given.

EffeSiion.

aa-\-ee=Lz\

aa—ee-.

I-J-2

1—2

5+"

6 —"J

iaa=z-\-x

aa—-

2er=z—x

z—-x

4iw



£«7 3

4cw

ilW

££7

Z-—X

Theorem L

Theorem II.

Ex. gr. If 2=833, arK* x^VSBi ^en itai$ (Theorem I.) and e±=j

Theorem II. ■ ' ... "' ■

Problem XXIV.

569. To find any two Numbers a, *, from the Sum of their Squares z,

and Sum of their Cubes m given. " i - v. : ,

Effiftian*. ._._.!- '

Make <j-|-*=2yi and a—essid,

Theni

2©-1

I©-3

2©-3

3+4

5+6

7—23,5,

8——2yy^f

11-5-63.

10, 12

13x63

144.23,3,3

15+4

IOw/

att=:} ff-54«0

I
2y*-t-zyu-l-uu=zaa • •. — ,

4|ya—2yu-\-uu=ee

51 5 +3y 1*+3y« "+« } =aaa

6f—3y*«+$:y**—u'.sseee

2«*=z—2}*

7

8

9

io«

1 1

12 «

63-8 3 =:«—231 J

OT«—»23,^

631

z—lyy m—lyyy

2 6y

323*—6yyy—tn—2yyy.

3zy—4.yyyz=zm

—W+iz)'—-=o Theorem I.

4

*=t!z>: Theorem II.

Ex.



Ex. gr. If 2=833, and ^=22295, then y= 1 7.5 (Theorem I.) and

u— \ 2^..= io-5 (Theorem II.) consequently a=y~^u—zS, and *=j—

«=7-

Problem XXV.

570. To sind any two Numbers a, e, from the Sum of their Squares 2,. and

Difference of their Cubes » given.

EffeSion.

Things being represented as in the last.

I—2UU

2—2UUU

7x6*

2Jr2UUU

4w

2yy=Z—-2*8

2—2UU

4yy——:—

6^8=»—2UUU

TI—2UUU

Z 2UU n—2UUU

2 "~ 6«

3KZ—6«3=«—28*

3«z—4»3=» *" ,,

—u ' 4-|2«—-=o Theorem I.

4

J=

Z—7.HU

Theorem IL.

En. gr. If 2=833, and »=2i6o9, then 8=10.5 (Theorem I.) and

Z 2UU

j=r
= 17.5 (Theorem II.) consequently sl=ji-J-»=28,'and *=y—8=7,

by the Hypothesis.

Problem. XXVI.

571. To find any two Numbers a, e, from the Difference of their Squares

x, and the Sum of their Cubes m given.

EffiBtn.



I '9 3

EffeRiom

Things being again represented as before,

i

»-r4)

3©-

2—2yyy

4, 6

7x48731

8-M*6

A.yu=aa—ee=x 7 D ,» ^ „.

+6yuu=-.d>+<>i=m j*' ihe %!$"*>

x

XX

l6yy

byttu—tn—iy3

m—2yyy

by

xx m—2yyy

uu

i6yy by

}XX=z imy—lbyyyy

—fflyA-iny—1?=0 Tneorem **

X

Theorem II.

Ex. gr. If #=735i and ^=22295, then 7=17.5, (Theorem J.) and a=^

10.5 (Theorem II.) consequently a=y-±-u=28, and e=y—u=zj.

Problem. XXVII.

572. To find any two Numbers a, e, from the Difference of their Squares

x, and the Difference of their Cubes n given.

EffeSfion.

Things being once more represented as above.

i-r4* 3y=

3^»

2 1UUU

■&f=a*-e>=»}By tbt $2eftion-
4?*=*;—**=

luuu

4«

yy—

XX

ibuu

6uyy=j]—2uuu

n—iuuu

4, 6,



C *>!!

4, '6

8-T-ib

10

nu n-—iuuu

\6uu~ 6«

3*x=8tt*— \Snuuu

9 —uuuu+iKU—3^r=zo Theorem I.

z
Theorem II.

£x. gr. If x=735, and «=2t6o9, then «=io.5 (Theorem I.J and j=

17.5 (Theorem II.) coonfequently a=K-}-y=28, tzry--4t^zj.

Problem XXVIII.

573. To find any two Numbers a, e, from the Sum of their Cubes m,

.and Difference of their Cubes n given. t -

Uffeftion.

,+a

3-r"

1—2

5-r-T

6u«3

fi''=^^^^"-

8

2«J =«-|-8

2

•T

«=

2

r»—»3

Theorem I.

,M*-

Theorem II.

£*, gr. If »i=:2i295, and »=2i6o9, then a—28 (Theorem I.J *=7

(Theorem II.)

ScoleumI.

574. Note, All the foregoing Problems of this Chapter are to be feen

in Dr. Pell's Algebra, except thofe wherein m and « is concerned.

# Problem. XXIX.

$j5. To find three Numbers ay e, y, from the Sum of the Cubes of every

two of them given.

Effcfi'm.



1—2

3—rn

m

i
•

3—9

2—IO

lllW

IOHV

9«u/*

3—y3=£—c

>=d—y>

b—c-\-y •=.&—•)

2yyy=d—b-\-c

d—b+c

12

13

14

EffeElion.

a'-j-y3 =f>2?y /fo Quejtion.

d

id*1 =i-

1 1 «3 =£—

d—b+c d+b—c

2 "."" 2

£:=

7=

^4-»-<_»

Theorem I.

Theorem II.

d—b^ Theorem III.

(Theo

gr. If i

• no y-5 (Theo. III.)

Ex. gr. If £=1072, f—854, and ^=468, then <jr=o (Theo. I.) ft=7

Problem XXX.

576. What four Numbers are thofe a, e, y, u, whofe Sum is *, and the

Difference of the firft Iefs the fccond is by of the fecond lefs the third c, and

of the third lefs the fourth d ?

Effeft'ton.

1—t -y—u

2-f-f

a-\-e-\-y^[-uzrj

a—e=b

—y=f

)—U—d

-By tbe.guejtion.

a=zb-{-e

6, 5.



c u:3
6,5

Whence

3+4

9,8

Whence

4+k

12, II

Whence

12,

9>

6,

8

9

IT

I I

12

I?

»4

15

i€

i7

s—b—v—«
g= ■

2

j—p—y—«

<+y=—;—

j—b—ic—-u

j=—;

s—b—2f—a
d+u= ■

«=

,-i-.ic-3d TheoremL

y=<q-«=tf**"""*""- Theorem II.

j-flF^^^" Theorem III.

j_^ | _— J4-3M-gg+^ Theorem IV.

£#. gr. If J=37, £=3, f=i, and ^=4, then «=5 (Theorem I.) ^=9

("Theorem II.) *=io (Theorem III.) <?= 13 (Theorem IV.) Which will be

an Answer to the following Question.

Suppose four Hedgers to earn amongst them 37 Pounds; of which the

first earn'd 3 /. more than the second ; the second 1 /. more than the third,

and the third 4/. more than the fourth: It is required to find the Earnings

of each.

Problem. XXXI.

5JJ. From any two Terms given, of three Terms (A, R, C) in Arithmeti

cal Propertiotiy to find the third.

Effeftion.

1 AJ^C—iB (In. 176.)

2 A—iB—C Theorem I.

AJf-C

1—C

i—A

B= Theorem II.

C=2jB—A Theorem III.

Given Sought

B, C, A

A, C, 5,

A, B. C.

1

Pro
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Problem XXXII.

578. From any three Terms given, of four Terms (4 B, C, D) in Arith

metical Proportion, to find the fourth.

EffeElion.

A+D=B+C (In. 174)

A=B+C—D Theorem I.

\B=A-\-D-C Theorem II.

.C=A+D—B Theorem III.

; Z)=5-|-C—A Theorem IV.

1—C

l—B

1—A 5

Given Sought

B, C, D,

A, C, D,

A, B, D,

A, C, B,

A,

B,

c,

A

Problem XXXIII.

579. From any two Terms given, of three Terms {A, B, C) Simple Geo

metrical Proportion Direft, to find the third.

Effeclioji.

(In. 191.)AC=BB

B-zzACx

BB_

A

3

Theorem I.

Theorem II.

Theorem III.

Given Sought

B, C, A,

A C, B,

A, B, D,

Problem XXXIV.

580. From- any three Terms given, of four Terms (A, B, C, D) in Simple-

Geometrical Proportion Direft, to find the fourth.

Effeftion.

AD—BC (In. 189.)

Theorem I.

i-rB

X-r-A

AD

' B

n BC

5\D=-r

Theorem II.

Theorem III.

Theorem IV.

Given Sought

B, C, D, A,

A, C, D, B,

A, B, D, Cy

A, B, C, D,

PfiiOv
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Problem XXXV.

581. From any five Terms given, of'fix in Compound Geometrical Ptoportitn

Direil, to find the fixth. Ex.gr. Suppofe C in TTime to have the fame Ra

tio to P in TTime, that R has tor, i. e. CT: PT=R: I (In. 198.) Then

Effeclion.

CTI-PTR (In. 189;

PTR

1

1 -rCT 2

i-j-C/ 3

i-rTI 4

i-tTR 5

i-tPR 6

l-r-PT 7

/=

r=

c-

cr

PTR

ci

PTR

ri

' ~TR

cr/

Theo. I.

Theo. II.

Theo. III.

Theo. IV.

Theo. V.

Theo. VI.

Given "Sought

C,P,R,T,r, 1,

C,I,PtRtT, r,

&&&X

CJ,R,T,r, P,

cj,p,r;t, T,

cti,ptT,r, R,

Problem XXXVI.

582. From any two Terms given, of three Terms (A, B,C) in Harmo-

nical Proportion, to find the third.

Effeclion.

C C—B ,.

AT2=2 (In-202^

CA-BA
ixA

2XB—A

■3-\-AC

4-i.2C'~J8

6—BC\

%+iA—B

B—A

BC—ACxzCA—BA

BC= iCA—BA

=A Theorem I

iC—B

BC-i-BA—iCA

B-^L Theorem II.

A-\-C

AB-iAC^BC

AB _c TheoremII_

zA—B

Given

B, C,

J. c,

A, B,

Sought

A,

5,

C,

Pro
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Problem. XXXVIL

583. From any three Terms given, of four Terms {A, B, C, Z>^ in Har-

monical Proportion, to find the fourth.

EffeSHon.

D D-C ,,

ixAxB—A

2+DA

3+2D-C

3±AC

6-DB

j-riJfc-B

DB—DA=DA—CA

DB=2DA—CA

DB . „

=/f Theo. I.
2D—C

2DA—CA

B

D
Theo. II.

D5+C^=2D/f

CA—xBA—BB

2DA—DB

C= -^ Theo. III.

Ctf

2^—B

=D Theo. IV.

Gtvfn Sought

-

B,C,D, A,

A, C,D, B,

A,BtD, c,

A, By C, D.

Problem XXVIII.

584. From any two Terms given, of three Terms (A, B, C) in Contra-

Harmonhal Proportion, to find the third.

Effe£lion.

C B—A ,.
,=— (In. 203.)

ixAxC—B

Or.

Whence

2±AA±CB

2-\.^BB

Whence

A

CC—CB—BA—AA.

AA—BA—BC^-CC
I

A=±BB—CC+BC*-\-iB Theo. I.

CC-\-AA—AB-\-CB

^±£?=:B Theo. II.

A+C

CC—CB+±BB=BA—AA-\-iBB

8\C=BA—AA-\-iBB*+iB Theo. Ill

Given Sought

! !

B, C, A,

A,C, B,

A,B, c,

.H Pro-
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Problem. XXXIX.

585. To divide a given Number g into any propofed Number of Parts or

Shares, which (hall be proportional to certain Numbers given, (Ex. gr. bt cr

d, /.) whofe Sum equals /, i. e.

EffcRion.

p : br=ze : c

eic—y.d

y.d-=u:f Sto find at e, yy u.

aX.e-\-y\.u=.g{

b-\.c-\-d-\.f=zs

By the guejti

on.

From Step, i .

From Step. 4.

6, 7,

Wheno

Step. 2.

El, IO.

"Whenct-

Step. 3.

J 4. 13

Whenci

Bu

•*

6

7

8

9

lio

1 1

1 2

:-:t,',iT

be
a~~ (In. 579.)

a=g—e—y—u

be

*?ez=£g—ce—'Cy-~<u

b-\-c b-\<

'=7 (In- 579)

d

cy c%—cy-~~cu

d

)-=Ax

■»4 y=
du

T

b+d^c

.fiV/

f b+d+c

&4^+j4/=i Step.. 5,

fa
«==-, or s:f~g'.tt

11
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V II
m

'. 6

20

21

.*&
f=—, or .j:s=£:*

a——t or j -.b—g: a

s

Which gives this Theorem for resolving Questions in Simple Fellow/hip, or

Fellowship without Time.

As the joint Stock s of any Number of Partners in Trafick is to their whole

Gain or Loss, so is each Man's particular Share of the Stock to his particular

Share in the Gain or Loss. Which Analogy may be most conveniently wrought

by this Rule.

Divide the whole Gain or Loss g by the whole Stock s, and the Quotient —

multiplied into each Man's particular Share of the Stock, will produce his

particular Share in the Gain or Loss.

Ex. gr. Suppose three Partners (A, B, and C) make a joint Stock of

1403 /. =s ; of which A puts in 530/. ioj. —b, B puts in 462/. 16s. z=c,

C puts in 409/. 1 4 j. —d: With this Stock they trade a certain Time, and

gain 731 /. 15 j. =g: It is required to determine every Man's particular Share

in that Gain proportional to his Part in the Stock.

Here-=^^=0.521561 near, Then

j 1403

/. /. s. d. qrs.

"if

276.6881 or 275. 13. 09. 0.576. for A*s Gain.^=530-51

^=462.8

s

dA-
409.7

>xo.52i56i=;^ 241.3784 or 241. 07. 06. 3.264. for B's Gain.

213.6835 or 213. 13. 08. 0.162. for Cs Gain.

Proof 731-75 or 731. 15. =: the whole Gain.

And the fame Theorem serves for solving Questions in Compound Fellow-

Jhipy or Fellowship with Time, if we multiply each Man's particular Stock

into the Time of its Continuance, according to the Rule of Compound Pro

portion (In. 581.) calling these particular Products bt c, d, &c. and their

Sums s.

Ex. gr. Four Merchants {A, B, C, and D) compose a joint Stock, as

follows.

/. Months..
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Months.

9? With which they trade and gain

8r 217/. 16 s. or 217.8/.

2 j

It is required to determine each Man's Share of that Gain.

Here £=100x5=500, ^=80x9=7205 ^=75x8=600, 7=50x12=600 ?

confequently b+c+d+f=24*o-s: and ^£-=0.09=* Then

 

^=500"'

5

<g
=720

^=600

s

A—
=600

•xo.o9=<{

' 45 /. for J*s Gain.

64.8/. or 64/. 1 6 j. for fl's Gain.

54/. for C's G<«'».

54./. forD'sGa/w.

Proof 2 1 7.8 /. or 2 1 7 /. 1 6 j. = the whole Gain.

Problem. XL.

586. Suppofe feveral Sums of Money (viz K c,/,&c. whofe Sum Total

b-U±d&c: =s) due at feveral Times, viz. b m/Tme, cmgTtme, djab

TmeT^c. It is required to find a mean equated Time a, wherein the whole

may be paid without Damage to Debtor or Creditor.

Effeflion.

s

i\s:f^h:

6 s

U A db

: b—d : —
s

tfc. &c. &c.

bfJ^cg+dbtfc.

Whence
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Whence we have this Theorem for the Equation os Payments.

Multiply each particular Sum into its respective Time, and divide the

Sum of the Products by the whole Debti the Quotient will be the equated

Time required.

Example i. A is indebted to B iooo I. whereof he is to pay 600/. in 4

Months, 300/. in 6 Months, and 100/. in 9 Months ; but they agree to make

an equated mean Time for the Payment of the whole. What is that Time ?

Here £=600, £=300, d^szioo, s—4., g=6, &=Q, iooo=j: Whence a—

1 *^\-=5TV Months.

b+c+d 5"

Example 2. A is indebted to B 640 /. whereof he is to pay 40 /. present

Money, 3so /. in 3 Months, and the rest (which is 250 /.) in 8 Months ; and

they agree to make an equated Time for the whole Payment. What is that

Time ?

Here b=40, £=350, dsz2$o, f=o, g=3, b=2, 640=*: Whence a—

Problem XLI.

587. From the particular Quantities of the Ingredients which go to com

pose any Mixture, with their particular Rates given, to find the Mean Rate

or Price of the Mixture.

This is what Arithmeticians call Alligation Medial.

Exlgr. A Vintner mixes ^=3 14 Gallons of Malaga, worth p—js. 6 d.

the Gallon •, withf=i8 Gallons of Canary, at q=6s. yd. the gallon; wich

d—i%± Gallons of Sherry, ztr~5S. the Gallon, and/r=27 Gallons of White,

at J=4 s. 3 d. the Gallon. What is the Price a of a Gallon of this Mixture?

1 : p=zb : bp~\ C Malaga

1 ! iZ=CA :J>*e Price of ste3gj? .

1 : r=rf : drC jSberry

i:s=f:fs} (jVbiie

Then b+c+d-tf: bp-\<q+dr-\-fs-x : a ; whence «=■■ffiffi^ = 6

Shillings, which gives the following Theorem. '

Multiply the Quantity of each Ingredient into its particular Rate, and the

Sum of all these Products divided by the Sum of the Quantities of all the

Ingredients will give the mean Rate required.

I : Pro-
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Problem XLII.

588. So to compound unlike Mixtures of two or more different Ingredients,', that

the Ingredients may have a given Proportion to one another.

Ex. gr. Suppose three Mixtures of Metal, of the first of which a Pound

Averdupois contains 12 ^ of Silver, 1 \ of Brass, and 3 \ of Tin ; of the se

cond a Pound contains i| of Silver, 12'^ of Brass, 3 5 of Tin i and a Pound

of the third contains 14 3 of Brass and 2 § of Tin : It is required to make a

Composition of these Mixtures, a Pound' of which may contain 4 5 of Silver,

9 I of Brass, and 3 § of Tin. Otherwise, making £=12, ^=i,/=3, g=i,&=

12, £=3, /=o, w=i4, w=2,/>=4, 2=9, r=3, there is given.

 

One C

A secondC Mixture

A thirds

containing1ingS£

5:7. Br. Tin.

» + *+/

Out of which it is required to make a Composition, a Pound of which may

contain p Silver -f-p Brass _]-. r Tin. Vide Newton's Algebra, p. 75.

EffeRion.

For the Parts of a Pound which are required of the first Mixture put a, of

the second e, and of the third y.

{ab-\-ad-\-af"%

egd^b-lr-ek S=p-4-?4-r> by the Question.

yl-\-ym-\-yny

A,so{| i2
3

4

5

6

"Whence

|-«&-}-y«r=f Si

-ek^-yn=r J

afr |qr-( yl—p'

ad-\-eb-\-ym=Lq ^By the Question.

a/Are'

b

r—aft—y»

/

a=-

dp—bq-\-bm—dixy fg-—dr-\-dn—fmxy

'"■ dg—bb "~ fb—dk

Or
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Or by making A-df—bq, B—bm—dl, G—dg—bb, T>—sg— dr, Z —

dn—sm, T=sb—dk, (i. e. A=—104., £=-{-168,

G=—143, D=-f-24, Z=—40, 7*=-|-33) e~

A+By D+Zy

g ~" r

TA—GD ZA—BD , p—ez—yl

Therefore the Composuion must be made up of 4r ffe of the first Mix

ture, A ft of ^e second, and none of the third.

Problem XLIII.

589. The Prices ofseveral Mixtures of the fame Ingredients, and the Pro

portion of the Ingredients mixed together being given, to determine the Price

of the Things mixed.

Ex. gr. One bought 40=5 Bulhels of Wheat, 24=^ Bushels of Barley,

and 20=/ Bushels of Oats together for 15.6/. =p : Again, he bought of the

fame Grain, z6=d Bushels of Wheat, 30=6 Bushels of Barley, and 50—m

Bushels of Oats together for 16 1. — q : And thirdly, he bought of the like Kind

of Grain 24=/ Bushels of Wheat, i2\>=£ Bushels of Barley, and ioa=«

Bushels of Oats together for 34/. -=r. It is demanded at what Rate a

Bushel of each of these Grains ought to be valued? Newton's Algebra, p. 77.

Here putting a for the Price of the Bushel of Wheat, e of Barley, and j

of Oats.

Cab-\.eg-\-yl—p

■\\a,
ThenC ad-\-eb-\-f_

Laf4-ek-\-yn=

i=p f

n—r J

as in the last.

When substituting exactly as before, there will come out y—
TA—GD

GZ—BT

A-\-By p—ev—yl
^l. or 2 Shillings, e =—■—-=iV- or 3 s. a—-—|——=4 /. or 5 s>

Problem XLIV.

590. To determine the Proportion of two Ingredients, whereof a Mixture

is composed from the Specific Gravity (i. e. the Weight of the same Quan

tity,) both of the Composition and the Ingredients given separate.

Effeclion.

Let the Number of Cubic Inches, Pints, Quarts, We. in the Composition

be expressed by b, that of the one Ingredient by a, and os the other by e.

Put
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Pat q for the Weight os one Cubic Inch, Pint, Quart, isle, of the Compo

sition respectively, p for the Weight of the same Quantity of a, and r for the

Weight of the like Quantity of e.

Ci : p—a: pa the Weight of a

ThenC i:q=b:qb the Weight of b

C.i : r—e : re the Weight of i
 

Consequently!

because

Whence

And

i a+e-=z
I r

zpa-\-re

1 }
By (he Question.

a~b*p~P ' 0s ?~r : h-i~r a Theorem I.

p—q
^e-hxiZ.r ' or t—? '■ b=t~

q—r :p—q—a : e

-q:e

<

Theorem II.

Theorem III.

Q. E.

Example. A Sea Captain had bought 12 Gallons of the choicest Brandy,

the Weight of a Pint of which he had experienced was in Proportion to so

much Water, as 9 to 10. But when he came to make use of his Brandy, he

found that it bare Proportion to the fame Quantity of Water as 9T'T to 10 j

he was therefore convinced that his Cabbin-Boy (to whose Trust it was com

mitted) had adulterated it with Water. It is therefore required to find the

Quantity of Water that had been put into it instead of so much Brandy.

Here is given b—11, 9=r, pTV=f, and io==p, therefore a=bx *— = 1
■~ p—r

Gallon of Water put in j and e=bx —i = n the Gallons of Brandy re

maining.

SCOL IUM II.

591. The Weight peculiar to each Species of Matter, whereby it is dis

tinguished from all others, is called their Specific Gravity, the Knowledge

of which being a Thing of very great Use, I shall therefore here insert.

I. A
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I. A Table of the Specific Gravities of

feveral Fluids.

A Cubic Inch

Paris Meafure.

Of Mercury

Oil of Vitriol

Spiric of Vitriol

Spirit of Nitre

Spirit of Sale

Aqua Fortis

Vinegar.

DiftilPd Vinegar

Burgundy Wine

Spirit of Wine

Pale Ale

Brown Ale

Cows Milk

■Cows' Milk

Urine

Spiric of Urine

Oil of Tartar

Oil of Olives.

Oil of Turpent

Sea Water

River Water

Spring Water

Diftilled Water |

In

Oz.

Summer,

Dr. Gr

7

5

6

5

6

4

4

5

5

5

5

66

59

33

24

49

23

l5

11

6y

32

1

2

20

Hi

In Winter.

Oz. Dr. Gr

7 2

7

5 14

5

7

4

4

6

1

5

5

45

27

S3

39

12

10

11

08

5

6

5

6

14

7'

38

44

55

35

5 H

5 15

4 75

4 42 •

5 9

5 7

5 2f

5 28

II. A Table of the Specific Gra

vities of feveral Solids.

 

m

5 53 1

7 43

Is frozen

464

6

5

5'

5

18

13

14

11

71 [ of Mercury"

6o| of Lead

544. of Silver

474 of Copper

45 of Brafs

42 of Iron

39 of Tin

Is equal in

Magnitude to

3K of fine Tin f°ne hundred

6 of Loadftone PoundWcght

1 of Gold.

I

21 of Marble

14 of Stone

124 of Sulphur

C of Wax

54 of Water

5 19 l

i

\(d l»

Problem XLV.

592. Suppofe two Bodies A and B, at the Diftance £ from each other,

tend to a certain Place between them, and ^f begins to mqve before B the

Time b, moving c (Inches, Feet, or Miles) in the Time d; whereas B moves

/(Inches, Feet, or Miles,) ing Time. It is required to find hpw far yfwill be

gone before it meets B.

Effeclion.

For the Diftance moved by A put a, then will b—a exprefs the Space

moved by B.

K t:d=a:
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/

r

 

■ .

Whence

And

da
c:d=a:— the Time A moves.

f:g—b—a\s& the Time B moves, i

teHj.iyife by meuukion.

• liO■ ' ! •.. to liO

gofie by A. Theorem I.•%t^ the Distance

b—a~h^~-^. the Distance gone by 5. Theorem II.

Ex. gr. If £=59 Miles, ^=7 Miles, /=8 Miles i and *=2 Hours, 3=.

ha-L-fh , "r b&—r&
Hours, h-\ Hour; then a=^-£IZ_:=35 Miles, b—az=.fx ■—- =

ft

Miles.

' /rf-t-fg

•

PRpBL EM XLf/1. , j

593. Suppose two Bodies ^ and 5, at tht Distance b\ (Inches, Feet or

Miles) from each other •, whereof A begins t© move h Time before B, fol

lowing B at the Rate of c Space in d Time, whilst 5 stees before at the Rate

of/ Space in g Time. It is required to know whether 5 will be overtaken

by ^at that Rate ; and if it will, in what Distance moving.

<i 0EffeElion.

For the Distance moved by A put a, then will a—b express the Distance

moved by B.

Whence

And

da
c : d—a : -— the Time A moves

c

fa j ' ' c ' ]

f:t=a—b:g" g- the Time B moves.

J & f

b^±jrh^ by the Question.

a =cx g^~r, the Space gone by A. Theorem I.

{g—sd

a—b—sx——— the Space gone by 5. Theorem II.

cg—fd

Ex.
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Ex, gr. If b—cy, e—y, /=8, d=n, g=j, bsii, then ct=236f, «—b=

Problem XLVII.

594. To divide a given Number b into Extream and Mean Proportional

Geometrical, or in other Terms, to divide b into two such Parts a, e, that

a, tf, b may be in -fr>.

Effetlion.

1.
'"■•'A 3.4,

' $-{-lba—aa

*+e=b

a : *=(? : J VZty /& Question.

ab—ee }
ee—bb—zba-\-aa

jbr=bb-—2ba-^aa

]ba—~aa=:bb

Whence

Substitute

< . And

Then

And

«s=f£—[l^1 =£x|—|.x5x=iix3—5*

-b—sl=Jx'x54—i =^x5V—I

■
i—tX5tt=o.38i966i near = 2.

ix51—4.—0.6180339 near =1—'2

az=bz

e=b—bz

Ex.gr. If b=4. a=}z=i.527864, *=J—£2=2.4721356. If £=5, <j=fo

=1.9098305, £—£2=3.0901695, ($c.

Problem XLVIII.

5^5. To raise Theorems for the Computation of Simple Interest.

Effetlion.

Let C represent any Sum of Money lent out for the Time T, and for the

Interest which such Sum gains in that Time put R ; then will P represent any

other Principle lent out for the Time T, whose Interest at the same Rate is /.

(In. 581.) If then R be put for the Rate or Interest of 1 /. =C, for one Year

—Y, it is plain from Theorem I. in that Place, that the Interest of any Prin

ciple P for the Time T, at the fame Rate will —PTR—I. And if A be put

for the Amount of any Principle P in the Time T at the Rate R per I. per

Ann. then.

I-rW-l
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3+PR

2+rP

PRT4-P-A

PRT^A—P

4T=

Æ=

 

Theorem I.

Theorem II.

Theorem III.

Theorem IV.

Given Sought

P, R, T, A

A R, T, P,

.

A,P\ R, : n '

4>j\ r, R,

>

Question i. What will be the Amount A of 334/. iqj. r=P, if forborn for

2 Years 234 Days, or 2.640656 Years, — tT, at 5 /. £<?r C«tf. per Annum \ or

which is the fame Thing at 0.05 /. or 1 s. z=Rper l.pzr Ann. Simple Interest?

Answer. A=PRT-\-P=3J 8,6649716 /. or 378/. 13 s, 3 d. 231™ (The*. I.)

Question 2. What is the present Worth P of 3.78 /. 13 j. g-i- tf. =yf, due two

Years 234 Days hence =T, abating 5 7. per Cent, fer Annum ; or supposing

0.05/. =R per I. per Annum, Simple IntereTt?

Answer. P="7rr";—=334^ l0s- Theorem IL

RjT-j-i

Question 3. In what Times, will 334/. ioj. ="P amount to 378/. ij j.

%\d. =A, at 0.05/. —Rperl.per Annum, Simple Interest ?

A—P
Answer. T= p — 2 Years 234 Days. Theorem III.

Question 4. It is required to determine at what Rate R, will 334I. 10 J.

=P, in 2 Years 234 Days =7", amount to 378 /. 13 s. 3^d. =A, Simple

Interest ?

A~P
Answer. R — '■

FT
10.05/. (or 5 '• ptr Cent. per Ann.) Theorem IV.

Problem XLIX.

596. To raise Theorems for the Computation of Compound Interest.

Compound Interest is when by Reason of Non-Pay ment, the Interest due at

every foregoing Payment, at equal Times, is made Part of the Principle of

the following Payment: So that the Principle bears the fame Proportion, or

Ratio, to the Amount of the first Payment, that the Amount of the first

Payment bears to the Amount of the second Payment, and that the Amount

of the second Payment bears to the Amount of the third ; the third to the

fourh,
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fourth, &?<r. Thus, if i /. amount the first Year to 1.05 /. or 1 /. 1 s. then by

continuing unpaid it will amount the second Year to 1.05x1.05= 1.1025/. the

3 4

third Year to 1.05 =1.157625/. the fourth Year to 1.05 =1.21550625/.

the fifth Year to 1.05 = 1.276281 f6, t£c. Consequently the Amount of 1 /. for

1 I

half a Year will be 1.05*= 1.02469507/. for a Quarter i.o54=r.oi227223/.

for a Month or 1,T of a Year i.of ' * — 1.0040741 2, /. for a Day or T|T of a
I

Year i.o536t =1.00013368 &c. I. &V.

If jR be put for the Amount of 1 /. with its Interest for 1 Year, i. e. R=

1.05, at 5/./W Cent, per Ann. R— 1.06 I. at 6l.perCent. R=i.oyl. at jl.per
Cent. &c. then Rz will equal the Amount of 1 /. at two Years End ; R3 at three

Years End -, R^ at a Quarter, R-^. at a Month, R-^ at a Day, (j?c. and

universally RT at the Number of Payment T. And by the Rule of Three, as

1 /. is to the Amount of 1 /. for the Number of Payments T, so is any Prin

ciple P to its Amount for the fame Time or Number of Payments, i. e.

Rr=P : PR'
Whence

1
PRr=A

Theorem I.

1+R7 2
RT

Theorem II.

i-rP 3-4
'

Im>7 4H# Theorem III

Given Sought

p, r, r, 4

4 r, r, P,

4 P, T, R,

Question 1. "What will be the Amount A of 4000/. =P, if forborn 4=7*

Years, at the Amount of 1 .05 /. R per I. per Annum, Compound Interest?

Answer. A—PRT—4862.025 /. =4862 /. 00s. 06 d. Theo. I.

Question 2. What is the present Worth P of 4862/. 00 s. 06 d. —A, due

4= T- Years hence, abating at the Rate of 1.05 /. =R for the Amount of 1 /.

per Ann. Compound Interest ?

A

Answer. P=—.= 4000/. Theo. II.

Question 3. It is required to determine at what Rate R will 4000/. =P in

4=7 Years amount to 4862. 025 /. =z.A, Compound Interest ?

Answer. R— -=i.oj7. or 1 /. 1 s. Theo. III.

This
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Question 4. In what Time T will 4000/. =P amount to 48662.025/.

=zA, at the Amount of 1.05/. =Æ per I. per Ann. Compound Interest ?

This is performed by dividing the Quotient — by R, and that Quotient

again by R, and that again by R, &V. till the last Quotient be Unity, and

the Number of such Divisions (which are four) will give T, i. e. 7=4-

Problem L.

597. What three Numbers are those a, e, y, whereof the Square of the

first, added to the Product of the second and third, equals /, the Square of

the second added to the Product of the first and third equals tn, and the

Square of the third added to the Product of the first and second equals ».

Ex. gr. Let l—\6, m=:iy, »=i8. See Wallis\ Algebra, p. 225.

1—aa

4-r?

3—W

6-j-«

5>7

8xay

Substit

Then

5X7

2—ay

12) 13

Whence

Substit.

Then

Ejfeflion.

1 \aa-\-ey=.l 9

2,ee-^-ay=m>By the Question.

s\yy-\-ae=n 3

4-ey^zl—aa

I—aa

e=

ae—n—yy

n—yji

/—aa n—)iy

a

la—a* =ny —j3 or y J —ny-~a3 -\-la=o

A—u B=o, C=—», D=Ja—al

Ay'+By'+Cy+D^O

/«—/)7—na* -\-a * y *

ee=.-

ay

ee-=m—ay

In—lyy—na * 4-a * 5 *

ay

4-2Æ1 —naa
L_/ yy—m*y _j_/„ =°

2aa—l—F,G——ma, H—ln^naa

Fyy-\-Gy-\-H-=.o.

<.. There
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i8—Sa

Make

aaxi

12-r-z

Or in Numbers

Whence

27-^2

9-

Whence

l9

ic

21

22

24

25

26

27

28

'-9

JO

Jl

32

Therefore restoring the Values of A, B, C, D, F, G, H

in the 10th and 16th Steps, and (by In. 530. Rule II.)

we have this Equation with y exterminated.

-25///

—imn —mmm

—nnn

-J-8/+

—jl1mn —/<

\-lm ' «4-j-i/J ot» a* =0

-4-/»3 —lmlnz

1 —i-mn —L.mz ?. . ~T.
jW1

8*

—i/wj^5

«=2«* then (by In. 480".)

1 , / 1 ,/ —i^mn —4/'

«* —7/8 4 -H9" «3-l-7/f*a-_L2/OT3 u-Ul'mn =0

——tun —m* , , ' 7 . ,

4-2/»3 —41m n

--im*nl

-m>

—»3

a—2/=o or«=2/=32=2ctÆ (In. 424.)

Æ«=l6

0=4. But by this; =*=o m the 5th Step, therefore

y

another Value of a must be found by dividing the

Equation in the 21st Step, by u—2/=o, and so re

ducing the Equation of five Dimensions into one of

four.

«4—8o»'-[-i998aa—i4937«-j-5ooo=o

u=2aa=i 2.756441 79448074402, CsV. (In. 509. £#. 2.)

«a= 6.378220897240372 &c.

a— 2.525512986744158 near

24.299937701382096=1851—j*

51=3.240580681617174

l—aa

<?= =2.969152768619848

Proof
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Proof.

aa-=L 6.378220897240372

ey= 9.611779102759628

aa-\-ey= 1 6.000000000000000

ee= 8 815868162402909

<*)>= 8.184131836597093

<•,+0)>= 1 7.000000000000002

y;= 10.501363 154070430

o)i= 7.498636845929567

yy-j-^=i 7.999999999999997= x8 near.

SCOLIITM III.

598. Dr. /JT<j//« gives three other Anfwers to the foregoing Queftion in

Numbers according to the three remaining Roots of the Equation in the 25th

Step. Thus,

The fecond Value of « is 0.350987046 near, according to which

^=0.41 89 19470"!

€■= 3 942226866 \near.

31=4.0448846703

The third Value of « is 34.83228028, according to which

a=-\-4 1 73264926^

e— -(-4.287022553 Viear. •

y=—0.330331815J

The fourth Value of u is 32.05029088, according to which

fl=-i-4.oo3766407*>

e=—0.007099744 Vear.

y=+0.2459893 J

CHAP.
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CHAP II

Of Arithmetical and Geometrical Progrefftoni

Problem LI.

599- T7 ROM any three given, of thefe five, d, g, /, », s, to find the reft

JT CI"- 206.)

(Given Sought

d-, A »,

Effeftion.
 

i-\-d

2—nd

2—1

1—I

g—l-\-nd—d (In. 207.) Theo. I.

g-\-d=I-{-nd

g±d—*d=l Theo. II.

g-\-d—l—nd

8x2

S—ng

9—nl

6,g—l—nd—d

n—i

■=d

Theorem III.

Theo. IV.

d> g, n>

1=14

I5x«

i6-\-nl

17-fZ

9

ro

1 1

12

'3

14

16

17

18

_-L_§_„x IT-i-, (In. 212) Theo. V.

2 2 '

nl-\-ng—2s

2S

»=r.-~ Theo. VI.

»/=2j—«g

ng-=izs—nl

2s—nl

Theo. VII.

Theo. VIII.

g^ h «>

g. *> J.

2 S til

-IJ^nd—d

2s—»/=»/-f-« * d—nd

2s=2n!-\-nnd—nd

2nl-\-nnd—nd . , #— 1

-nl+ndx-—-Theo. IX, i, /, ».

>7.

*

/.

M 17—2»/
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'7—2»ijl9

19-j-WH—n

17—n*d-{-nd

2I-J-27?

I7-H

Whence

20

2!

22

23

24

1J—2nl-=n * <f—«i

2j—2«/

— =a Theo. X.

« —n

is—nr d-\-nd=itil

is—n^d-X-nd , s «ITT , VT

—= / =——dx T heo. XI.

in

is , 2/ .

•ids-^-dd^l—Adl z-\-d—il

Given. Sought

/, nt s,

d, n, s,

2d

:» Theo. XII. d,l,s

d.

3= 12

25x8

27-~rJ-\-n* d

29—s

g-\-d—nd—

2s—ng

n

ng-\-nd—« *d— 2s—ng

1 ng-\-n&—* *d— 2*

Xnr-Ltid—hzd , , \-tt _, ,^TIT

_—ng+ndx—=s Th. XIII.
2 2

ing—2s—»d-lr»td.

2 s—nd-L}i1d s , 1—n

294-«^—J1V33

1-^33-

Whence

■Jx , Th. XIV

2« « 2

2»g—2s-=n*d—nd

2^=d Theo XV.

ing-\-nd—n*d=2s

d, g, n,

d, n, s,

g» »» *>

' 2g+^— 1 4gg+dd-\-4dg—8ds * Theo. J, g, j,

*~ 2^ (XVI.
—,—, ^_

5=10

■ 2J g+d—l

36T7Z= J"

36x^37

37><Ml38

38-r2^39

38-—W—gd 40

2^f

=H^-^
?4*

xi*~3&—ll±g*-\-gd

id-r+g*+gd

2d

2sd—ld—gd=g*--ll

Theo.XVH. d> g, I,

40-T2J—l—g
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40-J-2J—/—g

40+gd

40+//

"Whence

43—««*

Whence

41

4-2

4J

44

45

/__!
»_/*

2J /—g

zsd—!d=g*—!1-{.gd

isd—ld-\-ll —g% -\-dg

Theo. XVIII.

isd—ldfl +yd*—id=g. Theo. XIX.

Or if d be > I V Theo. XX.

/=-^—1 isd-i-jdd—,g*—ds*

fcfa.

 

SCOLIUM IV.

6oo. The foregoing Theorems may be illustrated by the following Ex

amples.

^_/?;V« i. A certain Man had 13 Children, the youngest of which was 3

Years old, and every one of the rest was 2 Years and a Quarter (or 2.25

Years) elder than the other : It is required to know what was the Age of the

eldest ; and also the Sum of all their Ages

Here is given /=3, n— 13, and d=2±, to find^= the Age of the Eldest,

and j= the Sum or all their Ages.

Answer. g=l+nd—d=3o,?er Theo. I. and Sw*»l+»*d—*J __ 2l/^ fer

Theo. IX.

Question 2. Suppose a Person had rg Inclosures of Ground, each of which

was 2±. Acres more than another, and the largest contained 30 Acres : It is

required to determine how many Acres were contained in the smallest, and

also what Quantity of Ground he had in all.

Here is given »=i3, d—i^ and ^=-30, CO find /= the Acres contained

in the least Inclosure, and j— the Sum of all the Acres he had.

Answer. I=g+d—nd=3, per Theo. II. and 1=J^fc£f=3t4,5i/ff.

Theorem XIII.

Question 3. One had a certain Number of Horses, each of which he valued

at 2 /. 5 s. or 2i /. above the other -, the best he prized at 30 /. and the worst

at 3 /. It is required to find the Number of Horses he had, and what was

the Price of them all taken together.

Here
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Here is givea dr=z^, 1=30, and /=3, to find tn=$ the Number of Horses,

anb j=r the Sum of all their Prizes.

Answer. n=$'\ =13, per Theorem III. and

SJd—l*-\-f-\-gd_1H^ per Theorern xVII.

2rf

Question 4. Suppose 13 Eggs placed in a direct Line from a Basket, at equal

Distances from each other ; the nearest of which is 3 Yards from the Basket,

and the furthest off 30 Yards from it : It is required to find their Distance

from each other ; and also how many Yards that Man must run who is to

gather up those Eggs one by one, beginning with the nearest, and still return

ing with every Egg to the Basket.

Here is given «=i3, 1=2x3 or 6, and £=2x30, or 60 (by reason of the

Man's going and returning with every Egg,) to find dz= the Space which the

Man runs for every following Egg more than he did for the foregoing one, the

Half of which is the Distance between Egg and Egg ; and ;= the Number

of Yards which he runs in gathering up all.

Answer. d-=.-—1=4!, per Theo. IV. •. _, _._
n—1 I .• The Distance between every

nl-Vng ru v I EgS is 2*'

s=——?=429, per Theo. V. v

Question 5. A Recruiting Officer went to a certain Place, where he tarried

a cercain Number of Days, the first Day he listed 9 Men, and every following

Day he encreascd by a certain Number more than he listed the foregoing one,

till the last Day he listed 30, and had in all 156 fresh Men : It js required

to find the Number of Days he tarried, and how many Men he encreased

each following Day more than he had the foregoing one.

Here' is given /=9, 3=30, and j=i56, to find a= the Number of Days

he tarried, and d= the Number of Men he listed on each following Day

more than he did the foregoing one.

is
Answer. »=-——8, per Theorem VI.

d=-±—j—=3, per Theorem XVIII.

Question 6. A certain Man had «=i3 Children, who differed all alike in

their Ages, the eldest was £=30 Years old, and the Sum of all their Ages,

was



was s~ 214^ Years. It is required to find / the Age of the youngest, and

also d the Difference of their Ages.

Answer. /=—^-?=?2,per Theorem VII.

n

, 2»? 25 _, „TT
d—— =2i> per Theorem XV.

»*—n

Question 7. Suppose a Person had »=.i3 Inclosures of Ground, each the

fame Quantity of Acres bigger than the other, the least of which contained

/=3 Acres, and the Sum of the Acres contained in them all was s—214!;

Acres : It is required to find g= the Number of Acres contained in the

greatest, d= the Number of Acres by which every next greater exceeds the

next lesser.

Answer. g=—^— =30, per Theorem VIII.

, 2J—2»/

d= =24, per Theorem X.

**—»

Question 8. One had »=I3 Horses, each of which he valued at dssz^ I.

more than the other, and the Sum of the Prices of all was 5=2.14/. iof.

It is required to determine the Prizes of the worst / and the best g separate

ly ; and consequently the Prices of each of the rest.

J »^—& ^1

Answer. /= =3, per Theorem XI.

n 2

j=i =>*T** -30, jw Theorem.XIV.

Question 9. Suppose a Number of Eggs were placed in a direct Line from

a Basket at 4^=2-5. Yards from each other, the nearest of which is f/=3

Yards from the Basket, and it would require a Person to walk 5=429 Yards

to take them up singly, and return wich each to the Basket. It is required

to determine »= the Number of Eggs, andg= the Number of Yards which

the farthest lies from the Basket.

Answer. »=—~r Tf t- -r _I3) ?<T Theorem XII.

g=2ds—ld+ll-{~iddx—id=3o, per Theorem XIX.

Question 10. A Recruting Officer went to a certain Place, where he tarri

ed a certain Number of Days, and every Day encreased his Company d=$

Men more than he encreased it the foregoing one, and the last Day he en*

N creased
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creased it £=30 Men, gaining in all £=156 fresh Men, It. is required to

determine »= the Number of Days he tarried, and hoarmany Men / he

listed the first Day, and consequently every other Day.

Answgr B=«g+M4«^M^8*'=8>^ Theorgm xyL

/= gg+dg-\- yd—2sd*-[-id=9, per Theorem XX.

Corollary II.

601. From hence is learned to compute the Amount of any yearly Rent or

Pension, if forborn for any Number of Years, according to any proposed

Rate* at Simple Interest. For if

t/= the Pension yearly, half yearly, or quarterly, {3c. Rent.

7= the Time of its Forbearance, or the Number of the Payments forborn.

i?=the Rate or Interest of 1 /. for 1 Year, as (In. 595.)

A= the Amount of the Pension with ics Interest for the proposed Time.

Then will

U— the Amount of the first Year, or Half Year, (3c without Interest.

2U-\- the Interest i£/= the Amount of the second Year, or HaIf Year, (3c.

3C7+ the Interest of i£/-f. 217— the Amount of the third Year.

4I/4- the Interest of iC/-f- zU-\- 3f/= the Amount of the fourth Year, (3c.

And universally

TU-\- the Interest of iU-\-2U-\-^U(3c. to -f-STC/—ITwill equal the Amount

of the T Number of Years, Half Years, Quarters, (3c. according to the

Term of the Pension U.

But RU— the Interest of \U.

zRU= the Interest of 2U.

2RU-= the Interest of 3C- And universally

TRU= the Interest of <TU. i. e. i:R = TU: RTU. And 1 : R =

fUlxU-f—ixRU. Therefore A=TU-{-RU-±2RU-\-3RU-±4RU, (3c. to

<s-~TxRU. i. e. ^equals T U-\- the Sum of a Series of Terms in ~~ whose

first Term and common Difference is RU, Number of Terms T— 1, and

TTRU—TRU
last Term 1—ixRU. But such a Sum is equal to per Theo-

2

rem Vth, IXth, XHIth, and XVIIth. (In. 600.) Therefore

A-
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IX?

2-rRU

Whence

2—2?U

b^-TTU—TU

A—TUA or

A=ru±TRUx

2

7—T
Theo. I.

24=iru-\-?rRu—rRu

2/1 U Theo. II.
iT+ITR—TR

RU T R

iAR

U

'-fl-}-iK£—£.fi2J—I

R

iJ—irU-TTRU—TRU

2A—2TU

=R Theo. IV.

-=7" Th

(III

■TTU—rU

1 Given Sought

R, T, U, A

a,r,t. u,

A, R, U, r,

A, T, U, R,

Ex.gr. Question 1. What is the Amount -=lA of500/. =[/yearly Rent,for-

born 9=7" Years, at 0.05 /. =R per Pound per Annum Simple Interest ?

y .
Answer. A*=TU-\-TRUx =5400 /. per Theorem I.

Question 2. What is the Amount i=A of 125/. — V quarterly Rent, for-

born 36 Quarters =.T, at 0.0125/. =2? per Pound per Quarter, Simple In

terest ?

Answer. A=rU-L.TRUx^Zl—54Hl. 7 s. 06 d.

Question 3. What quarterly Rent —U being forborn 9 Years, or 36 Pay-

ments=T", will amount to 5484.375/. =A (or 5484/. 7 s. 6d.) allowing

0,0125 /. =2? per Pound per Quarter for each Payment as it becomes due :

Simple Interest?

2A

Answer. U~ ^ WR—TR ~* *5 L *" Theorem IL

Question 4. In how many Payments =T will 125/. quarterly Rent =£7

amount to 5484.375/. =:.^ allowing 0.0125/. =/2 /<fr Pound per Quarter

for the Forbearance of the Payments as they become due ?

Answer.
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rm t

■A*,, r —+>+±™-R JiSn^t* Theorem III.

Questim 5. If 125 /. quarterly Rent =17, forborn for 36 Payments =7*,

amount 00 5484.375/. =/*, allowing Simple Interest for every Payment as

it becomes due; what is the Rate ot Interest per Pound per Quarter =Æ?

Answer. R=^^—j=o.oi*5 h or 03 d. per Theorem IV.

Corollary III.

602. And hence also is learned to compute the present Value or Price r=P

of any yearly Rent or Pension at Simple Interest for any proposed Time or

Number of Payments to come. For, representing all Things as before, then

the Amount —A of any Pension, yearly, half yearly, quarterly, G?c Rent

=17, for any proposed Time or Number of Payments forborn =7", will be

csU,_r_csRUxSZl (In. 601.) And again, the Amount -=A of any Principle

P if forborn for any Time —T at any given Rate of Simple Interest =Æ

* r— 1 2ru4-7rR.u-.rRU

btPR<t-{-P. (In. 59s0 «• '• A=TU+TBXJx—w -1—— »

and A=PRr-\-P, consequently

i+R<T-\-i

1x2

3-i.2T4-2T.ft—TR

3—2PRT

5-2TV

6±TlU~rU—2PT

5+RU

PRTJrP= 1—j 21.)

^ru+mu^rw Theo L

— 2RT-A-2
zPRTJr2P=2TUJr'rcrRU—TR.U

2PRT+2P The0iIL

zT-L-PlR—TR

2P=2TU-JrTTRU—csRU—2PRT

2P—2<ru=crrRu—'rRu~-2PRr

2P-2TV =R Tli£Q> nI<

rru—Tu—iPt

iP 2PT , 2T

ft(/ 17^/2
>r!i V

Given Sought

PXV,

p,

R,

Substitute
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Substitute

8,9

Whence

10

i '

2 iP

2P .V*

fit/ ' 4 —
'+^=7*. Theo. IV.

Given Sought

P,Æ,tf, r.

Question r. What is the present Worth P of 500/. —U yearly Rent at

0.05 I. ~R per Pound per Annum, to continue g—TYears ?

Answer. P—TUx

Theorem I.

2-fRxT— 1
=3724.137931 /. or 3724/. 02s.ogd.per

Question 2. What yearly Rent =[/ may be purchased for 3724.138 /. =P,

to continue the Term of g—T Years, allowing 0.05/. —R per Pound per

Annum Interest ?

Answer. U-lPx2T+rTR_crR -500 1, per Theorem II.

Question 3. For what Time T may a Pension of 500/. —U per Annum be

enjoyed for 3734.138/. =P, ready Money, at 0.05/. —R per Pound per

Annum Simple Interest, for the Time every Payment is made before it be

comes due?

. . a. 2P xx* x

Answer. 2==—- — — =9 Years.
J RU '4 2 7

Question 4. What is the present Worth =P of 500 /= U yearly Rent, at

0.05/. =R per Pound per Annum Simple Interest, to continue for g=TYears

to come ; the first Year of which is not to commence till 5=/ Years after the

Payment is made.

Here find P=TUx^t^—J (per Theo, I.) =3724.137931 /. the pre

sent Worth of the Annuity, supposing it to be immediately entered upon,

as before; But in regard it is not to be entered upon till 5=/ Years hence,

therefore the last Sum found, viz. 3724.137931 /. is to looked upon as the

Amount of P for 5=/ Years, at 0.05 /. per Pound per Annum, i. e. 3724.1379

yf

=zA=PRt-{-P (In. S95-) Whence P=T^T- or (substituting Az=PRt-\-

tR-1.1

O P~

-



i>=

zru+rrRU—rRU^ 2ru-\-<rrRu—<rRd _

2RT+2 ') P= 2RRTt+2Rr+2Ki+2 =2979-3'°3 1 or

2979/. o6j. o2\.d. near, for the Price required. From which last Theorem,

if need be, may also be raised Theorems for finding T, U, and R as above.

PROBLEM LII.

603. From any three given, of these four /, g, r, s, ("In. 218.) to find the

fourth.

EffeSion.

sr—gr—s—I ("In. 225.)

.-,•■=. ^— Theo. I.
i-rJ—i

iJrgr

3-

4-rr—i

4+1

6-r

6—jr—;

sr=s—l-\-gr

sr—,j=gr—/

gr~l

j=- Theo. II.

r—- I

sr—s+l=gr.

s—^=g Theo. HI.
r 6

8|/=gr-|_j—jr Theo. IV.

Scholium V.

Given Soughs

*• U h r,

g-> U r, s,

*

h r, s,
f>

g> r, s, /.

604. The foregoing Theorems may be illustrated by the following Ex

amples.

Question 1. Suppose a Grain of Wheat and its Product were sown for a cer

tain Number of Years, every Grain having always the fame Increase, so that

thelncreaseof the last Year is 10000000 Grains, and the Sum of every Year's In

crease with the first Grain is 11111111 Grains. It is required to find ac what

Rate it multiplied every Year, and how many Years it was sown.

Here is given i=I,- iooooooo=g, and iiimii=j to find r== the Rate

required, and »—1= the Number of Years it was sown.

Answer, r— =10, Theo. 1. which shews that it increased yearly in

a tenfold Proportion.

Then because g-=lr*~

0

(In. 219.) and consequently ~ => therefore

divide -y= ioooocoo by r=io, and that Quotient again by r=io, £?r.

and that Quotient = 100000 again by r=io, &JV. continuing so doing

till
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till the last Quotient be Unity, which will be done at seven Divisions,

i. e. -^-=1 or |= r7=r"~*, whence 7=«— 1 the Number of Years the

Ir1 I

Corn had to increase in.

(Question 2. Suppose the Nails in a Horse's Shoes to be 28, viz. 7 for each

Foot ; and the Horse is valued at a Farthing the first Nail, two Farthings

the second, four the third, eight the fourth, &c. every following Nail doubling

the Price of the foregoing one, so long as any remains. It is required ro find

the Horse's Price on that Condition,

Here is given /=i, r=2, »=28, and consequently g=lr'~l or /r17=rsx

*-,xr'°xr7= i342i7728,tofindi,Theo. II. Thus,j=- —268435455 Far

things, or 279620/. 5 j. 2'd. 3qrs. the Price of the Horse required.

COROLLAR V IV.

605. Hence is learned the Method of computing the Amount A of any

Pension or Annuity U, if forborn for any Number of Years or Times of

Payment "T, according to any proposed Rate, at Compound Interest. For

if Æ= the Amount of 1 /. (In. 596.) and [7= the first Payment, or first

Year's Rent without Interest ; then will

tt 1 dt7 sThe second Year's Rent -j- the Amount of the first Year's Rent
U+RU=^ wich ics Interest.

tt 1 dtt 1 b*tt sThe third Year's Rent + the Amounts of the first and
U+RU+K U=^ sccond Years Rems>

tt 1 utt 1 z?*7T t piTT— {The fourth Year's Rent -I- the Amounts of the
U+RU+K U-\-K. U-^ first^ secQnd and chird Year,s Rmts

fThe fifth Year's Rent with the Amounts

U+RU-]-R*U+R*U-{-R4U=< of the first, second, third and fourth

i. Year's Rents.

And universally

TThe ^Number of Payments, with

U4-RU4-R*U4-R>U&c.toRr->U=4 the Amounts of^he first, second,

1 ' ' ' j third, &c. to t~i Number of

C. Payments.

Therefore J=&+.RU+R%U+R*U+R*U, fcfr. to RT~'U, i. e. „* equals

the Sum of a Series of Terms in ~~, whose first Term is U, common Mul

tiplier R, Number of Terms T, and last Term is Rr~lU: But such a Sum

RT 1

is equal to Ux (In. 603. Theo. II.)

Whence

/
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Whence

ixK— 1

2+RT-^~l

i—RW-LA

2+U 6

6-U

mj—u
Thco. I.

R—\

RA—A=RTU—U

^~A=U Theo.II.

R' .

RA—RTU=A—U

-R—Rr^t^L Theo. III.

Æ/tf—A^-U—RTs

-4zH=ik* Theo. IV.

C/

Given Sought

R,%u, A

A,R>?r, u,

J,u,r, R,

A, R,U, r.

■

Ex. gr. Question i. What is the Amount =.A of 500/. =zU yearly Rent,

forborn 9=T" Years, at the Amount of 1.05/. z=Rper Pound per Annum,

Compound Interest ?

RW—U

Answer. Az=-
R—i

-.55 1 3.2822/. =5513/. 05 s. 07 J. o^qrs. near.

Question 2. What yearly Rent = l/"being forborn 9—"TYears, will amount

to 5513.2822 /. =A, at the Amount of 1.05/. =Rper Pound per Annum,

Compound Interest ?

RA—A

Answer. U.
RT—i

-.500 1, per Theo. II.

Question 3. If 500/. yearly Rent = U, forborn for 9=7" Years amount to

5513.2822/. =A. What is che Amount =Rper Pounder Annum?

A A—U
Answer.— R—Rr=-jj— Theo. III. According to which R will be

found =1.05/.

Question 4. In how many Payments =7' will 500/. -=U yearly Rent, amount

to 5513.2822/. —A, at the Amount of 1.05/. =R per Pound per Annum?

„ RA—A+U
Answer. RT= — =1.55132822/. Theo. IV.

Then 1.55132822 being divided by 2?=i.o5 an^ tnat Quotient by

i?=i.o5, and that Quotient again by ^=1.05, &c. till the last Quotient

=1, the Number of Divisions will be 9=7"required.

606. And
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Corollary V.

606. And hence also is learned to compute the present Value P of any

Pension, yearly, half yearly, or quarterly, fcfr. Rent =17, at compound In

terest for any proposed Time or Number of Payments to come T. For A—

RTU—U _ .
*-£—— (In. 605.) and A~PRr (In. 432.) Consequently

ixR—i

3-F/?— i

PRT—
KV-U

R—i

RW—U
■-Ux. R

Rr+'P—RTP=zRTU—U

RT+'P—RrP

=Uor

Theo. I.

RT—1

RT+'—RT R—i

xP= —*P=U Theo.

l~W (»•
/tr—1

Given Sought

R,r,u, P.

p,R,t} u.

From whence may the Theorems for T and R be deduced at Pleasure,

as above.

Question 1. What is the present Worth P of 500/. -=U yearly Rent, to

continue 9=2' Years abating at the Rate of 1.05/. z=R the Amount of 1 /.

fer Annum Compound Interest ?

Answer. P=Uxr

Rr

R—1

: 3553-9Hfcfa or 3553 /• i8.f. 2^. near : Theo. I.

Question 2. What Yearly Rent =£/may be purchased for 3553/. 185.

2!^. =P, to continue the Term of 9=7 Years, allowing at the Rate of

1.05/. =R the Amount of 1 /. per Annum Compound Interest ?

Answer. V~Px
72—1

=7500/. per Theo. II.

1—Rr

Question 4. What is the present Worth =P of 500/. =£7 yearly Rent, to

continue 9=7" Years, the first Year of which is not to commence till 5=/

Years after the Payment is made, abating at the Rate of 1.05/. =zR the

Amount of 1 /. per Annum Compound Interest ?

P I-kre
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Here first find P~Ux

R—i

arit*+>J.Rr =3553-9II> W- '■ the present

Worth of the Annuity, suppofing it to be immediately entered upon ; but,

according to the present Supposition, it is not to be entered upon till 5=/

Years hence: Therefore the last Sum found, viz. 3553-91 1 1- U to be looked

upon as the Amount of P for 5—/ Years, at 1. 05 /. per Annum., Compound

Interest, i. e. 3553.9 n=zA=PR' (In. 596.) Whence P=——} or, reassuming

 

I—
_L_

the Value of A, P—Ux——-—-=2784.591/. or 2784/. us. 9±d. near the

Price required. According to which last Theorem U—Px

R'+<—R'

from

~Rr

whence may be also raised Theorems for finding 2" and R in their order.

Corollary VI.

607. Also by summing up a Geometrical Series is learned to compute all

the possible Permutations or Changes which can happen to any Number of

Things;;. For this has been (hewn to be equal'to the Series » x —J—»a—f-wJ -J—«*,

&c. till the last Term be«" (In. 247.) But the Sum of that Geometrical Series

whose first Term, common Multiplier, and Number of Terms is», and greatest

n—1

(Theo. II. In. 603.)Term is »", is equal to

Problem LIII.

608. In any Geometrical Series decreasing ad infinitum, so that the least

Term / is taken for Nothing; from any two given of these three, viz. g, r, s,

to find the third.

Effettion.

Because l=o, therefore

sr—gr=s (In. 225.)

= Theorem I

'—g

r—s=gr

&

1

i-r^g 2

i+gr—s
3

3-rr^T 4

3+r
5

r-

sr-

Theo. II.1

Theo. III.

Given Sought

&>

&

r, s.

s.

g-

COLIUM
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Scholium VI.

609. By the foregoing Theorems may be answered the following Questions.

Question 1. Suppose a Body move 1 Mile the first Minute, half a Mile the

second Minute, a Quarter of a Mile the third, f of a Mile the fourth, ,V of

a Mile the fifth, &c. decreasing every following Minute {to the one Half of

what it moved the foregoing one, ad infinitum. It is required to determine,

under this Supposion, the Distance which the Body cannot exceed.

Here is given g=T, and r=2 to find s (Theo. II.) thus s=—— = 2.

Therefore the Body cannot exceed 2 Miles, tho' it be supposed to move to

all Eternity.

Question 2. At what Rate r does that infinite Geometrical Series decrease,

whole Sum is 1=4.0, and the greatest Term is 3l=g-?

Answer. r= =5. (Theo. I.)

Question 3. What is the first or greatest Term g of that infinitely decreasing

Geometrical Series whose Sum is ^=63, and common Divisor is y-=.r?

r—1

Answer. g=sx =54. (Theo. III.)

Corollary VII.

610. Upon this last Problem is grounded the Method of computing the

true Value P of Freehold or Real Estates, which are supposed to be purchased

to continue for ever. For P=Ux— (In. 606.) But in this Cafe T, and

consequently RT being infinite, therefore-^: =0. Whence P=-= , U =

R R—1

,w, RJ^L.

Question 1. What is the present Worth of a Freehold Estate worth 500/.

r=U yearly Rent, abating at the Rate of 1.05/. =R, or 5 1, per Cent, per

Annum, Compound Interest ?

U

Answer. P= — = 10000 /.
R—1

Question
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Question 2. What is the present Worth P of a Freehold Estate worth 125/.

=17 Quarterly Rent, abating at the Rate of 1.05* or 1.01227223 /. =R the

Amount of 1 /. the Quarter, Compound Interest.

jfnfwer P=— =10183968/. or 10183/. 19 j. 4^. near.

R—i

CHAP III.
•i VI A;

Of Problems relating to Arithmetical and Geometrical

Progression*

Problem LIV.

dthr

their Squares z given.

611. "|"T is required to find three Terms in ~~ from their Sum s, and Sum of

EffeSiion.

For the first Term put a, and for the common Difference e. Then is

>+*+3
4—3a

f-rl

14-6

74-6

7©-1

SQ-1

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

a= the first Term.

a-\-e= the second Term.

a-j-2f= the third Term.

3«-f-3*=j by the Question.

3ez=s—3a

3

—= the second Term.

3

2J"~3*— the third Term.

aa— the Square of the first Term.

— = the Square of the second Term.

9

aj 1 sa~\-gaa _ ^ Square of the third Term.

5ff—*£2jct-f-i8jct

=2 by the Question.

«*+9
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12x9

»3—so

14-H8

i6uu

'3

14

15

16

5«—1 2j<j-j- 1 8<7«3=9z

* [ 92—5"

18

6, 18,

18+19

lp-j-20

►

18

19

21

32—«*

3Z—«"

^— -g =0 the first Term.

3=z—«*

=* the common difference.

20 fs= the second Term.

t»+ l3Zft " = the last Term.

t

Ex. p. Ifi=,8 and 2=1x6, then sl=4,-I^L" =4 the first Term,

4^=6 the second Term, and ^fcl'-g ^ Jast Term>

Problem LV.

612 It is required to find three Terms in -^ whose Sum is s and their

Product equal to the Sum of their Squares.

Put a for the first Term, then wilj ± be the second, and 2*Z*L h the

3 3

third, according to whichfff_ifff iS ^ Product rf a]1 the Terms, and

fss—nsa-{-i8aa .

j-1 is the Sum of their Squares, as in the last.

1x9
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1X9

Whenct

4—3

4+5

\issa—%saa $ss—usa-^-iSaa

9 : ~ s~

ss-\-6s—\siss—3^j—54SS %

S-£ 1—r-o —— f- a the first Term.

3'+l8

— = the second Term.

3

■

ssss—%sss—j"4ij

3*+i8
= the common Difference.

._

eim^g^Sg- the last Term.
3J+18

From the last Step it appears that for s can kbe assumed no Number

whose Square is less than 54, because thus s*—3*'—54*3* will be impossi

ble, as supposing the Square Root of a defective Quantity.

If s=io, then is the Term -6*> the second **, and the third Term V-

whose Product and Sum of their Square is 2f Ja. l

Problem LVI. F ■" . ■

613. To find four Terms in -—-, whose Sum is j, and Sum of their

Squares z. .... .:.„..'.-.-■.

EffeElion.

Put a for the first Term, and e= the common Difference. Then.

1 a— the first Term. ..* .

2 a-j-e= the second Term, j

3 a-\-ze— the third Term.

4a-\-2ez= tne fourth Term.

4sl4-6<?=j by the Question.

.

1+2+3+4

"Whence

1+6

7+6

8-5-6

e-=z.

6

s+20 _

6

is—la

= the second Term.

\± the third Term.

, a-~ the fourth Term,

o

I©-1
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9©-'

10+11+12+13

Whence

%6aa

6. _x.6e-T

36

4jj—8sa-\-4.aa

36

1.4"—'4Qsa-\-%oaa

36
=2 by the Queftion.

a=±s—
$6z—gss*

80

the firft Term.

1

—* \i6z~9SS* _

80

362—gss

180

the common Difference.

{62—gss4

Ex. gr. If 5=28, and 21=2 16, then <*=a—

—2. Confequently the other three Terms are 6,8, 10.

80
=4>*=;

302—gss

180 '

Problem LVIf.

614. To find five Terms in -—-, viz. a, a-{-e,a-\-ie, tf+3*, a+4<?, where

of the firft Term is in Proportion to the laftas b tod, and the Sum of all the

Terms is equal to the Square of the Middle or third Term.

Or

Whence

4+3

5+3

EffeRion.

d—b

ax —j— —e

4b

4ab

*V

4b

the firft Term by the Queftion.

i L_ = the fecond Term.

4b

——, = the third Time. .

4b

<J+3
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6+3

7+3

4+5+6+7+8

6<£-

Whence

3. ?2-

9

10

ii

12

'3

a "v ■= the fourth Term.

4*

~= the fifth Term.

4*

2*

= the Sum of all the Terms.

4a^1+8fl1^4-4flVi» • l

'—, = the Square of the third Term.

5f*+W_4«^j+8a»W+4«%d'

2b i6bb

by the Queftion.

a~
i oxbb-\-dd

__ d—b_fxdd—bb ioxdd-X-bb
e-aX~&~-2bb+4bd+2dI or

4x£-f-<i

.E*. gr. If b=s, and ^=5, then will the five Terms required be |4, W.

iaa xxi -lit or'" *' " "' **J.£. J I ii 11 la
" ■» «» 8> a > 8

Problem LVIII.

615. To find three Numbers in -ff- a, et y, whofe Sum is s, and Sum of

their Squares 2.

Effeftion.

I 1 ay=ee (In. 191.)

1 209=211

! a+f+yssft by the Queftion.

l a-\-y—s—e

• «*+2«y+yy=:jj—.2se-^-ee

> « * -j-y * =«—2tt—«

'<** +e*~\-y*=ss—2se-^e=z by the Queftion.

1x2

3—'

5—2

6-\-ee

Whence

4.8,

8

9—y

9

10

ss—2

k= Theo. L
2S

f+y=j—ez«+z «-j-2

2f

^7
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IT)

10, II

Whence

ii

ee s*—2ssz-\-zz

a——— '—

y w
SS-i-Z . s* 2**2-4-2*

y=-
4»>

is

_ IQSSZ \S5SS—IZZ* -\-SS-\-Z rp, . j.

« =

SSSS 2SSZ 22

Theo. III.

JXl IOSSZ-— 3SSSS 3Z22-fjJ-fz

Ex.gr. Ifj=228, 2=19152, ^=72, y=io8, ^=48.

Problem LIX.

616. To find three Quantities in Geometrical Progression b, e,y from

the first given equal b, an5 the Sum of the Squares of the other ee-\-yy=z.

»—n

2» 3

Whence

Effgftion.

ee-\-yy=z by the Question.

eez=z—yy

ee=by (In. 19 1.)

z—yy=by

^^W-h Theo. I.

e=
ibbz+bbbb1 —bb

Theo. II.

Ex.gr. If £=48, and 2=16848, then y= 108, and ^=72.

Problem LX.

617. To find three Quantities in -H- a, e, y, whose Sum is s, and the

Sum of the Squares of the Extreams 2.

1x2

3—'

Effeftion.

ay—ce (In. 191.)

iayz=tee

a-t-e-\-y=J by the Question.

a-\-y—s—e

R 4©-'

-
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5—2

Whence

Æ*-f3ix=«— 2w—«=z by the Question.

ezzziss—z"—j

5J—2se-\-ee'--\-s—e

a—s—e—y.

.

Ex. gr. If j=228, 2=13968, then <=72,yrr 108, 0=48.

Problem XLI.

618. To find three Quantities a, /, y in -ff-, whereof the Difference of

theExtreams y—a—d, and the Sum of all their Squares a' -\-e* -±-y* =z.

Effeft'w

Make

 

2 y—a—d by the Question.

y=-

A—dt

In. 546.

".

-

AA—dd „
ay—- =<?<? (In. 191.)

AA4-2Ad-\-dd■3-T-J =W

AA—iAd+dd

z=.aa

Whence

3 x TJ*: l-<*--fa*C by the Question.

4
I

10
F=

42—g»

i 3

-W

Theo. I.

 

4>M'l
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Suu

1 i

1 1

4z—ddi

Theo. II.

42—*M% Theo. III.

12

Ex.gr. If J=6o, and 2=19152, then 31=108, a=4$, ^=72.

Problem LXII.

619. To find three Quantities in -—-, a, e, yt whereof the Difference of

the Extreams y—a =d, and the Difference of the Squares of the Extreams

yy—aa is in Proportion to the Sum of all the Squares a1 ^»-|_ji*, as/> toq.

Efftftion.

Make 1 y-\-a~A " ;

. y—a=d by the Question.

\ 3J-

Then,

6+74.8

 

7

Whence

w—aa—Ad

AA4-tAd-lM

W=

AA—iAd-Ldd

aa= —-

4

AA—dd
ee—ayr=L — (In. 191.;

1 1

yy—aa : a*-Ye* ~\-y'1 —p : qj

SAAXdd C by the Question.

: =p:q V ^~

4 •*

A=Addqq-mdd*+2dq Thcorew>

3/>

Ad

u
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3>

4,

8m,1

y=

A-\-d

2

A-d 

a=.

A'—dli

<

Ex. gr. If ^=30, p—$> and <f=7, then ^=50, 31=40, a— 10, <?=2o.

Problem LXIII.

620. To find four Quantities in -ff. a, *, y, u, whereof the Sura of the

Extreams a-\-u= S, and the Sum of the Means e-±-y=s.

3—'

6+8

Whence

6,

EffeRion.

a-\-U—S by the Queftion.

u—S—a the greater Extream.

e-{-y=s by the Queftion.

)i=j—e the greater Mean.

Ka:e—e:s—el n

(axj—-e-=ee $ * '

$e : s—e—s—e : a) /T

.

ee
a— — the letter Extream.

5—e

1.

ss—2se-\-ee

a-fa— -^__j_ __r_ —s by the Queftion.

Sss—■sss

S+V

Theorem.

ee

a——

s—e

y=s—e

a=5—a

Ex.gr. If 5=175, J=i50, then *=60, «=40, 7=90, and«=i35.

Pro
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Problem. LXIV.

6z r . To find four Quantities in -ff- a, ey y, u, whereof the Difference of

the Extreams u—a—D, and the Difference of the Means y—e=d.

8—6

Whence

6,

4>

2,

EffeRion.

u~a—D by the Question.

y—e~d by the Question.

y—dA-e

I«='='i£M. (ln. IQI>)

\

7

8k=

io

ii

12

13

«

ue^dd^deJ^e^ '91')

e

dd-i-zde-X-ee ee _ , , _ „.
u—a— -L - X —-=D by the Question.

Ddd-^ddd^

e—
B—id

Theorem.

a=r-
«

u—a^D

Ex.gr. If D^95, ^=30, then *=6o, tf=4o, 31=90, and «=r 135.

Scolium VII.

622. In theSolution of Questions in -ff. the Work will oftentimes be much

fhortned by Help of the following Theorems, which may therefore be

raised for that Purpose from In. 190, 191, 223, 224. Where observe that

a is always put for the least Term, and the other Letters for the other Terms

in their Order.

Lee
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I.

Let a, e, y represent three Quantities in -fv-.1

Then i

ixe z

 

1X2

3+4

i-6

8—i

i+6

8-f-i

IIX(?

Theo. I.

*

lOXif

•

.*• J3> »5

Consequently

gxe

Jxe

*• 19' M

Or

*7> 23>

4

<fi?=cty (In. 191.)

eeez=aey

aa-\-yy—aa-\-yy

2ee=z2ay

-
ax -\-iee-\-yy=.a-{-y =aa-^-2ay-^-yy Theo. II.

aa—aa

ee—aa—axy—a

yy=yy

•

yy—ee=y xy—a

ee-\-aa—axy-\-a

yy -\-ee=yxy-^a

yye-\-eee=yexy-\-a

yy-\-ee : ye=y-\-a : e (In. 190.)

4 eee-\-aae—aexy-\~a

5 ee-j~aa : ae-=.y-\-a : e (In. 190.)

yy -\-ee : ye-=ee- ~aa : ae

7 yy-\-ee : ee-\-aa=ty : a

25-f*6-f274-28

25+26-J-27-I-30I31

37*—eee=yexy—a

9 ^—ee : ye=y—a : e

20

21

22

23

24

2

26 om—2ay*-\-2ee

2jo—aa—aa

28—aa-=L—aa

eee—aae=aexy—a

ee—aa : ae-=y—a : e

yy—ee : ye—ee—aa : ae

yy—ee : ee—aa—y : a

, yy-|-tt : yy—ee—ee-\-aa : ee—aa

Theo. III.

Theo. IV.

Theo. V.

Theo. VI.

Theo. VII.

Theo. VIII.

Theo. IX.

Theo. X.

Theo. XI.

Theo. XII.

Theo. XIII.

29

30

yy—aa—y—a -\-2xee—aa

•ee——ee

yy—a?=y—a 'J^ee-^aa

Theo. XIV.

Theo. XV.

jxu
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ixa 32 aec=yaa

Whence
33 ee : <w=y :a Theo. XVI.

i7> 33> 34 yy-\-ee : «+<m=:«: <w=y*: « Theo. XVII.

23.33 35 yy—ee : *«—aa-=ee : aa—y% : * * Theo. XVIII.

lxy 36 yee-=.yya

"Whence 37 y* :**=y:<x Theo. XIX.

38
4-?«=+k

38—1 39 exy—e=yxe—a

Whence 40 y—e : e—a=y :e-=.e : <i Theo. XX.

4i y3-\-a,^=:y1-{-ai
1

1x3a 42 2aee—%aay

1*3? 43 lyee—^ayy

414.424.43 44 y'-{-a>-\-3eexy-\-a = y-{-a Theo. XXI.

II.

Let a, e, y, a reprefent four Quantities in ■—..

au=ey (In. 190.)

1+2-1-3-1-4

Whence

74.8+9+10

Whence

Theo. VII.

;.

15+16+17+18

ay—ee (In. 191.)

eu—yy (In. 191.)

ey—ey

e-\- axu~\-y=yy-^-2ye-{-ee=iy-{-e *

u-\-y-y-i-e=y-[-e:e-\.a

ae=ae

ee—ay

yer=iye

ue—yy

Theo. XXII.

a-^e-\-y-Y-ux e-=. a-\-yxe-^-y

a-\-e-\-y-\-u : e-\~y=a-\-y : e

a- -y : e—ee-\-yy : ey or au

a- -e-\-y-\-u : e~\-y=ee-\-yy : ey or au

aayy=e*

aauu=eeyy

eeyy—eeyy

eeuu^zy*

aa-{~eexyy-\-tiu r=zee-\-yy

aa-\-ee : ee-\-yy=:ee-\-yy :yy-\-uu

ee-=zee

Theo. XXIII.

Theo. XXIV.

Theo. XXV.

Theo. XXVI.

1x2
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1X2

ix;

ixe

lxy

4X«

26-f 27-J-28-4-29

But

Step. 14

Subft.

Then

37—38

1

39+40

33*

44+45

ill

24

2.6

26

2/

2b

29

30

31

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4i

42

o=-

uy—zau

-57

2a«— ley

+ya=^*-f4«« or +49 (Step 1.; Theo. XXVII.

aae—aae

eee—yae. .

yyez=ayu

uue^yyu

43

44

45

46

<w -\-ee-\-yy-f-uuxe—ae-i-yuxa-\~y

a1Jt.e1-\~yx-\-ul:ae-{.yu—a-\-y.e Theo. XXVIII.

tf-4-#-|-y-t-« : *-{-y =a-\-y'-' (Step, iz.)

a-_L('1+3i,4.a1 :«-{-<?4-3i-|-«=a<?4-yK:^4.3i Th. XXIX.

a'-f^-f^-fa1 :ee+y)=ae-{-yu:au or ey Theo. XXX.

_I-—LZJ- =sae-\-ay-\-au-\-ey-\-eu

2 (+7*

for ay, and yji for ey Step. 2d. and 4th.

XJU —- =ae-j-au-\-yu-\-ee-\-ey-\-

(P

ee-^2ey4-Tf= «+^+J3l

-I ^^ ' ' — —*-H =ae-\-au-\-yu—

1 ■ ' ■ ■ 0= —au Jf-ey

~ ^~ — J ■ —*-{-? =«*-h* Theo.

V. ' (xxxi.

atAryu-=.

aa -\- ee-\-yy -\- uuxe-\-y

H^rt-. -,--,.-,,•■-»._—, ; „,+,.+J.+

eyu-=zyyy=auu$ r

(«* =tf+y : tf+'+K-H

Theo. XXXII.

Theo. XXXIII.

Theo. XXXIV.

Theo. XXXV.

becaufe
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Theo. XXXVI.

Subft

Then

Subft.

Then

Whence

Bur

r

58+62

Or

44

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

becaufe au=ey Step. 1.

—— 3 _

a-\-u =a3-\-ui-j-2xe}-\-y1

—e1 —u—axau-=auu—aau.

^a =»v3—$uua-\-3uaa—a3

3yi—3ei —%uua—%uaa

u—a -{-3 \y 3 —e 3 =«3—a3

3** y-\-a*u—a*x2y-j-u

*?for ay, and ey for au (Step. 1, 2.)

iaee-\-aey—a1xiy-\-u

tee for ^31 (Step. 27.)

3 aee-\-eee=a * xjy—f-«

ee: aa-=z^y^M : 3a-\-e

e* :a*=yx :e*=u* : y*

*:a%=y* :e*=u% : y*=3y+u : ^a^e Theo. XXXVIJJ.

Theo. XXXVII.

1x33

45

64+55+66+67

■»3+?a*f+3*<?1+g3 —a**.3y-\-u-\-a-\.ie

7+? =<?xu±-a+ixy~J~e Theo. XXXIX.

Ix3<fp5 3eey='2aeu

1X2) 66 2«/yz=2fl'V»

•X' Wi

e-\-y3 —au or^x«-f-«4-3x^4-)i

a3 =aaa

44 70 f1 =040

45 7' >'=«»«

^94-7°-f7I+72 73

leyy—^ayu

67 yyyz=auu

69

7'

75"

6

Theo. XL.

u3—uuu

al-h3 +>'+«' =«+«x«1+0* The©, XLL

44Xi"f74\aaau :xraeee

45x2,

4X<7r

2XtV

auuu-=uyyy

o—aeyy—aeeu

o=uyee=uyya

74+75+7H-77



7 4+75 +764-7778

Whence 79
ax4-«x : f*+y * =«<+«>•*-«* *>r ■**■ ty •' a" or e"i Theo.

in.

Let, a, e, y, u, b, reprefent five Quantities in 4t-

1+2

i'— i

Whence

1+6

Whence

94-io-f-u

13+I4+I5+*6

nxy

ay=

h

j-x.a-\.b—ee-\4iu.

ixb—a-=uu—ee

h—a:u—a—u-\-a : y

abzzieu (In. 223.)

18+19

Whence

2©-*

i©-x

22—23

Whence

2*y

Whence

25,27

9

10

11

12

13

14

'5

16

17

18

J9

2C

21

12

23

24

25

ax b-\-y—exu-\-e

a : e=u-\-e : h-\-y~e '. y=y : «

ya=ee

yy^yy

ybz=JtU }

theo. XLIII.

theo. XLIV.

Theo.XLV.

yxb-\-y-\-a=uu-{-yy-\*ee

ayr—ee

by=uu 1

be=yu

ye=zau

ex y~Ip>Jryxa+b—e%^uxa-\-yJt4i

byy=.yuu

yyy=auu (Theo. XXXIV;)

yyxh-\-y z=uu xy-\-a

yy : uu—y-\-a : &+y

yybhz=.UUUU

yyaa—eeee

theo. XLVI.

yyxbb—aa-=m-±ee*xtU'--ee

bb>—aa : uu—ee-=uu-\-ee : yy •

27

Theo. XLVIL

Theo. XLVIII.

Theo. XLIX.

26 yyxa-}-£=yx«-f-««

a-\-b : y-=MU-\-ee 1 yy

28\bb—*a : «#*-«=«+*& : y Theo. L,

ya=tt
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Whence

34+35+3°'

38+39 fc?r

34.

36

37-

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

2)iy = leu \

ybz=uu J

Theo. U.

———— . 1

jxa-4r2)|-H' =«-f-tf

y : u-\-e=u4-e : <j-L2y-L4

*•+«»=$*-f*»

yy=ab (In. 224.)

^^•^'-j-^^a^^-j-j+ct+tfx^fa Theo. LII.

«3 =d)\u—bbe/ft -, w .

? 3 =zayez=.aauj

a>=b%

b* 4-«3 4-yJ -J-*3 -{-a3 =j&xM-J-/&<?4-^<r -\-aaxu-^a Theo.

£++*+ =£*+<*♦ (LIII.

(Theo.LIV.

After the same Manner may innumerable other Theorems be raised, which

the Learner may pursue at his own Discretion, whose Use will be seen in the

Effection of the following Problems.

Problem LXV.

623. To find three Quantities in -ff-> «» e, y» whereof the Sum of the

Extreams a-\-y=s, and the Sum of the Cubes of the said Extreams «3+y'

EffeRion.

m-^-sees^sss (Theo. XXI.)

"Whence

2©-1

e=

sss—m *

3*

the Mean.

sss—m
ayr=te—~- (In. 191.)

«+y='
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Subft,

Then

And

a-{-y^=s by the Queftion.

sis—m c ., . )
forp (In 547.)

3s

4»J SSS *

_'+ 3'

z
I

4.M—Wi*

I-*-
3'

Cby Step. 8. there) the greater Extream,

(by Step. 10. there) the leffer Extream.

Ex. gr. If J=5, m=6$y then e=.2, y=4> *=i.

Problem LXVI.

624. To find three Quantities in -H-, whofe Sum is 2, and Sum of their

Cubes m.

EffeRion.

$$'+?>=4by *«<**«•* sT;"t

03-j-y3:=»*—*J

»,_,.' -f3(f*x^Z;=2^i (Theo. XXI.^

zzz—m
zze—eee—.

2—eee

Whence

Subftit.

Subftit

Whence*

10

ays=ers=p (In. 191.)

a-\-y—z—e—s

L"

s-\-ss—4/>*

9y=-

, {> (In. 547-)

fl—-

j—si—4p

Ex.gr. If 2=14, an^ w=584, then *=4 (Step. 6,) y— 8, *=2.

Problem LXVII.

625. To find four Quantities in —•> <*> *> y» »> whofe Sum is j, and the

Sum of their Squares z.

Effefl'wtu
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EfftRion.

For the Sum of the Means e-\~y put A, then will the Sum of the Extreams

s~yt be s—A.

SS~~Z -AA:z=A:s (Theo. XXXII.)

Then

"Whence

Subftit

Gonfequently

3—«

a-\-tt=s—A—S

A-.

2SSSS 2JJ2-4-Z21

ZS

A—
SAA—AAA

= ,—J+3^ (In.<S20.)

a-=-

ee

A—e

y=A—c

Ex.gr. Ifj=325, and 2=31525, then ^=150, 5=175, *=60, 0=40,

^=90, «=i35-

Problem LXVIII.

616. To find four Quantities in -H-, a, *, y, k, the Sum of whofc Cubes

is my and the Sum of the Extreams a-\-M^=s.

Put

Then

I—«

5—*

Whence

EffeElion.

z=a*+u%

m—sz (Theo. XLI.;

m

s

ax =z-—u*

«4-*=J by the Queftion.

0=f—u

8 M—2J«-J-««=2—««

9« =

22 «a -L.J

a=j—«

e=7Ztf Theo. XXXIII.

uy=auu> Theo. XXXIV.

U £x.
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Ex. gr. 1^=585, and s—g, then 2=65, and «=8, «si, *=2, 31=4.

Problem LXIX.

627. To find five Quantities in ~~, at et j, *, by whereof «-}-£=:$, and

I

EffeElion*

*-!-)>-]-«=*•

2—5

Whence

Subftit.

6—u

8-H<

7. 9

Whence

7

13-b

c—y—f—y:>-t»Z7 (Theo. Li.)
J-

5b=

6

7

^-4-4^4-Scc1—£—2r

ettznj) (In. 191.)

10

1 1

12

13

15

16

J — « =
_ 32

a

ff ■ JJ I T»lt»

2

?=^ 0

ay=« (In. 191.)

ee

~y

ah—eu (In. 223.)

a

Ex. gr. If £=17, and <r==i4, then y=4, rfitio, «st8, *=2, a=i,

£=16.

Problem LXXv-

628. To find five Quantities in J^-, a;r,j, «,-£* whereof a-\-b=b,

and etArw-$rw=&.

EfeSion.



r*5 a

4

Whence

6-rb

7» 8»

Whence

8,

12lW2

141a;1

5y

6

Effettion.

"y+f%*=z } by thc Qy«ftion-

by*sz-yy (Theo. XLIII.

t

ab=zyy (In. 191.)

b

h—

1 1 <*=&—b

i2\ee=:ay (In. 191.)

I4«»=i&y (fn. 191.)

15*=^

JEaf.gr. Ifi— 17, 2=84, y—4, &=i6, *=!, *=z, and tt—2.

CHAP IV.

Of thefumming up Ranks of homologous Polygons or Powers

whofe Roots or Sides are in Arithmetical PragreJfton>

beginning with Unity.

Problem LXXt

629. *Tp O raife a Polygon P from its Root or Side » given : Or, which

X is the fame, to find the Sum j of any Rank of Numbers in -^-,

•whofe leaft Term / equals Unity, common Difference is d, and Number of

Terms is «. -, . •

EffeRion.
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Ejection.

_- /. , , « in-hdxnn—» .. ,_. __
Here because /=i, therefore j or P=-—; (In. 599. Theo. IX.;

 

.whence, if the Number be a.

n

nn-\-n

2

Lateral '

Trigon

Tetragon

Pentagon >*• e- if d—^ 3

Hexagon

Heptagon

Offogon

0?

.then P=<

4

5

6

nn

2

2tin—n

5»n--3n

i

L3««—2«

6rV.

Corollary VIII.

630. Therefore the Scale of Polygons, whose common Root is 0, is a

»a—n
Series of Terms in —, whose first Term is n, common Difference is

• z

and Number of Terms is d-\-i, anc* consequently the Sum s of such a

Scr.es =4»4^ZZ^l±fltL" <ln. 599- Theorem IX.), Whence, if the

4

highest Term be a

Lateral

Trigon

Tetragon

Pentagon

Hexagon

Heptagon

Oftogon

tie.

U.e.\U=<

5

6

■

2

3»»-f-3»

2

3»«4-»
> then j = <

i5«»—3»

2

21»»—7»

2

fcfr. Le mma
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Lemma to the following Problem.

631. If a Series o^Laterals beginning wich a Cypher (o, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, csV.)

be placed in the contrary order, (&c. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, o,) then beginning with

the first Terms of each to the left Hand, 1 fay the greatest Trigon, arising

from summing up the former Series, will be equal to the greatest Irigon raised

by summing up the latter: The greatest first Pyramidal raised by summing

up the former Series will be Subduple or 4- of that raised from the latter : The

greatest Jecond Pyramidal raised from the former Subtriple or -f of that raised

from the latter : The greatest third Pyramidal raised from the former Sub-

quadruple or \ of that raised from the latter: The greatest ;W/,& Pyramidal

raised from the former Subquintuple or \ of that raised from the latter, csV.

ad lnfinitum.

Demonstration.

 

to repre

"Laterals

Trigons

1st Pyramidah

sent the< id Pyramidal: ^Sums of

Seriesof 3d Pyramidols

$tb Pyramidals

csV.

or the

so many

Units

Laterals

Trigons

1st Pyram.

id Pyram.

3d Pyram.

, tic.

as there are

Terms in the

'Arithmetical

Series.

Then will

. frepresent any Series of

o. n \ Laterals whose first Term

Ciso.

o. />= the greatest Trigon

o. a = the greatest 1st Pyram.

o. r= the greatest id Pyram.

O. *== the greatest 3d Pyram.

o. t = the greatest ^th Pyram.

{$c. &c.

in

n. o the fame Series inverted.

p. p"=z the greatest Trigon

q. 20= the greatest 1st Pyram.

r. %r= the greatest %d Pyram.

s. 4J= the greatest 3d Pyram.

t. 5/= the greatest 4th Pyyam.

tie. (Se.

-I

a-

I. Let
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Ex. gr.

I. Let the Number of

Series ofo. i represent the

Laterals.

o. I = the greatest Trigon

o. i = the greatest ist Pyram.

o. i= the greatest 2d Pyram.

o. i = the greatest ^d Pyram.

o. 1= the greatest 4/A Pyram.

Terms be two, or »~i, then will

1. o the fame Series inverted.

1=r

>3

6rV. £srV.

i=ixr the greatest Trigon

2=2x1 the greatest \st Pyram.

3=3x1 the grra test zdPyram.

4=4x1 the greatest %d Pyram.

5=5x1 the greatest 4th Py

ramidal.

&c. (Se.

rr

o

II. Let the Number of Terms be three, or «=2, then will

o. r. 2 be the Series of Late

rals.

o. 1. 3= the greatest Trigon

o. 1. 4= the greatest 1st Py-

midal

o. 1 . 5= the greatest zd Pyra-

ramidal

o. 1. 6= the greatest %d Pyra

midal

o. i. 7= the greatest \th Py

ramidal

fcfV. fcrV.

1.

2.

SP

i. o the fame Series inverted.

3. 3= ix3thegreatestrr/g.

5. 8—2x4 the greatest 1/

Pyramidal

7. 15=3x5 the greatest 2^

Pyramidal

9. 24=4x6 the greatest 3^

Pyramidal

"• 35=5*7 the greatest 4A&

Pyramidal

BV. fcrV.

>3

CO

III. Let the Number of Terms be four, or 0=3, then will

3
o. 1. 2. 3 be the Series of

Laterals.

o. 1. 3. 6= the greatest 7W-1 p

gpa

o. 1. 4. 10= the greatest 1st

Pyramidal

o. 1. f. 15= (iff.

o. 1. 6. 21.

o. 1. 7. 28.

•sr

n

Cifr.
j 8

2. i . o the fame Series in

verted.

3- 5- 6. 6=1x6 the greatest"

Trigon.

3. 8. 14. 2o=zxio the great

est ist Pyr

3- 11. 25. 45=3x15, the Off.

3- 14- 39- 84=4x21.

3- 17- 56. 140=5x28.

o

=r
o

CO

m

But
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But this will always be so, if the Number of Terms be 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

10, (3c. ad itifinitum 5 as is plain from a due Consideration of the Nature

and Structure of such Numbers, which is here universally represented by the

Lettersp p, q 2q, r y, s 45, t 5/, &c. as above. <j>. E. D.

Problem LXXII.

632. To sum up a Series of Trigons with their 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, &fr.

Pyramidals, whose Root or Number of Terms is «. (In. 229, 232.)

Ejection.

Put p for the greatest Trigon, q the greatest 1st Pyramidal, r the greatest

2d Pyramidal, s the greatest 3d Pyramidal, t the greatest 4th Pyramidal, ($c.

Then I fay

- . 1 1

«+i »-f-o «-]-i _
P=»x—-=~- x -7- (In. 213.)

»4-2 »4"° ^"f-1 *~{~2

»4-3 *-l-° «+T «+2 »+3
r=ox := x x —!— x

4i234

5 J 2 3 4 5

«4-5 »-{-o »-J-i »-f-2 »4-3 w-1-4 »4-5
/=jx-4-2=-^— x—t- x-i— x-^x—LIx_I2 0. E. E.

6123456 *<-

fcfc. fcfs. &V. &c. &c. (Se. (3c. &c. &c.

Demonstration.

Ex. gr. Suppose »=5, then

I. The Series of Laterals may be represented

by 1. i-fi. i-Li- I-f-3- J+4=» or -^1

or by »—4. n—3. n—2. »—1. »—o=» 3

II. The triangular Numbers formed of these Laterals, from the

{former Series are 1. 2-J-1. 3+3- 4-f-6. 5-^-10. or «-f-io=/>?

latter Series are »-»4, 2»—7. 3»—9. 4»—10. 5»—- 10. or »«—■.10=py

But
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But the 1'rigon thus found in the first Value of />, (which is here to,) will

always be equal to that in the second Value of p, whatsoever n shall be, (In.

631.) i. e. 10=10, then because 10—j>—« from the first, and iorr««—p

from the second. Therefore

1+/

2-J-«

3-H

3

p—»=»*—p (In. 21.)

2^—«=«x

2/>=-«1-f*

>=—!—=—-— x —— the Tebrem for summing up a

a Series of Laterals', the fame with that (In. 213.)

HI. The first Pyramidal* formed of those Triangular! : From the

C former Series are 1. 3-}-i« 6-f-4« io-J-io. i5-}-2o==p -\-2o-=ql

flatter Series are »—4. 3«—n. 6«—20. io#—30. i^n—40—pn—40=7* J

But the first Pyramidal thus found in the first Value of qy which is here

20, will always be subduple of that in the second Value of q> whatsoever

» shall be, (In. 631.) i. e. 20=**-, then because 2ot=j—p from the first,

and 40=/>»—■q from the second, therefore

2+2/)

3-T3

2j—ip—pn—j

3?=?»-r-2P l^ x

^>«4-2/> »4-2

3 3

»-fo »4-I »-L2 , _,
or x —'— x —t— the Theorem

1 2 a

for summing up a Series of Triangular*.

IV. T\\t second Pyramidal* formed of the first Pyramidals, from the

{former Series are 1. 4+1. 10-J-5. 20+15 35-J-35 —q _J_ 35=r)

flatter Series are »—4. 47*— 15. io«—35. 2o«—65. 35/j—io$=qn—105=^-3

But thesecond Pyramidal thus found in the first Value of r, (which is here

2$,) will always be fubtriple of that in the second Value of r, whatsoever

ft shall be, (In. 631.) i.e. 35=iii * Then because 35=r—j from the first,

and i05=y«—r from the second, therefore

x+r

2+3?

3-T4

i^r—iq-=qn-r

vsq=q»

4^=?»+3?

?»4-3? »+3 x-f-o »-fi »+2 »4-2 ,
'—?—L21—qx —? or -J— x -!— x—i- x —!-? the

4 4 1234

Theorem

2

3

4|r
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Theorem for summing up any Rank of first Pyramidal* Triangular. And by

the same Law, it is plain, will proceed the Sums of every Series of higher

Pyramidal*, whatsoever the Number ofTerms shall be (In. 63 i.)viz!^^- x~

345678

Corollary IX.

633. Hence we learn to form the Unciœ of Powers raised from a Bino

mial Root. For it has been shewn that the Uncia of every first Term is

Unity, of every second Term the Exponent of the Power m, of the third

Term a Triangular Number whose Root i9 m—1, of the fourth Term a

first Pyramidal Triangular whose Root is m—2, of the fifth Term a second

Pyramidal whose Root is m—3, of the sixth Term a third Pyramidal whose

Root is m—4, (iff. (In. 409.) But the Trigon whose Root is m—1 is mx.

-"""-, the first Pyramidal whose Root is m—2 is mx^^-x?—^-, the se-

2 23'

cond Pyramidal whose Root is m—3 is »x -^-x m 2 x m 3 , the third

2 3 4

Pyramidal whose Root is m—5 is wx- x ~H-x -—L. x - 4 (In. 622.)

2 3 4 5 '

Whence have we the Theorem (In. 464.) for finding the Uncia of Powers,

m—i m—i m—3 m—4 m—5 m—6 w—7 m—8 .
viz. mx x x - x -x —~x x ——- x &V.
23456789

Corollary X.

634. Hence in like manner have we Theorems for determining all the

simple Combinations of any Number of Things. For if » be put for the

Number of Things to be combined, the Number of all the Combinations

by Pairs will be nx , by Ternaries nx x , by Quaternaries nx

»— 1 »—2 n—3 ., /T r

-— x x—^, &c. (In. 236.;

2 3 4

COROL LA R Y XI.

635. Therefore the Number of all the possible Simple Combinations of any

Number of Things n, is the fame with the Sum of all the Unciœ of the n

Power of any Binomial b±e, excepting the Unciœ of the two first Term*

Y (i. e.
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.(i. e. excepting !-}-») But such a Sum is = 2"—w—1 (In. 410.) Therefore

2"—»— 1 equals the Number of all the possible Simple Combinations of any

Number of Things ».

Ex. gr. Let »=8, then all the &>»/>/* Combinations by Psl/rj will be

» x ——= 28, by Ternaries nx x := < 6, by Quaternaries nx x

2 * 3' " . 2

»—2 »—3 _ »— 1 »—2 »—3 »—4 »—-i
x —- =70, by /w« »x x x x- =50, by S/x« »x
34'' 2 3 4 5 J ' 2

x x * x —- x -=28, by Sevens n x - x x -x —-x

345<J 2-345

tt—5 »—6 > , - -, n— 1 n—2 n—3 «—4 »—5 «—6
—-r—x —8, by Eights nx x x -x x — -.- -■ x x

by ' * 2 3 4 f 6 7

-^p-=i. In all 28-{-56-|-7o+56-]-28-f8+i=247=2«—8— 1.

Problem LXXIII.

636. To sum up any Series of Polygons, with their First, Second, Third,

t$c. Pyramidals, whose Root or Number of Terms is », common Difference

of the Arithmetical Series whence they are formed d, and greatest Term of

the fame G (In. 229.) •

Effeclton.

Put P for the greatest Polygon or Sum of the Arithmetical Series (which

will be cither Trigon, Tetragon, Pentagon, Hexagon, &fs. according as d is

1, 2, 3, 4, &c.) 4[/or the greatest first Pyramidal of the fame Denomination,

or Sum of the Series of Polygons ; R for the greatest -second Pyramidal, or

Sum of the Series of First Pyramidals ; S for the greatest third Pyramidal,

or Sum of the Series of Second Pyramidals ; T for the greatest fourth Pyrami

dal, &c. Also let p, q, r, s, t, &V. represent the same here as in the last

Problem, which (if d=i and consequently G=//) must be the same with

P, Qj Rt S, T, &c. and therefore the Effcction here would be the same as in

the last ; but if d= any other Number besides Unity, and consequently G

be different from « : Then I say

 

?=»x
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2 2

_ ■ G4-2 »4-i G-L2

Sij=.p X —J— =»x—!_ X—I

4 2 3 4

G4-4 *4-i »4-2 »+4 G4-4
S— r x —-£- =»x—L_x —1~ x——x • ■ ■

5 2 3 4 5

G-4-5 »-f*i »+2 »4-4 w+4 G4-5

6 2 3 4 56

fcff. fc>V. £«?s. Q E. E.

Demonstration.

Ex.gr. Suppose »=j* as before, then

I. The Arithmetical Series whose first Term is Unity, and common

Difference d.

'sis 1. i-f-i. \-\-zd. \-\-id. i-\-4d—G Y

JprG—\d. G—sd. G—2d. G—d. G—o =i-\-nd—dy

II. The Polygons formed from the

•former Series are 1. 2-^-d. 3+3^. 4-\-6d. 5-\~iod=n -}-iod~

) =H
flatter Series are G—»4d. 2G—yd. 3G—gd. 4G—lod. 5G—ioi=«G—lodt

But the Polygon thus found in the former Value of P, which is here iody

will always be equal to that in the latter Value of P, whatsoever » shall be,

(In. 631.) j. e. iod=iod; then because iod=^P—n from the former, and

iod=znG—P from the latter: Therefore

P—n—nG—P

zP—n=nG

iP=nG-\-n

P=—^—=tix ■- the Theorem for summing up

i-f-P

2-|-»

3-T2

any Rank of Arithmetical Progrejfitnals, whose first Term fcri.

III. The



 

III. The first Pyramidals from those Polygons, from the

former Series arc i. 3~\-d. 6-\-^d. io-{~ioi. i5-\-2od-=zp

) *-\-2odz=§>,

flatter Series are G—±d. 3G—nd. 6G—2od. 10G—30^. 15G—4oi=^G(

—40^=^;

But the first Pyramidal thus formed in the former Value of ^, which is

here 20 d, will always be fubduple of that in the latter Value of ^ (In. 631.)

i. e. 2od=~, then because 20^=^—p from the former, and 4oi=pG—£

from the latter ; therefore,

f

2^—2p=pG—>^

3%-2/>=/>G44
2-j-2/> 3^pz/>G+2/>

_ pG4-2p G4-2 .!»."-..
*£?=£——=px—— , or by substituting the Value of

p (In. 631.) £>=»x- x the Theorem for summing up any Rank
23 ox-/

of Polygons.

IV. Thesecond Pyramidals formed from those first Pyramidals, from the

Q former Series are 1. 4-\-d. io-f-5^. 2o-j-i5^. 3f4-35<£

flatter Series are G—^d. 4G— 1*5*. 10G—35J. 20G—6$d. 35G—1054J

But the Zv>/? Pyramidal thus formed in the former Value of R, which is

here 35a, will always be subtriple of that in the latter Value of R, i. e. 35^

105^

=—~> then because 3Sd—R—q from the former, and iof</=jG—jR from

the latter j therefore

3#—3q=qG-R

4-R—3q=:qG

I $R=qG+3q

1 R ~? ife^pc -ii -or by substituting the Value of c

4 4 !

(In. 632.) Æ=»x-£-x^——x—Zi. the Theorem for summing up any

2 3 4 '

Rank of first Pyramidals of what Denomination soever. And, by the same

Law

3*4
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Law will proceed the Sums of every Rank of higher Pyramidols, whatsoever

the Number of Terms » mall be ; as in the Effcction above. %. E.D.

Corollary XII.

637. And because G=i-\-nd—df in the foregoing Arithmetical Series*

whose least Term is 1, Number of Terms », and common Difference dt

(In. 20J.) therefore substituting this Value of G in this Theorem, <^== n x

»-J-i G-\-2 Gxnn-\-n-\-2xnn-±n urn-
—■— x —'■— = —-■ , and we shall have the following uni-

236

verfal Theorem for summing up any Rank of Polygons, from » and d given,

_ »'*i-j-3««4-3*""~dn __, . , , , . ,

Q=z ' 7-1 . Whence are deduced the following particular

Theorems, viz.

If the Polygons to be summed up be a Rank of

Laterals

Trigons

Tetragons

Pentagons

Hexagons

Heptagons

Offogons

Off.

ro1

>i. e. if d=% 3

4

5

6

fcfir.

'}»*-f-3» »»-{-*

6 ~ 2

6

2»»-{-3»»-f«

the Sum j£will be.
w'-J-w1

4»,+3»*—»

^

2«'

&C. v

Corollary XIII.

638. And all the <£s thus found are a Rank of Terms in —, whose least

Term is —-—, Number of Terms d4-i, and common Difference ;

2 6

therefore if for the greatest Term be put jj>. the Sum of all the Terms will be

Z dnn-\-dn

-
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dnnA.dnJrnn-\-»+id«yri<l (TheQ y< fa m) { ,# if the highest Tcrra

4

J2.be a.

■

4- 2

^ " 6

2 ~ 3

Lateral \

Trigon

Tetragon

Pentagon >the Sum will be^ nn-^n^-t^—n' -\-inx -{-n

a _ 6
Hexagon

Heptagon

Oflogon

2 3

I 4

&fV.

LemmaII. to the following Problems.

639. If » be put indifferently for any Integer, then the Scale of Powers,

whose Root is s, will be n\n\n\ »',»*, »5,&JV. Also the Scale of Powers

whose Root is a-f-i will be n-\-i\ 8-fi , n-\-i\ «-fi , »-J-i , «-fi :

And if, for the Sum of all the

Laterals

whose 'Roots are 1,

Squares j, 2> ^ 4> 5> ^ t0<

C«*« »,beput

Biquadrates

Fifth Powers

/f=—I— (In. 213.)

c

£

fcfr.

(In. 636.)

then I fay, whatsoever n be, that B-\-i-\-n , C-f-i-f-w , D-f-i-f» , feiV.

will be equal to the Sum of the Series of Squares, Cubes, Biquadrates, &c. re

spectively, whose Number of Terms is i-j-». The Assertion is self-evident

to any who understands what he reads ; nevertheless, if need so require, the

Demonstration thereof may be cast into the following Syllogism.

The
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The Sum of a Series of Homologous Powers, whose Roots are r, 2, -6

5, &c. to », is equal to B, C, D, fcrV. according as the Powers are Squares.

Cubes, Biquadrates, &c. by Hypothesis. '

But the Sum of a Series of Homologous Powers whose Roots are 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, fcfe. to i-j-» is more than the foregoing Sums by TUn , 7X^' 7JT„*

&c. according as the Powers are Squares, Cubes, Biquadrates, &d because

\Jftt is the next Integer above » : Therefore, 13c.

Lemma III.

640. Again put m universally for the Exponent of any Series of Homo

logous Powers tobelummed up, whose Roots arc in ~, begining with Unity,

whose Number of Terms are Tf», and the common Difference of the

Arithmetical Progression is d. Then I fay the Sum of the Series of Squares

will be i\n\ma\A\mxm-ZlddB, or iJ.n+z<M+ddB: The^umof the

Series of Cubes will be l+tt+mdA+tnx^ddB+mx^^lkZ^ljdJC, or

* 2 2

i+»+3<L*+3<W54^WJC: The Sum of the Series of Biquadrates will be

*-WmdJ+mx?^dB+mx?^x^JddC^x'!^*^ xn!-l

2 2 3 '234

ddddD, or J+n-{-4d4-\-6ddB+4dddC-+ddddD : The Sum of the Series of

Fifth Powers will be i-\.tl-[-mdA+mx?^±ddB-\-mx—lx 2=1 dddC+m

*—-x——x-—ddddD+mx ——x x —^x "dddddE, or i4-»

* i 4 2 3 4 5 1

-|-5^-fio^5-|-io^JC+5^^I>-|^^^£;, £fc. proceeding according to

In. 632. Note, A,B, C, D, &rV. are here the fame as in the last.

Demonstration by Induction.'

Suppose Ex.gr. n=+. Then.

I. The Arithmetical Series, whose first Term is Unity, Common Difference

is d, and Number of Terms is i-|-», is

1. \-\-d. \-\-id. i-f-3^- i+4^— i-f>;<*.

Whose Sums are

1. i-f-i+rf.:i+2+3J. i+3+6d. i+4+io^i+g+^==2+2w+ff^+^

reassuming the Value of A as found (In. 213.)

II. The

r
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II. The Rank of Squares of the Arithmetical Series is

i. i+2</xi+i<i. i-{-2</x2~J-4<M. i+2</x3+9<M. 1+2&4+16if/= 1+*i

or i-\-znd-\-nndd.

Whose Sums are

,. i+i+2</xi+</\ 1+2+2^x3+5^. i+3+2</x6+i4<fi. i-|-4+2Jx

6-i-6n+6dxm4-n-\-ddx2ni +3»*+8

lO^od^i^+idA+ddB—Z-—*- =t-^i Xi_21_ sIn>

213, 636.)

III. The Rank of Cubes arc

1. i+3^xi+3^xi+t/J. 1+3^x2+3^x4+8^'. 1+3^x3+3^x9+27^.

1 + 3Æ<4+3^x 1 6+64^' =T\^Tdl .

Whose Sums are

I. i+i+3</xi+3<Wxi+rf1. 1+2+3^x3+3^x5+9^3'. 1+3+3^x6-1-

3^x14+36^'. 1+4+3^x10+3^x30+100^ —i^f-n^dA^ddB-^dddC.

IV. The Rank of Biquadrates are

1. i+4</xi+6^xi+4^}xi+<f*. i+4ix2+6</Jx4+4<f3x8+i6i*. 1-J-4

^x3+5^/xp+4Jsx27+8iJ*. i+4^x4+6^xi64-4^Jx64+256</+=ri-|-«4 .

Whose Sums are

1. i+i+4Jxi+6J1xi+4i3xi+^+. 1+2+4^x34-6^x5+4^x9+17^.

1 +3+4</x6+6^x 1 4+4^3 X63+98J4 . 1 ■+• 4+4^x 10+6^x30+4^'xi 00 -f.

354d*=i-\-tt-\-4dA+6ddB-{-4dddC+ddddD.

And thus it is plain, it will always be, whatever be the Value of », and

how high soever the Denomination of the Powers. SoJ that if z be put

to represent the Sum of any Series of tn Powers, whose Roots are the Late.

rals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &V. and whose Number of Terms from Unity is nt

Y the Sum of the Series of m— 1 Powers ; X the Sum of the Series of m—i

 

Powers j W the Sum of the Series of m—3 Powers ; V the Series of m—4

Powers ; 1" the Series of m—5 Powers, &c. And if for the Untie be put

m, p, q, r, s, &c. (In. 404.) then will the Sum of any Series of m Powers,

whose Roots are in —■, beginning wich Unity (the Common Difference

being d, and Number of Terms »+i) be equal to Zdm~\-mYd"~t-\-pXdm~*

-\-q1Vdm- 3J^rVdm~ ++J7i"— 5+ &ff. +»nA/+»+i. & E. D.

COROL-
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Corollary XIV.

641. And becaufe in the Series of Laterals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, (Jc. d-=i, there

fore the Sum of the Squares of fuch a Series (whofe Number of Terms, and

confequently laft Term is \-\-n) equals i-|-»4-2yf-j-5: Of Cubes equals i-j-»

4-3yf4-3-B4-C; Of Biquadrates equals i-f»4-4^-f6fl-f-4C-fZ> : Of Fifth

Powers equals i-fw^/^MoS-f^Tl-S-D-f-^-" &'• And univerfally the

Sum of all the m Powers of fuch a Series equals Z-{-mT^.pX'\-qlV-]-rV-\.s'T

i£c. -\-mA-\-»-j-i , or otherwife i-j- n-\-mA-\-pB-\-qC-\.rD\sE-\- £sV. -f.

Corollary XV.

642. It alfo appears from the laft Lemma, in fumming up the Series of

Cubes, whofe Roots are 1, 2, 3, 4, fcfr. to » the laft Term, that C is al

ways equal to AA.

Problem LXXIV.

643. To determine the Sum of any Series of Powers in Numbers, whofe

Roots are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, istc. the Number of Terms, and confequently the

laft Term, being reprefented by ».

EffeElion.

I. To find the Sum of the Rank of Squares B.

Becaufe the Sum ofthe Series of Cubes, whofe Roots are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fcrV.

and Number of Terms is 1 -|-», has been fhewn to be i_|-»-j-3^_j_35-j-C

(In. 640.) and alfo to equal C-f-i-}-» or C.-f-»}-|-3»T+3;H-i (In. 638.)

Therefore

i—C—»—1

2—3A

Whence

lB-\-3A=n'+3n*+2n

2B=ji> ±3^+2*1—3A

nn-\-n
— (In. 213.)A-

$Bz=n* -f3» *-|-2»—3X
»»-f-i

£=

2»3-|-3»14-M

the Theorem for fumming up

a Series of Squares or Tetagrons (In. 636.)

Aa II. To
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II. To find the Sum of the Series of Cubes C.

Because the Sum of the Series of Biouadrates whose Number of Terms is

i-r-», is equal to i-\-n^A-{-6B+4C^-D (In. 640.) and to D+^+l4 (In.

638.) therefore

iZ)+4C+654.4^-f»4.i=Z)4-»44-4«»+6«,4-4»-fi

2 +C-r-65-l-4^=:»4--j-4»3 _j_6«i4-3»

j yf= —»— , and B=z *— ■— as above

 

1—D—«—7

Whence

44C+2»J-{-3«a-J-«-J-2x»«-f»=»+4-4»3-lr6»1-{-3»

5C——I L_ ^AA (In. 641.) The Theorem for

4
summing the Scries of Cubes.

HI. To find the Sum of the Series of Biquadrates D.

Because the Sum of the Series of Fifths Powers, whose Number of Terms

from Unity is i-f-«, is equal to i-\-»-[-5A-\-ioB-\.ioC-{-5D-^E (In. 640.)

and to E+^fl' (In. 638.) Therefore E+tI>-{-ioC+*qB-{-&£{■»+"

=£-f-».-j-i j whence proceeding as before, by substituting the Values of

^, 5, and C already found, there will come out D= Jgllrrf^H'K*1-*

the Theorem for summing up the Series of Biquadrates.

la like Manner, by a due Management of the Equation F-\-6E-\-i 5!^-

aoC-fi 554-6^-f-«f-fi=f_j_^4T, , substituting the Values of A, B, C, and

n l -n ^ 2»64-6«s -]_<;«♦—»* _

A there will come out E— 1 J21 the Theorem for summing

-up the Series of Fifth Powers, whose Number of Terms from Unity is n.

After the fame Manner the Learner may proceed, at his own Leisure, to find

Theorems for summing up the Series of Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, &e.

Powers.

And universally from the Equation z-±mY+fX+qW-\rV\sT, &c. -\-mA

*■ m ii hi

+»-|-i=Z-f»47"cIn. 640, and 638.) will be found r=tti _£jf 1

m vi m

W V T&C.--—A a—— the Theorem for summing up any
mm m m m or/

Series
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Series of Powers whose Exponent is w—i, and Number of Terms from

Unity ». ...

Problem LXXV.

644. To determine the Sum of any Series of Powers in Numbers whose

Roots are in -^, the Number of Terms from Unity being i+a, and the

common Difference d.

EffeRion.

I. To find the Sum of the Rank of Squares.

Because the Sum of th- Series of Squares (whose Roots are in -^-, and

Number of Terms from Unity is i-J-jrt has been shewn to be equal to i_L»

^.idAJj-ddB ("In. 640.) therefore substituting the Values of A and B as

found (In. 642.) it will become 1+ d »*+ »^ nn+'jddtt* the Theorem

for Summing the Series of Squares.

II. To find the Sum of the Rank of Cubes.

The Sum of the Series (whose Roots and Number of Terms are the fame

as above; is i-f»-J-3^-f3^S-f^JC (In. 640.) therefore substituting the

Values of A, B and C as found (In. 642) you will have

1 kd M

i-h \& » + r<M **J~jJdd *'-Hf^«4 the Theorem for summing up

■~dd \ddd *

the Series of Cubes, whose Number of Terms from Unity is i-|-». And

thus I suppose it will be easy for the Learner from (In. 640, and 642.) to

raise Theorems' for summing up any Series of higher Powers at Pleasure,

without proceeding further.

ScHOLItTM VIII.

645. Ex. gr. Suppose a Rank of Cubes were to be summed up, whose Roots

are 1, 2, 5, 4, 5, 6, &V. beginning from Unity, the Number of Term*

being 6or=«, the Answer will be C= •— =3348900 the Sum re-

4

quired (In. 644.;

Again, suppose a Rank of Squares, whose Roots are in Arithmetical Pro

gression, beginning from Unity; the Number of Terms being ioi=»-i~i,

ants common Difference 3=/, then B— 1 -f d n-\-ts, «* J(.-\ddn* =

-\dd

916585! (In. 644.) CHAP.

.-
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CHAP V.

Of the Arithmetkk of Infinites.

Demonstration.

646. A N Infinitesimal is that which is conceived to be infinitely less

jTjL than any assignable Quantity, as a Grain of Sand in Comparison

with the whole Globe of the Earth* a Moment of Time in respect of a Mil

lion of Ages, &V. .. ,''•%-'»'m- I- -. - ■- • ' 1 •

Corollary XVI.

647. Every lnfinitejsimal is comparatively as nothing in respect of the

Quantity to which it is an lnfinitejsimal

Corollary XVII.

648. Hence whatever Quantities do only differ by an lnfinitejsimal are to

be looked upon as equal, and consequently may be substituted one for

another.

Corollary XVIII.

649. Hence also every inferior Power of an infinite Quantity ('if I may be

allowed the Expression) is an lnfinitejsimal in respect of its superior one, as

being infinitely less than the other ; i. e. the Square of an Infinite is an lnfi

nitejsimal in respect of the Cube, the Cube in respect of the Biquadrate, fcjV.

therefore every inferior Power is to be looked upon as nothing in respect

of its superior one.

Corollary XIX.

650. "Whence, if a Series of Laterals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. be continued ad

Infinitum v so that « the greatest Term and Number of Terms be infinite ;

then, rejecting all the Infinitesimals by the last, the Theorems A -.^fjc? (fn.

213.) will become A=- •, B= **!±£±* win become B =2jL.ot !', C

2 0 6 0

n*-\-2n%-\-n* .... »* _ 6«s_i-irw*_LIO»»—.» ... . fas

=_X X— will become — ; Z>=—3- 2 ^ . will become —

4 4 30 3o

or — i £= ■—- will become— or — i and universally the

5 12 12 6 '

Theorem
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Theorem 2*=I±i _ijr—i>—^--rtfr.—£*--L,,_ixi will
m m m m m m tn in

become 2=—I- or / =—! ' — which by again

rejecting all the^ InfiniteffimaU will become Y-= —

Corollary XX.

651. Whence lastly have we this general Theorem, That the Sum of every

Series of Homologous Powers, whose common Exponent is m, and whose

Roots are the natural Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, f, &c. ad infinitum, is to as many

equal to the greatest as 1 to w-f-i. In particular, If m=i, the Sum of the

Series of First Powers or Roots A is to as many equal to the greatest, as 1 to 2 :

If «r=2, the Sum of the. Scries of Squares B is to as many equal to the

greatest as 1 to 3 : If «»=3, the Sum or the Series of Cubes C is to as many

equal to the greatest as 1 to 4. If «=5, the Sum of the Series of Biqua-

drates D is to as many equal to the greatest as 1 to 5, &fr. ad infinitum.

Scholium IX.

652. And by the fame Manner many other Theorems may be raised from

In. €32, 63s and 641.

The Inventor of the Arithmetick of Infinites was the great Dr. Wallis,

Savthan Profeffor of Geometry in Oxford \ the use of which is generally in the

Business of Geometry. But since the admirable Invention of Fluxions, it is

for the most Part laid aside.

The End of the Fifth PART.

Bb ARITR-
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ARITHMETICAL INSTITUTIONS.

PART VI.

The Application of SPECIES ALGORISM tothe

Effection of IN DETERMINATE PROBLEMS.

CHAP. I.

Of Single LATERAL EQUALITIES.

Problem I.

65S-

 

O find two Integer* a, e, whofe Sum added to their Pro

duct is equal to a given Integer n.

"Whence! 2

EffeRion.

ae-\-a-\-e-=.n by the Queftion.

*—e —*+* 1 «+I /i

e-\-i e-\-i c+i

' Therefore for e muft be affumed fome Number, which being added to

Unity wilt divide »-{-i without a Remainder, Ex. gr. If »=i9, then e

B may
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may =3, according to which «=—p- —1=4 ; Of * may =4, according to

which ^=3$ or* may =9, according to which tf=i.

Problem II.

654. To find two Integers a, e, whofe Difference added to their Product

is equal to a given Number «.

Effeftion,

ae-\-a—*=», by the Queftion.

Whence = 1

e-^~i ' *-f-i

Therefore for e mult be aflumed fome Number which being added to Unity-

will divide n-\-\ without a Remainder. Ex. gr. If »=:28, then e may =2,

according to which a= -^p- -f- 1 = 10, or * may =8, according to which

<=4.

Scholium I.

55. In the Effection then of the two foregoing Problems, it is plain that

77-j-i in the former, and n— 1 in the latter muft always be compofit Num

bers j and for e-\-i may be aflumed any of their Aliquot Parts.

Problem III.

656. To find two Integers a, e, whofe Sum is equal to their Product lefe

the latter.

EffeBion.

Whence

ae—c=.a-\-e by the Queftion.

e—i *—1

Therefore for e here can be aflumed no Integer but 2, and accordingly

Problem IV.

657. To find two Numbers, a the greater, * the leflcr, whofe Sum is equal

to the Difference of their Squares.

EffeBion.
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«T*+*

EffeRion.

aa—is^sd^-e by the Question.

a—f=i

Therefore any two Numbers will answer the Question whose Difference is

Unity. Ex. gr. If «=2, then e=^i. If «=3, e—2. If «=4, ^=3. &V.

Problem V..

658. To find two Numbers, a the greater, e the lesser, whose Difference it

equal to the Difference of their Squares.

Effettion. ■

I i\a*—**=«—e by the Question.

Therefore the Numbers sought may be any two Fractions whose Sum

is Unity. Ex.gr. If a—o.^ *=o.i. If ct=o.8, *=o.2. If a =0.7,

^=0.3, &V.

. • i - . Problem VI,

659. To find two Numbers, a the greater, e the lesser, the Sum of whose

Squares is equal to the Difference between their Product and the Differeslce

of their Cubes.

• • : . . . ■> EffeRien.

j ik1—<?'—ae—*%-\-e* by the Question.

i-\-ae 2 a3—e* —a% J^ae-if-ee

i-^aa-^ae-^-ee 3 a—*=i

Therefore any two Numbers, whose Difference is Unity, will satisfy the

Question •, as in Prob. IV. '

Scholium II,

660. The three last Problems are higher than Lateral Equalities, but are

reduced to such in their Eftectioo.

« Problem VII.

66 1. To find three Integers* ,, y, whose Sum is equal to the Product

•f the first and second, less the Product of the second and third. ,

Effemo*.

a-\-e±y=ae—ey by the Question.

C Therefore

Whence
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Therefore for e and y may be assumed any two Integers, so that 2y-fi be

divisible be *-i. £*. gr. If y=2 and *=6, then a=^» l;-^~ =4- M

y=3 and *=8, then 0=5. If y=4» *nd *==io, then a=6. fcfr.

PROB L EK VIII.

662. To find four Integers <*, e, y, «, whose Sum is equal to the Product:

of the first and fourth.

EffeRion.

Whence

au—a-\-e-\-y-\-u by the Question.

« 1 ' K 1

Therefore for <?, y, «, majr be assumed any three Integers, so that y-f-f-f1

be divisible by «—? . En. gr. If y=s 1 1 , and *= 15, or y-he=26, then must

«=4, and accordingly a=i-r-7 *_' =10; or «=io and ^=4. Ify-f'=

35, then may «=4, and accordingly 4=13 ; or «=5, and a=io v or

«=;7, and 4=7 ; or «=io, and a=5 ; or u=\g» and a=3..

•

Scholium III.

663. Hence it is plain, in the Effection of all Questions of this Sort, thar

Numbers must be assumed for as many unknown Quantities as there are

more than the Number of given Equations.

t-tV

Problem. IX.

664. To find what particular Quantities of two or more Ingredients

(whose Prices are given) will compose a Mixture that may be fold at a given

mean Price.

ExampUl. How much.Wheat as 5 s. ^d. (or 64 Ji) the Bushel, and Rye

at 3 j. yd. (or 43 d.) the Bufliel will compose a Mixture that may be fold

at 4 s. 7 d. or 55 d.) the Bushel.

For the Quantity of Wheat put a, and Rye e.

Then

1—2

3-r3

64<*-{-43*=55«-j-55* by the Question,

3 9a—1 2*=0, or 9slz= 1 2*

41 3**=4*

Therefore
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Therefore any two Numbers may be assumed for & and /, whereof 3«=4' »

or whereof a is to e as 4 to 3 : As in the following Table.

a e

4 3

8 6

12
9

16 12

t$C. Gfr. cti infinitum.

Example 2. How much Wine of each of the following sorts, viz. of \6d~.

tod. Sd. and 6d. the Quart, will compose a Mixture that may be sold for

yd. theQuart v

Put « for the Number of Quarts of that at 16 d. e at ioa. y at 8 d. and

sat 64.

Then 1 i6«+ io*-r-8?+6'a=9ct+9'+9y+Q* by the Question.

9*+P'+9>+ 9«=9«-i-9«,4-9>+9»

ya-\-e—y—3«=o or ja=y-\-2u—e

y+$u—e

7

y-\-3u—ut ... f

Therefore any four Numbers, a, e, y, «, whereof a — will sa

tisfy the Question, as in the Table following. k

t—2

3+1 a=r

a e y 8

1 1 2 2

► "
6 4 3

2 5 4 5

,Gfr. 0J ;'/*/?»//»
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Problem X.

665. To find what particular Quantities of two or more Ingredients (whose

Prices are given) must be mixed with a given Quantity of another Ingre

dient, whose Price is also given, so that the whose may be sold at a given mean

Price.

Ex. gr. What particular Quantities of Tobacco at 16 d. 10 d. and 6d. the

Pound may be mixed with 50 tb Weight of Tobacco at 8 d. the Pound, so

that the whole may be sold at 1 2. d. the Pound.

Put a for the Quantity at 16 d. the Pound, e for that at 10 d. the Pound,

and u for that at 6 d. the Pound.

 

Then

1—2

4-r"

1 6a-\- 1 pg-|-8x50-4-6«— 1 2xa~\-e-\-50?£u

1 2U~j- 1 2f4-2X5°-J- 1 2X«= 1 2X4-|-*+ 50-\-u

3|4sl—2^—4x50—6«=o

2 a

Therefore arty two Numbers may be assumed for e and «, whereof *-j-3« is

divisible by 2 ; or any rhree Numbers a, e, u will satisfy the Question, where

of a
_£+3*

4-50 as follows

a e
y u

60 11 50 3

80 30 50 10

80 9 50 >7

80 18 50 14

(ssc. ad tnjimtum.

Scholium V.

666. The two last Problems are the fame with what in Vulgar Arith

metic is named Alligation Alternate, and the latter is distinguished by the

Name of Alligation Partial, because the Quantity of one of the Ingredients

is given.

Pro



Problem XI.

66y. To find an unknown Number a (an Integer, if it may be) which

being multiplied by a given Integer As, and that Product divided by ano

ther given Integer N, will leave for the Remainder a third given Integer R.

Or in other Terms, it is required to determinate whether Ma—R be divi

sible by N, without a Remainder.

» EffeElion.

i. Assume the least Integer, which being multiplied by M will make it ex-

ceeed N, and call it P.

MxP MxP I i
2. Seek the Remainders of these Divisions, viz j-r— , —— putting A

for the Remainder of „J~ , B for that of „ ■ ■ , C for that of

N N

^±i, D f0r that of !££&> tf, Then.

3. Because these Remainders, viz. A, B, C, D, GJV. so long as each follow

ing one exceeds that immediately foregoing, are a Series of Terms in ~,

whose first Term is A and common Difference B—A -, therefore, if you

put B—Az=X when B is greater than A, or B-\-N—A=X when B is lesser

than A, by the continual Addition of AT to B (subtracting N out of the

Sum, as often as it exceeds N) you will have the Remainders C, D, E, F, &c.

till you come to a Remainder equal to R proposed, if any such be to be

found.

4. Add Unity to P4-i, as often as you add .A!" to P, and the last Addition

will make P equal to a the unknown Integer required in its least Value.

Or to shorten the Work,

5. Seek if you can find an Integer equal to R by the Addition or Subtrac

tion of any two or more of the first three or more Remainders (A, B, C, &V.)

found as above ; and the Sums of their respective Integers, by which M

is multipled, will be a required.

Example 1. What Number is that a, which if multiplied by 2i=Af,

2 1 XI

and divided by i7r=iYthe Remainder will be u=P? Here leaves

17

2 ix2

4=ytf, leaves,8 —B—iA; therefore P=i, X=At=±. (Pre. 1 and 2.)

»7

D Then
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.

Then

I+ jtf 2

2+^ 3

3+*

4+-*-^
2+5

5=2^=8

D=4^=1 6

5 E=5/l—N—i

6B+E=7A—N= 1 1 =5

(l're. 50

p

p-fl

P-j-2

5+3

P+4
f

25+5=7=

Value.

a in its least

Example i. What Number is that a, which if multiplied by 2f=M, and

' 7CZJ

divided bv 7=iV, the Remainder will be 6=5? Here —— leaves 4=^%

7

-^leaves i=5 j therefore P= i, and X=54^iV--/£=4. Then

2+*

2+3

l|^=4

3C=5

45+C=6=5,

I

5

5+i

P4-2

25+3=5=0 in its least

Value.

Example 3. What Number is that «, which if multiplied by i2i=M, and

121x1

divided by 49=iV, the Remainder will be 17=5 ? Here leaves 23=

49

I2IX2
A. IZIZT kaves 46=5=2^; therefore 5=i and X—A-=22. Then

49

[2+jr—iv

yf, C, 5, in -V-"

Com. Differ.3

^=23

0

£=17=5

P

5+i

5+2

5+4= 51=0 in its least

Value.

Example 4. What Number is that a, which if multiplied by 23=Af, and

22x2

divided by 37=^ the Remainder will be 30=5 ? Here -2— leaves 9=4,

^i leaves 32=5 j therefore 5=2, andif=5—.^=23.

27

^=9
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z+X—N

3+4

5*~—-X"

^=9

5=32

C=i8

zC-|-2D-|-Jr=30=iJ

P-J-2

^+3

+P+10

4P-j-»o-|-i=i9=a in its

leaft Value.

Example 5. What Number is that a, which if multiplied by 6—M, and

divided by 21 =7V, will leave 4^=R? ■ , 1

Ay J Ay y—

Here leaves 2 — A, — leaves 6—B—iA; therefore P = 4, and

21 21 ^'

X^B^A-A-%.

i + *l

a+jq 3C=9

1x7—JVj 4

*=3

B=6

jAs=2I, 21—2I=0

P

P-|-2

Off.

It is therefore apparent that the Remainder will always be fome one of

thefe Number* 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and consequently can never be 4, as is

required ; therefore is no fuch Integer as the Queftion fuppofes.

Problem XII.

668. "What two Integers are thofe a, e, whereof b times the former lefs,

c times the latter is equal to a given Integer d: Or ba—ce=£?

Example 1. Suppofe £=23, C=%j, and d=$o.

Then

"Whence

23a—37'=3° by the Queftion.

22tf—-30

e—-

37

Therefore a muft be fome Number, which multiplied by 2j, and divided

by 37, leaves 30. Confequently ^=19 in its leaft Value (In. 667.) accord

ing to which the leaft Value of e is
234—30

37

.=11. And by continually add

ing 37 tp 0=19* and 23 to Cz=.n, we fhall have Anfwers to the Queftion

ad infinitum^ as follow.

|7j7|
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a e

19 11

5^ 34

93 57

Example 2. Suppose £=39, f=56> and d~io.

Then

Whence

39<x—56^=20 by the Question.

39a—20

e=.
56

Therefore a must be some Number, which multiplied by $p, and divided

by 56, leaves 20. Consequently the least Value of ^z is 12, (In. 667.) accord-

2 Oct—20

ing to which the least Value of e is ?— =8. And by continually add

ing 56 to *=i2, and 39 to *=8, we shall have answers to the Question ad

infinitwn.

a

12

68

124

e

8

47

86

tec. tic.

Scholium VI.

669. But this last Problem will be more readily answered by seeking the

lesser unknown Number first, especially when the Difference between the un

known Numbers is great j in which cafe proceed as follows. Ex. gr. If 23a

__3-tf_30j then by due Reduction a = — —, which shews that e must be
23

some Number, which multiplied into 37, and divided by 23, will leave

%l€—i-(SO

2x23—30=16: If 25a—37<?=6o, or a= ■, then e must be some

Number,
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. , .viplied into 37, and divided by 23, will leave 3x13—

60=9: If 23a—37^=90, or «—— ^-, then * must be some Number,

23

which multiplied into 37, and divided by 23, will leave 4x23—90 = 2 : &c.

And in general, whenever the Divisor TV" is less than the absolute Number

in the Dividend, it must be multiplied into the least Integer that makes it

greater, and the said absolute Number subtracted from the Product will give

the Remainder R, to be proceeded with as in In. 667. But if N be greater,

the Difference between it and the absolute Number will be the Remainder

R. Ex. gr. If 39<jt—56^=5, or a——^-, then e is some Number which

multiplied into 56, and divided by 39 will Jeave 39—5=34. If 39a—$6e

= ro, or a— — , then e is some Number, which multiplied into 56, and

divided by 39, will leave 39—10=29. H 39**—56*= 15, or a— -—^-^

then e is some Number, which multipled into 56, and divided by 39, will

leave 39—15=24. If 39a—5o«-=2o, ora= ■ ■ , then* is some Num

ber, which multiplied into 56, and divided by 39, will leave 39—20=19, &c.

Problem XIII.

670. To find whether a given Integer be composed of two or more given

-Integers, and if k be, to shew how many ways.

Example 1. To find what two Integers those are a, e, whereof 21 times the

former, added to 17 times the latter, equals 2000. Or in other Terms, It is

required to find how many Ways 100/. or 2000 s. may be paid by Guineas

of 21 1. the Piece, and Pistols of ijs. the Piece.

1—21a

2-r"i7

2 1 a -|- 1 7^=2000 by the ^uestion .

17^=2000—2 \a

n—2ia

*=U7-V-

»7

Hence a must be some Number, which multiplied into 21, and divided

by 1 7, will leave 1 1 ; therefore the least Value of a is 7, (In. 667.) and con-

1 1—11x7

scquently the greatest value of e is 1 174- = 109.

Then by continually adding 17 to 0=7, and fubstracting 21 from e— 109,

there will be found five other Answers to this Question in Integers, as in the

Table following.

E \a\e\
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!

V

rl

-

a

7 109

24 88

67

46

41

58

75

92

15

4

■

-

■

Otherwise we may begin wich finding the least Value of e, and greatest

Value of a, thus •,

1—17

—

2-^-21

zia-{-ije=r2ooo by the Question.

Uct=:2000— \"je

~ .5—t7£

* ' 21

Which shews e to be some Number, which being multiplied by 17, and

divided by 21, will leave 5, therefore the least Value of e is 4 (In. 667.)

and consequently the greatest Value of a is 95-\-- —-=92, as in'the Ta

ble above.

Example!. It is required to pay 61I. ys. or 1227 s. inMoidores of 1 /. 6j.

6d. the Piece, Pistols of 17 s. 6d. the Piece, and Pieces of eight of 4s. 6d.

the Piece. Or in other Terms, Ic is required to find three Integers a, e, y,

whereof 26.ftf-f-17.5f-l-4.5y may equal 1227.

1 26.5^4. I7.5«f4-4.5y=i227

2 53«4-35'-r-9y=2454.

3 y=» (In- 663.)

4|53"-f-35'+9=2454

2.0—53*

35

According to which, the least Value of a is 60 by the last Example, and

the greatest Value of e is 69—^-- — =—2 1 a defective Number j con

sequently

1. f .

1x2

Subst.

Then

Whence =69+

35
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sequently y in the third Step was assumed too little. Therefore for a second

Trial

Subst

Then

Whence

y=2

s3*+35'4-9x7-=i454

,=69 j 2I--53'-

35

According to which the least Value of a is 42, and the greatest Value of e

ts6p-f> — =6.

. Again, make 51=2x2=4, and the least Value of a will be 41, and *=7-

Therefore if 1 be continually subtracted from <j=42, and added to <r=6,

and 2 as often added toy=2, we shall have forty two different Answers to the

foregoing Question, as follows.

a

42

e y

6 2

41

40

7 4

8 6

39

38

9 8

10 10

fc?c

1

Off. tic.

47 48

And if we substitute for e and for a, as has been done for y, we shall" have

yet many different Answers peculiar to each Substitution, which the Learner

may pursue at his Leisure.

Problem. XIV.

671. To find two Numbers, which added each to all their own Aliquot Parts

do make the fame Sum.

EffeRion.

For one Number put ma, and for the other ne, and let i-^m and i4/«

denote the Sums of all the Aliquot Parts of m and » respectively.

Thee
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Tier ,1,4^+«=H*+*H^ ? by (he Qacttion

I -)-»-{- l -\-nxe— '-—m

Or

Whence Wdfius Elem. AitaLv. 775.

i-\~m * '

If then jor m and « be assumed any two Powers of fc, >o>«, and if for

e be assumed luch a Number that e-\~i is divisible by all the Aliquot Parti

of «, or by i-j-w, you will have the Value of a, and consequently the Num

bers sought, viz. ma and ne, Q. E. E.

Ex. gr. If fM=2, »=4, *=5, then i-f /» or the Sum of the Aliquot Part*

of m is i-f-2, and i~[-», or the Sum of the Aliquot Parts of » is i-{-2-{-4,

1 4-2-1-4 +- H-2+4X5— 1—z ]*•''•>-"•• ^ j

whence <?=—! =12: Consequently ma—io, and
1 + 2 a

»<f=20.

 

Proof. i-f.24-i3-j-26=i-j-i-T-4-f5-j-iO-4-2o.
'

. . ,, . , i_L.2-f4+84-i~f24-44-8xi3-i-2-4
Again, Ifw=4, »=8, <f= 1 3, then a— ~ ~^~ ~ J ~t-^~ 2 1

F"T"2TT~+

=29; consequently ma— 1 1 6, and ne—\<*\.

Proof. 14-24.44.r94.584-! 16—i-|-l-f4 1 1> { t frfr J6-f5H-104.

Problem XV.

672. To find aPerfefi Number, or one equal to the Sum of all its Ali

quot Parts (In. 37.)

EffeElion.

Let a'e represent the Number sought, e being an incomposite Number,

whence the Sum of all its Aliquot Parts is expressed by i-f-a-fvj^tf'-f-tf* &V.

-3lTeJS-M't -fae% ~\-ae* &t. 'till the Exponent be *— 1. But the Sum ot aSeries

of Terms in-H-, whose least Term is 1, Nominator of the Ratio*, and greatest

a'-—x
Term a*-,is--j—-p and the Sum of a Scries of Terms in 4^, whose least

<a"—r,
Term is*, Nominator of the Ratio*, and greatest Term an~'e is -—-(In. 603.)

a'—\-\-ea"—e
t. e. - ■ :

a— 1

Exponent be n—\.

a*—\-\-ean—e

'• '•-—~x =i4^+«*-f*H^'*^- +M-«**4-<w'4^4 6fr. till the

3 Or
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Or

lxa—i

2—a*e—e

3 -r<»*+«—■2**4-1

ea*—e-\»a*—i

a—i

2 efr—e-\-a"—i =eC+te—ane

3 c?— i =<*"+*e—za"e-\-e

I a'— i

4a"+"—2a"-\-i =*

'<? by the Queftion.

Now that e may be always an Integer, it is plain the laft Divifor «"+*—

2a"-|>-i muft always equal Unity.

a*+'=2a"

0=2

i-f2+4 fcfc. -Jnf-f 2*4.4? csV. =2"(f by the Queftion,

Therefore make

Subftit. 2=a

Whence

But

2'— I 2 4 Off. 2"~* —*'

2*—I 2'—2* 23 fcff. —2*—,= I

i_|_2-f-4-}-8 &V. =* Incompofit.

Hence we have the following Theorem for finding a perfect Number.

Theorem.

If a Series of Numbers proceeding from Unity in a twofold Ratio (viz. i,

2, 4, 8, 1 6, &V.) be continued till their Sum be an impofit Number, that

Sum multiplied into the greateftTerm will make a Perfect Number.

E. gr. 14.2=3, 2x3 = 6. 14-2-^-4= 7, 4x7=28. 14-24.44.84.16=31,

16x31=496.1 314-324-64=127, 64x127=8128. 1274-1284-256=5x1,

256x511=130816. f 1 14-5124-1024=2057, 1024x2057=2096128. fc?r.

CHAP. II.

Of Double, Triple, &c. Lateral Equalities.

Problem XVI.

675. »-i-«0 find three Numbers a, e, y, whereof the Difference between the

X firft and fccond is equal to the Sum of the fecond and third, and

the Sum of the firft and third is equal to the Product of the fecond and third.

F Effemon.
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3>4-

Whence

Ejection.

a-~e—eJt.'}\ . the Questjon>

a-\-y—ey $ } ^

a—2e-\-y

a—ey—y

ey—y=2e-\-y

42e

6y— —Z
e-~z

Therefore to answer the Question in Integers, for e can be assumed no other

4
Numbers than 3 or 4. Ex. gr. If <?=3, then y—X-\ =6, (Step. 6.) and

4
<j:=2*4-y— ij. (Step, 3.) Iftf=4» then 3=2+ =4, *nda=;2*+y=i2.

Problem XVII.-

674. To find three Integers a, et y, whose Sum is equal to the Product

of the second and third, and the Sum of the first and third is equal to the

second multiplied into a given Integer b.

EffeSiion.

1—e—y

3-4

6-fl

2. 7

8—a\

J^+^iby'thc Question.

3 a=ey—e-~y

4 a—be—y

5 ey—e-=be

6y—i=£

7y=£-{-i Determinate

9P-J*1 =fo—*

Therefore for e and a may be assumed any two Integers* whereof be~az=b

4-i=y. Ex.gr. If 3=6, y=£4-i=7, (Step. 7J then e may =2, and con

sequently a=5 (Step. 4.) or e may =3, and consequently a=n ;or; may

=4, and consequently a-=^ty. &c.

Problem XVIII.

675. To find three Integers a, e, y, whereof the first less the third is equal

to tke second multiplied into a given Integer b, and the first divided by the

third is equal to the second.

EffeRion.
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1+5

2XJ

3.4

5—y

 

EffeEtion.

by the Queftion.

Therefore for e may be affumed any Integer, which having Unity fub-

tratted from it, will divide or meafure b. Ex.gr. If 3=i8, then may *=3,

according to which 2=27 (Step 7.) and <z=8i ("Step. 4.): Or e may =4,

according to which ^=24, and a=^6: Or e may =7, y=2i, ^=147: Or

tf=io, 7=17. a=i7°-

Problem XIX.

676. To find what particular Quantities of two or more Ingredients (whofe

Sum and particular Prices are given) will compofe a Mixture that may be

fold at a given mean Price.

Example 1. Suppofe three Sorts of Liquor were to mixed together of 3 j..

(or 36^.) 2 j. (or 24^.) and %d. the Quart: It is required to find how much

of each Sort muft be taken to compofe a Mixture of 129 Gallons, or 516

Quarts, to be fold at a s. (or 24 d.) the Quart. Or in the other Terms :

It is required to divide 24 into three fuch Integers a, e, y, fo that ^6a~\-2^eJ^.

Sy equals 516.

1

2

&+e+y=24 I

s6a-\-24e-\-Sy=5i6)

1x30" 3 36a+36<f-f36j=864

!2*-{-.28y=348

12^=348—28y

3—2 4

5

6

4—28_y

5-TI2 £=29—£y

*-f2p—4y+y=24

tf=?jf—7

t7>5 (In- «•)

1,6,

"Whence

7

8
•
*
9

9*3
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10-T4

6,

12-H

4>>i5

»3t

rj<29

y<l2*

(In. 22J

It appears then (from Step, n, and 13.) that y must be some Integer be

tween 3*: and 12^ ; and such an one as is divisible by 3: (Step. 6, and 8.)

But there are only three such Integers, viz. 6, 9, 1 2 ; therefore the Question

can only admit of three Answers in Integers, as in the following Table.

 

a e
y

3 15 6

7
8

9

11 1 12

Example t. Suppose three sorts of Grain were to be mixed together of 4 d.

\d. and ^d. the Pound; It is required to find how much of each Sort must

be taken to compose a Mixture of 20 Pound Weight, to be sold at a Penny

the Pound. Or in other Terms : It is required to buy 20 Fowls for 20 Pence,

Geese, Quails and Larks, Geese at Groats, Quails at Half Pence, and Larks

at Farthings : How many must there be of each Sort ?

For the Number

Then i

2x4

3—1

4—f

1, 6,

"Whence

9-r
1 i

TS

of Geese put a, of Quails <r, and of Larks y.

1 6a-\-ie-\-y=.8o

l5sl-j-*=6o

155=6—e

«=4—fV

y=i6—44'

4><i6 (In. 22.)

07*

That is, e is some Number lesser than 174, divisible by 15 (Step. 6, 8.)

but there is no fucb Integer but 15, therefore the Question can only have one

Answer in Integers, viz. e=i5, «=3, y—2.

3 Example
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Example 3. Suppofe four forts of Wine were to be mixed together, of

16 d. tod. 8 d. and 6d. the Quart : It is required to find how much of each

fort muft be taken tocompofe a Mixture of 100 Quarts, to be fold at 12 d.

the Quart. **"

For the Quantity of "Wine at 16 d. the Quart put a, at 10 d. e, at Sd. y,

at 6 d. a.

Then

1—a

2—160

3x6

3x10

4—5

Whence

8-J-10

6—4

Whence

n-j-6

*+^H-«=ioo 7 . ^ Queftion.

ioa-{-ioe-j-Sy-\->6u=: 1 2x1003 ' /*••

if-(-y-{-«= 1 00—a

io<r-j-83i-j-6«=:i2oo—16a

6e-\-6y-\.6tt—6oo—-6a

1 o*-f- 1 oy-f~ i o«is 1 000— 1 cw

4*—2y—600—1 oa

ioa<6oo

<*< 60

2j*^-4«=:6a—200

6<r>2oo

0334

It appears then from the 9th and nth Steps, that a may be any Number

between 334- and 60. Make 0=47.

Theni3 47-W+y-4-«=ioo . 7 b h Queftion.

I4 752-{-I0<?-}-8y4-6»=:l2OOi } ^*-

13—47

14—752

15x10

17—16

18-rI

19 2«

15, 20

Whence

20,

23-r2

15

16

'7

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

<?-j-H-«=-:53

io<?-f- 8y-j- 6«=448

1 oif-l-ioy-U ioa=530

2y-- 4«=82

y_(- 2«=4I

y=4i—2*

^41—2«-{-«=53

e= 1 i~\-u

2«<4I

K<2C4

From the 22d Step it appears that there is no Limit to fhew above what

u ought to be taken, but in the 24th Step it is limited to fome Number be

low 204 ; therefore, by making 5=47, the Queftion wiU admit of 20 Anfwers

in Integers, according to the following Table.

G I'M
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e
y

u e y
« *

y
0

32 1 20 25 15 13 18 29 6

3i 3 19 24 '7
12

'7 31 5

3° 5 18

17

23 *9 1 1 16
33 4

29
7

22 21 10 15 35 3

28
9 i<S 21 23 9 H 37 2

27 11 15 20 25 8
M 39 1

z6 13 14 19 27 7

• r

1^ f OfTSff

And if for a be substituted all the Integers between 33-J- and 60, then the

Sum of all the Answers in Integers, which this Question admits of* will be

found to be 314.

Scholium VII.

6yy. This last Species of Double Lateral Equalities is the fame with, that

which in Vulgar Arithmetic is termed Alternate Alligation Total.

Problem XX.

678. To find four Integers 0, <?, y, », whereof the Sum of the first and se

cond is equal to the Sum of the third and fourth ; the Sum of the first and

third is equal to twice the Sum of the second and fourth, and the Sum of the

first and fourth is equal to thrice the Sum of the second and third.

Ejection.

1—e

2—7

3—*

4.5:

5>6>

a-\-ez=zy-\-u *1

a- -yz=ie-±-2u V by the Question.

H-«=3*-r-33j

a=y-\-u—e

a~2e-\-uy~y

*=3'+3?—u

_iy—u

3

tf=3«—4>

y=-f», whence *= 4! (Step. 8.) : a£z*f u (Step. 4.)

Therefore*
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Therefore, to give an Answer in Integers, for« must be assumed any Mul

tiple of 7. Ex. gr. If « -7, then y=$u=5, e=$u=zit a=^fuz= 1 1 : If »=i4,

then ;y=io, *=2, ar=22: If«=2i, 31= 15, e—3, 0=33: &c-

Problem XXI.

679. To find four Integers a, <?, y, u, whereof the Sum of the first, second'

and third is equal to the Product of the second and fourth ; the Sum of the

first, second and fourth is equal to the Product of;the second and third ; and

the Sum of the second, third and fourth is equal to the first*

Whence

Consequently

And

Effetlion.

aJf-e-^-y—ue}

a-{-e-\-u—ye S by the Question.

a-=ue—e—yszye—e—uz=ie-\-y-\-u.

2«-j-y 2y-f-w

y—2 — «—2

»=y

2H-y_ 3y _., g

y—2 y—2 y—t

6

*=-

*=-

ct=H-y+»=2y-f-3-

y—2

For y=« must be aflumcd some Number, which wanting 2 may divide 6,

but there can be no such Integers but three, viz. 3, 4, 5, consequently the

Question will admit but of three Answers in Integers. Ex. gr. If «—y=3,

then *=9, 0=15. If »=y=4> e=6, a—x^. If «=y=5» <?=5> <*=i5-

CHAP. III.

OfJingle Quadratic, Cubic, Biquadratic, &c Equalities,

Partition I.

680. HpHE Problems belonging to this Chapter are to b« distinguished

Jt according aa their Effetlion is Synthetical or Analytical

Defi-
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Definition I.

68 1. By Synthetical EffeRion, I here mean that which proceeds altogether

upon Theorems already investigated, assuming all the Squares, Cubes, Bi-

qiiadrar.es, &c. required by the Question, as known, thereby to find the Value

of some one or more Numbers of one Dimension in rational Terms. Of which

kind are the Effections oi the 21 following Problems.

Problem XXII.

682. To find two Numbers, a the greater, and e the lesser, or az>et whose

Sum is equal to the Square, Cube, Biquadrate, &c. of the lesser : *'. e. a\e

z=ee, or a-\-e^=eee^ or a-\-e=eeee7 &c.

Effeclioti.

For e assume 2= any Number taken at Pleasure ; so that ee—zz, or eec=.

zzz, or eeee=zzzz, &c. Or universally e"=2*, Off.

Then 1

Or 2

2—2 3

l+z^z-} by the<^stion. • V rrt

2=2"—z the greater Number required.

Example 1. Let »=2, or a-\-z-=.zx , whence a—z*—z : Then, If e or2e=3,

a=6: Proof aJ^e^-ee—y. If 2=4, 4=12: Proof a-\-e=ee= 16. If 2=5,

a=20 : Proof a-\-e=ee=25. 6JV.

Example 2. Let »=3, or a-f2—z'» whence a=23—•2: Then, If * or

2=3, sl=24: Proof a-l-*=<f«=27. If 5=4, a=60. &V.

Example 3. Let «=4, or a-J-2—2*> whence <?=2+—2; Then, if e or

2=2, 0=14: Proof a-\-e=eeeez=.i6. If ^=3, ^=78. &V.

Problem XXIII.

683. To find two Numbers a^>e, whose Difference is equal to the n Power

of the lesser, i. e. a—*=*".

Assume

Then

i
4+2

EffeRion.

e—z any Number at pleasure.

e"=z*

a=2j- 1-2

Example 1. Let »=2, or a^z1-}-^: Thtn, if * or 2=2, *r:6. If ^=3,

a will =12. If *=4, ct=20. &c.

Example
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Example 2. Let »=3, or d=z}-f-z; Then, If e or z=2, <z=ro. Itj—Z*

4=30. If*=4, a=68,fcfr.

Problem XXIV.

684. To divide a given Number s into two Numbers a^e, whofe Diffe

rence ^ is a Number of the Power of n, or an » Power, f. *. isaSquare, Cube,

Biquadrate, &V. as you pleafe.

EffeSiien.

a-\-er=s by the Queftion.
 

a=
i+rf1

^3 In. 545.

2

Example 1. Let »=2, or <j=—*— and * ss- If then i—Z5* and
2 2

<#=9, tf=22 and ^=13. Proof, a—*=</J=q.

Example 2. Let 8=3, or 0= and *= : If then 5=35, and

ddd=2j, a=3i, and ^=4. Proof. a-^-e=ddd=zzy1 a-\-e=s=3$.

Problem XXV.

686. To divide a given Number s into two Numbers a^ey whofe Quo

tient — is an » Power.

e

Aflume

Then

EffeRion.

a-{-e—s by the Queftion.

f = — at pleafure.

Example 1. Let 8=2. If then s—15 and ^=4, <s=28, ^=7. Proof. —

c

z=qq^=4, and a-f*=j=35.

Example 2. Let«=3- If then 1=35, and ?^=8, as1**, ^=A9l« Proof.—

■=qqjs:iy and a-}-f=j=:35.

H

e

PRb
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Problem XXVI.

686. To divider given Number s into two Numbers <*>*, the Difference

of whose Squares is an n Power.

EffeR'ion.

i a-\-e—s by the Question.

'■ x"=aa—ee<Zs

1 ■ H:

Assume

Then
ss-i-x" ss—x" .

a= ,. e= In. 550.)
2j zs yo '

Example 1. Let n—z. If then s=±6 and **=4, a=^ and e—\. Proof.

aa—ee=xi=1f or 4, and a~\-e-=s=6.

Example 2. Let »=3. If then j=6 and *3=8, a—^'- and *=£. Proof
«x-^=^=^or8}andct-f.(?==J=6. . T

P.ROBLEM XXVII.

687. To find two Numbers *><?, from their Difference =d given, whose

bum shall be an a Power.

Assume

Then

EffeSfion.

a—e—d by the Question.

f=La-\-e>d

s»-\-d f—d „

=—, <=.—- (In. 545.)

Example 1 Let »=2, If then ^=3 and ,'=25, a=I4, ,_II# p f

«-f.£=25, and a—e=d=^-

Example 2 Let»=3. If then </=3 <a^ JJ=i25, «=64, ,=6i. *J_,-

t J =125, and 4—e=zdz=2. <*~r^—

Problem. XXVIII.

688. To find two Numbers a>e, from their Quotient =* given, or from

the Proportion of a to e given, which let be as b to c, and the Sum of the
sari Numbers shall be an n Power. ^ «, anu me sum of the

Assume

Then

a b ,

-=q or— by the Question.

J"=sl-f-* at pleasure.

qs* bf s*
a=.

a"
■—;— or ——*=—— or

q+i b+c j+s b±
(In. 548.)

Example
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Example 1. Let »=2. If 2=3 and j'=4, then 4=3, *=st. Proof.

a-\~e=4, and -=3. .

Example 2. Let «=s3- If tf=3 <wi jj=8, then a=.6, *=2. Proof. <j-|-<

=8, and —=3.

Problem XXIX.

689. To find two Numbers a^e, from the Difference of their Squares

=:* given, whose Sum shall be an « Power.

Assume

Effeftion.

aa—ee=jc by the Question.

1

f=a-\-e~>x 1

j*"-l-* s*%—x /T •

a=—— e=. (In. 550.)

Example 1. Let «=2. If then #=45 and j*=9, «=7, *=2. Proof. sl-f-*

=9 and a1—^=45.

Example 2. Let »=3. If then *=45 and s '=27, a=V*» *==*»**« Proof.

«-{-<=Afi*=27, ai-^1=Hf^a=45-

Problem XXX.

690. To find two Numbers <o* from their Difference =i given, whose

Quotient— shall be an n Power.

e

Assume

Then

EffeRion.

—d by the Question.

az=-J~,e=-— (In. 554.}

Example 1. Let »=2. If then d—\$ and j1=4, <j=2o, ^=5. Proof.

—=4, «-^«=i5.

Example 2. Let «=3. If then ^=15 and j3=8, «=***, <f=V- Proof.

-=8, sl—^=1*i=i5.

Pro-
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Problem XXXI.

691. To find two Numbers a>e from their Quotient -=q given, or

which are to one another as b to c, whose Difference shall be an n Power.

Effectlon. /

Assume

Then

— =5-=— by the Question.

d"=.a—e at pleasure

qd" bd" dr ed' ,.

I j—1 b—c q— 1 b—c

Example 1. Let »=2. If then 9=3 and ^=4, «=6, e=2. Proof, a—e

a

=4,7=3

Example 2. Let »=3- If then g=3 and ^=8, as=i2, *=4- Proof.

a—*=8, -=3-

Probl em XXXII.

692. To find two Numbers <*;>(? from their Difference —dgiven, the Dif

ference of whose Squares shall be an n Power.

Assume

Then

Effeftion.

a—e=d by the Question.

-Hsn'^-sr (In-556-}

Example 1. Let »=2. If then </=2 and **=9, sl=V» <?=-¥• Proof.

Example 2. Let »=3- If then dzzz and xi=.2jt a=Y» «=V* Proof*
)/<f 2. Let »=3- If then <*=

4*—#*=W=27, 0—*=i=2.

Problem XXXIII.

693. To find two Numbers <»>* from the Difference of their Squares

=* given, whose Difference shall be an » Power.

EjseBion
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Assume

Then

aa—»ee=;X by the Question.

dn=a—fO-r

jt.

a=-^r*e--^r- (In- 556.;

Example 1. Let *=2. If then #=99 and dx-=.<^ a=io, *=i. Proof.

<j—tf:=9, jct—ec—\.

Example 2. Let «=3- If then ^=99 and d* =8, a=A.V-, *=44- Proof.

Problem XXXIV.

694. To find two Numbers a>e whose Sum is an « Power, and Difference

an m Power.

Effection.

AffumeKr*£ " Pleasure-

£sl^=Æ—-e<Zs

Then *= ——, <?——£— (In. 545.)

Example 1. Let n—m—z. If then j2 =25 and d*=g, 4=17, *=8. Proof.

d-{-<?=5** <*—*=3*.
Example 2. Let »=2, »»=3. If then j1 =25 and JJ=8, «=-*»x, *=V»

Proof. a-\-e=5 % , a—e=i 3 .

Problem XXXV.

C3»tf, who

EffeSlion.

695, To find two Numbers sl^x?, whose Sum is an n Power, and Quo

tient an m Power.

Assumes _ a C. at pleasure.

Then a=-ff-,e=~f-. (In. 548.)

Example 1. Let »=w=3. If then j»=8, and ^=27, a=V-8£=i7A> *=

Example 2. Let »=3, w=2. If then j5 =8 and ?*=9, ct=4-*-=-tJA> '^=

» —4- '.■.-. • '•

I Pro-
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Problem XXXVI.

696. To find two Numbers <*;>*, whose Difference shall be an n Power,

and Quotient an m Power.

EffeRion.

c d"=ia—e at pleasure.

. Affume}«._*!

C "" e

dno" d* /T

Then a= ~L_, e=— (In. 554.)

Example 1. Let n—m—2. If then ^l=4 and ?a=9, ct=V". *=$•

Example 2. Let »=$, w=2. If then d3=8 and j1^, ct=9, and f=i.

Problem XXXVII.

697. To find two Numbers a^e, whose Difference is an » Power, and

Difference of their Squares an m Power.

Effection.

 

. „. f d"=œ—e at pleasure.
AffumeV=«w>^»

*"-W" *"—d1" _ .

Then sl=—U-, *= -7— (In. 556.)

Example 1. Let »=«=2. If then i'sri and **=4, <J=i, *=$.

Example 2. Let »=2, »»=3. If then ^=4 and x3 =27, sl=V, *=V-

Problem XXXVIII.

698. To find two Numbers ar>e, whose Sum is an n Power, and Sum

of their Squares an m Power.

Effeftion.

Afc-SESSSS"

Then «---CL, *=-—- (In- 55°. j

Example 1. Let »=»»=2. If then j"=25 and *"=9, sl=*i1(jt=-VyI> '=

.4—;J.AJ-.

Example 2. Let »=2, ^=3, In then f= 16 and *"=8, Use1/, *=cV«

Pro
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Problem XXXIX.

699. To find three Numbers a, e, 7, whereof the Sum of the first and

second is an » Power, the Sum of the first and third an m Power, and the

Sum of the second and third an / Power.

EfftSiion.

Cb'=za-j-e<Ccm-j-d'

Assumec cm=a-{.-j<Jf-\-dl

Then «=-^ .«=--*= >J=^| (^^S-)

Ex.gr. Let »=w=2, /=3. If then />*=4, f*=Pj and </3=8: «»will=|,

Problem. XL.

700. To divide a given Number s into three such Parts, a^>e^»y, so that

the first less the second shall be an n Power, and the second less the third an

m Power.

Effeftion.

Here, because I have no Theorem to resolve this Question by, therefore

I seek what three Numbers those are a^>ey>y, whereof a-^-\-y=s, a—e=.by

j a j tc j u s-\-2b-Uc s-Lc—b , s—zc—b •

and e—y=s : And I find that a= — , e=. — , and y = » .
1 3 3 * 3

Therefore

fb*=a—<<£*—2<f

Afiume^.^ T<J~^

,_., s±.2b*-\-tf s-X-f—b* s—zr—b- ~ v „
Whence a=—J—^—'—, <?=-* and y= . j?. E. E.

3 3 3

£*. gr. Let »=3, «=2. If then 5=28, £}=8, and c1^ : *=*/,.*=**,

Problem XLI.

701. To divide a given Number j into four such Parts <J>C>v;>»> so that

the Difference between the first and second shall be an » Power, between the

second and third an m Power, and between the third and fourth an /Power.

EffeRiotr
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EffeRlw.

<*-{.*4.5'4-tt=J by the Question.

sb"=.a—e<.i-\-zdl— zcu

I - s—l>*—3^'

Assumed - 2

j—b*—icm

\ d'—y—u<C

s j-]_3^-^2c"4-i' s~\-zcMJrd!—b" s-\-d'—icm~l*

\ a- ^— ~ ' e- J ' y- 4 >

Then< s—fr—2r-f^ T

«= T"^" (In-576-)

£x. gr. Let«=/=2, «=3. If J=57, bt=g,c1=.8, <f*=4, then ct=26,

Scholium VIII.

702. From these Examples I suppose the Learner will readily discover

how to make the like Use of any other Theorems whatever, where the un

known Quantities are expressed in rational Terms.

T-\ IT

Definition II.

703. -By Analytical Effeclion I mean that which takes the Squares, Cubes,

Biquadrates, t$c. that are mentioned in the Question, as unknown Terms ;

and as such proceeds by Reduction to seek the Value of their Roots in known

rational Terms.

Partition II.

704. Analytical Effeclion is divided into Natural and Artificial.

.-"..'- i . . —- De-fini t ion III. .

705. Natural Analysis is that which, without any contrived Hypothesis, re

duces* the Numbers or Quantities fought to Laterals, or- Numbers of one Di

mension, like the 4th, 5th and 6th Problems of the first Chapter of this Part,

of which kind again are the three following Problems.

- ,■•-.. ■ ■• Problem XLII.

706. To find two Numbers a, e, whereof the latter added to the Square of

the former shall make a Square Number, whose Root is equal to the Sum

of the Numbers sought.

Effeclion.
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i—a

3—2«

Whence

Effeltion.

**4*:=<,1+2<w4"'* by the Question.

e-=.iae-\-ee

i—e_

Therefore the Numbers sought must always be less than Unity. Ex. gr. If

*=i, a=i. If <=}, a-=.\. If*=£, a=\. If *=.?-, «=A-

Problem XLIV.

707. To find two Numbers a^e, whose Difference is to the Difference of

their Squares as b to c.

EffeEt'xon.

a—e : aa—ee=b : c. or bxaa—ee=cxa—e. by the Question.

1—a—e 2 ba-\-be=c. Whence a———e.

c c c
Ex. gr. If — =9 and e—4,(1=25. If—=9 and *=3, <i=6. If —= 9 and

bob

<f=2, a=7, &c.

Problem XLVI. l ,

708. To find two Numbers a^>e, the Sum of whose Cubes is equal to

the Sum of the Cube and Square of the greater multiplied into the lesser,

less the Difference of the Cube and Square of the lesser multiplied into the

greater.

EffeSiion.

Or

•a*e-

3-T+-

Whence

ai-\-ei=ai-\-a7-xe—e3—e*xa by the Question.

a1 ■\-eiz=.a,e-\-a1e—eia-\-e1a

a3—a*c=.aU-\-ae%—ae%=jc*

a%=ate\-aexJrex

at—eM=:ate-\-ae1

a—t=xu

1 ■»> -j - ,

a= 1

1—e

ThereforeWnust beless than Unity. Ex.gr. If e=.i,a=zi. \te—\->a-=%.

If e=^ arz\. If*=i, *=*, fcf<\

K Defi
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Definition IV.

709. An Artificial Analysis is that whereby the Numbers sought are reduced

to Laterals, by some contrived Hypothesis, or Representation of the Terms

of the Question.

Partition III.

710. And this again is twofold, viz. first by Subtraction, and secondly by

Division.

Definition V.

y\ 1. Artificial Analysis by Subtraction is that which proceeds by represent

ing the Root of the required Power in such sort, that the highest Dimen

sions of the unknown Term is made to vanish from each Side of the Equation

by Subtraction, as in the Effection of the five next following Problems.

Problem XLV.

712. To find a Number a, which, if added to its Square, shall make a

--Square Number «. •

Effetlieu.

aa-\-a—ee by the Question.

r= any Number at pleasure.

r—a=e, or r-\-a=e, or a—r=tf

. rr—2ra-\~aa=ee by the first Hypothesis

aa-\-a—rr—zra-^-aa

a—rr—2ra

rr

 

Assume

Make

1,4.

5—«*

Whence

rr-\-r

~~ 2r-\-i> ~2r-\-i

Ex. gr. If r=i, «=4. If r=2, «=♦. If r=3, a=|, &c.

Problem XLVI.

713. To find a Number a, which, if subtracted frosti its Square, will leave

a Square Number ee.

aa—a—ee by the Question.

.1Assume

Make

1, 4,

5—aa

Whence

r—a-=ze,

rr—%ra-\-aa-=ee

az—az=rr—2ra-\-aa

—a=r'—lar

rr rr-

a=> , e

1—»

therefore r^H.

zr—i 2r— 1

En.gr. Ifr=2, 0=4. Ifr=3, a=f, If r=4, a=f, &c.

'RO-
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Problem XLVII.

7 14. To find a Square Number aa, from which, if a given Number d be

subtracted, the Difference will be a Square Number ee. Or which is the

fame : To find two Square Numbers aa^>ee, whose Difference is equal to d

a Number given.

Effection.

Assume

Make

X> 4»

5—aa\ 6

Whenct
7

aa—d-=ee by the Question.

rrZ>d

r—a—e. If r^>d, or r-j-a if r be lesser than d

rr—zra-\-aa=r«

aa—d=rr—%ra-\-aa

—dzzrr—zra-

rr-\-d rr—d , , ,
a=—l— , *= >, therefore rr^>a

ir zr

Ex.gr. If d—24. and ^=30, then a=2* and *=**•

Problem XLVIII.

715. To find a Square Number aa, to which, if a given Square Number

t& be added, the Sum will be a Square Number ee.

Assume

Make

3®"*

1, 4>

S—aa

Whence

Effection.

iUa-\-bb=ee by the Question.

2 r>£

3 a-\~r=e

4 aa-±.zar-\-rr=:ee

5 aa-\ bb=aa-\-iar-\-rn

6 ; bbz=.iar-\-rr

bb—rr bb-Urr ,
7 a= , e=.—J— therefore r<jb

2r ir.

Ex. gr. If bb=g and rr=4, «=£, teV*

Problem. XLIX.

716. To find a Square Number «*, from which, if a given Cube bbb be

subtracted, the Remainder will be a Square ee.

Effeftion.

1 aa-—bbb-=.ee by the Question.

2 r;>£3 " x

3 r—<*=*

Affume

Make

3©-'
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3©**

I> 4,

5—««

Whence

—£3 =r*—2n*

4r«

5

6

«=.- , therefore r*>£»
zr 2r

£*. gr. £3=8 and r=io, then a=V and <r=V-

Scholium IX. . - . ;

717. It is apparent then, that this Analysis by Subtraction, can be only

of use for discovering the Roots from Squares, since all higher Powers formed

from a Binomial, are also affected with every inferior one: Neither can it

be of Use for that itself, where the Term os two Dimensions is either Ne

gative, or affected with a Coefficient which is not a Square, because in the

former Cafe, the Term which should answer it in the assumed Square will

always be positive, (In. 393J and in the latter, it will always be a com-

pleat Square.

v * •

Definition VI.

718. Artificial Analysis by Division is that which proceeds by contriving

such a Representation for the Root of the required Power, as shall make all the

absolute Numbers in the Equation to vanish, and consequently render it ra-

pable of Division by the unknown Term. After this manner is performed

the Effections of the remaining Problems of this Chapter j except the 57th,

58th, 59th, 60th and 6 1st. . !:

TJ T

Problem L.

719. To divide a given Square bb into two Squares aa and te.

Effection.

bb=^aa-\-ee by the Question.

1 —aa

Assume

Make

4©-

2»5

6—bb

1-ra

Whence

bb—aa—ee

ra—b=e, \fr>b ; or b—ra—e^ itb^>r

r*a*—%rab-\-bb—ee

bb—aa^=r%al—irab-\-bb

—aa=r*a*—zrab

a-=rra—irb

a-=z.b-K—r-« t—bx ""' , therefore C>i
rr-j-x' " rr-j-i

Ex. gr. Ifb=5 and r=3, then ^=3 and ^=4.

Coroi -
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Corollary I.

720. Hence it is easy to conceive how any given Square Number may be

divided into any Number of Squares at pleasure. Ex.gr. If BB be divided

into AA and EE, and EE again into TTand UU, then BB=AA+rr+UU

three Squares ; and again, if AA be divided into aa Ind «, then 52?=rf«4-

ee+Tr+UU four Squares, GJV.

Problem LI.

721. To find a Square Number aa, which multiplied into a given Num

ber b, and then added to a given Square dd, will make a Square ee.

Effectlon.

Assume

Make

3©-*

5'

6—a

Whence

baa-\-dd=ee by the Question.

r:>F

ra—</=*

4 rraa—zrda-\-dd=.ee

baa-\-ddr=rraa—zrda-\-dd

dd\ v&aaz=rraa—irda

ba=rra—zrd

2rd , rrd-X-bd

a=z r, tfr=ra—err- therefore rr^>b

and EE.

rr—tf ' ' ~ rr—b

Ex.gr. If b—y, d=2, and r=3, then a=6 and e=zi6.

Problem L1I.

722. To divide two given Squares bb^>dd into two other Squares AA

Effeftion.

bb+dd=AA-\-EE by the Question.

*d and different from b

ba—b-A

ra—d—E
'a1—2*1<j-Ul=^a

^a'—irda+d^E*

Assume

Makej

4©.'

5+6

7_$*_4«
-frr" -j-2™

IV-

bba-\-rra=ibb-\-ird

2bb-\-2rd

a=.

bb+rr

b>-L.2bdr—br*

A=ba—b=.—!-—

bb+rr

£=ro—<fe

dr*-\~2b'r—db*

bb-\-rr.

Ex.
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Ex. gr. Is Jss4, <f=2, and r=6 •, then a=r*4> consequently J=^Ti and

J7_s •
a—TT'

Problem Lilt

723. To divide th^e given Squares bbz>cc~z>dd into three other Squares

i*», £', r\

Effection.

bb\cc+dd^ji'+E*-^ by the Question.

! 64—£=./f, csl—f=£, and ra—■J=2".

Assume

Make

— -rr-i 1 1 (Step. r.

5 ^4-ss-j-rrXiJ * = zbb-\-zcc-\'Zrdxa

*=2X

fo-j-r. ±_ri

3©-x

4—J*—f'—dz

Whence - ._.~, , .

.Ex. rr. Ifi=4, c=2, i=i, r=3, then <»=4|; and consequently jf=£<*

—*=U. £=*»—*=!♦, r=r«—</=«^».

Problem LIV.

724. To divide a given Number s into two Parts yf, £, whose Product

(hall be a Square Number yy.

EffeRion.

Put

Then<

4x4

Make

6©-

7—«

8-H

Whence

a=J—E

E

AE~

s—a f In* 545"

2 J

=yy by the Question.

ss—aa=4yy

ra—f=2jp

rr<*<*—2na-f-«=4yy=jj—aa Step. 5.

rrsla—zna——aa

rra—2rj=—a

. Whence A-=.<-t—-=sx-—

rr—zr-\-i

zrr-\-z

zrr-\-z

E=sx

Ex.
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Ex. gr. If j=io, and r=2, then a=8 j confequently ^^^=9, and £=

:i.

Problem LV.

725. To find two Numbers a, et whereof the Square of the former, added

to the latter, (hall equal the Square Root of their Sum.

EjfeRion.

2—a*

Whence

Make

6-i

7+*

Whence

aa-±4zzaa-\-2ae-\*x by the Qucftion.

1

a—£= a—aa+i*

raa—ra+\—a—aa-f4

rraa—ra-na—aa

/ra—-r=i—a

r+i

«=^pj. t=ra—aa (Step. 4.)

£#. gr. If r=2, a=4. and £=44.

Probl em LVI.

726. To find two Numbers 4>Et whofe Sum added to their ProduA is

a Square Number yy.

Effeftion.

2a= the Sum of the two Numbers required.

zd= their Difference

Put 1

Aflume 2

Thcni 3

4

3M 5

3+4+5

Make

6

7

7&*

6,8,

8

9

y~—aa 10

Whence
11

:. 12

aiLJ} In' 546.

a%—d*—AE ■-

a*—d*-{-2a—yy by the Queftion.

r—a=y, r<A (In. 711.)

rr—2ra-\uia—yy.

*«—d*-\-2a—rr—2ra4-fM

—^-4-20=^—2^«

a^-frr
a= —'— - - . . . —

2r4-z
» j 1 ■ • .''';■■"

2 A— —cl*l"^r-+ir g_dd—7 dr-\-rr—2d

1 ~~ 2T-{-2 * '~ 2r+2

Or
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Or otherwsse ^= Vr-jT » £== 2r+z '

jE*,gr. If <*=io. and r=2, then A—^ and £=Y«

. ..: (' .'.'■. .' Problem LV1I.

727. To find two Numbers A^>E, whose Product added to the Sum of

their Squares is a Square Number yy.

Effeftion.

Assume! 1

Put| 2

3Then

{
3*4

3©-'

4©-*

5+6+7

Make

Then

Whence

Therefore

ib—A-\-E at pleasure.

ze—A—E .

KSzf In\5+6: \ •',--.:

bb—ee=AE

bx-\-2be-\-e*—A%

b*—2be-\-S^E*

lb*-\-ee=yy by the Question.

r-\-e—y

$bb-\-eez=.rr-\-2re-\-ee

%bb^-rr

c—
ir

12

I ! 2r ' 2r.

£*. gr. If £=4> r=6, then ytf=5, and £«s:3.

Problem LVIII.

728. To divide a given Number s into two Parts, a, e, the Sum of whose

Squares shall be a Square 57. [' 1

Effeflion. '

1 |tf-j-*=j by the Question.

2 <?=i—0

3 asl= the Square of one Part

4 fj—2jsl-|-cta= the Square of the other

3-J-4 5 >.aa—2}a-\-js=yy by the Question.

Make t rd—jr=y

6©-* 7 rraa—2rsa-\-ss—yy

5, 7. 8 :aa—2sa-\-is-=rraa—2rsaJfis s

8—is q laa—2ja=rr«tf—ma

9+*
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9+*

Whence

10 24—2sazrra—2rs

zrs—2S zr—-2 _ rr—ir

a— =jx , e=s—assx —-.

rr—i rr—a rr—2

JEv.gr. Ifjr=i2, andrss'j, than *=**, and *=A*.

Problem LIX.

729. To find two Numbers from their Difference r=i given, the Sum of

whofe Squares fhall be a Square Number yy.

Put

Then

!©•'

2©-

3+4
Make

8—<&

9-ra

Whence

Ex.gr. IU-.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

EffeSiion.

a= the one Number required.

a-\-d— the other by the Queftion.

aa— the Square of the one.

aa-\*2ad-\-dd— the Square of the other.

2aa-\-2ad-\-dd=yy by the Queftion.

ra—d=y. r*z>2

rra%~-2rda—dd=yy

2aa-\-2ad-\-dd-=zrraa—2rad-\-dd

2aa-\-2adr=rrfla—zrad.

2a-\-2d—rra-r-2rd.

i=</x^t— a-Ld=drx-^£— the other Number.

rr—2 rr—*z

:2, r=3. «=**.
—19
tf=

Problem. LX.

e

730. To divide a given Number s (of which 35 equals a Square Number

f) into two fuch Parts a, e, that the Sum of the Cubes of thofe Parts fhall

e a Square Number yyz=m. (In. 551.)

EffeSiion.

AfTume

Whence

:1

y _yy ssx m ss1 Ci2rr<Cw+I

q ~~qq 12 jj H (I2rr>«—1

1 2rr-i-ss ,T

>=gx (In. 711.)

2rj

2r*

24T

w__i2rr jT-

a- -f-

4*=-

24T 2

• I2rr
► In. 551.

2 24T

Ex.gr. If j= 1 2 , and r=2, then a—% and e=±.

M Pro-
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Problem LXI.

731. To find two Numbers a, e9 from their Difference given i, so that 3 4

may be a Square Number qqt the Difference of whose Cube* mail be a

Square Number yy.

Effectitni

Assume

Whence

q qq 12 3d 1 2

, j j- in. 558. .:,*»

<M—iirr

e-=-

2^r

i2rr ^i

2j

L.i: ;"/l

\ ur*<cdd—i2dr, \.dzz>ti.dr or d>i ar. v,,'. |

£x. gr. If <£=iz and r=4, then tfst-tfif JstV'.

Problem LXII.

732, To find two Numbers a, b, whereof the former, multiplied into the

Cube of the latter, will make a Square Number.

EffeZlxon.

t+bb

abbb is a" Square Number by the Question.

ab is a Square

Make -fob—ab*

3®-* 4rrbbz=.ab

4-T-b 5lrrb=a

Ex.gr. If i»=3 and r—2, then *=i2.

Problem LXIII.

733. To divide a given Number j, into two such Parts a, e, that their Pro

duct shall be equal to a Cube Number yyy, wanting its Root y.

Efiection.

e=i—a by the Question.

ba—aazzyyy-^y by the Question.

! ae— 1 =y

4—3

Then

Make

3®-'
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4—3

, 5-H

6-\-a—2e

Aflume

7—J—ze

io-r*«

9

io

n

1**5
' ' —3.«*fi* + 2aez=yyyr—y~samm>a&

axe3—2ae*-\-2e==s—a

aV—zae*-\-a=s—Tie

s=zie and fo the Queftion becomes determinate.

<?*<** =?3<7<f*—a

e^a—ze*—i

3fjZ2 6sS~8 Tine

a=.—-—= IVolf.
sss J

Ex. gr. If j=6, then a=|4, and <=j-a=^

Problem LXIV.

734. To find two rational Cube Numbers ^'>v3 of the feme Difference

with two given Cubes Numbers b3Z>d3 . Whereof a^>2>^».

EffeBion.

Make

And

lol 10o>I its)

I©-3

3—4

..i1 m:

5—^^

<5x—

a

7-r^=^

ox-rj: •—d

-a-d=e

a—b—y

bs ah* :rtvi£

a^-^^albt-\-3abt^bl=y*

*<_<*« 3*_|fcP , fby th* Queftion.

■
b6—d6xa=2b*d3—3bd6

$b*d3—2bd6 obd3
a~ b*—d<—=J3~+F by dkidiDS by *'—iJ

, 2^3—3*

W J 2db>—d*

I; ■

Ex. gr. If £=5 and ^=4, then yz=^ and <?= *#. .

Scholium IX.

735. Note, the Cubes found by the foregoing Method, are always lefs than

the given Cubes, i.e. b\sz>e, and £>y: Which may be thus demonstrated.

low*
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Then

■

4~2

Confequently

:-5

2d* is :>£' by the Queftion.

z^d^b (In. 146.)

\d^d (In 22.)

id>b.

b

4>-
2

3b<
a=sb—J (Step. 8th in the laft.)

b3Z>d* by the Queftion.

^+ -.L^ &

h

^lb—-ikb—-i-^>'>a

bz=.b

1

> -^>a—b=y Step 9. in the laft.

That is, The leffer Root given is always greater than the leflcr Root fought:

And confequently, fince their Difference is the fame, therefore the greater

Root given is alfo greater than the Root fought. ^ E. D.

Problem LXV.

736. To find two rational Cubes, <?3]>)3, whofe Sum is equal to the Dif

ference between two given Cubes £3;>^3 , whereof 2d3 is<£3.

Make

3+4

£—£J_^3

6c*

a*

Effettion.

-—a—d—e

dd

b—a=y

b6 ib+
—a3—1-r-d1X-iVa—di^=eee
d6 di l °

—a*-\~3ba*—zb^a-^-b* =yyy

b6—d6 ib'—ibd*
•H a3—- -r^ a^b1—i»=cf3-}-yi=^3—/*'

^.rt^M- (by*eQuefti

J" ' 35

7,£"—<i6xfl=3W—3W

7*'f



^fr—shd

b—S

10

 

a=

b—az^

bb

£34-^> ~

zdb'—d
dda~~a ~1T%2*

Ex.gr. If £3=8 and </3=i, £5 —d3=y, then e=±, and 31=4.

Corollary II.

737. Hence is learned the Effection of this Problem, viz. To divide any

given rational Cube Number bl into threfi rational Cubes : Thus, -.

1. Assume any Cube d1 , whereof 2di<J>*.

2. Find two Cubes/3 and g3 , whose Sum is equal to £'—d} by the last.

Then are d},f} andg}, the three Cubes required, **. e. di~\-f3 +g3 =bK

Q.E.E.
Ex. gr. If £5=8 and d>=i, then/J=J4 and^'=V71. Proof. i-|4ff

^—S: Or multiplying by 27, 27+644.125—216. i. e. 3 J—f-4-*—{-5 J

=63.

Corollary III.

738. And hence it will be easy to conceive how any given Cube b3 may be

divided into any odd Number of Cubes. For if b* be divided into </3-j-/3_|_gJ

(In. 737.) andgJ into A'-f-^M-^3 by the fame Means ; then £'=*/'-4/' -si1

_L/t» _)_/', five Cubes: And again, by dividing any one of these Ex. gr. f*

into«r-f*3+**» we shall have I3 —d^h'-^-kM-/J-\-m* -f» >-\-p 3, seven

Cubes: And so we may proceed, at pleasure, to divide b* into nine, eleven,

thirteen, OJV. Cubes.

Scholium X.

739. Note, to divide a given Rational Cube into two Rational Cubes is.

impossible •, as is demonstrated by the sagacious Dr. Wallis.

Problem LXVI.

740. To find two Cube Numbers <?';>)>*, whose Difference shall be equal

to the Sum of two given Cubes b*Z>d3'

EffeSion.

Make

And

a-\-bz=£

bb A

dda-d=y

N
tfr
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2©-'

3—4

5-4'-J

se,!

W—F

9+b

bb

9xTd.-d

'5*^+3M^: jqj +i,^m^.
("by the Question.

rf4—^xfl+fJJ*+3i^}=o

10

1 1

ibds-l.%b*diz=zb6—d6xa

3bd<+3b*d>

6 6 = <*

-r-.a—d= ■— =y.

Ex.gr. If £3 =8 and ^ = 1, so that £'-j-i}=9, then will *=*/ and j=i2.

Corollary IV.

741. Hence is learned to find two Cubes of the fame Difference with two

given Cubes blz>di> whereof zdi is <;£'.

Effection.

-''■.; ' •

■.-'-'. u
11 .

1. By Prob.65. find two Cubes/' andg*, so that/»4-g'=Æ»—d*.

2. By the last, find two Cubes £' and*1, so that b*—*3=/^-{-gJ.

Consquently h*—k* will satisfy the Question, j. e.b*—ki=ii—-d* (In. 21.}

&E. E.

Ex.gr. If £'=8, d,=i, so that £»—d*=y, then/'s:-^,1! &'=£t> and
If io«*»l««>! £3 i;IIilsH< «,. 2, l»i! i '»!«

V 6.X.»»7 ' ».»»4»7 '» ^ "— TTT' * TTT'

Corollary V.

742. Hence again is learned to divide two given Cubes b'^d* into two

other Cubes: Thus

1. Find/»—g»=£'+ <?'• Prob. 66.

2. Find fr+k'^zp—g* (In. 741.;

Then is i»-f#=*M-^ (In- «•) Q. £- £-

£*. gr. If #=27, di=xi then will f=U> £=H» and *=lf."IiSi J

t a 1 j 40 5 > 1
*— * 1 4 + 1 a » «■•

C0R0L
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Corollary VL

743. Hence lastly we learn to divide the Double of any given Cube l*t

into four Cubes : Thus

1. Assume d*<Zb*

2. Find f'-]-g'=:bl-\-d* ("In. 742.)

3. Find h3 -yk3 —b3 —d3 (In. J36.)

4. Then adding these two Equations we have/3 -{.g3 -{-h3 -]-k3 —2b* . QE.E.

Ex. gr. If b3r=z2j and d3 = it then will/3

b*6 —* »46 + li4ii3Yo + loijoSSJSx >

*S34J*3*J*734«I9»070l6ij

«4<5*Jxo<ji7o4.iaiSoS5SSi »

inn t

Li '4-8 8 7 7
* — 1 1 i i I •

Scholium XI.

744. The Effections of the three last Problems, with their Corollaries, were

taken chiefly from a Manuscript now by me, the Work of one Mr. Robert

DalrjmpleJ a Scotchman, Teacher of the Mathematics some Years ago in

Wbitcbaven.

Scholium XII.

745. Because it sometimes happens that one of the required Squares or

Cubes in this kind of Problems are to be limited, it therefore remains that

the Learner be instructed how this is to be performed. Ex. gr. Suppose,

in Problem the 47th, it were required that the fide of the lesser Square

rr-

*=-

ir

■ were required to be t>q, a Number given,

rr—d

Then

ix2r

2-[«d-\-2rq

7>q.
ir *

rr—d^>2rq

rr—-2rq^z>d

Js>d-{-qq* -\-q (In.506.)

rr—d
Therefore to make e or ^>q, for r must be assumed some Number

zr

greater than d-\.qq -\-q.

rr— 1
Again, in Prob. 50. if e-=bx ■ be required to be ~^>p and <^ : Then

Whence

brr—b
■>P

rr-L-i

brr—b^>prr-{-p

r>

b—p

brr—b
■<Zq.

rr-\-i

brr—b=u[rr-\-q.

r—

b-q

Therefore
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Therefore to make' e or
hrr—b

rr-\-i

greater than p, and lesser than y, for r must

be assumed a Number greater than *i£ and lesser than \>+£

And after the same manner you may proceed to limit any other required

Square or Cube.

CHAP. IV.

Of Double and Triple Quadratic and Cubic Equalities

Problem LXVII.

TO find a Numfcx

Squares uu and yy. b^>c.

Effettion.

°£Z$ by .he Quest™

746. T"»0 find a Number a, which if added to b and to c will make two-

Make

4-b

54*

Make

7Q-1

Whence

10

a-\-b* =tez=ib—e

a-\-b=bb-—zbe-\-ee

a=bb—ibe-\-ee—b

a-\-cz=yyz=:bb—ibe-\-ee« b \-c

—y
e*—2ec-\-cc-=i\,pdbb-—2beJree—b-\-c (Step 6.)

_bb—b—cc-\-c b~\-c-—i

• 1. t

4

> a=W>—2be-\-e

Ex.gr, If ^=1 1 and r=a, then <j=i4. Proof. i4-J-u=5', i4-{-2=41-

Problem. LXVIIL

747. To find a Number *, which if taken from b and from r, will leave

two Squares uu, yy.

'Effctlion
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i

2

r—2

3+»

3

4

Assume 5

6Makt

6Q-1 7

Whence 8

8®-1
9

Whence to

Effeftion.

'~aa-UU\ by the QueHion.

b—c=uu—yy =£

Asjw I.

*■*-!-- 2 *y-i-)io'=ftw=s'+)|y (Step 4-)

>=-2 \ £>xx or *<;?

V-'

yy=

a=s-

3 =s—« (Step. 2.)

2X

y—x#

7.X

Ex. gr. If £=35, c=26, and consequently £=9, then if x=i, a will = io.

Proof. 35—10=5*. 2*>—10=4*.

Problem LXIX.

748. To find a Number a, from which, if b and c be taken, there will .

remain two Squares ee and yy. ~^>c.

Effeffion. .

1 a—b =

2 a-—Smyy

2— I

Makej 5

5®"2

Whence

7©"*

8-f£

b—cz=yy—ee= q

b-\-ee=zyy

x+e-y.

x* -\-ixe-\-ee—q-\-ee-=yy (Step. 4.J);

~"\bw the Questions

e—

ee—

q—xx

2X

x<jq

LJZ1 -a--b (Step. 1.)

2X

*+
q-~xx

I 2X

Ex.gr. If £=i4> and ^=5, whence 5=9, then if #=i> sl=3Q.

O Pro
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Problem LXX.

749. To find a Number a, which (if b be added ta it, and e taken from

it) will make two Squares iff, yy.

EffeR'ion.

 

1—2

3-f)7

Make

5©-'

Whence

8+:

•

tion.
a+i=«7 by thc Quefti

a—c-yjf

b-{-c=ee—yy~q

4y f^fyiuje

5\x+y—e

6xx-\-2xy-\-yy—ee=q-\-yy (Seep. 4,)

7y=q-XX

i

2X

x<Lq

73'
2X ■

H-F~**

<7—xx ,„

L_ ,=«—f (Step. 2.)

a.

2#

£x. gr. If £=12, f=8, j=^-ff=20, x=2, then 5=24.

Problem LXXI.

750. To find a Number a, which, if added to b and taken from c, will make

two Squares et, yy. b-^c being a Square.

Effeftion.

\+*Z"\ by the Queftion.

qq—yyz=£e

xy—^=<f

x'yr—2qxy^-qq—ee=qq—yy (Step. 4.)

•

1 + 2

2r-n
Make

5®-'

Whenct

7®-J

Whenct

zqx

y:=x*-fi

yy=^.x*+l=c~a (Step-2)

2qx

XX -I- 1

£#.gr. If bz=6> c—2, qq—b-\-Cz=p> *=5, then *=**£•

Pro
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Problem LXXII.

751. To find a Number a, which, if multiplied into*, and into f, will

produce two Squares ee, yy.

Effeftion.

i-r-2

3*W

Make

4>5

f-^bytheQueftion.

—=-, therefore- muft be a Square.

c yy c ^

yyb

^——ee
c

yx~ee

yyb___

y—

ex

b

ccxx

exx

lb

•=fl.

Ex. gr. If £=8, f=2, *=3, then a=^. Whence ab=i\*± and ae—£.

Problem LXXUI.

752. To find a Number a, which, if divided by b and by cy will make

two Squares ee, yy.

Effeflion.

a 1

1.1 2

Make

4.5.

-ee 1

r by the Queftion.

' j

jee=yy, therefore - muft be a Square.

ex

6Q-7



ls°l

6Q-1

I ccxx a

8

bb ~b

ccxx

Ex. gr. If J>=8, f=2 and x=3, then *=-"/=£.

. ' "> .'

Problem LXXIV.

753. To find a Number a, which, if multiplied into b, and divided by f„

will make two Squares ee, yy.

Effeftion.

1 abz^ee")

by the Queftion.

 

1, 2.

3x£

Make

"Whence

ee

a=-=cyy

ee-=bcyy *• fo mutt be a Square.

xy=foj7

—=7j=- (Step.. 2.)

7^
• =*

£*. gr. If &=8, c=2, *=i2 •, a=r^ or V or 4- Proof, ^=V*=3Q.

Problem. LXXV.

754. To find a Number a, which, if b be added to it, and fubtrafted;

from it, the Sum and Difference will be two Squares ee, yy.

Efeclion.

a^i—ee\ by the Qi^00-

zb—ee—)ry

ib-\-yy—ee

1—2

Make

4.5

*4-y=* (*<£*£ * Step. 7.)

Whence



"Whence

7+*

zb—xx

IX

•=ryy=sl—b (Step. 2.)

zb—xx

zx

■ -\-b=:a.

Ex.gr. If ^=8, and x=2, then a—iy. Proof. «-fi=25, «-^=g.

Problem LXXVJ.

755. To find a Number at which, if added to and subtracted from itt

Square, will make two Squares «, yy.

EffeRion.

1 \aa\a-ee \ b the Question.

2 <jtf—ct=y)'J

«*—a=a—« ==«*—2sl«-f-««=yy

M
2

Makt 3

Whence 4

4®-* 5

5+4
6

Make
7

"Whence 8

4.8. 9

2« 1

«Æ=

ft

2«— I

zee (Step. 1.) Therefore

4«*—4«+x

uu-\-iu-— i isa Square (In. 156.J

»«-|-2«—I=Z-j-« zZiZZ-\-2ZU~^UU

zz4-t

2 2Z

«« ■

i«=

2« 1

£#. gr. If z=i then sl=^.

Problem. LXXVII.

756. To find two Numbers, the greater of which is to the lesser as b to c j

and if each be added to the Square of their Sum, the Sums will make two

Squares eey yy.

EffsRion.

Put ba^ca for the two Numbers required, and make bJ^czzs or ba+cs

z=sa.

P Pat

.I../L



Put

Whence

And

54-4

Make

Whence

4. 8>

> uu

b 2SU

isu*

b—1SU

s% a* -\-ca-=.s'> u*—2seu-{-bcx -yy (Step, z.)
b—2SU

Therefore ssuu—7scu-\-bc mull be a Square (In. 156.)

u *—iscu~\Jbe=ssit—z =j*«*—2szu^-zz

22—be , " .
u——=*= • zz~2>bc and 2£>c

2SXZ-T-C

uu
—^;:Ij : : • - \

1~b—isu

Ex. gr. If b=3, c=i, 5=4, z=ix thea «=,;., «==-,.^ f confequently,

^=t4t, c«=t4t, whofe Sum sa=-r*-T or -^-.

i

Problem LXV.

757. To fincT two Numbers, the greater of which is r.6 t&e Jefler as b to c;.

and if the Square of each be added to their Sum, the Sums will be two

Square ee, jty.

Effeaton.

Put bar>ca for the two Numbers required, and make £-f-r=J or ba-i-ca

1 k>a*-Ua=e*l b h Qucflion.

2C*a*-\-sa=y $ ' ^- '

Put

Whence

And

5+4

b*al-\.sa-=zba-\-u or b* a*-\-zbauJfU'i z=e*

suu
sa—

s—z]bu

5 <rtffl:=;
ecu

-zbu'

6c*a*-{-sa=e1u1—2ibu-\-5x x -£-j —yy (Step1, 2.)

I \ c1u*-~2ibu-{-ss muft be a Square (In. 156.)

Make



Makt

Whence

4,8,

c^u'^hbu-^ss^ta—z* or **»*-—[euz-\-zz

iH-J-ZZ

 

£x. gr. If £=5, r=l, j=6 and 2=2, then a=| br 44.; confequcntly

ba=*f- and f-3=|, whofe Sum w=*t or -Vs1-

Scholium XIII. . '..

759. The three next Problems are Triple Equalities,1 but are reduced to

Double ones, by the Representation of the Terms. And for their moreeafy

Effection, the following Lemma is neceffary tobepremifed.

Le m.ma.

759. If d be pur to reprefrnt the Difference- between any two Squares

aazxe, and r be put for any other Number at pleafure, whofe Square rr is

greater than d, then—^t-will Be trie Side of the greater Square fought or a ;

and the fide of the leffer or e (In. -714.) therefore if re=d. then —^-~
ir 2r

r-\-c rr—re r*-c „Tt

or =0, and or =e. Whence-

2 2r 2

If re reprefents the Difference between any two Squares, I fay Half the Sum

rJLc

of thofe FaiJors, viz, —2- will be the fide of the greater Square ; and half

their Difference, viz. —- the Side of the leffer.

2 ...

Problem LXXIX.

760. To find three fuch Numbers, that if the Produdt of every two of

them be added to the third, the three Sums .will be fo many Squares, aciy

et,yy. ■ >

Effetlion. • J I

• Put a for the fifft Number fought, a—bb for the fecond, and abb for

the third, by which Means the Sum of the Product of the firfl and fecond,

added to the third, is equal to the Square of a or aa by Hypothefis.
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Also

:fwT/-w=7}bytheQHestion'

«-«»•=«-„=-( (In. 7H.)

bbb 2

2 I by the

Lemma

r=f=, f

i,6

£|—^*=—x——■ 2slJ r=bbxi—ab~b =r£x£—abb-=rc by

2 £

the Lemma. But the first of these Pairs of Factors

bbb j 2 [

must be taken, viz. — and — — 2ab, because of iab>

2 b

(In. 711.)

A Ahbb

5|-—2**=rand—=f

-—<w-|-— —^ J Either of which maybe involved and

1 bbb \ equated to its proper Square in the

- ab——-=yl istor2dStep.

ctslW—ab*-La=.—-L ——i^J—-— Ua2»

^2 ' 16 2 '

8

Whence •a ^_Jt :• 6>*4 or rather j>*

10 a—££=z—;—= ' - the second Number required.

48—00*

b* + 8b*+i6

1 1 abb= gZST?— third.

■£*. |r. If *=4> thena=-fU^. «-**= 44^44. abb=4±*^.

Problem LXXX.

761. To find three such Numbers, that if the Product of every two ot

them be lessened by the third, the three Remainders will be so many Squares

Ejection.

Put a for the first Number sought, a-\4>b for the second, and abb for the

third.

i\aa-\-abb—abb—aa "1

2 aabb—a—bb=zee \ by the Question.

3 aabb-\-abbbb—a=yyj

3—2
b* 2

ab*-\-bfy=yy—eez=. dz=.— xiab-\--r
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And

3> 5

Whence

i >i r-s Mn. ;6b.

* 4

ct£4«**•+^+—*=**** -f-_4-2Æ

a=-

36-{-8^z-}-^-
162

£x. gr. If £=2, then sl=£, 4+^=V> abb=z*f.

Problem LXXXI.

762.. To find three such Numbers, that if to the Square of every one of

them the Sum of the other two be added, the three Sums will be so many

Squares.

Effection.

For the three Numbers sought put «, 2a, 1.

>•-"_£

2—3

Make

s

"1
2,6

"Whence

3

■a-\-i—ee ■ p

a+i=yy_ J

by the Question.

1

2

3

4 \aa—2a=iee—yy=2x2aa—a or ax\a—2-^rc=d

5 r=4sl-»»2 and ~c=sa (In. 7 1 8.)

r-fi 1

9*=4>■consequently 2/?=--vi

The three Numbers then are j, 4 and >^. ■

• Problem LXXXH.

763. To find three Numbers, which, by the Addition of each to the

Square of their Sum will make as many Squares.

EffcB'wn.

Put a for the Sum of the three Numbers required , and assume bz>c>d,

any three Numbers, whose Sum is <-!•:' Then make' 2ab-\.bb— the first

Number ; 2ac~\-cc— the second ; and iad-\-dd=. the third.

CL Then
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Then<!

Whena

aa

» ! by Hypothesis;

aa-\-2ac-\-ccz=ia-\-c r

aa-\~iad-\-dd=a-\-d ' J

2ab+2ac-\-2ad-]-bb-\-cc-{-dd—a by the Question.

bb-\-cc-\-dd . ■ ,-r-i—|—,

I—2xi-j-f-{^

£*. gr. If b=i-, s=-|., </=tV, then a='Tl ; whence iab-\J?b=.\\. 2ac-\-cc

=,Vt- tad-yd=^. Proof, lH-AV+^V^T^a-

Problem. LXXXIII.

764. To find three Numbers, which will leave as many Squares, after

the Subtraction of each from the Square of their Sum.

EffeElion.

Put a for the Sum of the three Numbers required, and assume bz>c"^>dy

so that b-\-c-\-d be >iand.<Ci: Next make zab—bb= the first Number j

2<w—«cc= the second j %ad—dd= the Third. Then

Whence

iaxb-\-c-\-d—bb—cc—dd—a by the Question.

bb-\-cc±dd
a—-

7 -

-T7-

.14

-t
4. 2ab—bb=-£?. 2ac~"(css-^.

'2xb-\-c-^-d—r

Ex. gr. If i=J, c-=z^ d=$, then a=i

2ad—da-=z-}^.

Problem LXXXIV.

765. To find a Non Quadrate (i. e. a not Square) Number E, which being

added to three Non Quadrates Ay B, C, will make as many Squares.

EffeRion.

Put \\2ae-\- aa-=E the first Number fought

And 2w—^ae—A also sought

Thentj

Make

6, 4>

Whence

Make

jee—2ae-\-aa—e—a =A-\-

^B-\-2ae-\-aa=yy—B-\-E

5 C-\-2ae-\-aa=uu—C-\-E

B—a—y

BB—iBa-\-aa-=zB-\-2ae-\-aa

BB—B
az=.

*}
by the Question.

2x9-f2*

C-\-a=:u

Whence
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Whenct

8, io

10

1 1

12

a=-

cc—c

ze—2C

BB—B CC—C

E-^e e—C

e—-

BCxB-\-C-

~BB-\-C—CC—B

Ex tr. If 5=3 and C=2, then *=£, and a=-f ; consequently A=ee

•__ 'Jrnai. E—tae-\-aa—\l%. And if we multiply all by 100, we will

hare if=1305, B=3oo, C=ioo, and £=376 in Integers. Proof, A-\-E

Problem LXXXV.

766 To find a Number A, to which, if one given Cube b* be added, and

another lesser given Cube d* subtracted from it, that Sum and Difference

will be two Cubes e\f.

Effetlion.

{
Put

Then

Whence

a*—sa*d+3ad*^ad^^a^^a*=A

3b3 d

Ex er. If £3=8 and <fc=i, then «=**, consequently A=i*tf. And,

if we multiply all by 343» we will have £3=2744=14', ^'=343=73>

and ^=5256. Proof /4-f4' =8000= 20' and ^—^=4913=17'.

Problem LXXXVI.

767. To find three Numbers, which will leave as many Cubes aster tho

Subtraction of each from the Cube of their Sum,

Effeftion.

For the three Numbers put a, b, c, whose Sum is d> and for the three

Cubes remaining put **,/*» g* .
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2\d3—a—e3 '

c—?

e—f

/=-?

d}-

d'—3

d3—

n—

p=P

5(*

I2©-:

6(*j
17©-'

18—14

18—15

. n—16

ICJ—1-20—J-2 1

22-r«

by the Question.

.

.

16

I

<9

20

21

22

23

7(V
23,24

"Whence

11,

12,

•'■ *3.

■ _■ 8'

-9v

10,

3i + 32-r33

34-r*

135""

"Whence

31

3^

33

-
.>

r ••

" ~ a.
— <; ■,

•v •

4WJ-f=^

6h
7(*)
8a=rf»—*•'

9\b-=d3-f

\oc~dl—g*

Let *=/>—»

Let/=4»—/>

Letg=.2»

(?3 =4-/*J—2p1»-{-3pn'1—»'

1 5 /"' =—p3 -J-i*?**—'48/w1 ^-64«J

'|g3=8«'

Let ^=4».

J» =64»3
d3—<?3=<J5»5—3p«1_f_3pl»i-pJ=a .

d*—si= 48/w2—i%p%n-\-f—b

di—g3=56ni z=c

12 1 n3 -\-45pn*—9P*»=Æ-]-^+s=^=::4» (Step. 8,9, 10.)

i2i»44-45/>»—9/>*=4

Let 1 1 n-\-p-= 1 2 1 « x -\-$5pn—ypp * =2

I2I«*-J-45/>« 9/)l=I2I»i^]-22/.«-|_^*=4.

J} « +000.

=44*=p—n

d—^n—Mn

24

25

26

27

28

/=4«-

3ofe=2M:

a=d3—e3=.6^d~3»3

/^WA7*' ,>'to «

- S *+t= 'lisr*3— 'iS-S-9* ' -d-An (Seep. 1 7.)
'M:=i ■ ./ ■ . .

32

J j

34

35

36

37

3S

39

40

41

.-

-, i o

»=Trr

6 I S o 3 4.5,4+14

1 } i i ! J T

471696

iTTTTTT

, _s6OO0j,3 4 4 8 D o o

<■ Tco'u " —TmrTjT

A s 9 o s ?

u— rroi »'~. -'
'

'">.' .*>-:.

£=T

8 o . 1 6 f 3 4 - » u

TT> ' —Us) ' —VTT> 6—TTT»

■■f

73— *«
F—TTT'

For
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For the Exclufion of Negatives the Doclsor proceeds thus : Inftead of the

Equation at the 24th Step, he takes 1 m-\-qp—-\-2 or —2: And then en

quires what Numbers may be the Values of q, fo as to make both e and/

pofitive.

To this purpofe having borrowed the nth, 12th, and 23d Equations, he

goes on.

{

42©-'

23—43

44-r/

Whence

•

Firft Scop;

47» 48

494-22^—9

Whenct

Second Scope

46,

Whence

inn1-\-45np—9/>'=4

42 1 1 «-+■£/>=4-2 or —2

43 l2l»-r-22^«4-?a/'X—4

M 45"p—9PP—22^n^fP*=&

45 45»—<)p-—22qn—qqp=0

+6 +5«—2 2?»=^p4-9p

47 «:£=22+9: 45—222

48 <?=/>—»=o, or ;y=«-

49 qq-\-9=4S—22q

50^-[-22j=:36
1 ■

,1 2=—ii+i571=+I-5299<54»or—11—157* = —

(23.529964

1, a *. q taken between 4-i-A.Vs- and —23-/^ makes c>o.

53 /=4»—/>=o, or 4»=p

54 45»—2 22»=4jj;;-|-36», or 45—222=4^4.36

55 2=4-0-382491 &V. or —5.882491 Gff.

56 \ 2 between 4~nAAs- and —5-A^Ar makes /<Co, other-

wife greater than nothing

Confequently 57 Both * and / will be ^>o, when you take q between

4-1.529964, &c and 4-°-38249i fc?r. or between

—5.882491 &c. and —23.529964 6ff.

Thus far Dr. Pell, who alfo proceeds by making q—\, for one Example,

and —6 for another : And then goes to Tables, by the help whereof, great

Varieties of fuch Anfwers may be readily had.

The End of the Sixth and laji PART.

TRIUNI DEO GLORIA.

An



An Alphabetical INDEX of what is contained in the

foregoi?ig TREATISE. .

Note, Tie Numbers refer to the Institutions in the Margin,

A.

ABfilute Number of an Equation 444.

Addition, what 59, &c. Its Sign 61.

Of Integers 311,313. Of Frac

tions 11 1. Of Species 380,381. Of

Surds 419.

Affection of Quantity 371.

Affirmative Quantity. See Positive.

Algebra, what 399. By whom invented 32.

Algorism or Algorithm Numeral 250, &c.

Literal 370, &c.

Aliquant Part 3 7 .

Aliquot Part 37.

Alligation Medial 587. Alternate 664.

Partial 665. Total 676.

Annuities. See Pensions.

Antecedent, what 44.

Arithmetic, what 9.

Arithmetic of Infinites, by whom invented

652.

B

Balance of Quantities 376'.

Binomial, what 395, 398. How raised to

any Power 404.

Biquadrate, what 127. How extracted

3S1* 354-

Biquadratic Equations. See Equations Com

pound.

Bodies. See Motions.

C.

Circle, its Division 298.

Co-affected Quantities 375.

Coefficient 74, 439.

Coin Englijh 292. Foreign 342.

Combinations of Quantities 233, tffc. How

determined 634, 635.

Commensurate Numbers 48.

Commensurate in Power, what meant by it

135-

Common Measure 47. The greatest be

tween two Numbers 119. How found

1*0. >35. 33l-

Complement to a Whole 6.

Composite Numbers 5 6.

Compound Rule ofThree 198, 199, 341.

Computation, what' 3.

Consequent, what 44.

Contra-affected Quantities 375.

Contra-harmonicalPropoitioa 203. Its Ana

lysis 584.

Cube, what 127. How extracted 351,354.

Cubic Equalities Single 708, 7 30, &c. Dou

ble 766. Triple 767.

Cubic Equations. See Equations Compound.

Cycle of the Moon 308. Of the Sun 309.

Cypher, what 257.

D.

Decimal Fractions, their Notation 260. Ex

act and Approximant 262. When first

invented 263.

Decimal Tables 345.

Defective Quantity 374.

Denominator of a Fraction 89. Of a Po

lygon 228.

Difference, what 62. Its Sign 66.

Dimensions of a Product 75. Of an Equa

tion 440.

Direct Rule ofThree, how performed 197.

Dividend, what 76.

Division, what 76. Its Sign 78, 79. How

performed in Integers 323. Fractions

114. Species 401 Surds 421, &c.

Divisor, what 76. their Invention 424.

E

Earth, its Circumference 299.

Effection Synthetical 68 1, &c. Analytical

703, bfc

Efficients. See Factors.

Equalities. See Indeterminate Problems.

Equality, what 13, 14. Its Sign 31.

Equation Algebraical, what 425. How re

gistered 426. How reduced 427, 461.

To prepare it 451. To find the Num

ber of its Roots 459, ts'c. To find the

Affections of its Roots 465. To know

how



I N D EX.

how many of its Roots are possible or im«

possible 476, c?V. To augment or dimi

nish its Roots 481. To multiply or di

vide any of its Roots 486. To free an

Equation out of Fractions 487. To free

it out of Surds 488. To distribute it into

Periods 489. To takeaway its second

Term 490. To take away its third

Term 493. To find its Limits 496, &c.

To determine the first two or more Fi-

guies of its fiist Positive Root 502. To

resolve it finally 504, 506, &c.

Equations Compound Inadfected 446. Ad-

fected 506. Explicable 459. Inexplica

ble 468.

Equation of Payments 586.

Even Number, what 53.

Evolution, its Sign 143. See Extraction.

Excess. See Difference*

Exponent, what 140.

Exponential Quantities 1 44 .

Extermination of unknown Quantities 525,

Extraction of Roots in Numbers 351, 354.

In Species 416, 417.

Extreams, what 169.

Extream and Mean Proportional 173, 594.

F.

Factors, what 70.

Felktujhip Simple and Compound 585.

Fewer, 16. Its Sign 31.

Final Equations 437.

Fractions, what 35, 88. Proper and Im-

per 91. Pure and Mixed 93. Simple and

Compound 96. Homogeneous and He-

terogenous 98. Vulgar and Decimal 260.

Freehold or Real Eft'ate, how to value it 610.

G.

Geometry, what 9.

Golden Rule 196, 197, 341.

Greater 17. Its Sign 31. »

H.

Harmonica! Proportion 202. Its Analysis

582,583.

Heptagon, what 226, 629, csV.

Hexagon what 226, 629, £sV.

Incomposite Number, what 55.

Indeterminate Problems, how distinguislied

540, £sV. How limited 745.

Inequality, what 13,.

Infinite Series, how fumm'd up 650, 6jr.

Infinitesimal, what 646.

Infinitinomial, what 402. Howraiscd toany

assignable Power 413. How extracted

J'4-

Integer, what 34. How found on certain

Conditions given 667.

Interejl Simple 595. Compound 596.

Inverse Rule of three, how performed 197,

34'-,

Involution, what 1 27. Its Sign 143.

Irrationals 138. How denoted 141. See Surds.

L.

Lateral Numbers, how fumm'd up. 2r3.

Lateral Equalities Single 653, &c. Double

673, &c. Triple 678, 679.

Lesser 17. Its Sign 31.

Limits of an Equation 495. See Equations.

Logarithms, what 253. their Structure and

Algorism 356, &c. Their Inventor 369.

M.

Magnitude, what it.

Mathematics,what 1 . Abstract andConcrete7.

Mean, what 169.

Mean Proportional, how sound r 7 8, 200.

Measures Englijh 297, &c. Of Foreign 342.

Aietonic Cycle. See Cycle of the Moon.

Minuend, what 62.

Mixed Equations 524.

Mixtures, how compounded 588. How va

lued 589. How mixed 590.

A Monome, what 265.

More 16. Its Sign 31.

Motions, how determined 592, 593.

Multiple and Submultiple Ratios, with their

Species 182.

Multiplicand, what 69.

Multfplicate and Subniultiplicate Proportion

with their Species 201.

Multiplication, what 69. Its Sign 72. Of

Integers 317, &c. Of Fractions 115.

Of Species 400. Of Surds 421,422.

Multiplier, what 69.

Multitude, what 11.

Musical. See Harmonical Proportion.

N.

Negative Quantities. See Defective.

Newton Sir Isaac, his Theoicm investigated

411,462. Nomhia-



INDEX.

Nominator of a Ratio, what 181.

Notation of Species 30. Of Numbers 254.

Number, what 27, Its Species, 34, 35, 138.

How one is said to measure another 46.

Numerator of a Fraction, what 89.

O.

Odd Number•, what 54. . .

P.

Part, what 6.

Pensions, computed at Simple Interest 602.

at Compound Interest 605, 606.

Pentagon. See Polygons.

Perfect Numbers, what57. How found 672.

Periods of Numbers 258. Of Powers 287.

of Equations 489.

Permutation of Quantities 240, &c. how

determined 607.

Polygons or Polygonal Numbers, how formed

226. How denoted 229. How summed

up 629, &c. .

Polynomes 267, 395, &c. How raised to

any Power 412.

Positive Quantity, what 373.

Powers, their Species 127. How distinguish

ed 130, 132, 136. How denoted 140.

See Extraction.

Practice in Merchants Accounts 347, 348.

Prime Numbers. See Compojit.

Problems. See Questions.

Product, what 69.

Progression Arithmetical, what 204. Its Sign.

205. How indefinitely denoted 206. Its

Analysis 599, 600, 6n,&c.

Progression Geometrical, what 215. Its Sign

217. How indefinitely denoted 218. Its

Analysis 603, 604, 608, 609, 615, &c.

Proportion Arithmetical, what 167. How in

definitely denoted 168. Discontinued and

Continued 170. Its Analysis 577, &c.

Proportion Geometrical, what 1 86. Disconti

nued and Continued 187. How indesinite-

lydenoted 1 88. Its Analysis 580,581,622.

Pyramidal Numbers, how formed 232.

How summed up 632, 636.

Quadratic Equalities, Single 689,698,712,

&c. Double 746, &c. Triple 762, isfe.

Qiiadratic Equations, See Equations Com

pound.

Quantity, what 4.

Questions, their different Species 532, 6fY.

How brought to Equations 538, Use.

Quotient, what 76.

R

Radicals. See Surds.

Ratio, what 43, 44.

Ratio Arithmetical, what 165. Its Sign 166.

Ratio Geometrical, what 180. Its Sign 184.

Reduction of Integers 333, (*fc. Of Vulgar

Fractions 107, &c. Of Decimal Frac-

tions 343, &c. Of Surds 418, 420. Of

Equations 427, isfe.

Remainder. See Difference.

Roots, their Species 127. How distinguished

J3Z5 I35» I56' Howdenoted 141.

Roots Impossible 394, 470, &c.

S.

Scale of Powers,vtbax 1 29. How summed

up 643.

Side of a Polygon 226. _

Simple Equations 441. How resolved 427.

Species, what 26, 28, 30.

Specific Gravity 590, 591.

Substitution, what 397.

Subtraction, what 62. Its Sign 65. OfInte

gers 312,314. Of Fractions 112. Of

Surds 419, 423.

Subtrahend, what 62.

Sum, what 59.

Superparticular and Subfuperparticular Ra

tio's, with their Species 183.

Surds, their Arithmetic 418, &c.

Surd Divisors 516, &c.

Surds Universal 422. How to extract the

Roots from such 512.

Sursolid 127, 145.

T.

Tariffa, what 321.

Tetragon. See Polygon.

Transmutation of Equations 479, &c.

Triangular Number, or Trigon. See Polygon.

U.

Untia of Powers, what 40S. How formed

<>33-

Unity, what 4, 5.

Vulgar Fractions. See Fractions.

W.

Weight Englijh 29 3, &c. Foreign 342.

JFbtU, what 6.







 

 



 




